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signotiGS APPLICATIONS MEMO

DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

NIXIE* DECODER/DRIVER

8T01

DESCRIPTION

The 8T01 Nixie Decoder/Driver is a one-out-of-ten de-

coder which has been designed to provide the necessary

high voltage characteristics required for driving gas-filled

cold-cathode indicator tubes. Typical output breakdown

voltages are in excess of 90 volts.

The 8T01 may also be utilized in driving relays or other

high voltage interface circuitry. The element is designed

with a dielectric isolation process utilizing TTL techniques

and is therefore completely compatible with DTL and TTL

elements.

The specially designed output drivers have extremely low

leakage which eliminates background glow of off cathodes

when driving Nixie tubes.

•Trademark Burroughs Corporation

MULTIPLEX OPERATION OF NIXIE TUBES
USING SIGNETICS' 8T01 NIXIE DRIVER

Using the Burroughs Nixie Tubes designed for multiplexing

techniques, a new approach to readouts can be taken which

results in substantial device count savings, Specifically only

one decoder/driver will be necessary to drive up to 20 Nixie

tubes, though a memory element will be necessary to store

the BCD codes, i.e., for 20 tubes one needs 20 four-bit

words (assuming that the digits through 9 are to be

displayed).

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a logic subsystem for

multiplexing Nixie Tubes. This technique can be achieved

by combining the 8270 (four-bit shift) registers, 8T01

(Nixie decoder/driver) and 8281 (four-bit binary counter),

8277 (dual 8-bit shift register), in a small subsystem (imple-

mentation shown in Fig. 2).

LOGIC DIAGRAM TROTH TABLE

B

^Tr&

ol±k>-

VCC - (16)

GND = (8)

{ ) = Denotes Pin Number*

INPUT OUTPUT
OND C B A

O
1 1

1 2

1 1 3

1 4

1 1 5

1 1 6

1 1 1 7

8

1 9

1 8

1 1 9

1 8

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

9
8
9

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a logic subsystem for

multiplexing that recently appeared in an application note

by Burroughs Corporation. (See Figure 2 for detailed

drawing.) The system has a sequentially addressable word

select memory with a capacity of N words where N is also

the number of Nixie indicators in the system. Each word

consists of at least four bits which represent, in binary

form, the number of the corresponding decimal digit. The

recirculation loop and the write circuits for the memory are

not shown in Figure 1, but they would normally be

required.

2-1



SIGNETICS NIXIE* DECODER/DRIVER 8T01

GENERAL MULTIPLEXED SYSTEM

DIGIT WORD COUNTER

WORD DRIVERS

ANODE DRIVERS

FIGURE 1

When displaying an N digit number, as illustrated in Figure

1, the N words of the memory are sequentially read out at a

constant rate that is determined by the system Clock, Each

time a word is read out, it is rewritten in the same position

of the Memory, thus the information is preserved. When the

2-2

displayed information is to be altered in one or more of the

digit positions, the new information is written into the

corresponding word position in the memory, just after the

existing words are read.



SIGINETICS NIXIE* DECODER/DRIVER 8T01

SUBSYSTEM FOR MULTIPLEXING 16 NIXIE TUBES

*U NIXIE TUBES
"

OECOPEP

H 111 fMl FT IEC

i

-<Ztr

FIGURE 2

Referring to Figures 1 and 2, four packages of 8277 (dual

8-bit shift register) are used to hold the 16 four-bit BCD

coded words that determine what each Nixie tube will

display. A four-bit binary counter (8281) is used as the

digit word counter. A divide by four counter (2-8822) is

used to enable the data after every 4th clock pulse. Two

one-outif-eight decoders (8250) are used to implement the

digit sect decoder, which drives the appropriate anode

througha circuit such as shown in Figure A. The Nixie

driver (fl"01) accepts the four-bit BCD code from memory

and drivs the cathodes of the tubes.
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SIGNETICS NIXIE* DECODER/DRIVER I 8T01

ANODE DRIVING CIRCUIT

'U u
*| ;"' *>i |»i <.\ :;»(

i ANODE 'A 6 ANODE "'A itNOOE
<! '',X

u

FIGURE 3

Figure 3 shows a constant voltage anode driver circuit. In

the circuit, one of the transistors, Q1( Q2 , Q3, etc., is

turned on while the others are held off. Diode CR 1( in

conjunction with the base resistors, R-|, R3, R 5 , serve to

back-bias the off transistors. To turn transistor Q^ on, a

negative pulse is applied to input number one. The
components R 2 and C^ are chosen to maintain transistor

0-1 in the on condition for trre full period required by the

system timing,

The collectors of the constant current drivers are connected

through catching diodes CR 2 , CR 3 , and CR4 to a +100 volt

bus. This is done to prevent excessive voltages from

appearing across these transistors. Without these diodes,

overshoots would tend to occur due to the characteristics

of the Nixie tube.

The 3.2kHz oscillator results in a 50Hz signal to an

individual anode input. This is sufficiently greater than

minimum eye "flicker" frequency (approximately 24Hz.)

The upper limit of this oscillator could be 10kHz which will

result in a minimum "ON" time of 100 microseconds for

each tube. If the main clock repetition rate falls between
these limits, there is no need for the oscillator.

TIMING DIAGRAM FOR 16 TUBE SUBSSTEM

n-JLTLTUTJlJTJLJU^

HFf2 _| l__l l_ _J L I I

OUTPUT OF "1
GATE 16 n m n n

TO ANODE INPUT 1 ov |_J

TO ANODE INPUT 3 ov I I

ovj
|

ov|_J

NOTE: ASSUMES THE 64-BIT SHI FTREGISTE R HAS BEEN LOADED. NOTE THAT AFTER EVERY
4TH CLOCK (NEATIVE-GOIG EDGE) ONE ANODE INPUT OUT OF 16 IS ENERGIZED. THUS
ALL 16 TUBES WILL HAVE EEN ENERGIZED AFTER 64 CLOCK PULSES HAVE OCCURRED.

FIGURE 4
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8T01 NIXIE* DECODER/DRIVER

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Refer to Figure 2 and Figure 3, The 64-bit shift right

register is loaded from the main memory with the coded

numbers to be displayed by each tube. The operation s as

follows:

The write information input (Figure 1} normally logic
"1"

is set to a logic "0" level (pulsed operation). This allows the

words in main memory to be shifted into the register. Also,

the main clock from the calculator advances a counter such

that after 64 counts the display input is set to logic
"0"

(pulsed operation), inhibiting any further counter advance-

ment, or loading of the shift register. Simultaneously, as the

display input goes to a logic "0", the 3.2kHz oscillator

starts cycling the 64- bit shift register. Simultaneously, as

the display input goes to a logic "0", the 3.2kHz oscillator

starts cycling the 64-bit shift register.

The above is accomplished via the following individual

steps:

The latch formed by gates 8 and 9 is initially set such that

the output of 8 is a logic "0" level. The output of 8 inhibits

the t- 4 (divide by four) counter, the 8281 (Digit Word

Counter), and conditions the latch formed by gates 13 and

14 such that the output of 14 is set to a logic "0" level. As

a result of this action, the output of 16 is a logic "0" level

which forces the output of gates 17 and 18 to logic
"1"

levels.

Logic "1" levels at the "D" input of an 8250 (one out of

eight decoder) inhibits the output by forcing them all to

logic "1" levels.

At the point in time just prior to the negative-going-edge of

the 64th clock pulse, all anode inputs to the NIXIE tubes

have been at logic "1" levels. (Logic "1" from the 8250's),

Also, all the codes for the digits to be displayed are in the

64 bit shift register and the system is now ready for

multiplexing to commence.

Now the system is in the multiplex routine, which is as

follows:

The system is clocked by the 3.2kHz oscillator.

The * 4 counter controls the anode strobing by holding

the outputs of the 8250's at logic "1" levels for 4 clock

pulses, then allowing one output to make the "1" to "0

transition thus firing the number one NiXJE tube viz.

the input capacitor (luf).

The time constant, TC(1K, 1uf) allows the tube to

conduct for approximately 300 microseconds.

The next clock (5th pulse) shuts off the 8251 's. When

the negative-going-edge of the 8th (eighth) pulse has

occurred, then the number 2 NIXIE will be fired. The

process repeats for all 16 tubes.

The 8281 (Digit Word Counter) is advanced by the * 4

counter. Therefore, the 8281 gets advanced after the

negative-going-edge of every 4th pulse issued by the

oscillator.

The outputs of the 8281 are decoded by the 8250*s

which fire the anodes of the NIXIE tubes.

The 64-bit shift register circulates the 16 BCD coded

words that are to be displayed.

The 8270 (4-bit shift register) receives the BCD informa-

tion from the 64-bit shift register and in turn is decoded

by the 8T01 (BCD to Decimal) which drives the

cathodes of all 16 tubes simultaneously.

I

After the 64th pulse (from the main system clock), the +

64 (divide by 64) counter is decoded and the output of gate

7 goes to logic "0", forcing the latch formed by gates 8 and

9 such that the output of 8 is set to a logic "1" level,

thereby releasing the inhibit on the-H4 and 8281 counters.

Thus the operation is complete. The automatic blanking

control ensures that the tubes are not conducting for 4 shift

pulses while the next BCD coded word is shifted into the

8270.
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APPLICATIONS MEMO

INTRODUCTION

The Signet ics' 8T04/5/6 are monolithic MSI seven segment

decoder/drivers that have been designed with TTL tech-

niques. They consist of the necessary logic to decode a 4-bit

BCD input to provide the appropriate outputs to drive

seven segment digital display devices. Numerals 0-9 as well

as selected signs and letters can be decoded for driving the

following types of displays:

• Light emitting diodes displays (LEDs)

• Incandescent displays

• Interface transistors and SCRs
• Relays

The three decoders differ basically in the electrical charac-

teristics of the output transistors and their logical activating

level. Figure 1 shows a composite logic diagram. The 8T04
has "active low," high current sink open collector outputs

for driving indicators directly. The 8T05 has "active high"

outputs with internal pull-up resistors to provide sufficient

drive current to discrete transistors, SCRs and other inter-

face elements as well as Utilogic NOR and OR gates. The
8T06 also offers "active high" outputs but these are of the

open collector type for maximum versatility in a variety of

current source applications.

LOGIC DIAGRAM

DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

SEVEN SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER

LOGIC DESCRIPTION

8T04

8T05

8T06

A composite truth table (Table I) has been arranged to

show the response of the 8T04/5/6 seven-segment decoder

/drivers to a 4-bit binary input code. When neither of the

auxiliary inputs are activated, a BCD code on the inputs (a,

b, c, dj conditions the outputs (A through G) correspond-

ing to a standard seven-segment layout as shown in Figure 2

such that numerals 0-9 can be displayed. Furthermore, any

non-BCD input is defined as well such that selected signs

and letters may be displayed in accordance with Table I.

Auxiliary terminals are provided for maximum versatility.

A ripple blanking input (RBI) and a ripple blanking output

(RBO) are used to suppress leading and trailing edge zeros

in multidigit displays. In addition, the internal logic design

allows the ripple blanking output to serve as a blanking

input as well and is therefore designated as RBQ/BI. This

blanking input ( B I > overrides the ripple blanking signal and

may be used in various blanking and intensity modulation

applications.

The lamp test (LT) input is independent of any other input

and may be activated at any time. This input allows the

integrity of the display to be checked by overriding all

other input states.

TPrE^
,£>Tt>-:
X>tO"

!»*>£

WtE?

O-

:o
o

^L>0

fr^^TO

^^O

tO©-

RBO/BI 8T04 I 8T06
OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT

FIGURE 1
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S1GMETICS SEVEN SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER 8T04/5/6

PIN CONFIGURATION AND 7-SEGMENT LAYOUT

•c
•

vCc ~J >6

c b Z3«

^c A .1

Zl ,4

«c a LT n-
*c c G u«
6 C 311

*c Ha: RBO Bi J"
»c GMD E J 9

FIGURE 2

I

Where: a, b, c, d are the BCD inputs to the decoder/driver

A, B, C, D, E, F, G are the seven-segment outputs in

accordance with the standard layout as shown.

RBI Ripple Blanking Input

RBO/BI Ripple Blanking Output/Blanking Input

LT = Lamp Test

TRUTH TABLE
TABLE 1

INPUTS
BI/RBO

OUTPUTS 8T04 OUTPUTS 8T05/06
DISPLAY

CHARACTERINPUT CODE LAMP TEST RBI OUTPUT STATE OUTPUT STATE
NOTEdeb t LT A a C D E F G A a C D E F G

XXX X X X 1 1 11111 aXXX X X

1

Man 1 a, 3)

INon 2)

1

1

1

1

1 1 1

1 1 I

1

1

1

1

1

a

1 1 11110
SLK

BLK

1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 I

1 X 1 1 1 1 110 1 c
1 1 X 1 1 1 1 110 1 3

1 X 1 c 1 1 a 1 10 11 i_i

1 1 X 1 1 a i 110 11 5
1 1 a X 1 1 11111 L.

1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1

1 X 1 1 11111 B
1 1 X 1 1 1 1 10 11 Ci

1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 _
1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a BLK
1 1 X 1 1 1 10 111 !-;

1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 r"

1 1 1

1 1 1 1

X

X

1

1

1

t

1

1 1 1 i

1

1

1110
BLK

NOTE:

1. RBO/BI used as input

2. RBO/BI should not be forced high when a,b,c,d. RBI terminals are low, or damage mav occur to the unit.

3. * Comma
4. X = Do not care, either "1" or "0"
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SIGNETICS SEVEN SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER 8T04/5/6

TERMINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Since these 7-segment decoder/drivers are useful in many
applications and interfacing situations involving bipolar as

well as IVtOS circuits, it is important to have a complete

understanding of the 8T04/5/6 characteristics.

The data inputs as well as the RBI input are TTL type

base-emitter diodes. Clamp diodes are employed to prevent

ringing that may occur on long interconnect lines. The

equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.

The RBO/BI signal is generated as shown in Figure 4. When
a BCD zero has been received at the data inputs with the

RB I input being tow, transistor Q turns on and the collector

pulls the Bl input low internally. Since the RBO/BI ter-

minal may be grounded at any time, an overriding blanking

signal can be supplied externally. To avoid forcing the col-

lector high when Q is activated, the Bl input should be

driven by an open collector device such as an 8891

.

The output transistors of the 8T04 and 8T06 are open

collector devices. It can be seen from the equivalent circuit

in Figure 5 that because of the collector-substrate isolation

diode the output should not be taken more negative than

0.5V without current limiting. The output leakage for the

8T04 and 8T06 is specified at 100;uA with 6V applied.

Because collector breakdown typically occurs above 15V,

an application may be considered with output voltages

higher than 6V but below breakdown when using a selected

device. In that case, current limiting to about 10mA should

be employed to avoid excessive power dissipation in the

output transistor.

The equivalent circuit for the 8T05 output which has an

internal diffused pullup-resistor is shown in Figure 6. In

interfacing it should be noted that the output will clamp at

one diode drop above Vcc-

To allow judicious tradeoffs in designs, typical char-

acteristics for current source and sink capability are given

for the respective devices in Figures 7 through 9.

EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS

DATA INPUTS AND RBI

'Jcc

O • W-
a. i). c, d &
RBI INPUTS -«L-

I

H » 10K FOR DATA INPUTS

R 5K FOR RBI

-W—W—W-h

FIGURE 3

EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS (Cont'd.

RBO/BI TERMINAL

vcc

*K ? 4.5K

i
KHM>HW—W-n

6 RBO/BI

FIGURE 4

8T04 AND 8T06 OUTPUTS

+ -OOUT

FIGURE5

8T05 OUTPUTS

L ~-4<:! S«

" * O OUT

-•ii

FIGURE 6
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SIGNETICS SEVEN SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER ST04/5/6

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS

TYPICAL CURRENT SINK CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE 8T04 & 8T06 (OUTPUTS A THROUGH G}

TYPICAL CURRENT SINK CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE 8T05 (OUTPUTS A THROUGH G}

1 1

VM -«V

rA .2s•c

i

1 1

TA .2FC

03V/Div

FIGURE 7

O-WoiV,

FIGURE 8

TYPICAL CURRENT SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS OF
OF THE 8T05 (OUTPUTS A THROUGH G>

1 1

*«

FIGURES

I

OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
Table 2 is designed to assist in selecting the proper decoder

for a desired application. The 8TQ4 has "active low" out-

puts. Thus it is suited for high current sink applications

where the driver has to sink current from a load. However,

the 8T05/6 devices have "active high" outputs, meaning

that they are well suited for applications where current has

to be sourced to the load. This may be,done either through

the internal pullup resistor (8T05) or through an externally

provided element (8T06J when high current is required.

OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SEVEN SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER
TABLE 2

PART NO. OUTPUT STRUCTURE
ACTIVATING

LEVEL
CURRENT SINK
SPECIFICATIONS

OUTPUT "1" LEAKAGE OR
CURRENT SOURCE SPEC.

8T04 OPEN COLLECTOR LOW 40mA @ .4V IQOmA 9 6V

8T05 PASSIVE PULL-UP HI .5mA @ .3V -2.3mA @ IV; -500^A @ 3.9V

8T06 OPEN COLLECTOR HI 40mA @> ,4V 100«A@6V
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SIGNETICS SEVEN SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER 8T04/5/6

APPLICATIONS

Several techniques are used for driving digital display de-

vices. The most straightforward application is to use one

7-segment decoder/driver for each display. Because a blank-

ing provision is available, the displays may be strobed for

low power operation or variable light intensity.

Depending on the existing circuitry it may also be advan-

tageous to time-share one decoder among several or all dis-

plays. In such a multiplexed operation, suitable timing and

decoding are incorporated such that only one display will be

illuminated at a time. This strobed operation is done at a

repetition rate high enough to appear flicker free to the

eye.

LIGHT EMITTING DIODE DISPLAY

Several light emitting diode displays ( LEDs) have common
anpdes. These require a decoder/driver with "active low"

outputs and high current sink capability. Similar require-

ments exist for incandescent displays and the 8T04 is ideal

for these applications without the need for interface transis-

tors.

The turn-on characteristics of the display are important

when interfacing with the decoder/driver. Figure 10a shows

the 8T04 driving a light emitting diode display. Since the

forward drop of the LEDs may be slightly unequal, they

may exhibit current-hogging if driven from a common volt-

age source. Thus, to obtain equal brightness in the display

segments, LED manufacturers generally advise to use indi-

vidual current limiting resistors. However, LED displays

have been used successfully without an apparent difference

in brightness as shown in Figure 10b. Current limiting rests-

tors are therefore eliminated.

An important consideration for incandescent displays is

inrush current through a cold filament, since it could be 10

times as high as the rated operation current. Figure 10c

shows the 8T04 driving an incandescent seven-segment dis-

play and if the external resistors R (dotted connections) are

used, a small current is allowed to flow through the lamps

during the off-state, keeping the filaments warm. Thus,

inrush current effects are minimized, prolonging the life

of the lamp.

Surge current protection of the driver is not required in this

context because the current-sink capability of the output

transistors is beta-limited. Typical tests have shown that

the output characteristics flaten out at about 80mA
(Figure 7), therefore setting a natural limit to inrush

current. Consequently, no damage to the driver will be

sustained when driving lamps that have steady state cur-

rents falling within the defined output drive capability of

the seven-segment decoder/driver.

8T04 DRIVING 7-SEGMENT DISPLAY

1*0

t ¥ t ¥

I I
I

a)

LED DISPLAYS
WITH INDIVIDUAL

LIMITING RESISTORS

f ft O i 9 ft

LED DISPLAY WITH
SERIES DIODES

I C D I

I M i I'
i i i i i

i

I II I

e)

INCANDESCENT DISPLAY

NOTES:

1. LED displays such as: Litronlx Data Lit 10 , Monsanto Man 1, Opeoa SLA 1.

2. Incandescent displays such asi Plnlltes "Lite Pak" ,RCA Numltron DR 2000, Readouts Inc. Series 5.

FIGURE 10
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SIGNETICS SEVEN SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER 8T04/5/6

8T05 INTERFACING APPLICATION

The 8T05 has "active high" outputs with internal 1 K ohm
pullup such that external buffers may be driven directly

without the need for additional components. Hence, it is

easy to interface with driver transistors that may be re-

quired for very high current incandescent lamps or high

voltage interfaces to fluorescent or gas discharge displays.

Should the need exist to interface with logic circuits, one

standard TTL load (-1.6mA @ .4V) can be driven. Utilogic

OR and NOR gates have base inputs and only require

180mA input current, thus allowing a fanout of 10. The

8T05 can also be used to drive SCR's such as to interface

the 7-segment decoder with electroluminescent displays

that require high AC voltages. Such an application is shown

in Figure 11.

If additional drive current is required from the 8T05 it is

possible to add external resistors from Vcc t0 tne

7-segment outputs of the decoder/driver. Since the mini-

mum value of the total putlup resistors is constrained by

the current sink capability of the output transistors, it is

advantageous to use the 8T06 which is pin compatible and

designed for high current source applications.

LED DISPLAY USING THE 8T06 DRIVER

Monolithic light emitting diode displays are presently

manufactured with common cathodes which require a

driver with current source capability. The 8T06 7-segment

decoder/driver has been designed specifically to drive

common-cathode LEDs, and employs open-collector tran-

sistors for maximum versatility. External pullup resistors

must be used to limit the source currents in accordance

with the LED manufacturers specifications and the in-

tended usage of the display. A typical application of the

8T06 driving a common cathode LED is shown in Figure

12. Because of the 8T06's high current sink capability

(40mA), it can be used as a LED driver for pulsed operation

or in the multiplex mode where only one decoder/driver is

used for a multidigit display. Figure 16 shows such an

arrangement in detail.

8T05 DRIVING ELECTRO-LUMINESCENT
DISPLAY

8T06 DRIVING MONOLITHIC LED DISPLAY

vCc

ELECTRO-
LUMINESCENT
DISPLAY

TOOTMEHSCBi

'Mill

TT

*«

Rlim

LED DISPLAY SUCH AS:

MONSANTO MAN 3 Si MAN 4

HfWLETT PACKARD 502S

BOWMAN R7M-I91

FAIRCHILD FND 10

FIGURE 12
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SIGNETICS SEVEN SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER 8T04/5/6

RIPPLE BLANKING AND INTENSITY
MODULATION APPLICATION

The provision for automatic blanking of leading and/or

trailing edge zeros is a very useful feature in multi-digit

displays. By blanking insignificant zeros, any display can be

easily read. For example, in a ten digit display a mixed

integer fraction (000457.1800) would be displayed as

457.18.

The RBO terminal may also be used as an overriding biank-

ing input (Bl) in a variety of inhibiting and strobing opera-

tions that may be associated with the outputs. An ex-

tremely useful application also shown in Figure 13 is

intensity modulation. The variable duty cycle multivibrator

can be used for low duty cycle strobed operation or display

dimming.

To suppress leading edge zeros, the Ripple Blanking Output

(RBO) of a decoder is connected to the Ripple Blanking

Input (RBI) of the next lower stage device. In the total

display, the most significant bit's RBI input is connected to

ground to enable the blanking command to ripple through

if that decoder is addressed with a BCD zero (0000). It is

common practice to tie the least significant bit's RBI input

to Vcc since it is generally not desirable to blank the least

significant integer. Figure 13 shows an example for

n-integers.

FLOATING DECIMAL POINT APPLICATION

The ripple blanking shown in the previous example may be

extended to an application such as desk calculator displays

where the position of the decimal point can be selected. In

Figure 14 a few additional gates are used such that the

decimal point can be fixed by means of a "select line". To

select the decimal point position, the corresponding select

line must be at a logical "1" while all the other select lines

are held at a logical "0".

Trailing edge zero suppression is needed when the fractional

part of a number has to be conditioned simitar to the ex-

ample above. Because it is desirable to retain the first zero

after a decimal point, the RBI input of the most significant

digit in the fractional part should be tied to Vcc-

As a result, the least significant integer as wetl as the most

significant part of the fraction will not be blanked (since

0,0 may occur which is a meaningful result) but any other

leading or trailing edge zero will be blanked to obtain an

easily readable display.

SEVEN-SEGMENT DISPLAYS FOR n-INTEGERS

VOOULATIOfJ

J—j»T
v= a

-r- «TU
1 =1 I

l~-0
V6 0SO *-0H

I I I 1 I I I

A 9 C Q E f G

H

TT
&l GfcJFIC ANT Ofi CAPE

1 I I 1 I I I

TT

•"X

I I II I I I

TTT

i

FIGURE 13

(VOTES:

1

.

RIPPLE BLANK ING- Automatically suppresses all unnecessary zero's which may be either those preceding the first significant digit

(as shown) or those trailing the last significant digit after a decimal.

2. LAMP TEST— Overrides all output states generated from Input codes,

3. INTENSITY MODULATION™ Turns on the seven -segment displays only for the pulse duration. This may be used as a lamp intensity

control or for low duty cycle pulsed operation.
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SIGNETICS SEVEN SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER 8T04/5/6

8 DIGIT DISPLAY WITH FLOATING DECIMAL POINT AND RIPPLE BLANKING
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SIGNETICS SEVEN SEGMENT DECODER/DRIVER 8T04/5/6

MULTIPLEXING OF DISPLAYS

When designing with rnultidigit displays, two distinctly

different approaches may be taken when interfacing the

displays with the decoder/driver circuitry. The standard

solution would be to use one decoder/driver for each digit

in the display. As the number of digits increases it is gener-

ally advantageous to time-share one decoder/driver among
all digits or groups of digits as shown in Figure 15.

The choice of one technique over the other depends heavily

on the application. In particular, the total hardware cost,

package count, and power consumption in a multiplexed

display system are not only influenced by the number of

digits that time share a decoder/driver, but also if the BCD
data is available in serial or parallel form.

A circuit for multiplexing a counter display is shown in

Fig. 16. By using the ST10 Quad-D-Type Bus Flip-Flop with

tri-state outputs, for storage buffers, the digit information

of all, counter outputs can be bussed onto common BCD
lines. Thus, the design of a multiplexed display is greatly

simplified. In this example, common anode displays are

driven by an 8T04, Current limiting resistors are used in

each 7-segment line to assure equal brightness even if the

LED turn-on voltages are slightly unequal.

The 8250 Octal decoder that selects the BCD information

from 8T10 buffers and corresponding digit drivers is

indexed by an 8293 counter in the divide-by-8 mode. A
1kHz repetition rate for the multiplex oscillator was chosen

which is high enough to make the display appear flicker

free to the eye.

The principal argument that may be advanced for multi-

plexing of displays is generally one of economics although a

considerable power savings may result as an added benefit.

For example, LED 7-segment displays have a high persis-

tence allowing them to be strobed with a very low duty

cycle which is an important consideration for battery

powered equipment.

Notice that the 8T04 and 8T06 are very well suited for

strobed operation of displays. Because of their high current

sink capability, displays can be pulsed with high currents

and low duty cycles, enhancing the apparent brightness of

the displays and saving power at the same time. Use of the

8292 and 8293 counters further reduces system power

consumption.

GENERALIZED MULTIPLEXING SCHEME FOR DISPLAYS

DIGIT SELECT DRIVEftS

TIMING

AND
DECODING

r 3 r.__j
ST 04.'5.6

DECODER DRIVER

BCD DATA

SERIAL OR PAR At. LEI.

FIGURE 15
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MULTIPLEXING EIGHT LED DISPLAYS
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BignotiEs APPLICATIONS MEMO

DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

8T09 QUAD BUS DRIVER/BT10 QUAD D-TYPE BUS FLIP-FLOP

8T09

8T10

INTRODUCTION

Designers of digital systems have been using open-collector

TTL logic for many years because its wire-OR capability is

a powerful design tool. With the addition of an external

pull-up resistor, many open-collector outputs can be con-

nected onto a common bus, resulting in a considerable

savings of hardware and speed advantages over conventional

approaches. Particularly in computer design where bus-

organized systems architecture prevails, Signetics open-

collector MSI and open-collector gates are used exten-

sively.* There are applications, however, especially in

systems with electrically short interconnects, such as on-

card bussing and areas of modular systems design, in which

performance can be improved by two new TTL compatible

bus driver circuits that have been developed by Signetics,

SIMPLIFIED TRl-STATE BUS DRIVER

Ovcc

i

-r °2

FIGURE 1

These designs, the 8T09 Quad Bus Driver and the 8T10

Quad D-Type FUp-Flop combine the advantages of active

pull-up TTL with the wire-OR capability of open-colfector

1 Cs. As shown in the simplified circuit diagram in. Figure 1,

a bus driver can be designed to exhibit three distinct output

states. Such a tri-state device is unique in that it may act as

a normal TTL gate with low impedance logical "1" and

logical "0" levels as long as the control line is high. If the

"Unified Bus Maximizes Minicomputer Flexibility, ELEC-

TRONICS, December 21, 1970.

control line is grounded, drive current is removed from

the active pull-up Darlington-structure and a third, high

impedance output state results. Since in that third state

both output transistors (Q-| and Q2) are biased in the off-

condition, only microampere leakage current will have to

be supplied to the device by an active bus driver tied to

the same bus.

Two integrated circuits, the 8T09 Quad Bus Driver and the

8T10 Quad D-Type Bus Flip-Flop that have tri-state

outputs will be described here and applications such as bus

organized information transfer, modular systems design and

multiplexing will be discussed.

8T09 QUAD BUS DRIVER

The 8T09 Quad Bus Driver is a hardware realization of the

tri-state bus driver concept. It may be seen from the circuit

diagram in Figure 2 that depending on the state of the

disable input, a driver will either act as a high speed

inverting buffer or will exhibit a high impedance "OFF"
state similar to an open-collector gate.

CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC OF 1/4 8T09

/A 2
fT
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SIGNETICS 8T09 QUAD BUS DRIVER/8T10 QUAD TYPE BUS FLIP FLOP 8T09/10

The Darlington pull-up structure at the output provides

high current source capability (guaranteed 5.2mA at 2.4V)

when driving a data bus, thus allowing high speed operation

even when driving heavy capacitive loads. The current sink

capability of the bottom transistor is 2-1/2 times that of a

standard TTL gate (guaranteed 40mA at 0.4V} making the

device very versatile in a variety of interface situations.

Figure 3 shows the logic diagram and truth table of the

8T09. A logical "0" on the disable input makes the

bus-driver a high speed inverting buffer with low impedance

logical "1" and logical "0" states. To place the output in

the high-Z disable state, the disable signal has to be a logical

LOGIC DIAGRAM AND TRUTH TABLE OF THE 8T09

"1". This fact is beneficial when considering fail-safe

operation since removal of the disable signal, which may

happen accidentally, will not damage any driver. The inputs

of the 8T09s are diode clamped to discriminate against

negative ringing.

APPLICATIONS OF THE 8T09 QUAD
BUS DRIVER

Tri-state outputs combined with high-speed and high

output current capability in both the logical "1" and

logical "0" level allow the 8T09 to be used in a variety of

bus-organized systems and wired-OR applications.

14 13 II 11

n n n n n n n
OATA Zl$^\OlI^^]Oi£?\a)WA

AB'.E
|

IABLE I

oa- cms- ^^
ATA ASLE j OUT ABLE | DATA

U U U
I
u u u u

DATA DISABLE OUTPUT

1

1

1

1

1

Hl-Z

HI-2

FIGURE 3

In existing logic designs, the 8T09 may be used to replace

open-collector devices to increase systems speed by as

much as a factor of ten. This speed improvement is ac-

complished by the short propagation delays associated with

the data path (10ns max.) and the excellent capacitive

drive capability of the 8T09. As an added benefit, pull-up

resistors are no longer necessary, which will also have an

impact on new systems designs where bussing can be used.

Figure 4 illustrates the excellent drive capability of the

8T09, Since a disabled bus-driver is in the high-Z state and

only requires 40uA leakage current, as many as 129 disabled

drivers and a standard TTL gate (8880 or 7400)can be driven

by one 8T09 in the logical "1" state. The 8T09 also has

high current sink capability in the logical "0" state, making

many other driver and receiver combinations possible. Of

special interest is a bidirectional data bus as indicated in

Figure 5. When using standard TTL gates as receivers such

as 8880s and 7400s, as many as 25 receiver/transmitter

pairs may be tied onto the same bus without exceeding the

logical "0" drive capability of the 8T09.

LOGICAL "1" DRIVE CAPABILITY OF THE 8T09

r

It-C

DRIVER*

ACTIVE
GKAL *1» ITATEI

HIGH-Z WQH-Z HIGMZ RECEIVER

1/4 W m 1 «» 1
W

ira MM | ST09 MM
out ***

f

«*A «uA 1

l|

4feA

I *" tut

lHi.zN.EAKAGE) 40[iAX 119 DRIVERS 5.18mA

<IN!1> L0G ICAL'T INPUT CURRENT 40bA - .04mA

LzDMt

FIGURE 4
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SIGNETICS 8T09 QUAD BUS DRIVER/8T10 QUAD D-TYPE BUS LATCH 8T09/8T10

BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUS

FIGURE 5

Standard MSI circuits may be adapted easily to bus-

organized systems. By using the 8T09 as shown in Figure 6,

a minicomputer can be designed using a single high speed

bus. An arithmetic logic unit (74181 ), scratch pad memory
(8225) and I/O devices (through 8233 multiplexers) may
communicate directly. Moreover, microprogrammed in-

structions from a 1024 bit tri-state FROM (8229) may be

put on the bus without need for an interface

.

8T09 IN A BUS-ORGANIZED MINICOMPUTER

°iH°iKI

--^

OCTAL
DECODIR

--^

to*

FIGURE 6

8T10 QUAD D-TYPE BUS FLIP-FLOP

A logical extension of the 8T09 bus driver is the 8T10 Bus

F lip-Flop, In one integrated circuit a Quad D-Type flip-flop

has been combined with tri-state output drivers for use in

bus organized systems. As shown in Figure 7, the outputs

are disabled, i.e., switched to the high impedance state

when one or both of the inputs to the output disable

NOR-gate are a logical "1". Having two output disables

facilitates X - Y decoding with active low decoders such as

the 8250/51/52. Since the outputs will only be enabled

with a logical "0", fail-safe operation in bus-organized

systems is assured should the disable signal be removed such

as is the case when the disable driver card is removed for

some reason.

LOGIC DIAGRAM OF THE 8T10

in nis,

FIGURE 7

All four D-Type flip-flops operate from a common clock,

and the data is transferred from the input to the output on

the low-to-high transition of the clock pulse. The minimum
clock-pulse width is 12ns.

With one or both of the input disable inputs at a logical "V
the flip-flops are in the hold mode and will store the in-

formation clocked in prior to the disable signal. The disable

lines may change while the clock is high or low without

altering the data. A common clear input has also been pro-

vided. All flip-flops will be reset upon application of a

logical "1" clear pulse at least 15ns wide.
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TRUTH TABLE OF THE 8T10

°n IN
|S OUTDIS OUTn+1

1 1

X 1 °UTn

X X 1 HIGH Z

FIGURES

The "1" level output current from the 8T10 tri-state

outputs is the same as the 8T09, thus by the same argu-

ment , an 8T10 output can drive 129 8T10s or 8T09s in

the high-Z state as well as a standard 8800 or 7400 gate

(Ref. Figure 4). The 8T10 outputs have 32mA current sink

capability at 0.4V, meaning that up to 20 standard loads

can be driven. Therefore, like the 8T09, the 8T1Q can be

used in a variety of applications where high current sink

capability is required. To guarantee trouble-free systems

performance, all data and control inputs of the 8T10 are

diode clamped to discriminate against negative noise and

ringing.

APPLICATIONS OF THE 8T10 QUAD D-TYPE
BUS FLIP-FLOP

The buffered tri-state outputs of the 8T10 allow the device

to be used directly with other 8T10s in high speed bus-

organized systems without the need for interface gates or

pull-up resistors. Whenever tri-state bus interfaces without

storage are desired, the 8T09 may of course be used. The

8T09 bus driver has the same output characteristics as the

8T10 and with slightly higher current sink capability.

MULTIPLEXING OF DATA IN BUS-ORGANIZED SYSTEM!
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Multiplexing of data in bus-organized systems is rather

simple, as illustrated in Figure 9. Each 8T10 provides data

storage and is selected onto the bus by a logical "0" on

both output disable lines. By means of an 8252 one-out-

of-ten decoder and an 8280 counter, any one of the 10 bus

flip-flop devices can be selected. Should another section of

the bus be busy, the 8252 may be blanked, which disables

all ten 8T10 devices shown.

As mentioned previously, as many as 129 other 8T10's, as

well as a standard TTL receiving gate may be driven by an

enabled 8T10, To facilitate output decoding, each 8T1Q has

a 2-input NOR-gate for the output disable function. As long

as either NOR-gate input is high, the 8T10's outputs will be

disabled and in the high-Z state. Figure 10 shows how two

8250 one-out-of-ten decoders are used in an X - Y matrix

that can select one-out-of-64 8T10s onto the data bus.

X-Y MATRIX FOR SELECTION OF 8T10
BUS FLIP-FLOPS

8250

DATA BUS

D

——
1

1

1

1

1

I

0l Oq
2

ST 10

82S0

r

0—

1

1

1!

1

O , Orjj

ST 10

i !

°0! °D2

8T10

FIGURE 10

Multiplexing of displays is greatly simplified and hardware

is significantly reduced when using the 8T10 Quad D-Type

Bus Flip-Flop. Figure 1 1 shows that one decoder driver

such as the 8T01 NIXIE decoder /driver or the 8T04/5/6

seven-segment decoder/driver may be time-shared among

several displays. If the display is large enough, the digit

select drivers and decoding circuitry will cost much less

than individual decoder drivers. In addition, strobing

displays will result in a net power savings.

MULTIPLEXING OF DISPLAYS USING
THE8T10

DIGIT SELECT DRIVERS

TIMING

AND
SELECT

CIRCUIT

I DISPLAY 1 I DISPLAY I

G r.

BT01 NIXIE DECODER/DRIVER

TTTT

D1SPLAV
DRfVER | 8T0* E ,' 6 SEVEN SEGMENT

DECODER/DRIVER

TTTT
DATA SOURCES

TTTT

FIGURE 11

The 8T10 may also be configured into a bus-organized

register file that can be used in a variety of applications

requiring a scratch pad memory. Figure 12 shows such an

application. Simultaneous read and write are possible and

the memory is easily expanded in word length. Input and

output decoding of the 8T10 is simplified because of its

NOR-gate input and output disable lines.

SYSTEMS CONSIDERATIONS

The 8T09 and 8T10 bus devices are easy to use but caution

should be exercised in systems design with tri-state devices.

Because of their high output current capability the 8T09

and the 8T10 should be adequately decoupled just as other

TTL drivers, placing a 0.01 to 0.1uf high frequency cap-

acitor as close as possible to the package.

In a system only one tri-state bus device per common bus

is allowed to be enabled at a time. It should be realized,

however, that in a practical system, control signals may be

skewed, creating a slight overlap of the disable signals. Thus

it is possible for a transient condition to occur in which two

output stages are turned on simultaneously with opposite

logic levels. In general, these conditions should be avoided

although narrow overlaps of control signals with low duty

cycles may not damage any bus drivers and adequate de-

coupling will handle the surge current demand.
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4X4 BUS-ORGANIZED REGISTER FILE
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DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

8T13 LINE DRIVER/8T14 LINE RECIEVER

8T13

8T14

8T13 DUAL LINE DRIVER

The Signetics 8T13 is primarily intended for driving low

impedance transmission lines such as coaxial cable, twisted

pair or ribbon conductors. Both input and output are TTL
compatible and the device is operated from a single 5 volt

power supply.

LOGIC

The 8T13 contains two AND-OR circuits with one 4-tnput

and one 2-input AND gate for each driver as shown in

Figure 1, Unused inputs should be connected to driven

inputs where possible to increase circuit speed and to

minimize noise coupling into the device.

20-| L
^^

no-, L—

.

30—' n '
-n. «^J~^-rV-<

EO 1 \ j

-*~
14C__j-^_p-^

E ' ,50—r-

Vcc - K" '6

GND- Pm S

FIGURE 1

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The electrical schematic for one of the drivers is shown in

Figure 2. The output of the driver is a low impedance

emitter follower with built-in short circuit protection.

Referring to the circuit, it can be seen that transistor Qg
will turn on once the output has dropped below approxi-

mately two diode drops. Base drive will then be diverted

from 0-9 and the output transistor will turn off. Typical

output voltage versus current characteristics are shown in

Figure 3 over the full temperature range (-55° C to +125 C).

1/2 8T13 LINE DRIVER

•Ik ?360<1.4k

FIGURE 2

4<H

i

—r^
c

H

5k > 3k•
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The output impedance of the emitter follower output stage

during the logic "0" to logic "1" transition is approxi-

mately 15 ohms. This low impedance combined with the

inherent drive capability of the 8T13 results in an excellent

device for driving heavy capacitive loads. Figure 4 shows

the typical rise time versus load capacitance for the 8T13
with a 50 ohm pull-down resistor. The output fall time will

be governed by the equation: Tf=2.2 RC,

Parallel operation of the 8T13 for additional drive capa-

bility can be accomplished. The function obtained is then

the logic OR of each output tied to the common bus.

TYPICAL OUTPUT CURRENT VS.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE

1

aria

ffl

E

3 200mA

{
3

N$

s^S
100mA

^

[ 1V 2V 3V 4V S i

OUTWIT VOLTAGE

FIGURE 3

TYPICAL RISE TIME VS. LOAD CAPACITANCE
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FIGURE 4

^ VouT

/\<Xl

* BOf!

A/ 1«EI

OUTPUT CURRENT (mAI

FIGURE 5

POWER DISSIPATION

Typical power supply current and output voltage as a func-

tion of load current is shown in Figure 5. For convenience

corresponding values of load resistance are also shown. This

graph is useful in calculating the total power dissipated by

both line drivers in a single' package.

Depending upon the output state, the power dissipation of

each driver is:

(Logic *V} Pdiss= (IVoc - Vout» X l out ] + 50mW

(Logic '0') Pdiss=140mW

For example, if both drivers in a package are connected to

50 ohm lines but one is turned off (logic '0' state), the total

power dissipation would be:

pdiss " pdiss VY state* + Pdiss ('0' state}

= [(5V - 3,3V} X 65mA] + 190mW

= 300mW
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8T14LINE RECEIVER

The 8T14 was designed to be used at the receiving end of a

transmission line for reshaping digital pulses. The device has

a built-in hysteresis of 0.5 volt (typical) to discriminate

against line reflections and noise. The line receiver is also

TTL compatible and operates from a single 5 volt power

supply.

LOGIC

The 8T14 contains three line receivers, each of which can

be strobed independently. Additional logic is included to

allow the output to be forced to a logic "0" by external

control signals, (Refer to Figure 6 for complete logic dia-

gram.)

<3)R,

(5) A,0-

(6) BiO-
(121*30-

VCC" Pin 16

GNO = Pin 8

fl(9)

<14>fl3 i

(15JS30

(1)A3

(21B30-

'3(13)

FIGURES

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The receiver input of the 8T14 is basically a differential

amplifier with a constant current source replacing the

common emitter resistor (see Figure 7). The input impen-

dance is therefore very large, being typically 30 - 50

kilohms. Loading effects are then minimal, an important

factor when several receivers are used on the same trans-

mission line.

The output of each line receiver is similar to that used in

high speed TTL logic gates. Output rise time is reduced

with the low impedance Darlington-type pull-up structure.

Typical source and sink current capability over the full

temperature range are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

1/3 8T14 LINE RECEIVER

FIGURE?
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HYSTERESIS

The 8T14 exhibits typically 0.5 volt hysteresis as shown in

Figure 10. Using the values of upper and lower threshold

voltages as indicated, we can calculate the noise immunity

for both logic one and zero levels. These calculations

assume that the device is being driven with a logic swing of

0.4 to 2.8 volts.

Logic "1" Noise Immunity (N-j)

Nl = Vi -VuT = 2.8V- 1.35V

Ni = 1-45V

Logic "0" Noise Immunity (No)

No = V|_T - Vo - 1.85V - 0.4V

Nq= 1.45V
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APPLICATIONS
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GENERAL EQUATIONS FOR PARTY LINE
APPLICATIONS

When multiple drivers and receivers are tied onto a

common bus in a party-line applications, it can be

easily ascertained if the required current is within the

drive capability of an 8T13 driver. Figure 14 shows a

generalized example.

The equations given below will show if a driver can handle

the load.

'OUT(1)| > 'TERMINATION + LOAD

|V0UT(1) = 2.4V

Where: l[_OAD " <m-1) 'LEAK!!) + nl||\((1)

m = number of drivers

n = number of receivers

and[nl|N(0) + mlQUTW)] RTERM. < 0.4V

where Iout(O) - LEAKAGE CURRENT

Example:

Can the 8T13 and 8T14 be used in a bus-organized system

where 15 drivers and 20 receivers are tied onto one

common bus. The bus is 100fi coax-cable, terminated at

both ends.

Given: m = 15

n = 20

RTERM = 10012

'OUT(I) =75mA

« VoUT(1) = 2.4V

'OUT(1)i_EAK
= ^OfiA (from data sheets if

Vcc = for disabled 8T13)

•lN(1) =0.17mA

I LOAD = 1 14) (0.08mA) + 20(0.17)mA
= 1.46mA

ITERM= 2Ay -

50Q

= 48mA

'TERM + lLOAD<IOUT{1)
49.46mA < 75mA

iNCQl - o

'OUT(O) 200/nA (from data sheets)

at VOUT(O) = 0.4V -

[15(200>AJ] 10012 < 0.4V,

.

.03V < 4V
The answers show that the above application is well within

the 8T13 drive capability.

PARTY-LINE APPLICATION

"Ti '
RTEHM.

n. RECEIVERS

FIGURE 14
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8T14 AS A SCHMITT TRIGGER

8T14

The Signetics ST14 Triple Line Receiver was designed pri-

marily for data communication systems where digital infor-

mation must be recovered with a high degree of accuracy,

even in the presence of noise.

However, as shown in Figure 1, the Line Receiver inputs

having hysteresis together with the additional logic func-

tions available make the 8T14 a powerful multipurpose

device. For a thorough discussion of the 8T14's electrical

characteristics please refer to the applications memo
covering the 8T13 Line Driver and the 8T14 Line Receiver.

8T14 TRIPLE LINE RECEIVER

SCHMITT TRIGGER

s,o-

(3)

(4)

(5) AiO-

(6J *io-

[7J

(10)

(11) sIO-

[91

(14J H3

''iO-(15)

(1>

(2)
B3<>

'';:>
(13)

(16) VCC
(8) GND

FIGURE 1

The built-in hysteresis of the line receiver makes it ideal for

use as a Schmitt trigger. For example, signals with slow

transition times can be reshaped with the 8T14 to be suit-

able for use with high speed logic as illustrated in Figure 2.

By taking advantage of the additional logic inputs, the

circuit could also be used as a controlled Schmitt trigger.

Typical rise and fall times of the 8T14 are less than 10ns

with minimum capacitive loading.

m°—t>°-i—V-,
Vij.O i _J 1 i .,_

LOGICrK^-^

FIGURE 2

A special case of a Schmitt trigger application is sine-to-

square wave conversion. The circuit shown in Figure 3 was

found to be a very effective and convenient means of

driving the frequency divider chain of a digital clock.

SINE-TO-SQUARE WAVE CONVERTER

FIGURE 3

The Schmitt trigger characteristics of the 8T14 can also be

used to advantage in a monostable multivibrator, or one-

shot as illustrated in Figure 4.

ONE-SHOT

FIGURE 4
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With resistor values less than 5K, the output pulse width is

ssO.9 R-|- Cj. Above 5K, Rj begins to approach the input

impedance of the 8T14 and the equation is no longer valid.

Figure 5 is a graph of pulse width versus timing capacitance

for the circut shown in Figure 4.

OUTPUT PULSE WIDTH VS.
CAPACITANCE

TIMING

loom

vcc- s.ov

M
B

1

tat

TltllttaCAFACITAHCi

FIGURE 5

To increase pulse width, capacitor multiplication with PNP
transistors can be used as indicated in Figure 6. The effec-

tive capacitance becomes approximately ^XC-p. Using a

1QKf£ resistor and 47,uF capacitor, pulse widths of 50

seconds were obtained.

ONE SHOT WITH BETA MULTIPLIER

_TL

M)kr>—Oh

fcr
i

i
J~"L

FIGURE 6

Without diode D2, capacitor Cj does not discharge rapidly

below 1 .5 volts and does not allow the one-shot to retrig-

ger. The diode provides a low impedance path back through

the saturated output transistor and significantly increases

the duty cycle.

When the input pulse width is larger than the required out-

put pulse, the input can be differentiated by a small series

capacitor. Using a 22pF capacitor, output pulse widths as

short as 50ns can be obtained.

By providing an additional stage of inversion, the 8T14 can

be used as a gated oscillator as shown in Figure 7. Using one

of the remaining receivers in the package for the inverter

the circuit was found to oscillate at:

1

fosn — '.

0.7 RC

OSCILLATOR

FIGURE 7

tan

Figure 8 is a graph of oscillator frequency versus capaci-

tance for two values of resistance. With the addition of a

Hex Inverter such as Signetics 8890 three separate oscilla-

tors with buffered outputs could be built with only two

packages.

OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY VS. CAPACITANCE
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DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

8T15 LINE DRIVER/ 8T16 LINE RECEIVER

8T15

8116

8T15DUAL LINE DRIVER

The 8T15 Dual Communications Line Driver provides line

Driving capability for data transmission between data com-

munication and terminal equipment. The device meets or

exceeds the requirements of ElA Standard RS-232B and C,

MIL STD-188B and CCITT V 24.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The 8T15 requires a dual power supply with nominal

voltages of +12 and -12V volts. The output circuit features

current limiting and can be shorted to ±25 volts without

damage. Figure 1 shows the typical output characteristics

for all possible operating conditions. Above approxi-

mately ±7 volts, the effects of current limiting cause the

output impedance to increase to > 5 kilohms.
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CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC
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LOGIC DIAGRAM
As shown in'Figure 2, each driver performs the logic NAND
function of four inputs and will accept standard TTL logic

levels. The output is buffered to drive interface lines with

nominal data levels of +6V and -6V. Output slew rate may

be adjusted by attaching and external capacitor from the

output terminal to ground. The outputs are protected

against damage caused by accidental shorting to as high as

±25 volts.

In systems where crosstalk is likely to occur between trans-

mission lines, the rise and fall time of the data pulse can be

tailored by connecting a capacitor from the output of the

8T15 to ground. Since the output current in either a "1"

or "0" state is supplied through a constant current source,

the transition time is a linear function of the load capaci-

tance as shown in Figure 4. The circuit below was used to

measure the transition time as C^_ was varied between and

tfrf.

r r r fh r m m

yc^j
^pH>i

ill Li] Lil LiJ LiJ LiJ LJ

FIGURE 2

Figure 3 shows the typical transfer curve of the Line Driver

at +25°C. Except for the output voltage swing of ±6 votts,

the curve is essentially identical to that for a standard TTL

gate.
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Table 1 provides a summary of the specific requirements of

E!A Standard RS-2328 and C, MIL STD-188B and CCITT

V 24 for Communications Line Drivers along with the

electrical characteristics of the Signetics 8T15.

TABLE 1

SPECIFICATION EIARS-232B,C M1L-STD-
188B

CCITT V24 SIGNETICS 8T15

(LIMIT, (TYPICAL)

Output Voltage "1" -5Vmin.(R
L
= 3000n)

-15Vmax.(R
L
= 70000)

-6±1V -5Vmin. (R
L
= 3000n)

-16Vmax.(R
L
= 7000a)

-5Vmin. -7Vmax

at 4mA
-6V at 4mA

Output Voltage "0" +5Vmin.(R
L
= 3000n]

+ 15Vmax.(R
L
= 7000TI)

+6 tlV +5Vmin,(R
L

= 3000n)

+ 15Vmax.(R
L
= 7000n)

+5Vmin., 7Vmax.

at -4mA
+6V at -4mA

Source Impedance

(power an)

Not Specified 100n max.

for 1 <10mA
Not Specified 96fi for

± (0.5 to 4.0 mA)

Source Impedance

(power off)

300min.at ±2V N/A 300m in. at ±2V 300min, at ±2V 2.5Mn

Max. Short Circuit

Current

±500mA max.

(to ±25V)
100mA max.

(to ground)

±500mA max.

(to ±25V)

±25mA max,

(to±25V)
±5mA
(to ± 25V)

Wave Shape

(rise and fall time]

±4% of pulse

Interval (max.)

±5% of pulse

Interval (min,)

4,us-3000pF

200ns-20pF
2,iiS-3000pF

25ns-20pF

Bit Rate 0-20KH2 4KHz normal 20KHz max. 3MHz

Open Circuit Drive i25V max. ±6V ±1V ±6V ±1V ±6V

Signal Characteristics 1 ms max. transition

*

1ms max. transition 2us with

C
L
= 3000pF

30V /jis max, dV/dt 30V/us max. dV/dt 20V /jjs with

C
L
= SOOpF

8T16 DUAL LINE RECEIVER

The 8T16 was designed for use as either an ElA or MIL

Line Receiver for interfacing with data communication and

terminal equipment. Two MIL inputs {MIL+ and MIL-)

and one El A input are provided on each receiver. Each

output can be strobed independently and a hysteresis con-

trol is provided for shifting the threshold voltages for use in

the EIA Fail-Safe mode. The 8T16 operates from a single

+5 volt power supply.

CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC
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LOGIC DIAGRAM

The strobe input operates as follows:

a} A "0" on the strobe input allows data transfer.

b} A "1" on the strobe input holds the output high.

(Throughout this Application Memo the negative logic con-

vention is used, i.e., a logic "1" refers to a relative low

voltage and a logic "0" to a relative high voltage.)

It is important to note that when using the EIA input both

MIL inputs must be grounded. The ElA input can be left

open when unused.

VCC OUTPUT STROBE KYST M1U+) EIA MIL(-)

R R R R R R R

LI LU LiJ LU LiJ lAJ Ld
MIL'-) OUTPUT STR08E HYST. M1L1+I EIA GNO

FIGURES

The 8T16 Line Receiver accepts single-ended (MIL and

EIA) or differential (MIL) signals and converts them to

standard TTL logic levels. The circuit employs hysteresis

to obtain the high noise margins required when the re-

ceivers must operate in noisy environments. The upper

threshold voltage can be shifted above volts by grounding

the hysteresis control line. This allows the receiver to be

used in the EIA Fail-Safe mode. Figures 6 through 8 illus-

strate typical hysteresis characteristics for all three oper-

ating conditions.

EIA HYSTERESIS

iv UT

-3V -TV -IV OV +1V +2V +3V

VUT VLT

FIGURE 6

EIA "FAIL-SAFE" MODE

VqUT

HV +2V +3V

FIGURE 7

MIL HYSTERESIS

I.VOUT

1.0V -0,5V OV +0.5V +1.0V

FIGURE 8

Figure 9 is a curve of noise immunity versus pulse width

assuming the receiver is being driven with a signal whose

amplitude is normally ±6 volts. The noise rejection cap-

ability of the 8T16 provides approximately 15 volts of

noise immunity to pulses > 30ns.

20V

M

\
\

\> "*-

BV

D 40 BO 120 180 200 240 ISO 320

PULSE WIDTH ml

FIGURES
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The 8T16 output is TTL compatible as shown in FigureslO are illustrated for the 0°C to +75°C temperature range,

and 11 where the typical source and sink current capability

£ 3.0

trti
B.OV

U7St

o"c. ZS*^V>«

10 20 30 M 50 BO 70

OUTPUT CUBHENT ImAI

FIGURE 10

tnt

TffC _

1

0*

I
II

O.BV 1.0V t_£Y 2 LQV 2£V 3.0V

VCE 4VOLT5J

FIGURE 11

TABLE 2

SPECIFICATION
EIA

RS-232B, C

MIL-STD
188B

CCITT
V24

SIGNETICS 8T16

LIMIT TYPICAL

Input Thresholds

(V) Max.

+3V, -3V Not Specified +3V, -3V +3V.-3V (1)

+0.9V, -0.9V (2)

+3V, +0.3V (3)

+2V.-2V (1)

+0.6V, -0.6V (2)

+2.1V, +1V (3)

Input Thresholds

(1) Max.

Not Specified 0.1mA max. Not Specified .1mA max. 0.050mA

Input Resistance 3K min.,

7K max.

6K min. 3KJ1 min.,

7K max.

3Kmin. 7K max. (EIA)

7.5K min. (MIL)

5K{EIA)

12K (MIL)

Hysteresis Not Specified Not Specified Not Specified 2.4V min. (EIA)

0.7V min (MIL)

4V (EIA)

1.2V (MIL)

Max, Input Voltage +25V (min.} Not Specified ±25V (min.) +25V (EIA AND MIL)

VCC Not Specified Not Specified Not Specified +7V +5V ±5%

NOTES: 1) EIA Input, Hysteresis terminal open 2) MIC Input 3) EIA Input, Hysteresis terminal grounded

APPLICATIONS

HIGH DIFFERENTIAL NOISE IMMUNITY

"^D^->
aiarisi
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APPLICATIONS {Cont'd)

HIGH COMMON MODE NOISE IMMUNITY

H=D°—t> fVWWV]—
IJ

EIA FAIL-SAFE OPERATION

INPUT OPEN OH
INPUT SHOHTEO OR

TRANSMITTER POWER OFF
HVST. HIST18I

SCHMITT TRIGGER

AC COUPLED OPERATION

:~lt o—K-

1

SINE -TO SQUARE WAVE CONVERTER

A/ i_n
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signotics APPLICATIONS MEMO

DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

8T20 BI-DIRECTIONAL ONE-SHOT

8T20

INTRODUCTION

The 8T20 bidirectional one-shot is a functional building

block that combines in one monolithic fC a high speed

comparator, digital control circuitry and a precision one-

shot. As shown in Figure I, the device may be driven with

differential or single ended signals; and for convenience, a

resistive divider on the chip will provide a TTL reference

voltage. The comparator outputs are limited and made
accessible through buffers for additional design flexibility.

The output of the li miter feeds digital control circuitry

which generates a trigger pulse each time the input makes a

positive or negative transition across the reference level. By
means of a positive edge control (PEC) as well as a negative

edge control (NEC) the precision one-shot may be condi-

tioned to trigger on the positive edge and/or the negative

edge. The one-shot is non-retriggerable and its period may
be adjusted by means of external timing components. An
active-high clear input inhibits the operation of the 8T20
and terminates already initiated timing cycles as well.

The 8T20 will simplify system design and significantly

reduce parts count in applications where signal conditioning

and timing pulse generation is required. Input and output

waveforms are shown in Figure 2 for easy reference. The
usefulness of the 8T20 in magnetic recording of digital data

and digital data transmission will be discussed among
other applications.

DEVICE DESCRIPTION

The input stage of the 8T20 is a differential pair with high

input sensitivity and a differential input impedance of

approximately 2kfi. The differential threshold voltage (Vj)

is ±4mV maximum and is defined as the maximum offset

voltage from the reference level of one input beyond which

the one-shot is guaranteed to fire. Thus, by observing the

first accessible digital output of the one-shot which is pin 12

(one of the Cx terminals), the DC input voltage {Vj) re-

quired to make the one-shot trigger can be ascertained.

LOGIC DIAGRAM

LIMITEH_
OUTPUT A

O

vp.tr o-

CQNNECTEO
IHTE8NALLY
to *V(x:

9K ? IPIN 18)

NOTES:
1. Bx.Cx external component*
2. Fulsewidth tw • H x Cx LogB2

3. 4 V EE = -5V ± 5%
4. 9 GND
5. 16 Vcc" +5V * 5%

NEGATIVE EDGE
CON

T

AOL {NEC)

FIGURE 1
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SIGNETICS BI-DIRECTIONAL ONE-SHOT 8T20

Common mode signals witl not cause false triggering of the

8T20 as long as they are confined within the dynamic range

of the analog inputs which is between -3.2V and +4.2V.

Since in many applications TTL compatible signals are

available to drive the 8T20, the output of an internal resis-

tive divider can be connected to one of the differential

inputs as a TTL threshold reference (approximately 1.6V).

When driving the 8T20 differential inputs with slow edges

or with low frequency sine waves, it is possible to get false

triggering of the one-shot unless input signals have a slew

rate of at least 50mV/Msec.

The differential pair is followed by a level shifter and

limiter circuit; but for simplicity, only the block diagram is

shown in Figure I. The comparator has differential outputs

which feed the internal digital circuitry and for additional

versatility they are also buffered and brought out (pins I

and 9(.

INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORMS

LIMITER
OUTPUT A

LfMITER

OUTPUT A

ONE-SHOT
OUTPUT O
PEC - 1

NEC «

CLEAR =

ONE-SHOT
OUTPUT O
PEC-0
NEC = 1

CLEAR

ONE-SHOT
OUTPUT Q
PEC-1
NEC = 1

CLEAR -

J~L

n

I
I I I I I I I I

_rL_rLJTnr
i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

R X C X Log92

FIGURE 2

The input signal transitions which have been shaped by the

limiter output of the comparator are processed by the pulse

generating and control circuitry as shown in Figure 3. Input

transitions at gates A and B are transformed into trigger

pulses and the outputs C and D may be inhibited by means

of the PEC and NEC signal. Thus the one-shot that follows

the OR-gate E can trigger on either edge or both.

INTERNAL PULSE GENERATING AND
CONTROL CIRCUITRY

NEGATIVE
ouimr

OFLWITEB

1 1

~1 ~

-n

=3A

1*

n

i

n

"L

1 I I I I

= GATE DELAY

FIGURE 3

A simplified circuit diagram of the 8T20 timing circuit is

shown in Figure 4. The design offers extremely accurate

output pulse widths that depend essentially only on the

accuracy of external timing components. The timing capaci-

tor Cx can be charged rapidly through the emitter follower

action of Q2 permitting duty cycles in excess of 90%.

TIMING CIRCUIT
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SIGNETICS BI-DIRECTIONAL ONE-SHOT 8T20

!n the stable state, the capacitor is charged up to Vfx -

vBEq2 " vBEq4- When the one-shot is fired, Qswtll turn

on, clamping the capacitor Cx at VbEq3- As shown in the

timing waveform, Figure 5, voltage V2 drops from VbEq4
to - Vqc + VbEq2 + vBEq3 + vBEq4 - In this quasi-stable

state Cx will charge through the timing resistor Rx towards

VCC-V01- WhenVgEQ4 is reached again, the one shot will

revert to its stable state, only utilizing the linear part of the

charging curve.

TIMING WAVEFORM FOR SIMPLIFIED
ONE-SHOT

.
-- Vcc-VD1

VBE04 1

vcc * vBEQ2 + vBEQ3 + vBEO«

FIGURE 5

The output pulse width (tw ) can thus be calculated by

setting V2 = VBEQ4 3t t tw , resulting in:

e

"tw/RxCx -
:Q4 + V D1

-2Vcc+VbEq2 + VbEq3 + VbEq4 + VD i

By close matching of the forward voltages of the diodes,

pulse width (tw > becomes:

tw = f*XCx loge2 = 0.69 RXCX

Where:

t sec

R ohms

C = Farads

Stability over temperature and Vcc variations is better

than ±1% and typical timing charts are shown in Figures 6

and 7. The timing resistor Rx should be restricted

between 2k£l on the lower end to get reasonable duty

cycles and 40kI2 on the high end such that Q4 can still be

turned on at low temperatures. Cx should not exceed

1000a* F such that safe current levels are maintained in the

recovery transistor Q2.

OUTPUT PULSEWIDTH VS. TIMING RESISTOR
VALUE

I 1MVS
m

lOOnS

^"T^k7^ ^= lit
rw " !£

'

z=EE=-

- S—1 -J

'

V"

— 3
1 ^oow^-

—T--

~2^*?
JC^*

Hill :=f= Voc - 5V 1

. ...
1

1

1 2 i 7 10 2a 4p 70 100

Rx - TIMING RESISTOR VALUE(kU)

FIGURES

OUTPUT PULSEWIDTH VS. TIMING
CAPACITOR VALUE

tOpF lOOpF lOOOpF 0.0VF 0.1MF

Cx - TIMING CAPACITANCE

FIGURE 7

EXTENDING THE ONE-SHOT RANGE WITH A
BETA-MULTIPLIER CIRCUIT

By adding an external transistor, the pulse width of the

one-shot may be extended since very large timing resistors

can be used as shown. However, it is more difficult to

match VbE's and PW accuracy suffers slightly. In the con-

nection shown in Figure 8, the internal diode is not utilized

and the pulse width is calculated as follows:
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SIGNETICS BI-DIRECTIONAL ONE-SHOT 8T20

-*w/RxCx =
'CC + v BEQ4

+ V BEQX
DEFINITION OF PULSE POSITION ERROR

-2Vcc + VbEq2
+ VbEq3 + vBEq4 + V BEqx

Thus, it can be seen that pulse width (tw ) will reduce again

to

tw - RxCx loge 2 = 0.69 RXCx

if VgE °f trie external transistor Qx matches and tracks the

internal transistor Vbe s - This somewhat surprising result is

possible since Cx. connected as shown in Figure 8, will now

charge towards Vqq instead of Vcc-^Dl and V2 is equal

to Vbeq4 VbEqx m the stable state of the one-shot.

For transistors with j3 = 100 timing resistor values up to

3.3MO can be used which combined with a IOOOjuF capaci-

tor will give a pulse width tw of approximately 35 min.

ri

PULSE POSITIONMMA IPJ».E.) =
1 Ltx - At2 1

FIGURES

I

BETA MULTIPLIER CIRCUIT TO EXTEND
PULSEWIDTH

FIGURES

PULSE POSITION ERROR

In applications such as frequency doubling and processing

of self-clocking digital codes received from magnetic media,

it is extremely important to have minimum pulse position

variations. As shown in Figure 9, when triggering on a posi-

tive transition a time delay Atl is encountered, whereas

on a negative transition a time delay A t2 is seen. A pulse

position error (P.P.E.) can now be defined as P.P.E. =.

I A t-| — A t2 [ Because of the close matching of

components on the 8T20 chip, this error is typically less

than 3ns, far superior to discrete implementations of this

circuit.

APPLICATION OF THE 8T20 IN DISC,

DRUM AND TAPE PLAYBACK SYSTEMS

The 8T20 has been specifically designed for use in playback

systems when recovering high-speed data from magnetic

recording media. Because of the 8T20's inherent capability

to double an incoming frequency with a low pulse position

error (typ. < 3 ns) the device is particularly suited to

process data encoded in self clocking formats such as those

depicted in Figure 10. For clarity, these codes are refer-

enced to the original clock.

Both the Manchester code and the double-frequency (di-

phase) code have at least one transition per bit cell, thus

always containing clock information even with long strings

of "1"s or "0"s. Manchester coding contains information in

the direction of change, whereas double-frequency coding

has two transitions per bit cell for a logical "1" and one

transition per bit cell for a logical "0".

In recovering data from disc or drum files, several steps

must be taken to pre-condition the linear data. The

NE592* video amplifier, coupled with the 8T20 bi-direc-

tional one-shot, provides all the signal conditioning neces-

sary for phase encoded data.

When data is recorded on a disc, drum or tape system, the

readback will be a Gaussian shaped pulse with the peak of

the Gaussian pulse corresponding to the actual recorded

transition point. This readback signal is usually 500juV p-p

to 3mV p-p for oxide coated disc files and 1 to 20mV p-p

for nickel-cobalt disc files. In order to accurately reproduce

the data stream originally written on the disc memory, the

time of peak point of the Gaussian readback signal must be

determined.

'See Signetics-Liner 592 Data Sheet
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SIGNETICS BI-DIRECTIONAL ONE-SHOT 8T20

The classical approach to peak-time determination is to

differentiate the input signal. Differentiation results in a

voltage proportional to the slope of the input signal. The
zero-crossing point of the differentiator, therefore, will

occur when the input signal is at a peak. Using a

zero-crossing detector and one-shot, therefore, results in

pulses occurring at the input peak points.

A circuit which provides the pre-conditioning described

above is shown in Figure 11. Readback data is applied

directly to the input of the first 592. This amplifier

functions as a wideband AC coupled amplifier with a gain

of 100. The NE592 is excellent for this application because

of its high phase linearity, high gain and ability to directly

couple the unit with the readback head. By direct coupling

of readback head to amplifier, no matched terminating

resistors are required and the excellent common mode
rejection ratio of the amplifier is preserved.

The output of the first stage amplifier is routed to a linear

phase shift low pass filter. The filter is a single stage

constant K filter, with a characteristic impedance of 20012.

Calculations for the filter are as follows:

2R
L =—- Where R Characteristic impedance (ohms)

wc 1

C = cjc
= Cutoff frequency (Radians/sec)

toc R

The second 592 is utilized as a low noise differentiator/

amplifier stage. The 592 is excellent in this application

because it allows differentiation with excellent common
mode noise rejection.

The 8T20 input stage will act as a high gain limiter, squar-

ing the pre-amplified and filtered signal. The device's digital

pulse generating circuitry will detect positive and negative

transitions (zero-crossings) that will trigger the internal

one-shot as conditioned by the PEC and NEC control sig-

nals. A pulse train will result that contains the original data

and clock information. This information is usually put on

the read-bus for processing by pulse recognition circuitry to

recover the data. It is customary in a high-precision system

to use a phase-locked loop system to recover the original

clock.

PHASE ENCODED DATA

SEQUENCE

ONE-BIT
CELL

OF BITS

L

ORIGINAL ,

-

1

~ - -
» 1

n!

r-U ! -L- i

1

i

MANCHESTER J
1

1

1 1

1

1

1

1 1 !

I

DOUaLE FREQUENCY J

,

!

FM;i R E 10

I

5MHz PHASE ENCODED DATA READ CIRCUITRY

uF _J_

™3 DIGITAL
OUTPUTS

DIFFERENTIATOR

FIGURE 11A
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The circuit in figure 11a was tested with an input signal

approximately that of a read back signal. The results are

shown in Figure lib.

USING THE NE592 AND 8T20 IN PHASE ENCODED DATA SYSTEMS

- VE BASE :«]-- tli.

A * f\

>ft£AJ\ /fQihMA <r* ' s]

tfv
K\

ns|

Ttfk
^J V

TIME BASE 20Ont/<JJV

PR6-AMPANO
DIFFERENTIATOR
SUPERIMPOSED
ZOOraV/div

TIME BASE 200iWdn

FIGURE 11B
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BINARY TO DI-PHASE TRANSMITTER

In airborne applications and systems where it is desirable to

transmit data and clock information over the same trans-

mission link the 8T20 is extremely useful. The waveforms
in Figure 12 show that in order to convert binary data to a

di-phase code it is necessary to conditionally double the

input clock frequency, depending on whether a logical "1"

or logical "0" is to be sent. The 8T20 is ideally suited for

this frequency doubler application and far superior to

WAVEFORMS

exclusive-OR doubler circuits which suffer from pulse jitter

problems. Because the 8T20 has triggering edge control,

logic design is simplified over, a discrete approach. The
binary data can be fed into the PEC terminal without

additional logic. The Q output of the bidirectional one-shot

generates trigger pulses for the driver flip-flop {1/2 7473) as

illustrated in Figure 13, To make the transmitter more
useful, Figure 13 also shows how10 channnels can be multi-

plexed by using an 8274 10-bit parallel-in, serial-out shift

register and a 74192 divide-by-ten counter.

DATA
INPUT
T0 8TW

INPUT
FREQUENCY
F|N TOBT20

tw-0.89 RXCX

OUTPUT
OF BT20

Q OUTPUT
OFJ-K
FLIP-FLOP

«

—

—»-

t

i i

i

I I

i 3 1

^ i

i

1

hnnj j i i j i i 1 1 | | |

FIGURE 12

BINARY TO DI-PHASE TRANSMITTER

PULSE
GENERATOR

AND
ONE SHOT

PARALLEL DATA INPUTS PEC

UiitULiii

T
8Z74 1&B1T

PARAL L E L-IN 5ERI AL -OUT
Cp

SHIFT REGISTER

Sp S,

74192 -10 COUNTER

SERIAL
—J DATA

UT

FIGURE 13
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DI-PHASE TO BINARY RECEIVER

To recover the di-phase signal just described, Figure 14

shows the 8T20 input acting as a line receiver while the

one-shot portion is conditioned as a frequency doubler. The

addition of a 74121 non-retrtggerable one-shot will recover

the clock signal by choosing a duty cycle long enough to

only permit one clock pulse per bit cell,

The 8T20 also triggers a 7473 flip-flop which is reset by the

data-clock as welt. Thus, whenever a logical "1" is to be

clocked into the 8273 10-bit sertal-tn, parallel-out shift

register, the Q output of the 7473 puts out a pulse. Figure

15 illustrates the waveforms associated with the di-phase to

binary receiver circuit. The recovered data can be moni-

tored at the Qi output of the 8273 shift register and is

shown in Figure 14.

DI-PHASE TO BINARY RECEIVER

ex

o
DIFFERENTIAL
OR SIN6LE-
ENDED INPUT

PULSE
GENERATOR

AND
ONESHOT

T

PARALLEL OUTPUTS

I ' I

If.

0^30304 OsQe Q7Q8Q9O 10

8273

SERIAL. IN PARALLEL-OUT
, SHIFT REGISTER

FIGURE 14

WAVEFORMS

ONE StT-CELl

1

"1
Dl PHASE
DATA
INPUT
TO BT20

ST 20
OUTPUT

74121

Q OUTPUT
(CLOCK TO SRI
AND RESET
OF 7473 F/F

OUTPUT
OF 7473
FLIP-FLOP
IDATATOS.R.)

OUTPUT AT
Or OF 8273

1—
1_

1

~1

1
1

n n n n 1 1 n 1 niu1 fi 1 TJT-

nr~i n n m_n n_n r~i n
n n n n_ n
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FIGURE IS
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HYSTERESIS INCREASES VERSATILITY OF
THE 8T20 BI-DIRECTIONAL ONE-SHOT

To extend the usefulness of the 8T20 to systems usage

where hysteresis is desirable (i.e., when receiving signal's in

a high noise environment or signals with slow edges)

feedback can be employed by using the buffered limiter

outputs A and A. Depending on whether the 8T20 is used

in a single ended application or in a differential configura-

tion, hysteresis is easily obtained by referring to Figures 16

and 1 7 respectively.

In Figure 16a the A output of the limiter is used to provide

feedback to the negative input of the comparator of the

8T20, The state of A output determines if R3 is switched in

or out of the hysteresis loop. The thresholds are influenced

by the input impedance but are easily approximated as:

Lower Threshold Voltage (V LT )

Upper Threshold Voltage (VUT )

H-] +R2

R 2 //R 3

f CC

Vcc
Ri + R2//R3

Performance data for this circuit are shown in Figure 16b.

For a symmetrical feedback arrangement advantage can be

taken of both the A and A outputs by feeding them back as

shown in Figure 17a. R
t
and R4 are the feedback resistors

and if they are the same value, hysteresis is symmetrical

around zero with the following threshold voltages:

Lower Threshold Voltage {V LT )

Upper Threshold Voltage (VUT )
=

R4 V, out

R4 + R2

-R3 Vt out

R, + R-,

Vj out is the logical "1" output voltage of the A and A
TTL totempole outputs (approximately 3.5 Volts). Per-

formance data for the symmetrical hysteresis circuit are

shown in Figure 17b.

SINGLE ENDED FEEDBACK FOR HYSTERESIS

pre

PULSE -

GENERATOR
AND

ONE SHOT

1 ji
'.

L1

°5 IV 1.5V 2.0 2.5 V,N
VOLTS

FIGURE 16
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SYMMETRICAL FEEDBACK FOR HYSTERESIS

VREF

o—VA—|—o-
R«

PULSE -

GENERATOR
AND

ONE SHOT

V A

*

h

VOLTS 3

VqUT
F z -- mi(

10K-

FIGURE 17
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signatics APPLICATIONS MEMO

DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

RETRIGGERABLE MONOSTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR

8T22

INTRODUCTION

The Signetics 8T22 Retriggerabte mortostable multivibrator

is a one-shot that has a duty cycle as high as 100% and

responds to input triggers while in an active timing state.

After the last input pulse is received, the 8T22 completes

one timing cycle.

Applications of the 8T22 retriggerable one-shot include

missing pulse detection, oscillator circuits, variable pulse

delay generation, non-retriggerable operation, pulse dura-

tion modulation and others.

APPLICATIONS

100% maximum duty cycle

Leading and trailing edge triggering

Maximum repetition rate >10mHz
D-C coupled inputs insensitive to input transition times.

Output pulse width insensitive to power supply varia-

tions

Input clamp diodes

Pin-for-pin replacement for 9601.

LOGIC DIAGRAM

vcc - nil
GND (7)

I |« DENOTES
PIN NUMBERS

EXTERNAL TIMING DIAGRAM

FIGURE 1

DEVICE DESCRIPTION

A functional block diagram of the 8T22 is shown in Figure

1. The multivibrator has four inputs, two active high and

two active low. This allows leading edge and/or trailing edge

triggering. The TTL inputs are level sensitive and make
triggering independent of input transition times. When
input conditions for triggering are met according to the

truth table also shown in Figure 2, a new timing cycle

starts. The external timing capacitor, C x is rapidly dis-

charged and then allowed to charge through Rx- An input

cycle time shorter than the output cycle time will retrigger

the 8T22 and result in a continuously high Q output.

Retriggering, however, may be inhibited by tying the Q
output back to an active low input as shown in the

applications section. Complementary outputs with active

pull-ups are provided for maximum systems flexibility.

TRIGGERING TRUTH TABLE

PIN NUMBER

2 3

H-*L H H H
H H~*L H H
L X L^H H
X L L^H H
L X H L-»H
X L H L-»H
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OPERATION RULES

1. An external resistor (Rx) ar|d external capacitor (Cx)

are required as shown in the Logic Diagram. (Figure 1)

2. The value of Rx rnay vary from 5.0 to 50 kQ for to

75°C operation.

3. Cx may vary from to any necessary value available.

If, however, the capacitor has leakages approaching

3.0 juA or if stray capacitance from either terminal to

ground is more than 50 pF, the timing equations may

not represent the pulse width obtained.

The output pulse with (t) is defined as follows:4.

t = 0.32 RxCx 1 +
07~|

''J

Where Rx is in kSl, Cx is in pF, t is in ns; for Cx <10 3 pF,

see Figure 2.

If electrolytic type capacitors are to be used, the

following three configurations are recommended:

A. For use with low leakage electrolytic capaci-

tors.

The normal RC configuration can be used

predictably only if the forward capacitor

leakage at 5,0 volts is less than 3 pA, and the

inverse capacitor leakage at 1.0 volt is less than

5 nA over the operational temperature range,

and Rule 3 above is satisfied.

B. Use with high inverse leakage current electro-

lytic capacitors.

The diode in this configuration prevents high

inverse leakage currents through the capacitor

by preventing an inverse voltage across the

capacitor.

t«0.3 RCX

C. Use to obtain extended pulse widths:

This configuration obtains extended pulse

widths, because of the larger timing resistor

allowed by Beta multiplication. Electrolytics

with high (>5nA) inverse leakage currents can

be used.

R<R X (0.7) (hFE O, ) or <2.5 Mfi whichever

is lesser

R x <min) < R Y <Rx (max) (5< R Y < 10kfi

is recommended)

Q-[ : NPN silicon transistor with h FE require-

ments of above equations.

Output pulse width, t w 0.3 RCX

Configuration B and C are not recommended

with retriggerable operation.

vcc o—Wvi/V\ 1 O PIN 13

I )|-- O PIN 11

R <0.B Rx IWAX1

Vcc O V^V
J E>f—O PIN 13

|CXt|

I
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6. To obtain variable pulse width by remote trimming,

the following circuit is recommended:

9. The retrigger pulse width is calculated as shown
below:

PIN 110—

J

R«iRx (MAX)-Rx _T"

L

7. Under any operating condition, Cx and R x (min)

must be kept as close to the circuit as possible to

minimize stray capacitance and reduce noise pickup.

8. Input Trigger Pulse Rules, (See Triggering Truth

Table)

1 1-.: PUT 2.5V -!-y=\

Input to Pin 1 (2)

Pins 2, (1), 3&4= HIGH
t

1
,
t4

= Setup time>40 ns

*2' t3' " Rel8H *e time>40ns -s

s

y=\
Input to Ptn 3 (4)

Pln4 (31 - HIGH
Wni lor2- LOW
t2 , to, " Release tima>40ns

?s=x

a?
«w»

*

4 *PLH - 0.32 R XCX (1 + — ) + tpLH
H v

The retrigger pulse width is equal to the pufse width t plus a

delay time. For pulse widths greater than 500 ns, Xw can be

approximated as t.

NOTE: Hetriggering will not occur if the retrigger pulse comes
within ;= 0.3 C x ns after the initial trigger pulse. {I.e., during trie

discharge cycle time.)

10. Use of a 0.01 to 0.1 u.F bypass capacitor between

Vcc and Ground located close to the 8T22 is

recommended.

OUTPUT PULSE WIDTH

As given in Operating Rule 5, the output pulse width (t) is

defined by the relationship

t = 0.32 R x Cx 1 +
0.7

Where R x is in KQ, and Cx is in pF, t is ns

However for capacitor values less than 1000 pF, the typical

curve below should be used.

TYPICAL OUTPUT PULSE WIDTH FOR Cx<1000pF

3 BO —

7

at T* wu^>
s%

,<+*

e io id1

Cx-TlMiriS CAPACITANCE- »F

FIGURE 2
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APPLICATIONS

The 8T22 can be used for virtually any application

currently performed by other discrete or IC one-shots. Its

100% duty cycle and retriggerability make it a universal

building block for all one-shot applications. Typical applica-

tions of the 8T22 are shown in the following discussion.

NON-RETRIGGERABLE OPERATION

In situations where non-retriggerable operation is required,

i.e., where input triggers are ignored during the output

cycle, the input gating may be used to inhibit retrigger-

ability, as illustrated in Figure 3, This connection may be

used for frequency division of a fixed frequency input. By

selection of appropriate values of Rx and Cx, the 8T22

will retrigger on some multiple of input pulses.

CONNECTION FOR
NON-RETRIGGERABLE OPERATION

3p
*.

FIGURE 3

OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS

The most common astabte multivibrator connection of an

8T22 is shown in Figure 4. By returning the normally high

Q output to the input AND gate, a retrigger signal is

generated (low to high transition) when the timing cycle

has expired. Thus the 8T22 acts as an oscillator with a

typical positive pulse width of 25ns. In those applications

where longer positive pulses are required, they may be

stretched as the two suggestions in Figure 5 show.

BASIC ASTABLE CONFIGURATION

Cx Rx

-||

—

i
—vv\—ovcc

F9d
h

FIGURE 4 I
TWO METHODS OF EXTENDING 8T22 OSCILLATOR

cx «x

-||—t—VA O

—w-

FQd

J

—j|—»—Wv O

l-x^tKI-
I/B74W 1/

a*

FIGURE S

One method that may be used in constructing a low

frequency multivibrator without using a large capacitor is

shown in Figure 6, In this case, resistor Rx is returned to

the Q output rather than to Vcc . With Cx ° 0.47mF and R

= 47K 100 Hz operation with 30 ms pulse width has been

achieved.
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100 Hz MULTIVIBRATOR 2ms PULSE WIDTH

m

FIGURE 6

DELAYED PULSE GENERATION

Two 8T22's connected in series provide a means of delaying

an input pulse and varying the pulse widtti. Shown in

Figure 8, 8T22 #1 determines the time 7^ before the

initiation of the output pulse, and the 8T22 #2 determines

the output pulse width. While the timing cycle is active, the

8T22's Q output is low, the Q output low-to high transition

at the end of the timing cycle triggers the 8T22 #2. In

addition, by returning the Q output of the 8T22 #2 to the

input of 8T22 #1, a low frequency oscillator with variable

duty cycle output may be achieved.

MISSING PULSE DETECTOR

The retriggering capability of the 8T22 can be utilized to

provide an indication of a missing pulse in a bit stream. Rx
and Cx should be selected to provide a pulse width greater

than the maximum time between successive pulses. Figure 9

shows the circuit and associated waveforms.

In applications where a gated clock generator is necessary,

the circuit shown in Figure 7 is useful since it prevents

output transients from occurring when the clock generator

turns on following an enable signal. The 7404 inverters

together with the capacitor C serve as delays to increase the

output pulse width.

DOUBLE PULSE DETECTOR

A double pulse may also be detected with the 8T22 as

illustrated in Figure 10. Whenever an extra pulse occurs

while the one-shot is timing out, the 1/4 7400 gate output

will go low indicating the presence of the double pulse.

GATED CLOCK GENERATOR

VfX

f^D

r ~i

Krr<r-f
— 1/3 740* I

I I

FIGURE 7
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DELAYED PULSE GENERATION

£

n
1 r

8T22^2 OUT

h«H

FIGURE 8

vcc

"^

£!
O OUT

MISSING PULSE DETECTOR

vcc vcc

f3=>n

r4
son FQd

Q

8TZ2

E Z

DATA i

DATA

a
..+ r

n_ri n_n_n

u

nEj n

FIGURE 9
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DOUBLE PULSE DETECTOR

. BX

T^-^D

ex

nn n n r

j r

u

FIGURE 10

VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY CONVERTER

A linear voltage-to-frequency converter particularly suitable

for Voltage-Controlled Oscillator Applications (VCO's)

where a high frequency /voltage change ratio is required is

shown in Figure 11. Frequency changes of over 10 to 1

have been obtained by this method.

PULSE DURATION TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

Pulse duration modulation can be accomplished with the

8T22 one-shot. Therefore, the device may be used for data

transmission which allows both data information and clock

pulses to be transmitted over a single line. PDM encoding is

done as shown in Figure 12.

VOLTAGE-TO-FREQUENCY CONVERTER

10V INPUT

=3^Q

FIGURE 11

PDM MODULATION

=L>
lH

3p

FIGURE 12
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Two current supplying resistors are used to provide timing

cycle modulation, When Rj is pulled to ground by the

buffer, Dj becomes reverse biased, thus making the timing

cycle a function of Rj alone and producing a long (logical

1) pulse. When R 2 is released, the effective resistance is

lowered, and a shorter {logical 0) pulse.

The decoding of PDM signals is shown in Figure 13. If the

input data present a logical (33% duty cycle) to the 8T22

detector, the timing cycle will be longer than the input data

pulse. The Q output of the 8T22 joins to its

normally low state will clock a logical into the 8270

four-bit shift register. A logical 1 signal (66% duty cycle)

will still be hiqh after the 8T22 times out, thereby clocking

a logical 1 into the shift register.

PDM DETECTION

^^D
r a a c D

MM
DA DB Dc D

_n_r~LrL__r

j—i r

J Ul n_

FIGURE 13
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sirjnctiKs APPLICATIONS MEMO

DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

8T23 LINE DRIVER /8T24 LINE RECEIVER

8T23

8T24

INTRODUCTION

The 8T23 Dual Line Driver and 8T24 Triple Line Receiver

have been designed to meet the IBM System/360 and Sys-

tem/370 channel to control (I/O) interface specifications.

These monolithic interface IC's are particularly useful to

computer and peripheral equipment manufactures who
must interface with IBM computers and IBM compatible

equipment.

The 8T23 and 8T24 are similar to the 8T13 Line Driver and

8T14 Line Receiver in their respective circuit designs and

electrical characteristics. Therefore, the reader is referred to

the applications memo covering the 8T13 and 8T14 for

detailed circuit descriptions and more information pertain-

ing to driving low impedance lines.

In the following discussion, IBM spacifications (GA 22-

6974-0( for interface circuits will be compared to the 8T23
and 8T24 electrical characteristics and their systems be-

havior.

DEVICE DESCRIPTION OF THE 8T23

As shown in Figure 1, the 8T23 consists of two line drivers

that each have AND-OR logic to determine the output state

of the driver. Both input and output are TTL compatible

and the device is operated from a single 5V power supply.

The outputs are uncommitted emitter followers with built-

in short circuit protection and are capable of driving low

impedance transmission lines such as coaxial cable, twisted

pair or ribbon conductors. Outputs of 8T23 drivers may be

dot-ORed for party-line applications as well as increased

drive capability. For reference the typical output current

vs. output voltage curve is shown in Fig. 2.

8T23DUAL LINE DRIVER

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9nnnn nnnn

B5
ncS

uuuuuuuu12 3 4 5 6 7 8

FIGURE 1

TYPICAL OUTPUT CURRENT VS. OUTPUT
VOLTAGE FOR THE 8T23

300rnA

£

fc 2O0mA
z

5

1
z

100mA

1 1

VCC-8.W
TA -2S*C

0V IV 2V 3V 4V 6V

OUTPUT VOLTAS6 (VOLTS)

FIGURE 2

LINE DRIVER REQUIREMENTS

In Table I, the general electrical characteristics for the 8T23

line driver are compared to the requirement of the IBM

specifications. It can be seen that the logical "1" and "0"

level as well as fan-out considerations are met.

Because the 8T23 has uncommitted emitter follower out-

puts, multiple drivers and receivers can be connected onto

one line in party-line applications. As required by the IBM

specification, one driver can fan-out to ten receivers and up

to ten driver outputs can be connected together (dot-ORed)

to drive one receiver.

POWER-UP POWER-DOWN SEQUENCE FOR
THE 8T23

The 8T23 line driver has been designed to ensure that no

spurious noise is generated during a normal power-up or

power-down sequence. Figures 3a and 3b show that the

driver output stays in the logical "0" state regardless of the

rate of rise or fall of Vqo provided one or more inputs to

each AND gate are at a logical "0" during the turn-on or

turn-off of the power supply.

Figures 3c and 3d are included for completeness and show

the results if a driver is powered-up with a logical "1" state

defined at the output. The output will simply follow Vr;c

and not introduce noise.
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LINE DRIVER

INTERFACE REQUIREMENT IBM SPECIFICATION 8T23 SPECIFICATION
MEETS OR EXCEEDS
IBM SPECIFICATION

VOUT (0> LOGICAL OUTPUT VOLTAGE

AT+240M* 0.15V(MAX.) 0.15V(MAX.) YES

VoutCI LOGICAL T OUTPUT VOLTAGE

AT +59 .3mA* 3.11V(MIN.) 3.11V(MIN.( YES

FAN-OUT CAPABILITY 10 RECEIVERS > 10 RECEIVERS YES

DOT-OR CAPABILITY 10 DRIVERS > 10 DRIVERS YES

Positive direction of current is out of the driver.

POWER-UP AND POWER-DOWN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 8T23

/
Vec

Ik

T

b.

Va
\

. - *0UT

I

\
i A A

/ \
, > / \ \

/ \ / V«Jk
^

s

'

/
\

FIGURE 3

DESCRIPTION OF THE 8T24

The logic diagram of the 8T24 triple line receiver is shown

in Figure 4, Each receiver may be strobed independently

and has additional control logic to allow the output to be

forced to a logical "0" by external control signals. Like the

8T23 line driver, the 8T24 line receiver is also TTL com-

patible and operates from a single 5V power supply.

Because the 8T24 is intended for use at the receiving end of

digital transmission lines, the device has built in hysteresis

to discriminate against line reflections and noise. The 8T24
has been designed with high input impedance and will con-

tribute insignificant loading effects to the transmission line.

This is an important factor when several receivers have to

be driven by the same driver as in the party-line applica-

tions and bus-oriented systems.
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8T24 TRIPLE LINE RECEIVER

16 15 14 13 12 II 10 9nnnn nnnn
vcc

A3 B3 I Rt St A, B, f, GN0

UUULJLJLJLJU
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

FIGURE 4

LINE RECEIVER REQUIREMENTS
Table 2 shows that the 8T24 meets the electrical

characteristics as defined by the IBM interface specifica-

tions. As already mentioned under the 8T23 driver charac-

teristics^ at least 10 receivers can be driven by one line

driver.

One area of the IBM specifications that should be clearly

understood is that of threshold voltages. An input voltage

of 1.7V or more shall be interpreted as a logical "1", and an

input of 0.7V or less shall be interpreted as a logical "0".

Therefore, having defined the minimum logical "1" level

and the maximum logical "0" level the designer has to

decide on the actual transfer curve most desirable.

The 8T24 has been designed with hysteresis since it gives

the highest noise immunity possible. Figure 5a shows a

transfer curve for a hypothetical receiver without hysteresis

whereas the 8T24 transfer curve is shown in Figure 5b. It

can be seen that both approaches meet the same specifica-

tion but that the 8T24 has greatly improved noise immu-
nity as illustrated in Table 3.

LINE RECEIVER

INTERFACE REQUIREMENT IBM SPECIFICATION 8T24 SPECIFICATION
MEETS OR EXCEEDS
IBM SPECIFICATION

l|N (l) LOGICAL 1 INPUT CURRENT AT
3.11V 0.42mA(MAX.) 0.1 7mA CM AX.) VES

-l)IV|(0) LOGICAL INPUT CURRENT AT

0.15V -0.24mA(MAX.) +5mA* YES

V|N(t)mih MINIMUM LOGICAL 1 INPUT

VOLTAGE 1.7V 1.7V YES

Vtj\|(0)max MAXIMUM LOGICAL INPUT

VOLTAGE 0.7V 0.7V YES

vJHj(max) MAXIMUM POWER-ON

INPUT VOLTAGE POWER-OFF

7.0V 7.0V

YES6.0V 6.0V

* With 0.15V applied current direction is into the 8T24.

LINE RECEIVER TRANSFER CURVES

TRANSFER CURVE WITHOUT HYSTERESIS
Vqut

/ ! Vi T - 0.™
/ j VUT " I-™

!
v,N

TRANSFER CURVE WITH HYSTERESIS
VOUT

VLT (TV».) '.»V

vUTtTVM ,,v
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RECEIVER WITHOUT HYSTERESIS SIGNETICS 8T24

Nt = Vi-VUT ,
- 3.11 V-1 ,7V, = 1,41V H\ -v-j-V UT , -3.11V-t.1V, -2.01V

N = V LT-V , = 0.7V-0. 15V, = 0.55V N = V LT-

V

, =1,5V-0.15V, = 1.35V

Where:

N| = Logical "1" OC Noise Margin

Hq - Logical "0" DC Noise Margin

Vt - Driver output voltage in the logical "1 " state

Vq - Driver output voltage to the logical "0" state

V|_y - Input threshold voltage when output is switched from a logical "0" to a logical "1"

Vyy = Input threshold voltage when outout is switched from a logical "1 " to a logical "0"

POWER-UP POWER-DOWN SEQUENCE FOR
THE 8T24

The 8T24 line receiver has been designed to ensure that no

spurious noise is generated during a normal power-up or

power-down sequence. The receiver input will never require

more than the specified input current and will not generate

transients when turned on or off.

GENERAL SYSTEMS CONSIDERATIONS

A typical application of the 8T23 line driver and the 8T24

is shown in Figure 6. For an IBM interface the line has a

characteristic impedance of 920. ±10% and is terminated at

each end in its characteristic impedance by a terminating

network. This may be a resistor presenting an impedance of

95H ±2.5% connected between the signal line and ground.

Fault-conditions on the transmission line will not damage

8T23 drivers or 8T24 receivers. When a signal line is acci-

dently shorted the driver will current limit because of its

built-in short circuit protection fref. Figure 2). The receivers

will not be damaged by over-voltages as shown in Table 2.

In addition ground-shifts or noise up to -0.15V will not

damage the receiver.

All communication to and from the channel occurs over a

common bus. General considerations for party line appli-

cations of multiple drivers and receivers are discussed in the

8T13 and 8T14 applications memo and the reader may

make reference to that section.

Selection of a control unit is established by the "Select

Out" circuitry consisting of a single line driver and a single

line receiver with only the receiver end of the line termi-

nated in the characteristic impedance. The 8T24 meets the

"Select Out" receiver characteristics and the 8T23 has been

used successfully supplying 41mA with an output voltage

of 3.9 volts if the driver is operated with a 6V ±5% power

supply. Although no data sheet guarantees are given in this

instance most 8T23 units are expected to perform satisfac-

torily with a 6V ±5% supply voltage.

TYPICAL LINE-DRIVER LINE-RECEIVER APPLICATION

1/2 8T23 DRIVER 1/3 8T2* RECEIVER

9K1<

FIGURE 6
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DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

DUAL SENSE AMPLIFIER

8T25

INTRODUCTION

The 8T25 is a dual MOS to TTL interface element com-

bining sense amplifiers and bus oriented tri-state latches

that operate from a single 5V power supply. The amplifier

inputs are ideally suited to sense low level currents such as

those available from MOS devices,

The particular applications discussed are oriented towards

memory systems design where TTL interfaces with the

2548 2K MOS RAM and the 1103 1K MOS RAM are

desired. There are many other applications such as analog

to digital interfaces in which the 8T25 may be useful.

DEVICE DESCRIPTION

As shown in Figure 1 the 8T25 consists of two sense ampli-

fiers/latches with common strobe and enable lines. The

amplifier inputs are designed to sense current levels and as

long as the input current is below 300juA, the internally

established threshold, the amplifier output will be a logical

"0". If the internally established threshold of typically

300juA is exceeded, the amplifier output will be a logical

1.

8T25 LOGIC DIAGRAM

->-

—P>o

STROBE Q_ CH

t>
=L>

H>- b-

O-

fz:

-D-

-* OUTPUT A

-to*

-O*
GNU -4

FIGURE T

Thus, low level currents may be sensed and converted to

TTL signals which are presented to the latch. The infor-

mation from the amplifier may be entered into the latch in

accordance with a typical operations sequence as shown in

Figure 2. Preceding every data entry operation the latch

must be preset by the disable pulse. Notice that as long as

the disable line is in the logical "1" state the outputs are

disabled, placing them in the high-Z state {i.e., in a bus

system the outputs are effectively removed from the bus,

except for leakage). When the disable line returns to a

logical "0" the output of the latch is preset to a logical "1".
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Figure 2 shows that the input current to the amplifier is

below 300uA when the strobe pulse is initiated and the

output will go to a logical "0" where it will stay after the

strobe pulse is removed.

For the next event shown in Figure 2 the latch is preset

again by the disable pulse, temporarily placing the output

in the high-Z state and then returning it to a logical "1"

after the disable pulse is removed. The strobe pulse now
samples the input current when it is above threshold

(300uA) thus keeping the output high.
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TYPICAL DISABLE AND STROBE SEQUENCE

\ jT~\
V-V" \S

1. 1

—

/TT3 L
1

\ r

INPUT CHARACTERISTICS

For a better understanding of the sense amplifier portion of

the 8T25, reference may be made to Figure 3. The theory

of operation is as follows:

A current source consisting of Qi| and Q2 establishes a

300mA collector current through Q2. The base-emitter

voltage of Q2 is also impressed across the base-emitter

junction of Q3 which has been designed with a geometry

identical to Q2- As a result Q3 will try to draw the same

collector current as G2-

INPUT STAGE OF 1/2 8T25

SENSE AMPLIFIER

r

O vr:r;

1 r

1 >1«

.
, «4£

THRESHOLD i

CURBESIT '

CIRCUIT

LJ 1

FIGURE 3

In the absence of any external currents into node A, up to

300juA can be drawn from Vcc through a 2K ohm resistor

and diode D|. Node B is thus placed 3 diodes drops above

ground (approximately 2.2V) which is a TTL logical
"1"

level.

However current may also be injected at the amplifier input

and as long as it is less than 300^ A, node A will not rise

high enough to allow Q4 and Q5 to be turned on. Once the

input current exceeds 300;/A the voltage at node A will

tend to rise since the collector current of Q2 cannot be

higher than 300jiA, thus turning on Q4 and Q5. Now node

B is at the logical "0" state which is fed to the internal

latch.

Figure 4 shows the behavior of the amplifier input as a

function of current. The device switches at 300^A (point

P) and the voltage is two diode drops above ground as

established by Q4 and Q5 in Figure 3. Note: Excessive

current into the amplifier may damage the input since it is

clamped at two diode drops above ground. Current limiting

should be employed if it is expected that the input current

should exceed 10mA in a given application.

TYPICAL Mi

INPUT CHARA(

1PLIFIER

:teristics

__l

|
-0

I

< f

1 1
I

iPOINT
~- p

{

200mV/div

FIGURE 4
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OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

The outputs of the 8T25 are tri-state outputs which means
that they have active pull-ups that together with the current

sink transistors may be disabled whenever the device is

placed in the high-Z third state.* Leakage currents in the

high-Z state are max 100//A when the bus is either in the
"1" or "0" state. This feature makes the 8T25 suitable for

data bussing applications without the need for pull-up

resistors.

APPLICATIONS

Figure 5 shows how 8T25 dual sense amplifiers/latches may
be used in a memory system. Inputs as well as outputs may
be bus organized. Each memory card is organized as m-
devices per row (m columns) by n rows. Either the 2548

2K MOS RAM or the 1103 1K MOS RAM may be used to

interface with the 8T25 dual sense amplifier/latches. Since

the 8T25 outputs are of the tri-state variety, individual

memory cards may be connected onto a common bus with-

out having to use pull-up resistors as shown in Figure 5.

TYPICAL - MOS MEMORY SYSTEM
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performance characteristics of on.e-half 8T25 driven by the

2548 2K MOS RAM are shown in Figure 6. The RAM is

conditioned to read and write alternately two **1s" and

two "0s
H
into selected locations of the memory (Figure 5Ah

The 8T25 is strobed during the read cycle but now while

writing (waveform Figure 5B>. In the particular setup used

it proved convenient to preset the output of the 8T25 to a

logical "1" (by means of the disable command) during the

read and write cycles which does not influence the results.

As it can be seen in Figure 5C, a TTL compatible signal

reproduces the relevant current waveforms of the 2548 2K

MOS RAM output.
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Similar results hold true for the 8T25 driven by the output

current of an 1103 1K MOS RAM. Although there is more
noise generated during writing (Figure 7 A) it does not

matter in the system since the 8T25 is only strobed during

the read cycle when the output current of the 1103

memory is weil defined. The strobe pulse is shown in Figure

76. The output waveforms in Figure 7C show how two

"Is" and two "05** are read out alternateiy. Again it should

be mentioned that the 8T25 sense amplifier/latch has to be

preset by means of the disable signal shown in Figure 7D
prior to reading information at the output.

*See 8T09 applications memo for detailed description.
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In conclusion, the strobe and disable waveforms shown in

Figures 6 and 7 are easily obtained from the three clock

phases in a dynamic MOS memory system. The principles

of operation of the 8T25 that have been discussed here are

also helpful in applying the device to other areas of systems

design where current sensing has to be accomplished with a

minimum amount of hardware and a single 5V power

supply.

8T25 DRIVEN BY 2548 2K MOS RAM

2548 2K MOS RAM
OUTPUT CURRENT
THROUGH 50H A
(20rnV/div)

8T25 STROBE B
DURING READ
CYCLE (5V/div)

8T25 OUTPUT C

(5V/div)

8T25 DISABLE D

* """ *- *" | j- -I-
» * - '

(5V/div) Ips/div

FIGURES

8T25 DRIVEN BY 1103 IK MOS RAM

1103 1K MOS RAM
OUTPUT CURRENT
THROUGH 5012

(20mV/div)

8T25 STROBE
DURING READ
CYCLE (5V/div)

8T25 OUTPUT
(5V/div>

8T25 DISABLE
(5V/div)

\ .
K U

* +. t+pm.+ p*'

\
\W I

fit d. »—*

l^ts/div

FIGURE 7
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signotiEs APPLICATIONS MEMO

DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

QUAD BUS DRIVER/RECEIVER

8T26

INTRODUCTION

The 8T26 Quad Bus Driver/Receiver is a Schottky TTL inte-

grated circuit that has been designed for high speed bus ap-

plications. The device is particularly useful in bi-directional*

data busses since it increases speed and reduces hardware

compared to conventional implementations. 8ecause of its

unique design features, the 8T26 can be used in many other

interface applications.

Tri-state outputs permit data bussing without the need for

pull-up resistors. With an active pull-up structure with high

current drive capability, line driving is facilitated even if

bussing techniques are not required. In addition, low current

high breakdown PNP input transistors eliminate the design

constraints imposed by multiple emitter transistor inputs.

This feature allows up to 200 8T26's to be driven on the

same bus and afso permits interfacing with data sources

that cannot sink TTL input currents, particularly MOS.

Applications such as high speed I/O multiplexing, memory
busses, MOS interface and various transmission line char-

acteristics will be discussed.

LOGIC DIAGRAM

[—F-n

| twivsn

[

±
"ft

BUS ENABLE !£r

FIGURE 1

*for uni-directional busses see also 8T09 applications memo
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LOGIC DESCRIPTIONS

The 8T26 consists of four driver/receiver pairs together

with their enable logic as shown in Figure 1, For maximum
versatility bus enable and receiver enable controls are

brought out separately and buffered. A "1" on the bus

enable input (B/E) allows Din data to pass through the bus

driver and appear inverted at the DquT terminals. A "0"

on the B/E input will force the driver output to the high

impedance state and will also disable the PNP input resulting

in negligible input current. The receivers are enabled by a

"0" on the receiver enable (l/E) allowing data from the bus

to- appear inverted at the receiver output (ROUT)' The
receiver may be forced to the high impedance state by a

"1" on the l/E terminal, effectively disabling the receiver

input and output. For convenience Table 1 summarizes the

logic operation of the control lines.

TRUTH TABLE FOR 8T26 CONTROL LINES

TABLE 1

B/E l/E OPERATION

1

1

1

1

Driver Disabled, Receiver Enabled

Driver Disabled, Receiver Disabled

Driver Enabled, Receiver Enabled

Driver Enabled, Receiver Disabled

DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS

The 8T26 is a Schottky TTL design that like the 82S MSI

series has PNP input transistors. As shown in Figure 2, PNP
emitter followers require very little "0" level input current

which is specified at max -200/uA. This is significantly

lower than that of standard TTL (i.e., 1.6mA) giving the

systems designer a great degree of freedom when driving a

large number of 8T26 inputs or when interfacing with

circuits that have a low drive capability. The maximum "1"

level input current is 25jUA, a little lower than the 40/iA of

standard TTL. In addition the PNP inputs are Schottky-

diode clamped to eliminate any negative ringing that may
occur in systems usage.

SIMPLIFIED PNP INPUT OF 8T26

FIGURE 2



Although not shown in Figure 2 or specified on the data

sheet, the PIMP input transistors are also disabled when the

corresponding driver or receiver is placed in the high-Z state

resulting in a negative leakage current in the zero state as

well (typically less than 25juA).

The bus driver has excellent current drive capability and is

guaranteed in the data sheet at Irj OUT = 40mA at 0.5V and

at h OUT = -10mA at 2.6V.

The receiver, since it generally does not have to drive long

lines, is specified at In. OUT = 1 6mA and
1 1 OUT = -2mA at

2,6V. For those extended range applications where typical

SIGNETICS QUAD BUS DRIVER/RECEIVER 8T26

curves of the output drive capability are desired, reference

may be made to Figure 3.

Both the driver and receiver output may be disabled when

they are placed in the high-Z state which effectively re-

moves them from the circuit except for some leakage in

either the "1" state (h (off) = -100/iA at 2.6V) or in the

"0" state (lQ (off J
= IOQuA at 0.5V).

Notice that the 8T26's output drive capability is almost

entirely available to accomodate current sinking from pull-

up resistors or terminators when driving long lines and to

provide good capacitative drive capability when many de-

vices are on the same bus.

TYPICAL 8T26 OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

8TZ6
1

- VCC -5V
oO

TA -2S°C

1

—

-

0.0

_l

0.0 1VM

STZ6 1
:

DRIVER OUTPUT
-

5V » VCC
TA

j

t j

i/

]

a.) TYP. CURRENT SINK CHARACTERISTICS
OF BUS DRIVER

b.l TYPICAL CURRENT SOURCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUS DRIVER

8T2G RECEIVER

TA = Z5°C .

VCC =SV

:

r

0.0

[ O.OV/di*

BT2S RECEIVER f 1

CURRENT SOURCE

h

Vcc 5V I +

uu ]

TA = 2S°C
|

i

i

¥
i/j

c.) TYP. CURRENT SINK CHARACTERISTICS
OF BUS RECEIVER

d.» TYP. CURRENT SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS
OF BUS RECEIVER

FIGURE 3
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APPLICATIONS

GENERALIZED BUS INTERFACE

The most generalized way of using the 8T26 Quad Bus

Driver/Receiver to its full capability is shown in Figure 4.

In this application data may be interchanged over busses in

either direction by attaching 8T26 driver/receiver combin-

ations resulting in a party-line bus. This may be the case in

multiplexed I/O busses or when interfacing memory boards

in memory systems. Control fines may be conditioned in

accordance with Table 1.

Generally speaking, the input current requirements of

8T26's is so low that systems performance is limited only

by wiring capacitance and input capacitance (typically

3-5pF} but not by the number of 8T26s that can be tied

onto the bus. Calculations given in Figure 5 relate the max.

DC drive capability in the "1" state as well as in the "0"

state to the input current requirements of an 8T26.

Using worst case data sheet conditions, 100yA of leakage in

both the "1 " and "0" state for a disabled 8T26 unit on the

bus (B/E = 0, l/E = 1) at least 100 8T26s can be tied onto

the bus. This still leaves 30mA current sink capability of

the driver available to drive terminations when using long

lines.

For those applications where more than 100 8T26 units

must be tied onto the bus the "0" level drive capability

permits to drive at least 200 enabled receiver inputs (B/E=

0, l/E = 0). It has been found in practice that the typical

"1" level leakage is much lower than the data sheet

guarantee of 100/iA. Although no data sheet guarantees are

given, 200 receiver inputs have been driven successfully in

the "1" state. However as mentioned earlier the large bus

capacitance will slow down operations considerably.

BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUS

LOGICAL "1" ACTIVE
LOGICAL "0" HI .2

LOGICAL "0" ACTIVE
LOGICAL VHI-Z

DRIVE CAPABILITY OF THE 8T26

a)

"\" Level Drive Capability

' 'o out 'O"* e wv UioWi) = -itWpA e o sv T^

"0" Level Drive Capability

FIGURE 5

HIGH SPEED MEMORY BUFFER

In memory systems the user would like to drive the memory
bus without inserting significant delay by adding a bus

driver while at the same time it is desirable to preserve

modularity of the system by being able to expand memory
without a loss in speed or systems modifications.

The 8T26 driver is an extremely fast power driver suitable

to drive 300pF under full fan out (30 ohms to 2.6V) with

less than a max. delay of 17ns. In addition, its tri-state

outputs and low current PNP inputs allow large modular

memory systems to be implemented while staying within

17ns propagation delay.

The example shown in Figure 6 illustrates that a typical

memory card may be organized as a 512 X 16 array using

thirty-two 82S07 256-bit bipolar RAMs and four 8T26
drivers/receivers. The memory may be made available in a

4K X 16 bits organization (i.e., 8 memory cards) but sub-

sequently it may have to be doubled to 8K 16-bit words.

Assuming that each 8T26 buffer terminal including the

connector represents lOpF, even the 8K X 16 organization

consisting of 16 memory cards will only represent 160pF of

capacitance and delay will be less than the data sheet maxi-

mum of 17ns. Notice that the DC fan-out is much larger as

shown in Figure 5 and does not have to be considered.
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TRANSMISSION LINE CONSIDERATIONS

It has been mentioned that one of the advantages of the

8T26 driver outside of its tri-state capability is its higher

source current capability (10mA at 2.6V) and high current

sink capability (40mA at 0.5V}. Since each input has

Schottky-diode clamps negative ringing on long lines is

eliminated and over 1 2 feet of unterminated cable has been

driven reliably. Furthermore low value bus pull-up resistors

can be used to alleviate positive overshoots because the

8T26 driver can sink targe currents. Even if the 8T26 is not

used as a bus-ORed driver/receiver combination, it proves

useful in many applications where only the driver is needed.

To obtain the highest speed possible from the 8T26 driver/

receiver, termination should be considered above 18 inches

since then the bus starts to look like a transmission line.

Several termination schemes can be used. For highest speed

parallel termination is the most useful, whereas series termi-

nation requires the lowest power but can be used on uni-

directional busses.

MODULAR MEMORY SYSTEM

MEMDRY BUS-

S12X IE

MEMORY
CARD

512X 16

MEMORY
CARD

S12 X IE

MEMORY
CARD

512 X 18

MEMORY
CARD

FIGURE 6

Figure 7 shows the driver of the 8T26 driving 12 feet of

flat ribbon cable {char, impedance approximately 100 ohms

with alternate signal and ground wires}. If only uni-direc-

tional data transmission has to be considered, one terminator

suffices. The line is terminated such that its Thevenin

equivalent circuit looks like 130 ohms to 2.8V. Higher

values of resistors may be used even if this does not termi-

nate the line perfectly since it limits the power dissipation.

Waveforms A through D in Figure 7 show the performance

of the line.

For a long bi-directional data bus terminators must be

placed on both ends. As shown in Figure 8 two 130 ohms

equivalent circuits are placed at both ends of the trans-

mission line. Now 8T26 driver/receiver units can be placed

anywhere on the bus in a party-line fashion. Waveforms A
through F in Figure 8 show the behavior of the bus.

100ft FLAT RIBBON CABLE WITH

PARALLEL TERMINATION

=3X1'H> f
rS=o—

W4 ST2S "=" 30"V! •

12 FT. FLAT RIBBON CABLE
!=, iooni

r~
|
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| r-J"—

i

J

ba j
1

• 1
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'
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FIGURE?

TERMINATED PARTY-LINE BUS
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Inuni-directional busses where highest speed is not necessary

the 8T26 may be used with another termination scheme as

shown in Figure 9. A termination resistor that together

with the output resistance of the driver approximates

50 ohms, series (reverse) terminates the line. The series

terminator attenuates the output amplitude by one-half at

Point B Figure 9 according to transmission line theory.

Since the end of the line. Point C, looks essentially like an

open circuit, the amplitude doubles because of complete

reflection resulting in a perfect waveform there.

COAXIAL DATA BUS WITH

SERIES TERMINATION

n^1^^^^^
I4 8T26 DRIVER 1! FT. RGT74U COAX. (50121

VtKtn RECEIVER

n
i—i-

fct

L.

£

^n
£
JJJ

FIGURE 9

MOS INTERFACE

The low current PNP inputs of the 8T26 make it ideally

suitable for interfacing with MOS, especially since the

breakdown of the bus driver PNP inputs (pin 4, 6, 9, 13) is

typically above 20V.

Although many MOS devices have been made TTL com-
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The 8T26 has also been used successfully as 4 differential

line drivers as shown in Figure 10, making use of all 4

buffers as drivers. Together with the 75S107* line receiver

differential data transmission up to 90 MHz has been

achieved. Waveforms A through D in Figure 10 illustrate the

performance of this differential transmission system.

*New Signetics Linear Circuit

DIFFERENTIAL DATA TRANSMISSION

20! TWISTED PAIR

75S107

-INPUT

75S107

+ INPUT c

75S107

OUT

f

1

T"
:

H

i s

r
<
—

-Tr- 1
——J

1—

'

r—

—

)

^-
^

j \

' 1

|

*-_,
TIME: OT^s/di* AMPLITUDE: 2V,'dii

FIGURE 10

patible by using large geometry output transistors this is not

always possible in high complexity custom chips such as

microprocessors or complementary MOS logic. In the past

interfacing had to be done with low power TTL at the cost

of sacrificing speed. However, the low "0" level input cur-

rent (max 200yA at 0.4V) of the 8T26 makes it possible to

use a high speed logic interface.
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APPLICATIONS MEMO

CONSTANT CURRENT LED DRIVERS

8T51 8T74

8T54 8T75

8T59 8T79

8T71

DESCRIPTION

The 8T50 and 8T70 series of LED Drivers are designed to

interface with a wide variety of LED displays. The 8T70

series includes an internal data latch to minimize external

logic requirements. The 8T50 devices have a lamp test

feature to test the operation of each of the LED segments.

LOGIC DIAGRAM

lAMP T£ET STROBE OPTION

INTERNAL

CURRENT
SINK

CONTROL

4 TO 15

LINE

DECODER

MP
BUFFERS
AND
QUAD
LATCH

£
*
^

INTERNAL
CURRENT
SOURCE
CONTROL

1 «CC

PL
1 *CC

PL:
Vcc

Pk
^ 1 Pk

I I

wcc

=*- "i Pk
£ "! PL.

4
I 2f»J

4
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SIGNETICS CONSTANT CURRENT LED DRIVERS 8T51, 54
f 59, 74, 75, 79

CONSTANT CURRENT SINK VERSIONS CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE VERSIONS

NON-LATCH LATCH

8T54 20 mA
(CM 5110 Replacement)

8T74 20 mA
(CM 5111 Replacement)

NON-LATCH LATCH

8T51 5 mA
(CM 5112 Replacement)

8T71 5 mA
(CM 5113 Replacement)

8T75 20 mA
(FSC 9368 Replacement)

8T59 50 mA
(CM 51 14 Replacement)

8T79 50 mA
(CM 5115 Replacement)

TRUTH TABLE FOR 8T50/70 SERIES

DECIMAL
OR

FUNCTION

INPUTS

B1/RBO*
SINK VERSION OUTPUTS SOURCE VERSION OUTPUTS

NOTE
LT/ST RBI D C B A a b c d e f g a b c d e f g

H H I L L L H ON ON ON ON ON ON OFF ON ON ON ON ON ON OFF 1

1 H X L L L H H OFF ON ON OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF OFF OFF 1

2 H X L L H L H ON 0\ OFF ON ON OFF ON ON ON OFF ON ON OFF ON

3 H X L L H H H ON ON ON ON OFF OFF ON ON ON ON ON OFF OFF ON

4 H X L N L L H OFF ON ON OFF OFF ON ON OFF ON ON OFF OFF ON ON

5 H X L H L H H ON OFF ON ON OFF ON ON ON OFF ON ON OFF ON ON

6 H X L H H L H OFF OFF ON ON ON' ON ON ON OFF ON ON ON ON ON

7 H X L H H H H ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF OFF ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF OFF

8 H X H L L L H ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON

g H X H L L H H ON ON ON OFF OFF ON ON ON ON ON OFF OFF m ON

10 H X H L H L H OFF OFF OFF OF? OFF OFF ON ON O N ON OFF ON ON ON

11 H X H L H H H ON ON ON OFF ON ON ON OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF ON

12 H X H H L L H ON OFF OFF ON ON ON ON ON OFF OFF ON ON ON OFF

13 H X H H L H H OFF ON ON OFF ON ON ON OFF ON ON ON ON OFF ON

14 H X H H H L H OFF OFF OFF ON ON ON OFF ON OFF OFF ON ON ON ON

15 H X H H H H H ON ON OFF OFF ON ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF ON ON ON

Bl H X X X X X L OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 2

RBI H L L L L L L OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF 3

LT/ST' L X X X X X X ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON ON 4,5

NOTES
1. The blanking input (Bl) must be open or held at a high logic level when output functions O through 15 are desired, The ripple-blanking input

( RBU must be open or high I* blanking of a decimal zero is not desired.

2. When a low logic level is applied directly to the blanking input IBI>. all segment outputs are off regardless of the level of eny other input. Bl
should not be forced high, when inputs A,B,C,D and RBI are low.

3. When the ripple blanking Input (RBI) is at a low level and the inputs A, B,C, and D are at a low level with the lamp test input (LT) high (for the
8T5Q series) or when a binary zero is stored in the latches (8T70 series) all segment outputs go of f and the ripple blanking output (RBI) goes to
a low level (response conditionl,

4. When e low is applied to the lamp test input (LT> Of The 8T50 series devices all segment outputs are on. The 8T70 series devices do not have a
iBmp test input but a strobe input instead,

5. The 8T50 series devices have s lamp test input ILTI whereas the 8T70 series devices have a strobe input (ST). Input data is directly transferred
to the outputs when the strobe is low and is stored when the strobe is high.

SEGMENT IDENTIFICATION

H = High Level, L = Low Level, X = Irrelevant, + BI/RBO is

wired AND logic, serving as a blanking input (Bl) and/or

ripple blanking output (RBO) *8T50 Series has lamptest

(LT) 8T70 Series has strobe (ST).
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RESULTANT DISPLAY PATTERNS

SINK VERSION (8T54/74)

nu c D U
I 3 o na n n r

c n i n
12 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

SOURCE VERSION (8T51/71;8T75 r
8T59/79)

nu / c
"/I (J

i

/"

r/
ca 1 a 9 nn a r

L
r
c cr

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e 9 10 n 12 13 14 15

•CH
CURRENT SINK

OUTPUT O 1
••

LOW CURRENT PNP INPUT STRUCTURE

vccO

CONSTANT CURRENT OUTPUT STRUCTURES

-Ovcc

O3J I \C a2 °*Xa ;

a. Current Sink Version

-Ovcc

CURRENT SOURCE

b. Current Source Version
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SIGNETICS CONSTANT CURRENT LED DRIVERS 8T51, 54, 59, 74, 75, 79

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS OF CONSTANT CURRENT LED DRIVERS

DRIVING COMMON ANODE LED'S

(CONSTANT CURRENT SINK VERSION)

cow- or,

ANODE
LEO'S I f-^t-

LITflOMX, OLIO, DL707
MONSANTO MAN1
OPCOA SLA 1

H.P.S0S27730

LAMPTESTORO C
STROBE
FIBO/BI O—

£>—Qrb\

INPUT DATA

DRIVING COMMON CATHODE LED'S
(CONSTANT CURRENT SOURCE VERSION)

COMMON CATHODE LEAD'S

INPUT DATA
FSC FND70
MONSANTO
MAN 3 ~±~

8T50 SERIES WITH LAMP TEST (LT)

DECADE COUNT E P. DECADE COUNTER

MM
poopJTTT-r

9Q9P

DECADE COUNTER

A B C D F

BT50 SERIES

o
I

L?

no
T

O.

U i . T

ou
I

•TIE TO Vcc FOR COMMON ANODE LEO'S: OTHERWISE TIE TO GROUND FOR COMMON CATHODE LED'S.
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8T70 SERIES WITH INTERNAL LATCH USED IN FREQUENCY COUNTER

DECADE COUNTER DECADE COUNTER

°OUT

£
I B C D ST. RBI

8T7D SERIES

DO
I

DECADE COUNTER

U
nn
I

o.
u^-J

BT70 SERIES
DECODER/DRIVER

W.LATCH

au
Q •

•TIE TO VCC FOR COMMON ANODE LEO'S; OTHERWISE TIE TO GROUND FOR COMMON CATHODE LED'S,



SjgilQtiCS APPUCAT10NS MEMO

DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

8T80, 8T90 AND 8T18 INTERFACE ELEMENTS

8T80

8T90

8T18

INTRODUCTION

TTL integrated circuits must, from time to time, communi-

cate with external circuits and input-output hardware such

as relays and tamps. Typically these devices may operate at

higher voltage and/or power levels. Frequently, the need

also exists to transmit digital data through areas with high

noise levels. Thus, there is a need for interface circuits to

communicate between logic and the external environment.

The 8T80 Quad 2-input interface gate and the 8T90 Hex-

interface buffer can couple low level (typically 5V and

25mW) logic to a higher level (typically 28V and 280mW).

Thus, the power level has been raised by over a factor of

ten. The noise susceptibility has been reduced by a factor

of ten and the signal is more closely matched to the

medium power output requirements. The 8T80 and 8T90

couple low level logic information out of the protected

logic area and provides the buffer isolation plus the advan-

tage of power amplification. The information can now be

transmitted through the high noise environment. If a signal

needs to enter or re-enter a low logic area then the process

needs to be reversed. The 8T18 performs the high to low

level voltage translation. The 8T18 has an extremely stable

(6.5V minimum) logic threshold and can entirely eliminate

up to 6.5V of noise riding on top of the information signal.

Thus, the 8T18 effectively couples the high signal down to

the lower level while providing digital threshold noise sepa-

ration and buffer isolation.

The 8T80 and 8T90 schematic and logic diagram are shown

in Figure 1. These devices provide translation from TTL

logic signals to high voltage output transistors. The input

structure is a multiple emitter input transistor with only

one input for the 8T90. The bare collector outputs permit a

wide variety of loads to be used and, in addition, they

facilitate paralleling of two or more devices to perform col-

lector logic or driving higher current loads. The LVCo volt-

age for the outputs is tested to be greater than 40 volts and

this limit should not be exceeded even on a transient basis.

8T80 AND 8T90 SCHEMATIC AND LOGIC DIAGRAM

14 T3 12 11 10 9 S

n n n n n n n

U D D D U12 3*687

FIGURE 1

vOUT

I .

SUBSTRATE DIODE

14 13 12 11 10 9 •

n n n n n n n

D LJ U U LI U
1 2 3 * s. • 7
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SIGNETICS 8TS0, 8T90 AND 8T18 INTERFACE ELEMENTS 8T80

8T18 SCHEMATIC AND LOGIC DIAGRAM

-o%,

14 13 T2 11 10 B B

n n n n n n n
VCC, Vccj SJ

£n
LJ U U U U U U12 3 4*87

FIGURE 2

The 8T18 interface element complements the 8T90 in

performing the opposite translation from high level to low

level signals. Figure 2 shows the schematic and logic config-

uration. The terminal VQCo ' s retumed to a power supply

of 15V or more. If the VrjC2 volta9e exceeds 30V a series

current limiting resistor (limit current <2mA) or a shunt 20

to 30V Zener diode must be used. The input diodes are

rated at 50V reverse breakdown. If input signals exceed or

equal 50V, another diode must be added externally in series

to protect the internal diodes from breakdown. An impor-

tant fact about the 8T18 is that its threshold voltage (typi-

cally 7.4 to 7.8V) is independent of temperature. The
various junctions being equal in number and opposite in

polarity. Thus, the 8T18 is an accurate high level threshold

detector.

APPLICATIONS
HIGH LEVEL BUFFER INTERFACE

The most general application for the 8T80/90 and 8T18
interface is as buffer elements to provide isolation between

low level integrated circuit logic and the high level noisy

outside world. The most common causes of output to input

2-72

noise are shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3a, logic is being

transmitted to a typical electromechanical device such as a

typewriter, tape punch, printer, tape reader, etc. The elec-

tromechanical device frequently will have high energy

solenoids, SCR, etc., that tend to generate a noise voltage

between the logic ground and the device ground. Logic out-

put lines are well isolated from the internal logic because

the 8T90 and 8T18 are used.

Note that the 8T90 collector pull-up resistor is connected

at the receiving end (i.e., near the 8T18). This helps to

lower the 8T18 input impedance. Since there is no con-

nection back into the logic area (even the power suppty is

isolated) the collector noise is not coupled into the low

level logic. The most critical interface is the connection

from the electromechanical device or transmitting end into

the low level logic area. Here the noise source is in series

with signal and looks directly into the logic input circuitry.

Without the 8T18 high threshold buffer element, the noise

would only have to overcome the normal 1 to 2V threshold

to cause false inputs. However, the 8T18 has an input thres-

hold guaranteed to be at least 6.5V worst case and con-

ducted noise spikes up to 6.5V will not cause false inputs.
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COMMON SOURCES OF NOISE ELECTRIC FIELD COUPLING

Ir, I
^^,~-v "s^. r ELECTRVECH ^ ,-, 1 | V. _ STP° yy \J\J I'D DEVICE \/> *

1 JO O LOGIC

5

HIGH VOLTAGE BELAY TYPICAL ,

b)

FIGURE 3

Figure 3b depicts an application where one logic area is

connected to another logic area. The distance between the

two areas may be as much as one hundred feet or more and

may pass through areas of high electric and magnetic fields.

The magnetic and electric fields plus conduction are respon-

sible for almost all noise coupling, but seldom is electro-

magnetic radiation the source of noise coupling. The elec-

tric field couples via stray capacitance and Figure 4 shows

the stray capacitance coupling noise from a voltage source

en . The noise source could be a voltage being switched by

relays, or any potential varying rapidly in time with respect

to ground which will couple some voltage into the signal

line via the stray capacity.

HIGH ELECTRIC
FIELD ACTIVITY I

rJ* 1 ^

The stray capacity can be minimized by separating signal

line physically apart from potential varying circuits and by

shielding. Some stray capacitance will remain, however, and

the voltage coupled can be approximated by

Aen R L Cs

^T

Where Aen is the change in potential, R|_ is the logic load

resistor (8T90 collector pull-up resistor), C$ is the residual

stray capacity, and A T is the time it takes the voltage to

change.

The noise is coupled during the logic "1" level. During the

logic "0" level, R|_ is shunted by the 8T90 collector satura-

tion resistance.

Considering the example in Figure 5, the logic signal line is

run in the proximity of a high voltage line that is switching

10mA by a relay. A switch speed limiting network consis-

ting of a 150 ohm resistor and a .0067L(Fcapacitor has been

added to slow the switching speed and has a time constant

of ljus.

Given the following information:

e n = 150V

T - 150 X 0.0067 X 10-6= 1jis

eno
= 6.5V max. permissible

R|_ 1-9K min. at 28V
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EXAMPLE ELECTRIC FIELD COUPLING

1KW

RELAY

{
-OVcc

FIGURE 5

The maximum permissible stray capacitance is:

6.5 X 10~6

CS " 1.5X102X1.9X103 " 23pF

Good layout techniques will easily hold the stray capaci-

tance below this value.

The above example illustrates the mechanism of electric

field interference coupled into signal lines and the tech-

niques used to minimize the coupling. In summary, the

following action will minimize electric field coupling:

1. Minimize stray capacitance Cg
(a) Avoid bringing signal lines close to con-

ductors with varying potentials.

(b) Use as much shielding as is economically

feasible.

2, Slow rate of electrostatic field collapse, AT, by

use of networks as shown in the example.

3, Hold the resistive impedance, Rl, as low as

practically feasible.

4, Use the high threshold gate, 8T18, to provide

the highest possible voltage margin.

To understand the mechanism of inductive noise coupling

into the logic lines consider the circuit in Figure 6a. All

circuits must have self inductance just as all circuits must
have capacitance. There exists then some mutual induc-

tance between the signal circuit and the current noise

source l n . Mutual inductance is defin ed as:

M = kVi-Sl-N,

MAGNETIC FIELD COUPLING

HIGH MAGNETIC **'n

FIELD ACTIVITY AT
* 1 T

T -ovcc

MUTUAL
INDUCTANCE

—
[Ttt 8T1B

*£ •«-*£*
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Where k is the coefficient of coupling and Ls and L|S] are

the signal and noise circuit self inductances. The best

defense against noise is to keep the mutual coupling low.

The coefficient of coupling is reduced by using twisted pair

wires and magnetic shielding of both the noise circuit and

the signal circuit. The self inductances are minimized by

using twisted pairs and the largest wire size economically

feasible. A simplified equivalent circuit is shown in Figure

6b. Note that the induced voltage due to inductive coupling

appears only during the "0" level. During the "1" level, R|_

is in series with the off resistance of the 8T90. The analysis

assumes that the mutual inductance is very much smaller

than the self inductances. The result indicates that the in-

duced voltage is directly proportional to the current

switched, the mutual coupling and inversely proportional to

the time taken to switch. Written in another form the equa-

tion indicates that the induced voltage is proportional to

the mutual inductance divided by the noise circuit's self

inductance times the voltage being switched. Note that the

induced voltage is not a function of R[_, the signal lead

resistive impedance. From these equations, one can sum-

marize the following:

1. Keep signal lines physically separated (reduce

coefficient of coupling or mutual inductance).

2. Minimize the signal inductances by using largest

practicable wire size and using twisted pair or

coax where necessary.

3. Slow down the current switching rate T (e.g.,

insert charging reactors thereby increasing L|\j).

4. Use the high threshold logic element 8T18 to

increase noise margin.

TYPICAL OUTPUT VOLTAGE VS. OUTPUT
CURRENT

40

<

£ 30
ec
B

10

XI
vcc - s.ov

I .26 C

.* ;
.

I
] j 1MI
-£- . -55 C

/ i"

SSTHUM TVPICAL
>J $AT CHARACTER 1ST cs__

|

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 12

"0" OUTPUT VOLTAGE (VOLTS)

FIGURE 7

ALL PURPOSE DRIVER

The 8T90 is the most versatile integrated circuit device for

output interface applications in the 8000 family. To utilize

the element to its utmost capability, some understanding of

the limitations of output voltage and current are necessary.

A curve of typical output current versus saturation voltage

and temperature is shown in Figure 7. The driver current

rating at a specific operating point is given in the data sheet.

However, if other operating points are desired, then the

curve of Figure 12 indicates output currents expected

versus saturation voltages. In designing for maximum cur-

rent rating the maximum device dissipation rating of 310

milliwatts at 125°C must not be exceeded for the dual-in-

line silicone A package.

This figure was arrived at by substituting design data into

the relationship:

Ti max - Ta + pmax X 0J-A

Where:

Ti max max. allowable junction temperature

(175°C for A package)

Ta - ambient temperature

Pmax = maximum allowable power dissipation

©J-A = junction to ambient thermal impedance

(0.16
3C/mW for A package)

Since each gate draws 20mA from the VcC power supply

when turned on with zero collector current, the total avail-

able collector power dissipation can be calculated. If all six

inverters are on at the same time, the IC is dissipating (6 X
20) = 120mW and 310mW - 120mW or 190mW are avail-

able for collector circuit dissipation at 125 C before ther-

mal considerations become important.

RELAY DRIVER

Figure 8 shows the 8T90 used in a relay driver application.

The free wheeling diode is used to dissipate the energy

stored in the relay inductance. When the relay is released

the 8T90 collector current is diverted through the IN3064

diode, thereby restricting the induced voltage. Due to the

three transistor TTL structure of the 8T90 (Figure 1), the

reverse transfer is negligible and noise existing on relay

wiring, etc, will not be coupled back into the logic. Thus,

the inverter performs the function of interfacing and pro-

vides buffer isolation.

In Figure 8a, a low power relay is driven by a single inverter

stage. In Figure 8b, three drivers are paralleled to drive a 10

ampere double throw general purpose relay. The expected

saturation voltage is less than 0.6V and the total dissipation

in the three circuits is 3 X 20 + 30 = 90 milliwatts, below

the total power dissipation capability.
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8T90 RELAY DRIVER APPLICATION 8T90 LAMP DRIVER APPLICATION

RELAY SIGMA
SERIES 32 TO 36

OH EQUIVALENT

4^1**V6 BT90

Diode IN 3064

FIGURE 8

.Vpc

<^>J
®J44. nm,

iocss oi

G
rt>-

%/t tTM

4^

327. 33*, 3*6 *7.
sn. mi. jfEta
OB EQUIVALENT

MILLER INTEGRATOR

The 8T90 may be used as a Miller integrator. The basic

circuit is shown in Figure 10. The down ramp is indepen-

dent of the load resistor R|_. This circuit is valuable for use

as an integrator for lamp circuits and in general slowing

down the output driver. The ramp can be approximated as

shown in Figure 10.

BASIC INTEGRATOR CIRCUIT

LAMP DRIVER

Another application of the 8T90 Hex Inverter is as an

incandescent lamp driver shown in Figure 9. For lamps

requiring less than 20mA drive, one driver is sufficient but

if more current is required, drivers may be paralleled. Since

the output transistors are beta-limited as illustrated in

Figure 7, the inrush-current restrictions are not severe

because a natural current-limiting effect will take place in

the output transistors.
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BASIC INTEGRATOR CIRCUIT (Cont'd)

U*-AT~M

at ^ .osx-io3 cav

FIGURE 10 (Cont'd)

8T80QUAD GATE INTERFACE ELEMENT

The 8T80 is a quad 2-input NAND gate whose output struc-

ture and drive capability is identical to that of the 8T90.

Since there are two less stages per package the 8T80 can

dissipate proportionately more power per stage relative to

the 8T90. Figure 11 shows some iatching-driver applica-

tions of the 8T80.

8T80 QUAD GATE APPLICATIONS (Cont'd)

G

[HIGH LEVEL INPUT!

o

-w-

^c^

FIGURE 11 (Cont'd)

8T80 QUAD GATE APPLICATIONS

00

VAvrm

-w-

•o

FIGURE 11

TTL-MOS-TTL INTERFACE

To interface with metal gate MOS circuits the 8T80 and

8T90 are very useful since output swings of 12V can be

easily accommodated. To translate from the MOS output to

TTL only a standard 8880 gate is needed. An application is

shown in Figure 12.

TTL-MOS-TTL INTERFACE

11V

?

•HL> * "3

-C>-«

-IIV

NOTES;
1. R^ may fangs from 6S0fl to 33K, typically 3.3K is

satisfactory.

2. R 2 6.SK for a standard TTL (lr> IN = 1.6mA)
3. R3 2.2K

FIGURE 12
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POSITIVE TO NEGATIVE VOLTAGE
TRANSLATOR

The 8T18 high-to-low voltage interface elements work
perfectly in this application if the following connec-

tions are made: ground to a -5V ± 5% supply, Vrjci t°

ground and VrjC2 t0 a + *5V + 5% supply for 55°C to

+125 C operation or VfX2 to a +10V ± 5% supply for

-25 C to +125°C operation. See Figure 13a. Thus, the de-

signer has the capability of going from +5V supply digital

systems such as TTL or DTL to -5V supply systems. An
external PNP can be added to the output permitting large

voltage swings (Figure 13b).

POSITIVE TO NEGATIVE VOLTAGE TRANSLATOR

'10V OR
HSV (SEE TEXT)

;Q^4-!! ™ ^.v^-l^

-
!

£>
I
-5V -V

B)

FIGURE 13

b)

The 8T80 and 8T90 can be used to translate from negative

to positive voltage logic systems as shown in Figure 14. The

inputs to the 8800 gates have diffused input clamping

diodes to limit negative input excursions.

NEGATIVE TO POSITIVE VOLTAGE TRANSLATOR

O
GND

T
t/4 8800 GATE

FIGURE 14
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APPL IONS

• ZERO-CROSSING DETECTOR
• HIGH STABILITY ONE-SHOT
• BI-DIRECTIONAL ONE-SHOT
• FREQUENCY DOUBLER
• STABLE-LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
• LINEAR AMPLIFIER
• FREQUENCY TO VOLTAGE CONVERTER

INTRODUCTION
The 8T363 is a monolithic dual zero-crossing detector,

consisting of a differential amplifier input and a TTL

compatible output. The input amplifier is referenced to

zero volts and employs temperature compensation to

ensure stable thresholds. Low level analog waveforms may

be converted to digital signals as long as they exceed

±30mV, the input uncertainty region.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the 8T363 operates from two

power supplies. These may be +5V, ~6V and ground or

+5V, -12V and ground. In the -6V configuration, the

-12V pin must be tied to the -6V pin. When used in the

-12V configuration, the -6V pin must be left open. The

-6V and -12V terminals must never be connected simul-

taneously, or the internal zener diode will be destroyed.

APPLICATIONS MEMO

DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSl

DUAL ZERO-CROSSING DETECTOR

8T363

LOGIC DIAGRAM AND PIN-OUT

u ia >i ii n t

n n n n n n n

FIGURE 1

DUAL ZERO-CROSSING DETECTOR

TIMING «, V^
!0 6 O

Component Values are Typical

PIN 3 — NO CONNECTION

OUTj

NOTE : Pins 5, 6. 8, and 10 are tied to pin 14 through isolation diodes.

FIGURE 2
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ZERO-CROSSING DETECTOR
An application of the 8T363 as a zero-crossing detector is

shown in Figure 3a. Since the device is internal Iy referenced

to ground, the output changes state each time the analog

input signal passes through zero. The input signal is

therefore converted into a TTL compatible square wave as

illustrated in Figure 3b.

This "infinite" clipping of the input signal virtually elimi-

nates distortion caused by amplitude fluctuations and

noise. Further data processing is simplified through the use

of digital techniques.

FREQUENCY DOUBLER
A variation of the zero-crossing detector is a circuit that

produces a pulse every time the input signal pulses through

zero. The result is a frequency-doubler as shown in

Figure 4a. The duration of the pulse is determined by the

time required to pass through the threshold limits which

can be calculated from the equations below. This circuit

will not work with square wave inputs having fast rise and

fall times because there is not enough time between

thresholds for the 8T363 to respond. Figure 4b shows the

pulse train resulting from a sine wave input.

ZERO CROSSING DETECTOR

V IN O Wv-

FIGURE 3

FREQUENCY DOUBLER

v««

1

INPUT AND OUTPUT WAVEFORMS
OF ZERO CROSSING DETECTOR

'\
,
r\ /\ /\ /

\y \/ \l \/

i

—

I

i . .

,

_.

FIGURES

WAVEFORMS FOR FREQUENCY DOUBLER

IWUT OV
tVMfc
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\,i \J \/
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—
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l r~ -\ r

U
ZV/dh ™
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FIGURE 4
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Positive and negative thresholds for the frequency doubler

are defined as follows:

Positive Threshold (Vjupos)

0.03(R3 +R4 ) - <
v "' R3

VTHpos "
R4 R4

Negatfve Threshold (VfHneg)

0.03 (R-j + R2 > - VqC R2
VTH neg

[

1 "1

with these limits:

V(1)in < 10mA,
V

' 1 » in < 10mA,

R 2 R3

and a bias current lg = Vqq — (V'f

Rj + R 2 + R3 + R4

> 200mA

Example: For R j
= 24KJ3 R4 - 30KQ

R2 = 1KJ2 VCC = 5V
R-5 = IkQ. V - -6V

VTHpos 0.03 {3iK«J t-6V) 1Kfi

30KS7 30KH

VTHneg " 0.03 (25KO) (-6V) 1 KQ

s 0.23V

a -0.24V

24K12

l B 5V - (-6V)

24K

11V
= 200mA

24Kfi+ 1KO+ 1KS7 + 30K 56K12

HIGH STABILITY ONE-SHOT

°ri>

TRIG;

Q

>^>
1

OUT

T—

°

FIGURE S

Until the logic "1" level is reached, the recovery time of the

one-shot is determined by the internal current-limiting

resistor of the 8T380 Schmitt Trigger. From the output

"1" level to Vcc the recovery time is determined by the

combination of R1 and C-| . To initiate the one-shot timing

period, a positive-going level must be applied at Trig^ with

the Trig2 input disabled (logical "1"). A negative-going

logic level at Trig2 with Trig! disabled (logical "0") will

have the same effect. Although the circuit will operate with

shorter trigger pulse widths due to the overdrive conditions,

conservative design practices require 75ns pulse widths.

When the output of the 8T380 is high, the capacitor

charges from Vcc through R-j, Ci and diode D^ to ground

(Figure 6). The voltage drop across Dj causes the input of

the 8T363 to be high. With Trig2 input high, the output of

the8T363 will be low.

HIGH STABILITY ONE-SHOT
A one-shot that is insensitive to temperature and supply

voltage variations may be implemented using 1/2 8T363
zero-crossing detector and 1/4 8T380 Sch mitt-Trigger. The

circuit implementation is illustrated in Figure 5. Output

pulse width (tw ) may be calculated as follows:

Msec) = 0.69 R2Ci where: R in ohms

C in farads

R2 max. = 50KI3

Ci may be polarized as

shown

CHARGE PATH DURING RECOVERY TIME

FIGURE 6
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The timed period is initiated when the output of the 8T380

NOR-gate is forced low. When the NOR-gate's output

saturates, the negative-going transition causes a similar

transition at the input of the 8T363. The resulting negative

voltage at the input causes the output of the 8T363 to go

high. This signal is returned to the input of the 8T380 to

hold its output low until the timed period is ended. The
capacitor charges from -{Vcc - V D1 - VcE(sat)) to

+(VCC - VD2 ) through R 2 , C-| (Figure 7). When the 8T363
input voltage has reached OV, the output goes low and the

timed period ends.

CHARGE PATH DURING TIMED INTERVAL

uccO Wt^—»—1|Vi
FIGURE 7

The pulse width stability is better than 1% because the

threshold of the 8T363 is centered between the extremes of

the voltage, independent of Vcc- Since the diode drops

Vpi and Vq2 afe matched because of monolithic construc-

tion, the pulse width stability is also relatively independent

of temperature.

Figure 8 shows the calculated charging curve of capacitor

C-| (dotted). The measure voltage at the input of the 8T363
is shown by solid lines in the same figure.

WAVEFORM AT INPUT OF 363

THRESHOLD OV

FIGURE 8

BI-DIRECTIONAL ONE-SHOT

A variation of the one-shot circuit which will produce a

pulse each time the input changes state is shown in Figure

9. In this circuit, each half of the 8T363 functions as a

one-shot, however one half triggers on a positive-going

input and the other half triggers on a negative-going input.

The outputs of the one-shots then go to a NOR Schmitt

Trigger which produces an output pulse each time any one

of the inputs goes to a high level. As in the previous

example, output pulse width (tw ) is calculated as:

tw = 0.69 R2C1

BI-DIRECTIONAL ONE-SHOT

^=>i>

FIGURES

LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
Due to its stable thresholds and high input impedance, the

8T363 performs well as a low frequency oscillator. The

circuit shown in Figure 10 requires one half of an 8T363
and two 380 NOR-gates.* The frequency is determined by

Rj and C-| and may be calculated by the approximate

formula below. Using a 1Q0KI2 resistor and a 1/if capacitor,

a frequency of about 5Hz can be obtained,

* SIGNETICS UTI LOGIC II SERIES

fo s _J_ r = R^Ci
It

where: Rj < 100K
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LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR

zj|£v-w.I•W

—

i- >^> T^o-J
i j

FIGURE 10

FREQUENCY TO VOLTAGE CONVERTER
A practical method of detecting a frequency modulated

(FM) signal using a pulse counting discriminator, is possible

using two integrated circuits. No inductors are required for

this design.

The circuit diagram of the FM detector, or as it is some-

times called a Frequency to Voltage converter, is shown in

Figure 11. A variable input frequency up to 2MHz is

applied through a current limiting resistor to one half of the

8T363, which acts as a limiter. The output drives a one-shot

which is the other half of the 8T363 input. Constant width

output pulses are obtained at a rate determined by the

input frequency. The timing resistor is adjusted to give the

best linearity for the input frequency range.

FREQUENCY TO VOLTAGE CONVERTER

?

.IHITEfl AMPLIFIES

FIGURE 11
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The original signal may now be recovered by passing the

constant width pulses from the 8T363 through an RC filter

network. Since the demodulated signal is superimposed on
an average positive DC level, an operational amplifier, 741,

is used to level shift and amplify the demodulated signal. A
50K12 potentiometer nulls the average positive DC level

which is well within the common mode range of the 741.

The output of the amplifier is the demodulated signal

amplified and restored to an average DC level of OV. To
attenuate the remaining carrier components, the output is

filtered through a bridge-T network.

LINEAR AMPLIFIER
Since the 8T363 has a differential input stage, it performs

well as a small signal linear amplifier. By creating feedback

through R
x as shown in Figure 13, the 8T363 will bias

itself in the linear region. A small offset bias must be

applied to the input through R3 to level shift the output

since the output cannot swing below ground. Resistor R3

should be adjusted for a quiescent output level of about

2V. The gain of the amplifier is then determined by the

resistor ratio R -j

When used as an FM discriminator with a carrier frequency

of 1.5MHz and a deviation of ± 80KHz, the system has a

3db Bandwidth of 5Hz to 35KHz. Distortion at 1 KHz is

less then 1%. Figure 12 shows a comparison of the modu-
lating signal and the signal recovered at the output of the

frequency to voltage converter.

COMPARISON OF MODULATING
SIGNAL AND RECOVERED SIGNAL

INPUT

OUTPUT

I ] I /

|

I

I

2KKI SQUARE WAVE

FIGURE 12

LINEAR AMPLIFIER

IHO—|( VVV '-

* •—O OUTPUT

FIGURE 13
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8200 MSI Functional Index

8260

8261

ARITHMETIC ELEMENTS

Arithmetic Logic Element, Fast Carry Extender

Arithmetic Logic Element, Fast Carry Extender

Gated Full Adder

82582 BCD Arithmetic

82583 BCD Adder

82S82/83 BCD Arithmetic

3-54

3-54

3-69

3-104

3-108

3-111

COUNTERS

8280

8281

8284

8290

8291

8292

8293

82S90

82S91

Asynchronous MSI Counters/Storage

Asynchronous MSI Counters/Storage

Synchronous Up/Down Counter

Synchronous Up/Down Counter

Asynchronous MSI Counters/Storage

Asynchronous MS! Counters/Storage

Asynchronous MSI Counters/Storage

Asynchronous MSI Counters/Storage

Asynchronous MSI Counters/Storage

Asynchronous MSI Counters/Storage

Asynchronous MSI Counters/Storage

Element

Element

Element

Element

Element

Element

Element

Element

Element

3-74

3-74

3-93

3-74

3-74

3-74

3-74

3-74

3-74

3-74

DECODERS

8250

8251

8252

Octal/Decade

Octal /Decade

Octal/Decade

3-48

3-48

3-48

MULTIPLEXERS

8231

8232

8233

8234

8264

8-lnput Digital Multiplexers

8-lnput Digital Multiplexers

8-lnput Digital Multiplexers

MSI Gating Arrays

MSI Gating Arrays

MSI Gating Arrays

3-lnput, 4 Sit Multiplexers

3-lnput, 4 Bit Multiplexers

3-17

3-17

3-17

3-23

3-23

3-23

3-66

3-66

PARITY FUNCTIONS

8241

8242

MSI Gating Arrays

MSI Gating Arrays

9-Bit Parity Generator and Checker

3-28

3-28

3-63

REGISTERS/LATCHES

8200

8201

8202

8270

8271

8275

8276

SCALERS

8243

Shift Registers and I/O Buffer Registers

Shift Registers and I/O Buffer Registers

Shift Registers and I/O Buffer Registers

Shift Registers and I/O Buffer Registers

Shift Registers and I/O Buffer Registers

Shift Registers and I/O Buffer Registers

Shift Registers and I/O Buffer Registers

Shift Registers and I/O Buffer Registers

Eight-Bit Position Scaler

3-1

3-1

3-1

2-1

3-1

3-1

3-1

3-1

3-36

RECEIVERS

8T380 Quad Bus Receiver with Hysteresis Schmitt Trigger 3^86
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ALSO AVAILABLE IN SCHOTTKY (82S70, 82S71)

SHIFT REGISTERS AND I/O BUFFER REGISTERS

8200 8270

8201 8271

8202 8275

82038276

INTRODUCTION

A shift register consist of an arbitrary number of flip-flops

which are used primarily for temporary storage of digital

data. There are four basic shift register classifications: (1)

serial input to serial output, (2) serial input to parallel out-

put, (3) parallel input to serial output, and (4) parallel input

to parallel output, or buffer registers. Buffer registers may

be divided into two categories: (a) clocked flip-flop

elements, and (b) strobed latch flip-flops. All the registers

to be discussed are produced from D-type flip-flops. The

binary level ("l" or "0") present at the D or Data input

appears at the true (Q) output upon activation of the

CLOCK or STROBE.

The MSI shift and buffer registers to be discussed in this

note will be: the 8270 and 8271, 4-Bit Universal Shift

Registers, the 8276 Serial Input to Serial Output 8- Bit Shift

Register*, the 8200, 8201, 8202 and 8203 10-Bit D-type

Clocked Buffer Register, and the 8275 D-Type Strobe

Quadruple Bistable Latch. Some specific applications are

mentioned in the latter part of this note.

8270 AND 8271 4-BIT UNIVERSAL SHIFT REGISTER

The 8270/8271 is a 4-bit serial and parallel synchronous

entry shift register with serial and parallel outputs. Figures

1 and 2 illustrate the logic diagram and circuit diagram,

LOGIC DIAGRAM

respectively. The buffered LOAD and SHIFT inputs control

the four input AND-OR-INVERT gates of the 8270/8271

permitting either serial or parallel data to be synchronously

entered on the falling edge of the Clock, as shown in Table

1. There are four modes of operation: (1) the 8270/8271

will store information (2) parallel information will be

synchronously entered, (3) serial data will be shifted to the

right. It is impossible to cause a malfunction while changing

modes of operation.

In addition to the 8270 features, the 8271 provides the

not-true output for the fourth stage (D ) and a common
asynchronous RESET input (Rq>. While RESET is acti-

vated, the CLOCK and control inputs are completely in-

hibited internally.

THE EFFECTS OF LOAD AND SHIFT INPUTS

TO THE 8270/8271

LOAD SHIFT OPERATING MODE

1

1

1

1

Store (with clock running)

Synchronous parallel load

Shift right

Shift right

TABLE 1

8271 ONLY

FIGURE 1

>A Dual 8-Bit Shift Register, the 8277 is also available.
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM (8270/8271)
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SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

Many system malfunctions will be precluded by con-

servative of Vcc to GROUND bypassing. Each 8270/8271

should have at least O.OIjuF of ceramic disc capacitance lo-

cated as near to the package as possible from a practical

standpoint.

complement to the first R-S binary of the shift register.

Each input (A, B, CP, and l x ) is fully buffered and appears

as only one TTL input load.

SIGNAL PROCESSING/CLOCK INPUT REQUIREMENTS

The clock pulse width should be greater than 20ns at the

1.5 volt level. The 8270/71 shift registers are designed to be

level sensitive at the clock input. However, for reliable

system operation rise and fall times greater than 1 us are

not recommended.

The 8270/71 has a diode clamp on the clock input and is

immune to negative going noise pulses which might other-

wise cause a system malfunction.

The control inputs, LOAD and SHIFT, should be driven

from a low impedance source in order to maintain good

noise immunity. A low impedance source can be Vqq,

GROUND or an 8000 series gate, or equivalent. If a

function such as shift right (Mode 3) is desired, the SHIFT
input should be tied to Vpp, and the LOAD input can be

connected to Vcc or GROUND. The RESET input (R D ) of

the 8271 should be tied to Vqq (if unused) or driven by a

DTL/TTL gate. The data inputs (Dg, DA , Dg , Dq and DD)

should also be tied to a low impedance when in use or when

unused, may be left open. However, conservative design

techniques dictate that all inputs to an MSI device must be

connected to a low impedance source at all times. This

precaution eliminates the possibility of having noise

capacitively coupled onto the highly complex MSI array

through an open input terminal. The logic levels at the

control inputs must be present 30ns before a clocking trans-

ition to operate properly. The data inputs (Dg, Oa, Db ,

Dq and Dp) should be present 15ns preceding the clock.

These data inputs require 0ns hold time. After the clock

falls, data is transferred to the outputs.

8276 8-BIT SHIFT REGISTER

SIGNAL PROCESSING/CLOCK INPUT REQUIREMENTS

The internal clock driver/inverter produces a single transfer

or shift of data from one bit to the next on the positive-

going or rising edge of the input clock pulse.

The TRANSFER INHIBIT input is buffered, as is the

CLOCK input, with an inverting driver. A "l" or high level

on the TRANSFER INHIBIT line prevents the transfer of

data from the master to the slave sections.

The information presented at the A and B input gate 25ns

before the clock input goes high will appear at the Q output

eight "0" to "1" clock input transitions later. The transfer

rate or clock frequency is typically greater than 20 MHz.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The clock driver/inverter is a classic TTL gate (as are the Q
and Q output structures). Due to positive feedback paths

and current spike inherent to all medium and high speed

TTL structures, the clock inverting buffer will oscillate if

the clock input rise and fall times are too long. These

oscillations on the rising and falling edge of the clock pulse

will gnerate an indeterminate number of clocking trans-

itions. A classic symptom of this problem is the appearance

of the input data at the Q output after only one or two

clock pulses. If the clock input pulse has a rise and fall time

of less than 200ns and an amplitude of greater than 2.6V,

oscillation will not occur in the clock buffer.

The VC£ to GROUND bypass capacitor should be greater

than 0.01juF. The DATA ENABLE input should be con-

nected to Vcc when not in use. If the TRANSFER IN-

HIBIT is not being utilized, it must be grounded. Positive or

open TRANSFER INHIBIT input prevents the transfer of

data.

The 8276 is a serial-input/serial-output 8-bit shift right shift

register. The basic die contains eight R-S, master-slave flip-

flops input gating for both TRANSFER INHIBIT and en-

able DATA, and an inverting clock driver. The logic

diagram is shown in Figure 3.

The DATA INPUT and DATA ENABLE (inputs A and B)

are inputs to the same NAND buffer and may be inter-

changed (see Figure 3). An internal inverter provides the

MAXIMUM CAPACITIVE LOADING

The Q and Q outputs are buffered which eliminates a

capacitive loading problem. The only consideration to

output capacitance loading should be the desired rise and

fall times.
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LOGIC AND FUNCTION DIAGRAM (8276)

BIT NUMBER ONE fllT NUMBER TWO

S=^T>

IUVE FLIP-FLOP HO. z

C li_}°

> S Q 5 Q S

-rx-

-EXp-

c 'x

s a
c i K

-5-r
t a
c ix
5~r

s a
c ix

s a
c 'x

FIGURE 3

TRUTH TABLE FOR THE 8276

t

A
(Data Enable)

n

B

(Data Input)

Q

1

1

1 1 1

NOTES

1. i = bit time before clock pulse,
n

2
- Vi bit time after clock pulse.

8200 DUAL 5-BIT BUFFER REGISTER (D-TYPE); 8201

DUAL 5-BIT BUFFER REGISTER (D-TYPE); 8202 10-

BIT BUFFER REGISTER (D-TYPE); 8203 10-BIT BUF-

FER REGISTER (D-TYPE)

Four I/O buffer registers, the 8200/8201/8202/8203, are

fabricated from the same die with four metal variations.

The D or D input and Q output are brought out .from all

ten flip-flops. All four_ combinations of dual 5-bit, single

10-bit, D-type and D-type (D-complement) are made

available. The dual 5-bit configurations have two CLOCK
inputs and no reset. The single 10-bit configurations have a

single CLOCK and a single RESET input driving all ten

flip-flops.

o [>

3-4

8200

DUAL 5-BIT BUFFER REGISTER

X
6d

t
£>d2

3
6°i 6 db

OOe OQj OQfl
OQ9 Oa10

X cv

FIGURE 4

TRUTH TABLE

D
n

Q + 1
n

1 1
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8201

DUAL S-BIT BUFFER HECISTEFI-INVEBTID INPUTS

a, a
2

6°i
9°io

TRUTH TABLE

Dn Qn
+ 1

1

1

OPERATIONS OF THE 8200/8201/8202/8203

The logic diagrams for the 8200/8201/8202/8203 are

shown in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively. Figure 8

illustrates the composite circuit diagram of a single flip-flop

with clock and reset buffers, it is a DC coupled master-slave

type. The D and D-complement inputs may be interchanged

depending upon the application without producing a

propagation time-differential. This characteristic is made

possible through the unique D/D-complement gating con-

nection in conjunction with the master latch.

When the CLOCK input is
"0" the clock buffer output is

"0" or less than 0.4V, and the D/D-complement inputs are

locked out. This locking out of the data inputs occurs be-

cause the collectors of either the A or B transistors when

turned on are held at about IV (one Vqc:{s^j) and a diode

drop). Thus, only when the clock goes high can the input

(D or D) control the master. The clock line, upon going low

again, turns on either transistor C or D (depending on the

state of the master latch) and locks out the D or D input. If

C is turned on, the output (Q) goes to a "\" level. The

output attains a "0" state when the D transistor is turned

on.

SIGNAL PROCESSING/CLOCK INPUT REQUIREMENTS

The binaries of the 8200/8201/8202/8203 are DC-clocked

master-slave elements which respond to the negative-going

threshold of the input clock. The clock rise and fall times

should be less than 200ns with an amplitude of 2.5V to

prevent clock buffer Oscillations. The minimum clock pulse

width should be greater than 17ns.

The RESET (Rp) input must be tied up to Vqq when not

in use. The Rp can also be driven by a TTL gate, but should

not be left floating. Both the clock and reset lines are

only one (1.6mA) TTL "0" level load.

The propagation delays of the CLOCK input to Q output
"1" and "0" levels and RESET (Rp) to Q output "0" levels

are typically less than 30ns. The maximum transfer rate is

typically 35 MHz. The D/D input set-up time is 15ns, and

the input may be changed as the CLOCK falls (0ns hold

time).
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8202

10-BIT BUFFER REGISTER

X

4> 2:

X
X

rrKT
L_J

"10

O

¥

TRUTH TABLE

FIGURE 6

TRUTH TABLE

8202

n RESET Qn + 1

1 1

1

1

RESET = = > Q =

(OVERRIDES CLOCK)
n IS TIME PRIOR TO CLOCK
n + 1 IS TIME FOLLOWING CLOCK

8203
D
n RESET Q +1

n

1

1

1

1

C

RESET = = >Q = '

(OVERRIDES CLOCK)
n IS TIME PRIOR TO CLOCK
n + 1 IS TIME FOLLOWING CLOCK

8203

1D-BIT BUFFER REGISTER - INVESTED INPUTS

at

>-

7^
fix

~x

°7 °10

J
r^L

S, -6*2 i Did

FIGURE 7
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COMPOSITE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM (8200/8201/8202/8203)

vce

-<
c L o-

-K

cr

TL

^—ws-

2
-W\ 1

i O °N

At—

K

I

-*A\ |^D

::."X" "

r-
DN INPUT

(SIM ii?-

FIGURES
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AC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 8200/8201/8202/8203

FIGURE 9, 10, 11

Shows the typical clock pulse width vs. frequency for both

positive- and negative-going clock pulses, Typically, a 17ns

negative-going clock pulse width is required to clock the

device as opposed to a 9ns positive-going clock pulse. By
using a negative-going 20ns clock pulse (normally "1") as

opposed to using a positive-going 20ns clock pulse {nor-

mally "0"), a typical power saving of 55mW may be real-

ized as shown in Figure 10. The 50% duty cycle clock is also

shown on this curve.

'CC VSi Frequency for a Squarewave Clock for the 8202 is

shown in Figure 11. All outputs are fully loaded and

TA = 25°C.

'CC VS- FREQUENCY FOR A SQUARE WAVE
CLOCK FOR THE 8202

MINIMUM PULSE
WIDTH VS. FREQUENCY

FOR THE 8202

20

M

I _-

B

1
a

9

4

T
ft -25=C

LOAD- FULL D.C FAN-OUT
ucc m SMiv

Illlll
Ko

" vcc

linir II

NE ..A" l\ t :.

III

-J rjf; PJLSE V:L>

r.

ii

_;:
.

- IPLITUC t - -.: •:-.

'

!

Pt S" < = gc ; Nil P jlsek ID't M

IWItHi IVH, 10HH, lOOV

FREQUENCY

FIGURE 9

Hi

lcc VS. FREQUENCY FOR NEGATIVE
AND POSITIVE GOING PULSE FOR THE 8202

ttt
i.pws20m
NORMALLY "0"

' 2. PWS 20m
NORMALLY "1"

3, SQUARE WAVE

Z5 C
-TTTT

LQAD<-FULL D.C. FAN-OUT||
Vqq = 500V
CLOCK AMPL. - 2A VOLTS

"o-Vcc

FREQUENCY -VLtti

FIGURE 10

I ill
ill

E 5

;.Z?

7/
/5m"

/ /AsLV/
t

Hill
4.50

1r» P.W.' yJf
,

s
*

.

'

/

- I Ill

FREQUENCY -MHa

FIGURE 11

MAXIMUM CAPACITIVE LOADING

Even though the slave latch is not buffered, high capacitive

loading of the 8200/8201/8202/8203 outputs does not

significantly alter the operation of the register. When the

CLOCK is low, the output is effectively only a buffer for

the master latch. The master is disconnected from the slave

latch when the CLOCK is high ("1").

8275 QUADRUPLE BISTABLE LATCH

The 8275 is a quadruple gated latch. Each latch has the

complementary outputs, Q and Q available. The Q output

follows the D input while the ENABLE input is high ("1")

and retains the information which is present at the D input

20ns before the ENABLE goes low ("0"). Figure 12 shows

the logic diagram of 1/4 of the 8275 quad-latch. Figure 13

shows the circuit diagram for the 8275.

LOGIC DIAGRAM

+<

FIGURE 12

TRUTH TABLE FOR THE 8275 (Each Latch}

*n *n
+ 1

D

1

Q
1

Q

1
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1/4 8275 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

Q 1—»—<*
, OQ

±

TO OTHER LATCH

FIGURE 13

I

The Vcc to GROUND ceramic disc bypassing capacitor

should be 0.02A1I
1 because of the eight totem pole output

structures of the 8275,

MAXIMUM CAPACITIVE LOADING

The unbuffered latch of the 8275 limits the amount of load

capacitance to* less than 300pF in very short strobe pulse

applications. If the strobe is held high long enough for the

device to latch, the only limitation to output capacitive

loading is the desired rise and fall times.

AC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 8275

Minimum strobe pulse vs. temperature (TA ) is the typical

minimum strobe pulse width required to strobe a "1" or a

"0" as a function of temperature is shown in Figure 14.

D- input to enable falling edge set-up time vs. temperature is

shown in Figure 15. This is the required time that the D-in-

put information must be present and stable before the

ENABLE can fall.

UTPUT LI

vcc-

1

AQ-NON
•.: DOV

E

"

^-^Q "
•- 1

""-nS
_«,„„.,

TEMPERATURE- 'C

FIGURE 14

-I
r

1
ut™t lc

1

AO-NON
5.0V

E

-

"~~0_ ^"0"

-26- *5D"

TEMPERATUHE-'

FIGURE 15
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SHIFT REGISTER APPLICATIONS

SIMPLE 8-BIT RIGHT SHIFT REGISTER

Figure 16 shows two 8271 4-bit shift registers cascaded.

Let us assume first that the shift register flip-flops are reset

to zero, by applying a logic low to the R D input. Now the
first bit X.| (X,j = 1 or 0) using the series data input is

shifted in the first flip-flop, A^
Q , by the first falling trans-

ition of the CLOCK signal. The second trigger pulse of the

clock shifts the first bit X
1
to the second flip-flop B,

Q
and

at the same time, the second bit X
2

is loaded in the first

flip-flop A-|q. For further clarification, an example with

the series data (X-| X 2 , X3 , ... 0) is shown in

Figure 17.

The power supply bypass should be in excess of 0.05|UF.

SIMPLE 8-BIT RIGHT SHIFT REGISTER

Ho B10 c 10 °w

vcc O-

SEH1AL DATA O—

? T ?

vcc a

AM B20 Czi CMMM

FIGURE 16

8-BIT SHIFT REGISTER SEQUENCE

CLOCK
PULSE

STATE

-— 1

— 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

SERIAL DATA
(X

1
X
2
X
3 °°-0)

10

11

RESET

M

C

2

(

3

X
1

X-

x
-

FLIP-FLOP

ho »10 -10 '10 *28

FIGURE 17

820 C
2Q D

20

D

x
f

x
2

x
1

X
3

x
2

x
1

X
3

x
2

X
3

PARALLEL LOAD/SERIAL SHIFT

To demonstrate the parallel loading and serial shift op-

erations of the 8270/71 we intend to preload the shift

register with the data (DA , Dg, D c , D D ) = (1,0,0,0). There-

fore, we apply a logic "1" to the pin DA and a logic "0" to

the pins Dg, Drj, Drj as shown in Figure 18. A logic "0" at

3-10

the control input SHIFT enabfes the falling clock signal to

transfer the data <DA , D B , Dc, DD ) = 0,0,0,0) to the
shift register. To shift right now, the SHIFT input must
go to a "1" and stay a logic "1" level permanently. The
diagram in Figure 19 results. Since the D output is

feed back to the serial data input, D
s

an elementary
ring counter results.-
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ELEMENTARY RING COUNTER

VccO
*0 BD Co O

LOAD

SHIFT 8270/8271

OS
DA DB DC °DM "

t

L

1 I
vcc

FIGURE 18

ELEMENTARY RING SEQUENCE
i

'

|4 OATA TRANSF E R

t JTJlJ-)J-LJ~LnjnJTJTJTJlJT-TT-n

FIGURE 19

RING COUNTERS

A ring circuit is applied successfully if gating problems can

be solved. A modified version of a ring circuit with self-

correcting feature is shown in Figure 20.

SELF CORRECTING RING CIRCUIT

1 !A 7400 1 '2 S875

pCHCEp
vcc°

Aq b c d

LOAD

_r~
B « C DD

nTTT
FIGURE 20

We start with an arbitrary state (A, B, C, D). After a

maximum three shift pulses, we reach the state (0, 0, 0, A)

and for this state, the SHIFT input is low. Thus, the word

(1, 0, 0, 0) is preloaded by the next negative-going trans-

ition of the clock signal. The truth table for the ring circuit

is given in Figure 21.

—

1

1

Rir

1

\!G CC

1

(UNTER TRUTH TABLE
preloaded data

feedback logic detects this state

preloaded data

FIGURE 21

1

A ring counter built with an n-stage shift register counts

through 2n states. For n • 4, the eight states are listed

below:

STATE A BCD BCD
' REMARK

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

1

1

1

1 1 1

1 1

1 1

1

1

1 1

15

5

3

1

8

12

14

FEEDBACK LOGIC

DETECTS THIS

STATE AND (0111)

IS PRELOADED

END OF PERIOD

1 1111

Note, another stable loop exists with the remaining unused

states which may be a matter of concern. I
STATE A BCD BCD REMARK

1 1 1 1 11 FEEDBACK LOGIC

2 1 1 5 DETECTS THIS

3 1 2 STATE AND (011 1 >

4 1 1 9 IS PRELOADED

5 1 4

6 1 1 o 10

7 1 1 1 13

$3

1

__g.
i

1 jl_o_
1 1

6
"

11

ENDOF PERJOD_

With an additional feedback loop, the ring counter will cor-

rect itself from stable loop conditions which exist in the

unused states and the circuit in Figure 22 results.

SELF CORRECTING RING COUNTER

^O
vecO-r

Afl B C D„ D

LOAD

SHIFT

t>S

— C QA DB QC Op

r=j

FIGURE 22
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LEFT-RIGHT SHIFT REGISTER 8270/8271

DATA TO tm

1 I I I I I T
~

I i i i "i r
1

*" RIGHT

n DATA FROMU RIGHT

LOAD

SHIFT

*0
j

Bo
j

Co I D„

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 I

D
fl 1 B | DC 1

—tm

*0 1
e

I
C

|

LOAD j ,

SHIFT

1

oA 1 °e 1 dc 1

°0

LEFT

rj *J 4 1 1 1 v LJ LJ u 4

FIGURE 23

BI-DIRECTIONAL SHIFT REGISTER

The example shows an 8-bit serial, entry, left-right shift ap-

plication in Figure 23, Note that a free-running clock can

be applied.

TRUTH TABLE FOR LEFT/RIGHT SHIFT (Fig. 23)

LOAD SHIFT REMARK

1

1

1

1

Data Stored

Data Shifted Right

Data Shifted Left

Data Shifted Right

A left-right shift register with parallel entry can be obtained

by using an 8233 multiplexer and is shown in Figure 24.

VARIABLE 4-BIT MODULO N COUNTER (2< N < 15)

It is well-known that an n-stage binary shift register, when
provided with suitably designed feedback paths, can count

through 2
n
-1 distinct states without any external input. For

n = 4, there are two linear recurrences for a maximum
period p = 2

4
-1 - 15.

x
i =A rt

D- + A„D„
o o (X, = A„D„ + A-OJo o

SHIFT-RIGHT/SHIFT-LEFT/PARALLEL ENTRY SHIFT REGISTER

DATA TO LEFT O—

rX>—o-
DATA FROM LEFT Q-

-o
£>

3-12

3271

I

I

!

S
1 b *0

i

B
1

A
1 I

B2 A2 I

u
i
u

I—

d

PARALLEL DATA IN

TRUTH TABLE

LOAD SHIFT- FUNCTION

1

1

1

1

Hold

Shift Left

Parallel Load

Shift Right

FIGURE 24

-O DATA TO RIGHT

-O DATA FROM RIGHT
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X
T
=CoD o + C

o
D
o <x

1
= coD o

+ c
o
D

o>

X-( = Generated bit, which is fed back to the first flip-flop.

As an example, we note the different states for the re-

currence X
1

= C
Q
D + C D , starting with A

Q
B C D = (0

1 1 1).

We note that only the state 1 1 1 1 is not generated. Start-

ing with 1111 and applying the rule X^ = C
Q
D + C D

,

the combination 1111 will be generated once again.

Therefore, it is obvious that the long period cannot include

tiiis state.

To implement a variable modulo N counter, we preload the

shift register with the logic configuration N = {A BQC D )

whenever the end of the period (1 1 1 0) is reached. (For N,

see Figure 25.

STATE TABLE FOR VARIABLE MODULUS COUNTER

STATE X
i
= Ao Bo co Do N

1 1 1 1 15

2 1 1 1 14

3 1 1 1 13

4 1 1 12

5 1 1 11

6 1 1 10

7 1 9

8 1 1 8

g 1 1 7

10 1 6

11 1 5

12 4

13 1 3

14 1 1 2

15 1 1 1 D -

16 = 1 1 1 1

CnDn + Cr.0'O
u o uo 1 = X,

FOR STATE 2

FIGURE 25

The counter can be locked at the end of each period with

the control input LOAD. Further, the counter has a self-

correcting feature for all N, because every possible state

leads back to the original period (truncated period for 2 <l

N < 14). Note, that the special state (1111) influences

the shift input as well as the state (111 0). The design is

shown in Figure 26.

and

The preloaded numbers are shifted seven times, generating

the output sequences shown in Figure 27.

ERROR-CORRECTING CODE GENERATOR

A 4-bit shift register with a feedback loop is preloaded with

an arbitrary 4-bit number. The shift register feedback path

is given by the equation

The value of this procedure is that the set of sixteen code-

words thus generated has the property that any two of

them differ in the least three of their 7 -bits. Further the

additional bits b
1
b2 bg enable to correct the code, if one

but only one error occurs.

x
1

= Ao® B
o
wD

o
= YeD

c
YD„ + YD,

SHIFT = preload the input information

SHIFT =1 shift right
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VARIABLE MODULO N COUNTER

vcco-

Coc~~t-D°-u,

o>.

DoO-— 3>-\
*o eo

finO- TTTTT

ADDITIONAL GATE
1/2SB40
2/3 8B70

FIGURE 26

OUTPUT SEQUENCES FOR CODE GENERATOR

INPUT INFORMATION OUTPUT CODE WORDS

A B co Do b
1

b
2

b
3

b4 b5 b
6

b
7

THE RELATIONS ARE

b 1= A ffiB ffiC

1 1 110 1 b2
= B * C • D

2 10 1 10 1 b3
= A0* B eD

3 11 1 10 1 1 b4
= A

Q
4 10 1 110 10 b5

= B

5 10 1 1 10 1 b6
= C

6 110 10 11 b
7
= D

7 111 10 11 1

8 10 1 110
9 10 1 1 10 10 1

10 10 10 1110 1

11 10 11 10 1 1

12 110 10 110
13 110 1 1110 1

14 1110 1 111
15 1111 1 11111 1

FIGURE 27

To check and correct if necessary the received message, we
form the sums

•-3 -
, *_? .—

,. 0<
1

'
°2' °3

b
2
+ b

5
+ b

6
+ b

?
J
5

+ b„ + b + b.

If, in an example, S* is odd, one of the bits b 2 be bg b7 is

not correct. Assuming further the sum S^ is also odd, only

one of the bits bc , bg being contained in S., as well as in

Sp, can be incorrect. If the sum'Sg is even, the bit be has

the correct binary value implying bg is the erroneous bit.

Assigning now the logic value Z = 1 if the corresponding

to construct a truth table (Figure 28) for the erroneous bit.

The hardware implementation is shown in Figure 29.

s
3

= b
3
+ b4 +b

5
+b

?

If each sum is even, no correction is necessary.

3-14
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Pseudo- Random Bit Sequences (PRBS) appear to be band-

limited noise. However, since they are periodic, can be
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TRUTH TABLE FOR ERRONEOUS BITS

Z
3

Z
2

2
1

ERRONEOUS BIT

b
2

1 h
1 fc3

1

1 1

1

b6
b
7

1

1

1

1 1

b4
b
5

INFORMATION

Z-. = bn © bg © be © by

Z2
= b

1
©b4 ©b5 ©bg

2
3
= b3 ©b4 ©b5

©b7

FIGURE 28

SELF CENTERING CODE GENERATOR

O
I

*oO-
:)E>^=)E>

OUTPUT

TTi 1

7CLOCK PULSES
INPUT INFORMATION

FIGURE 29

I

generated precisely and have reproducible pseudorandom

noise spectra, PRBSs can provide significantly increased

accuracy in time/distance measures and testing. By the use

of a PRBS, JPL was able to achieve, to a high degree of

accuracy, measurements of the distances from the Earth to

Venus and the other planets through auto-correlation tech-

niques.

Electronic equipment must function in an environment of

random signals. The difficulty with random signals is that

they are very difficult to precisely generate repeatedly. Mal-

functions of equipment in a random environment are nearly

impossible to reproduce but can be very easily reproduced

if a failure occurs during a pseudo-random sequence.

An example of a 15-state maximum length generator is

shown in Figure 30.

Figure 31 shows how a PRBS generator could be used to

encode and decode data in a digital scrambling system. In

this as well as the preceding application there are 2 -1 pos-

sible states. For systems (such as the ones shown) where

Exclusive-ORs are used in the feedback loop and the true

data both in and out of each binary is used, the only pro-

hibited state occurs when all outputs are "0". Two "0"s

into an Exclusive-OR gate gives a "0" perpetuating the all

"0"s state. This condition can be prevented by gating

techniques.

SEQUENCE GENERATOR

r^5
• O OUTPUT SEQUENCE

CLOCK Q-

JL_L
AOUT I

BOUT uOUT uOUT

5
S 8270

-
I

9 10 tl 12 13 14 15OUTPUT OF CLOCK PULSES 1 2 3 * S 6 7

OUTPUT SEQUENCE 111101011001000

FIGURE 30
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ENCODING/DECODING DIGITAL DATA

<v-<w-»«q«-»
|—<157(~

—

ENCODE CLOCK Q-

)ll>-°<) ENCODED DATA TRANSMITTER

* 8202 10-BIT SHIFT REGISTER
>°ATA J*£"«D

I

J
0) O DECODER DATA RECEIVED

V* BZ41

DECODE CLOCK (>

FIGURE 31

NOTE
The ENCODE CLOCK and DECODE CLOCK ai wall as the Pseu do-Random Sequence In both the Encoder and Decoder Shift Registers are
synchronized. There are 2n -1 or 2 1 — 1 (1023) states which occur in a Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence,
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APPLICATIONS MEMO

ALSO AVAILABLE IN SCHOTTKY(82S30, 82S31, 82S32)

8 INPUT DIGITAL MULTIPLEXERS

8230

8231

8232

INTRODUCTION

The 8230, 8231 and 8232 are 8-bit digital multiplexers

having internal select decoding and an output inhibit

control line. These devices are designed using standard TTL

LOGIC DIAGRAMS

input and output structures (the 8231 is an open collector

version}: thus, they are compatible with DTL as well as

TTL. The 8230 is pin for pin interchangeable with the

9312. The 8231 has the^ame pins and logic configuration

as the 8230, but the f output has an open collector

structure for systems flexibility.

8230/8231 8232

ifiO-

*0-ji

r>

D- %0—i!

^jr>k>-?

3

A2

•Open collector for 8231 FIGURE 1

I

DESCRIPTIONS

Eight multiplex input pins, three select decoding inputs, an

output inhibit, f and f outputs and V/fjC anc* 9rounD are

provided. The output inhibit control performs the function

described in the logic diagram in Figure 1. As can be seen,

the difference between the 8230/31 and 8232 is that the

8230/31 "inhibit" forces f ^_"0" and f = "1", while on the

8232, "inhibit" forces f and f = "0".

The device accepts eight different inputs and gates one-of-

eight to the output, depending on the three binary bits that

form the input code.

Some applications for the 8-bit multiplexer are as follows:

A. Methods for expansion

B. Variable frequency counter (see Figure 5)

C. Implementation of any four variable Boolean functions

(see Figures 6 and 7)
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EXPANSION OF THE 8230, 8231, 8232

Sixteen-line to one-line multiplexers are shown in Figures

2A and 2B (data inputs to the multiplexers are not shown).

The basic idea is to simultaneously address the same input

code line in both multiplexers and enable the output of

only one. The 2^ and 2^ inputs act as the enable/inhibit

control so that only one of the multiplexers is allowed to

transmit information at a time. Remember, if the inhibit

input is a "1", then the "f" output of the 8230/31/32 is

forced to a "0". Therefore, in Figure 2A, one input to the

7402 (NOR gate} is always a logic "0", allowing the other

multiplexer to be selected. An advantage of the 8231 (open

collector) is that the outputs may be tied common and

only an external pull-up resistor is necessary. (The "f"

outputs are used, as illustrated in Figure 26, since the

enable/inhibit line forces f to logic "1".

MULTIPLEXER EXPANSION

Figures 3 and 4 show further expansion using the same

technique as in the example of Figure 2. The same address

coding techniques may be used to expand the number of

data inputs of the 8231 . The f outputs are tied in common
and an external pull-up resistor replaces the NOR and

NAND output gating.

32 BIT MULTIPLEXER

2°0-

it=o

ss=o

££>

INH f

8815 - 74<M

=i>rD"

£t>

FIGURES
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VARIABLE FREQUENCY COUNTER
Figure 5 represents a simple frequency selector. Two 8281 's

(divide-by- 16 binary counters) are connected in series. All 8

outputs are fed to the multiplexer. By selective addressing,

as shown in Table 1, the various quantitized frequencies are

selected.

v«

1

STROBE O '

Ap B Cq Dp
Sa !a

•oh *3 h U '5 ii h

FIGURES

TABLE 1

INHIBIT A2 Al An Pout
Fx/2

1 Fx/4

1 FX/8

1 t F X /16

1 FX/32

1 1 FX/64

1 1 F X/128

1 1 1 F X/256

1 X X X

BOOLEAN FUNCTION GENERATOR

The 8230/32 may be used as a Boolean function generator

that will produce any four variable Boolean functions.

Figure 6 illustrates how to implement the function gener-

ator using an 8271 4-bit shift register, and the 8230 or

8232.

Example: the function that was chosen is:

fout "ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + ABCD
+ ABCD (Eq. II

3-20
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B271 C

*0
i

7
Ao *1 A

2

-OFqut

FIGURE 6

This function was arbitrarily chosen and is non-reducible.

To implement Eq. 1, Karnaugh maps are used to tell what

logic states should be provided to the data inputs and input

code lines.

Three of the variables are always applied to the code select

pins (Ao, A-|, A2>. The fourth variable is connected to the

appropriate data inputs Ho through I7K depending on the

Karnaugh maps.

Karnaugh Map No. 1 {Figure 7) is the 4-variable Boolean

function that is implemented. Karnaugh Map No, 2 (Figure

7) describes the logic requirments at the data inputs.

PROCEDURE

From Maps 1 and 2, the lo through I7 connections can be

determined. The content of the 2 squares (in Karnaugh Map

No. 1) associated with an input on Karnaugh Map No. 2

determines which connection is made to that data input.

1. If both squares (Map No. 1} contain "0", ground the

input.

2. If both squares (Map No. 1) contain "1"
's, connect

the input to VcC-
3. If the squares contain "l" and, "0" (Map No. 1), and

the "1" occurs in the square associated with the True

form of the 4th variable, then connect the True

output to the input specified by Map No. 2.

4. If the squares contain "1" and "0" (Map No. 1), and

the "1" occurs in the square associated with the

Complement form of the 4th variable, connect the

Complement to the input specified by Map No. 2.
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KARNAUGH MAPS

^AB
cdX

00

01

11

10

^AB

00

01

11

10

.AB

00

01

11

10

sAfi
CD\

00

01

11

10

^AB

00

01

11

10

00

MAPI

01 11 10
^AE
cdX

00

01

1

00

MAP 2

01 11 10

I4-0

MAP 1-E

'

5
= D

MAP 1-F

MAP 1-G

l

7
-'0"

(GROUND)

MAP 1-H

1 1 6

o >2 k '4

1 1

1 11

10

<!ccr\
'o=

D
00

01

MAP 1-A

11

10

>,AB

coSs
L = D
1 00

01

MAP 1-B

11

10

^AB
CDX,

U- D
2 00

01

MAP 1-C

n

10

^AB
ccNv

l,= D
3 00

01

MAP ID
11

10

FIGURE 7

h '3 h ]

5

1 1

00 01 11 10 00 01 11 10

1

1

00 01 11 10 00 01 11 10

1

1

00 01 11 10 00 01 11 10

1

1

00 01 11 10 00 01 11 10

1
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ALSO AVAI LABLE IN SCHOTTKY (82S33, 82S34. B2S66. 82S67I

MSI GATING ARRAYS

8233

8234
8235
8266
8267

INTRODUCTION

The 2-input 4-bit digital multiplexer family has been

designed for a wide range of data selection applications.

The function of these multiplexers can be viewed analogous

to a 4-pole 2 position switch. The 8233 features non-

inverting data path while the 8234 features inverting data

paths. For easy array expansion and bus applications of the

8234 has open collector outputs. Whereas the 8233/8234

multiplexers are used in general purpose multiplexing ap-

LOGIC DIAGRAM AND TRUTH TABLES

plications the 8235 and 8266/67 simplify applicatons

where true/complement capability or additional logic flexi-

bility is needed together with multiplex capability. Figure 1

shows the mulitplexer family together with the truth tables.

Although no discussed here, 3-input 4-bit multiplexers with

true/complement capability are also available from

Signetics. These devices, the 8263 and 8264 provide

minimum device count when a large number of data sources

has to be multiplexed.

8233 (ACTIVE PULL-UP)

*o B o A
t

B
?

A
z a 2

A
3 B 3

O(l) 0(2) Ol6) 0(5) 0(10)0(111 9(15) 9(14)

So Si *n

B

1 A

1 S

1 1

(12) 6(13)

= (16)

(8)

( ) = Denotes Pin Numbers

CC
GND (8)

srf>

8234 (OPEN COLLECTOR)

g(1) 0(2) o (6) o(5> 0(10)0(11) 0(15)0(14!

so Si f„

I
t A

1 I

1 1 1

vcc " !16)

GND - (8)

( ) Denotes Pin Numbers

FiGURE 1
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LOGIC DIAGRAM AND TRUTH TABLES (Continued)

8235 (OPEN COLLECTOR)

*0 °0 *1 »1 Aj 02 Aj ftj

Od) 0(2) 0(6) 0(5) 0(10)0(11)0(15)0(141

-Ifr-O(9)

•to-
rn

(3) 6(4) 6(12) 6(13)

1 '2 «3

So St *n

*n Bn

1 Bn

1 ^
1 1 1

v
cc " (16)

GND - (8)

( ) = Denotes Pin Numbers

8266/8267 (8267 OPEN COLLECTOR)

Aq e a, b, a2 b2 a3 q3

? ? ? 9
(14)

( } = Denotes Pin Numbers

SELECT LINES OUTPUTS

so Si fn (0, 1, 2, 3)

1

1

1

1

Bn
Bn
Sn

1

FIGURE 1 (Cont'd)
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APPLICATIONS
If data has to be selected from two registers, it can be done

simply with the 8233 multiplexer, shown in Figure 2.

Either the contents of register A or register 8 is selected by

means of the Sq and S^ inputs. In those applications where

more than two data sources are used or where the informa-

tion is multiplexed onto a data bus, use can be made of the

8234 open collector multiplexer as shown in Figure 3.

SERIAL
DATA INO—
REG A

2-INPUT 4-BIT MULTIPLEXER

REGISTER A

ABC

SERIAL
DATA IN <

REGB

*0 B
I
A

l
a

% 1*2 B2(A
3 S3

Mil
f F

n
f2 f

3

FIGURE 2

ABC

SERIAL DATA IN C

MOOE CONTROL (

LLP
LOAC SSM

4-INPUT 4-BIT MULTIPLEXER

HfllALCATflltf <

WQGE CONTROL i

A 0^ Dc DD

nil
SHIFT

A(, Bp ^Q QQ

itnijM. DATA lft> (

vrj^E CON TROl. i

A Dg pc DD

Liii
loap aj?o

<X
\ *c 3

;i-

Afl Bo,*, ft.. A, Bj.Aj 6,

CEftlALQATAit* {

VODE CONTROL (

LOJ

q, D |C, 0,1^02,03 D,

660
F

1
F2

f
a

FIGURE 3
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The complement capability of the 8235 and 8266/67
makes them useful in a variety of central processor applica-

tion where in addition to the multiplex mode the true/

complement function is often required. When the two in-

puts A; and Bj are connected together the 8235 and

8266/67 perform as conditional complementers which are

required in conjunction with addition/subtraction circuits.

The subsystem shown in Figure 4 assumes that in the SUB-
TRACT mode (X-Y), Y (Y , Y

1
. . . Y6, Y7 ) is always the

smaller of the two binary numbers. If Y is not the smaller

of the two numbers, correction may be made by detecting

the presence of a CARRY term at the most significant bit

(MSB), then initiating the appropriate correction pro-

cedure.

HIGH SPEED 8-BIT BINARY ADDER-SUBTRACTOR
(2's COMPLEMENT)

*f ^2 ^3

ADO-SUBTRACT CONTROL

"V'ADD
"0" SUBTRACT

FIGURE 4

The 8267 is well suited for multiplex applications of Con-

ditional Complement terms in ADD-SUBTRACT sub-

systems as shown in Figure 5.

The 8267 features open collector output switching trans-

istors which may be used to perform the collector AND
function, thus increasing the number of input terms to be

3-26

multiplexed per bit. The maximum expansion requires an

external pull-up resistor of 342 ohms and provides a 128-

INPUT 4-BIT MULTIPLEXER. Selection of input terms is

accomplished by applying the desired code on the Sq Si

lines of the appropriate 8267 while Sq-Sj - 1 is applied to

the unselected 8267 's as shown in the truth table in Fig, 1.
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2-1NPUT 4-BIT MULTIPLEXER/CONDITIONAL COMPLEMENTER

REGISTER A
PARALLEL DATA IN

REGISTER B

PARALLEL DATA IN

DA

?

DB

?

°C

? ?
ERIAL n
ATA IN

W

CLOCK O-O

[>s

LOAD

SHIFT

*0

8270

BO Co D

AO A
1

r-

*2 *3

°a db dc dd

? 1 I
LOAD

SHIFT

ri n rh n

•*« [Sfl'sV ^i^S, + A^S,!]* [SoStIBjSo's,' - B;So's,')l

FIGURE S
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ALSO AVAILABLE IN SCHOTTKY (82S41, 82S42)

MSI GATING ARRAYS

8241

8242

DEVICE DESCRIPTION (8241)

The 8241 is a quad EXCLUSIVE-OR gate used in a variety

LOGIC DIAGRAM

ot digital comparator and adder systems. The logic diagram

is shown in Figure 1 along with its logic symbol and truth

table.

8241 QUAD EXCLUSIVE-OR

FIGURE 1

LOGIC SYMBOL

:s=)n^—

TRUTH TABLE (8241)

A B f

1

1

1 1

1

1

DEVICE DESCRIPTION (8242)

The 8242 is a quad EQUALITY COMPARATOR or

COINCIDENCE gate. Input bits AnB n are compared for

equality. If An = Bn , the corresponding output F n will be a

logical "1". If An ^ B n output F n will be a logical "0".

The logic diagram, symbol and truth table for the 8242 are

shown in Figure 2.

LOGIC DIAGRAM

8242 QUAD EQUALITY GATE

;.-"!

_ j

"iOpen Collectors! FIGURE 2

LOGIC SYMBOL

;s=)n>^
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TRUTH TABLE (8242)

A B f

1

1

1

1 1 1

Although TTL circuit design techniques are used in the

8242, the outputs feature open collector switching transis-

tors. This feature allows the designer to select a variety of

comparator lengths by tying the outputs Fi, F2,..-F n
together and selecting an external pull-up resistor in

accordance with his specific requirements.

When selecting a pull-up resistor the following guidelines

are suggested:

1. Determine the maximum current that the 8242 must

sink from the load when the 8242 is in the "0"

output state.

2. Subtract the required sink current from 25mA, the

total sink capability of the 8242. This determines the

amount of current which may be allowed to flow

through the external pull-up resistor.

8242 OUTPUT = "0"

Vcc

iSI&s

'r
+
'sink * JBmA

MAX. I„ < 2BmA -'sink

Assume Vfjc = 5-QV and output "0" level = 0.4V

max., then calculate the minimum value of the

pull -up resistor required to satisfy Ir + 'SINK *»

25mA.

8242 OUTPUT = "0"

Vcc - 5.0V

1
R

'R

_J 'sink

le.OmA e 0,4V

25mA -
lstNK

vcc-vOut"0"

Check to ensure that the pull-up resistor selected is

consistent with the "1" output voltage and "1"

output current required.

8242 OUTPUT -"1"

Vcc - 6 ov

stim*

l L
- 26mA MAX.

'SOURCE " 'l
+

'IN

"1" OUTPUT VOLTAGE - VK - HsoUACE x R '

MAX. 'SOURCE X R - Vqj -"'V OUTPUT VOLTAGE

- B.OV - 2,5V

MAX. IsoURCE * R <i3M
Z.2V

MAX. R <
'SOURCE

I

To ensure that normal "1" level noise margins are main-

tained, the "1" output voltage should be maintained at

2.6V or above for Vqc 5.0V,

Under light fan-out conditions, a relatively large resistor (^

4K to 10K) may be considered by the designer. Two
considerations must be weighed in selecting a large value

pull-up resistor.

First, rise time into a capacitance load at the output will be

directly related to the value of pull-up resistor used. An
approximation of the time required for the rising output

voltage to reach a defined "t" level (2.0V) is r/2, or

1/2REQC
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The voltage level attained in time t ^O.SS X Vqc = 3.15V,

well above minimum "1" logic input threshold voltage.

The second consideration which should be given to use of a

large value pull-up resistor is the resulting susceptibility to

capacitively coupled noise along printed circuit runs or wire

interconnects. Since the magnitude of coupled noise is

related to the equivalent impedance between the output of

the 8242 and its load, care should be taken in the physical

layout to isolate the output of an 8242 where a large value

pull-up resistor has been chosen. In general, a pull-up

resistor of 1K£2 or less is recommended where "0" DC
fan-out is less than 10.0mA and power supply drain current

is not critical.

There is no current spike associated with the output

transition in the 8242 since the active pull-up of classic

TTL designs has been removed. It is not necessary to

capacitively decouple the 8242.

APPLICATIONS

HIGH SPEED EQUALITY COMPARATORS

The Exclusive-OR may be used to check the equality of

two binary coded words. From the truth table (Figure 1),

RISING OUTPUT WAVEFORM
UNDER CAPACITANCE LOAD

to

M
>

1 2,

i
1.5

.o

0.E

voiHj/

-T5P,

\

[
\

1

j\
r

i

1 i

/ i

i

/ i

/ i

v,„

-T^-pT/^-
.

vOUT

T 2T 37

TIHt ln.1

the output of the Exclusive-OR is
"\" when the inputs are

not equal and "0" when the inputs are equal. By

connecting the output of the Exclusive-OR to one input of

a NOR gate (Figure 3), the output (fnj will be "1"
if, and

only if, all bits of the two words are equal. Figure 4 shows a

high speed equality comparator capable of comparing two

4-bit words.

EQUALITY COMPARATOR FOR TWO 4-BIT WORDS

SERIAL DATA IKO—
O—

-

o—
oo

PARALLEL DATA IN

? 2 T ?

LOAD

SHIFT

DA Da DC DD

A Bp C D

ILSB} A A, A2 A3 IMSB) (LSB) Ba B, H-, B3 (MSB]

o-o

PARALLEL DATA IN

T T ? T
DA DB Dc DD

LOAD

SHIFT

An B Cq D

DE>—

l

1®y-
f - 1 WHEN WOHDS ARE EQUAL
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Figure 4 demonstrates a method of designing a high speed

equality comparator for a 32-bit word length using TTL
elements. This method may also be used to design

high speed equality comparators for other word lengths

between 4-bits and 32-bits. The addition of the single

8- in put NAND (8808) provides fg = "0" when words

A (A , A?, A2 . - . An-1, An ) and B (B , By, B2 . . . Bn-1,

Bn ) are equal and fo "1" when words A and B are

unequal.

HIGH SPEED 32-BIT WORD EQUALITY COMPARATOR

%t

f - "0" WHEN WORDS
ARE EQUAL

O-Tl«S815

">-Oi

o—
o—
o—
o-

TOTAL PACKAGE COUNT

8 EACH 82*1 QUAD EXCLUSIVE-OB
« EACH 8815 DUAL 4-INPUT NOB
1 EACH 7130 SINGLE 8-INPUT NAND

FIGURE 4

MAXIMUM LENGTH EQUALITY COMPARATORS

The 8242 is specifically designed for use in equality

comparison of word lengths in excess of 4 bits, while

providing minimum device-counts, From the truth table

(Figure 2) the 8242 will provide a "1" output when the

inputs are equal and "0" when the inputs are unequal. The

open collector outputs of the 8242 can be connected

together to perform a logical AND of the output terms

iwhen returned to Vcc through an external resistor.

Guidelines for selecting the pull-up resistor value are given

under DEVICE DESCRIPTION: 8242. The can-count

reduction f6r the 32-bit word length equality comparator

shown in Figure 4 is demonstrated in Figure 5.

IMPLEMENTATION OF 32-BIT WORD COMPARATOR

Ovcc

i
Rx

^^ JnV r "\ ~. 1Q ' "I'WHSN WORDS
- O I \VJ^° \2 ^ ** ARE EQUAL

:;£)1>-T
i i

i

ZZ1W>—

MAB2*2

FIGURES

PARITY TESTER/GENERATOR*

The Exclusive-OR and EQUALITY COMPARATOR may

be used in parity testing or generating applications. Parity

generators find wide application in output equipment

which records or transmits data. A parity bit is generated to

ensure that the total number of logical ones in the word

being recorded or transmitted is either even or odd. On the

reading or receiving end of the data transmission a parity

check is performed on the transmitted data (including the

parity bit) to ensure that no word bit has been "dropped"

(i.e., no "1" has been lost). Figure 6 shows a general case

implementation of parity generation and parity check in

the recording or transmission of a 4*bit word. Note that

there are five bits of transmitted data, the 4-bit word plus

the parity bit.

In data transmissions which inlcude a parity bit, the

designer chooses between the EVEN PARITY system and

the ODD PARITY system. In the even parity system, an

even number of logical ones is always transmitted (data plus

parity bit). Therefore, the EVEN PARITY GENERATOR
•SEE ALSO 8262 9-bit comparator applications memo.

GENERAL

OUTPUT REGISTER

CASE PARITY GENERATOR AND PARITY CHECK

INPUT REGISTER

o-
INPtfTS.9

-
O—
o-

MSB

O OUTPUT

,

LSB .

M
f

-BITWOBD TO 1 1
'

I

PARITY
GENERATOR

£LL_^ PARITY
CHECK

IF PARITY CHECKS.
ACTIVATE INPUT
REGISTER. IE PARITY
DOES NOT CHECK.
ACTIVATE ALARM.

I

1

1
ALARM

FIGUF E 6
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examines the data to be transmitted and produces an

additional "1"
if the data contains an odd number of

logical ones, If the data to be transmitted already contains

an even number of logical ones, the EVEN PARITY

GENERATOR produces a parity bit equal to "0". In either

case an even number of logical ones (data plus parity bit)

will be transmitted. The 8241 may be used to design an

EVEN PARITY GENERATOR, as shown in Figure 7.

EVEN PARITY GENERATOR USED WITH 8-BIT WORD

OUTPUT
REGISTER

H

PARITY BIT (ApJ

"1" WHEN A THRU A7 CONTAINS OOO NUMBER OF LOGICAL ONES
"0" WHEN A(, THRU A7 CONTAINS EVEN NUMBER OF LOGICAL ONES

FIGURE 7

Conversely, the ODD PARITY GENERATOR examines the

terms in the data to be transmitted and produces a "0"

when the data already contains an odd number of logical

ones. If, however, the data contains an even number of

logical ones, the odd parity generator produces an addi-

tional "1". In either case the total number of logical ones

(data and parity bit) transmitted is odd. An advantage of

odd parity is that transmission of "0" data is not mistaken

for no information (always have one "\" bit).

The odd parity generator is shown in Figure 8 It differs

from the even parity generator only in the output stage

which incorporates 1/4 of an 8242.

ODD PARITY GENERATOR USED WITH 8-BIT WORD

PARITY BIT (Ap)

V4 8Z41

"1" WHEN A,] THRU Aj CONTAINS ODD NUMBER OF LOGICAL ONES
0* WHEN A„ THBU A7 CONTAINS EVEN NUMBER OF LOGICAL ONES

FIGURE 8
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As described in Figure 6, the receiving equipment must

check all incoming lines to ensure that no bits have been

dropped in data recording or transmission.

tn the even parity system, an EVEN PARITY CHECKER
examines all incoming terms (data plus parity bit) and

SIGNETICS MSI GATING ARRAYS 8241,42

provides a "1" output if there are still an even number of

logical ones contained in the data received. If a bit has been

dropped and an odd number of logical ones is received, the

output of the even parity checker will be "0". An example

of an even parity checker is shown in Figure 9.

EVEN PARITY CHECKER USED WITH 8-BIT WORD

°1

INCUT

REGISTER

GENERATED PARITY SIT (Ap)

"I" IF PARITY CHECK, l,».

EVEN NUMBER OF LOGICAL
ONES RECEIVED

"0" IF PARITY DOES NOT CHECK, i.e.

ODD NUMBER OP LOGICAL
ONES RECEIVED

FIGURE 9

The ODD PARITY CHECKER provides a "1" output when

the total number of logical ones received {data plus parity

bit} is odd and produces a "0" when the total number of

logical ones received is even. Figure 10 shows an example of

an odd parity checker.

ODD PARITY CHECKER USED WITH 8-BIT WORD

*3
)

H>-)]0>« ODD PARITY CHECK

GENERATED PARITY BIT (Ap)

FIGURE 10

"1" IF PARITY CHECK, i.«.

ODD NUMBER OF LOGICAL
ONES RECEIVED

"0" IP PARITY DOES NOT CHECK, l.e,

EVEN NUMBER OF LOGICAL
ONES RECEIVED
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Parity generators and checkers find wide application in I/O

(input-output) equipment such as magnetic tape writers and

readers. In addition parity generators and checkers may be

used anywhere within a system where there is concern

about "dropping" bits due to the nature of the equipment

used to send and/or receive information. A parity system

may also be incorporated in equipment where high ambient

noise is of concern when recording or transmitting data.

BINARY ADDERS

The Exclusive-OR is the heart of an adder system Figure

1 1 shows 4-bits of a binary adder with ripple carry.

BINARY ADDER WITH RIPPLE CARRY (4-Bits)

*0 ^ *i a, *1 ** A3 »3

CARRY IN O-i—

[LSS

CARRY OUT

2"

(MSB)

FIGURE 11

Each 2-wide 2- input AN D-OR- INVERT gates shown in

Figure 13 is 1/2 of a 7451 and each inverters 1/6 of 7404.

The binary adder shown in Figure 11 may be expanded to

arbitrary length by simply continuing the pattern of

interconnection shown. The CARRY 5N term of the least

significant bit (LSB( is grounded in actual implementation.

3-34

BCD ADDERS

Figure 12 shows the construction of a BCD adder. A second

decade of addition would be constructed exactly as shown

in Figure 12, The CARRY IN term of the least significant

decade is grounded in actual implementation. MSI imple-

mentations, the 82S82 and 82S83 BCD arithmetic unit and

the 82S82 and 82S83 BCD Adder are also available from

Signetics.
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BCD ADDER WITH RIPPLE CARRY (ONE DECADE)

*d B(, A, B, Aj Bj *3 H

CARRY IN Q—

FIGURE 12

Each 2-wide, 2-input AND-OR-INVERT gate shown in Fig-

ure 12 may be 1/2 7451. Each inverter shown is 1/6 7404.

Each 2-input NAND may be 1/4 7400. The 3-input NAND
may be 1/3 7410.

CONDITIONAL COMPLEMENTORS

ADD-SUBTRACT subsystems require the ability to present

information to the inputs of the adder in its TRUE form

for addition and in its COMPLEMENT form for sub-

traction.

The Exclusive-OR may be used to implement a 4-bit

conditional complementer as shown in Figure 13.

The Conditional Complementer may be expanded by

connecting the COMPLEMENT inputs together. The

designer should consider the additional fan-out required to

drive the COMPLEMENT input on expanded Conditional

Complementors designed with 824 l's. The gate driving the

COMPLEMENT input of Figure 15 must sink 12.8mA at

VQy-p = "0" and source 200jiA at VQy-p = "1",

4-BIT CONDITIONAL COMPLEMENTOR

I 1/48241

COMPLEMENT

FIGURE 13

TRUTH TABLE

INPUTS OUTPUT

Complement A| Aj

1

1

1

1

Aj

Aj

Aj

Aj
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EIGHT-BIT POSITION SCAUR

8243

INTRODUCTION

The 8243 Eight-Bit Position Scaler is an MSI array of

approximately 70 gate complexity designed with TTL tech-

niques. Its primary function is to scale (asynchronously

shift) data a given number of positions determined by a

3-bit binary selector code. For system flexibility and easy

array expansion INHIBIT and ENABLE inputs are pro-

vided.

The 8243's principal advantages over conventional shift reg-

isters are higher speed of operation and lower complexity

of peripheral logic to perform a scale function. Any scaling

operation performed with the 8243 is determined by fixed

gate delays whereas the speed of shift registers for an

equivalent operation is a function of the necessary clock

pulses as well as propagation delays.

LOGIC DIAGRAM

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The 8243 Scaler may be used wherever any shift function

is required without the need for internal storage. There are

eight data inputs (Iq through l 7 ) which are related to the

eight outputs (Oq through O7) by the binary value on the

select lines (Sq, S-|. S2 ). A 3-bit binary address scales the

data the desired number of positions in accordance with the

truth table, TABLE 1.

At scale select of binary zero (000), or zero shift, all 8 data

bits are transferred and inverted to their respective outputs

<
1

to °r> h to °1 'n t0 °n)- At scale se|ect of binary

one (001) each input bit, I n will appear shifted and inverted

at the next lower order output n.|. However, input Iq is

lost and output 7 is forced to a logical "1", This process

continues up to the highest address, binary seven (111)

Vcc - PINJ4 .

GND - PIN >Z

h >o-^->c-

FIGURE 1
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TRUTH TABLE OF 8243 SCALER

INHIBIT
ENABLE
1&2

so s
l

s
2 °0 °i °2 °3 °4 °5 °6 °7

'o *1 !

2
l

3
l

4 !

5 'e
l

7

1 1 h 1

2 '3 u '5 'e '? I

1 1 !

2 h u !

5 'e
l

7
I

1 1 1 '3 U l

!j
'6 '? I

1 1 l4 '5 '6 l

7
I

1 1 1 '5 *6 h i

1 1 1
'e h 1

1 1 1 1 h 1

1 X X X X 1

X X X X 1

X indicates either Logic "1" or Logic "0" may be present.

TABLE 1

where input
1
7 is inverted and connected to output Oq

while the remaining .outputs (0-| through Oy) are forced to a

logical "1".

It may be noted from Table 1 that the scaler can be used to

scale data left or right since assignment of a weighting

factor to the data bits is arbitrary. Thus, the scaling action

as shown in Table 1 suggests an asynchronous shift left

action if \-j is the rightmost bit. But if a different top-

ographical arrangement of the Truth Table is chosen, where

I7 is the leftmost bit, scaling of the data bits will be a shift

right process.

Output Oq is never forced to a logical "1" by a binary

address on the scale select lines and as such it can be used as

the output of an 8-bit multiplexer. Similarly, input U is

always connected to some output and can therefore be used

as an input of an 8-bit demultiplexer.

as desired by simply making a large enough array using only

8243 8-bit position scalers. (However buffer gates may be

necessary for very large arrays). It is important to note that

no matter how large the array becomes, the delay for any

bit shift (scaling) operation is always the same. Figure 2

shows the basic step in array expansion. Input bits, Aj, are

made available at outputs B« through B,j- as determined by

the scaling address. The results are shown in the truth table

(Table 2) indicating that eight bits of input data appears in-

verted at the outputs and can be shifted a maximum of

seven positions. This idea is used in alt expansions for shift

left or shift right scaling arrays. Since the outputs are open

collector they may be bussed together in larger arrays or

circular shift implementations as it will be shown in the

following discussion.

BIDIRECTIONAL 7-POSITION SCALER AND SE-

QUENCE GENERATOR

The 8243 has open collector outputs to facilitate expansion

to larger scaling arrays. By means of the INHIBIT and

ENABLE lines all outputs can be forced to a logical "1"

state, effectively disabling the unit. (Disabled=INH + EN
1

+

EN
2 ). When the 8243 is disabled, the data input "0"

loading is reduced to less than -100/aA. Therefore, large

scaler arrays may be implemented without encountering

the usual current sink capability limitations of the driver.

BASIC SCALER ARRAY EXPANSION

Any number of bits may be shifted over as many positions

To illustrate the bidirectional shift capability of the scaler,

two 8243's are interconnected as shown in Figure 3a. By

means of two control lines data may be scaled right or

scaled left. Since data car lie scaled around in both di

rections, a circular sequence can be generated in accordance

with the truth table in Table 2.

Scaling to the right is done by Unit B while Unit A is

effectively disabled. Similarly, for scaling data to the left

Unit A is enabled while Unit B is inhibited. To effect the

circular sequence generation or scale around action both

8243's are enabled. The exclusive-OR circuits act as con-

ditional complementers for all operations.
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LSB

O—*-
SCALiNG .

ADDRESS 1

ARRAY EXPANSION

-u>°

—

-On

nmm--
—OtN,

-TTTTTTTT

s,

Li

(SAA/SAAAA "THESE LINES HAVE THE SAME INFORMATIONWWWUUWUy AND MAY BE CONNECTED.

WHERE: A
(

- INPUT SITS

8[ - OUTPUT BITS

FIGURE 2

TRUTH TABLE FOR ARRAY EXPANSION

SCALE
ADDRESS 8243-1 8243-2

MSB LSB B B
1

B
2

B
3

B
4

B
5

B6 B7 *7 B
8

B9 B10 B
11

B
12

B
13

B14

A A
1

A
2

A
3

A
4

A
5

A6 A
7

A
7 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 A
Q

A
1

A
2

A
3

A
4

A
6

A
6

A
6

A
7

1 1 1 1

1 A A
1

A
2

A
3

A4 A
5

A
5

A
6

A
7

1 1 1

1 1 A A
1

A
2

A
3

A4 A
4

A
5

A
6

A
? | 1

1 1 A
Q

A
1 "2 A

3
A
3

A4 A
5

A
6

A
7

1

1 1 1 1 A A
1

A2 A
2 A

3
A
4

S
5

A
6

A
y

1

1 1 1 1 1 A A
1

A
1

A
2

A
3

A
4

A
5

A
6

A
?

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A A A
1

A
2

A3 A4 A
5 ^6 A

7

TABLE 2
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SCALE
FACTOR

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

SCALE
FACTOR

1

2

3

4

5

BIDIRECTIONAL 7-POSITION SHIFTER

OUTPUTS

12 3 4 5 6 7

Q O O Q O Q Q
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Oj Oa Oj A Oa Oj Ot

ENABLE 1&2

INHIBIT

*l

So

h 'e 'b '* h [ 2 hX

6 d 6 O O 6 6
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|

8241L-O

6
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02'
SCALE
FACTOR

07 0g Of 4 O3 Oj O1

S243

UNITE
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T 6
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OUTPUTS
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c

1

ABC
1 A B

1 A B
1

1

F
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D
ABC
1 A B
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A B

1 A B
1 1 A
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5 6 7
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G

SCALE
RIGHT
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Around =

SCALE
LEFT
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Around

SCALE 13UTPUTS
FACTOR 1 2 3 4 5 5 7

A 3 C D E F G
1 G A B C E F SCALE
2 F G A B C D E RIGHT &
3 E F G A B C D AROUND
4 D E F G A 3 C
5 C D E F G A B Scale

6 3 C D E F G A Around 1

7 A a C D E F G

SCALE
FACTOR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A B C D E F G
1 B C D E F G A SCALE
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5 F G A B C D E Scale 1

6 G A B C D E F Around = 1

7 A 8 C D E F G
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FIGURE 3
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FOUR-BIT BINARY CODE FOR 16 POSITIONS SCALE RIGHT

FOUR BIT

SCALE
SELECT

BINARY CODE POSITION OF 1st EIGHT BITS

S
3

s
2

s
1 So *0 A

1
A2 A3 A4 A5 Ae A7

D BO B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 86 B7

1 1 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 87 B8

2 1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 87 B8 B9

3 1 1 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 89 B10

4 1 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 BIO B11

5 1 1 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 BIO B11 B12

6 1 1 B6 B7 B8 B9 810 B11 B12 B13

7 1 1 1 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 814

8 B8 89 B10 B11 B12 B13 814 B15

9 1 89 810 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16

10 1 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17

11 1 1 B11 B12 B13 814 815 B16 817 B18

12 1 B12 B 13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19

13 1 1 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 BIO

14 1 1 B14 B15 816 B17 818 819 B20 821

15 1 1 1 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 B20 B21 B22

LARGE SCALING ARRAYS
24 BIT 16 POSITION SHIFT RIGHT
ARRAY SCALING

The 8243 scaler may be expanded in both bits and posi-

tions in accordance with Figure 3, A Shift Right Scaling

Array for 24 bits and 16 positions is shown in Figure 4. The

data word is inverted and scaled (shifted) according to

Table 2.

If bit Sg of the binary selector code is connected to one of

the ENABLE inputs or S
3

is connected to the INHIBIT of

the upper row of 8243's in Figure 4, they will be disabled

during the first eight scale addresses and activated for the

second eight scale addresses. If at the same time S3 is con-

nected to the INHIBIT or S3 is connected to one of the

ENABLE inputs of the lower 8243's, they will be enabled

during the first eight scale addresses and disabled for the

second eight scale addresses.

Both connections of the selector bit S3 result in the lower

8243's scaling the first eight scale positions and the upper

8243's scaling the second eight positions.

24-BIT 8-POSITION SHIFT RIGHT/LEFT SCAL-
ING ARRAY

The 8243 may be connected as a Shift Right/shift Left

Scaler. An Array for 24 bits and 8 positions in each di-

rection is shown in Figure 5.

If So is connected to the INHIBIT of the upper 8243's,

they will be disabled during the first eight scale addresses

S-40

and activated for the second eight scale addresses. If at the

same time S3 is connected to the INHIBIT of the lower

8243's, they will be enabled during the first eight scale

addresses and disabled for the second eight scale addresses.

As a result, the lower 8243's perform a "scale-left"

function when any one of the first eight scale addresses is

selected. Alternately, the upper 8243's perform a "scale-

right" function when any one of the last eight scale ad-

dresses is selected. The word is scaled (shifted) in accor-

dance with Table 4.

24-BIT 16-POSITION SHIFT LEFT SCALING
ARRAY

The 8243 may be connected as a Shift Left Scaler. For 24

bits and 16 positions the connections are shown in Figure

6.

If S3 is connected to the INHIBIT of the upper 8243's,

they will be enabled during the first eight scale addresses

and disabled during the second eight scale addresses. If at

the same time S^ is connected to the INHIBIT of the lower

8243's they will be disabled during the first eight scale

addresses and enabled during the second eight scale ad-

dresses.

As a result, the upper 8243's are scaling the first eight

positions and the lower 8243's are scaling the second eight

positions. The word is scaled (shifted) as shown in Table 5.
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24-BtT 16 POSITION SHIFT RIGHT SCALING ARRAY
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24-BIT 8 POSITION SHIFT RIGHT/LEFT SCALING ARRAY
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FOUR-BIT BINARY CODE FOR SCALE RIGHT/LEFT

S SCALE
SELECT

FOUR BIT

BINARY CODE
POSITION OF 1ST EIGHT BITS

H
I

s3 S2 S
1

S A A
1

A
2

A
3

A4 A
5

A
6

A
7

F 1-o B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14

T 1 1 B6 B7 B8 B9 BIO 61

1

B12 B13

2 10 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 BIO B11 B12

L
3 11 B4 B5 B6 8 7 B8 BS B10 B11

b

F

T

4 10 B3 B4 B5 BB B7 BH B9 BIO

5 10 1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9

6 110 B1 B2 B3 B4 85 B6 B7 B8

S _7 111 B0 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7
H

r 8 10 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15

F 9 10 1 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16

T 10 10 10 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17

11 10 11 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18

R 12 110 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19

1

13 110 1 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 B20

H
T

14 1110 B14 B15 B16 B17 BIS B19 B20 B21

_15 1111 B15 B16 B17 BIB B19 B20 B21 B22

TABLE 4

I

FOUR-BIT BINARY CODE FOR 16-POSITION SCALE LEFT

SCALE
SELECT

FOUR BIT

BINARY CODE
POSITION OF 1ST EIGHT BITS

S
3

S
2

S-, so A A
1

A
2

A
3

A4 Ag Af A
7

B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 820 B21 B22

1 1 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 B20 B21

2 1 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 B19 B20

3 1 1 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 818 B19

4 1 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18

5 1 1 BIO B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17

6 1 1 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16

7 1 1 1 B8 B9 BIO B11 B12 B13 B14 B15

8 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 814

9 1 B6 B7 B8 B9 BIO B11 B12 B13

10 1 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12

11 I 1 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 BIO B11

12 1 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10

13 1 1 82 B3 B4 B5 B6 87 B8 B9

14 1 1 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8

15 1 1 1 BD B1 B2 B3 B4 85 B6 B7
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SIGNETICS EIGHT-BIT POSITION SCALER 8243

24-BIT 16-POSITION SHIFT LEFT SCALING ARRAY
"S B

1Soooooooo

% INK.

Si mm em

66666606
A A,

OOOOOOOO

<h

h
h 82*3

6 66

S 7B B^
OOOOOOOO

66666666

OOOOOOOO

06666666
Aa A

i

°24 831 »sa *»OOOOOOOO OOOOOO O

»7

*1 8243

66666666
*16 ^3

ha 'a 'a *3iQOQOQOOO OOOOPQQ

66666 666

ENABLE GATES

FIGURES

DEMULTIPLEXERS

The 8243 is very useful in applications where demulti-

plexing of digital data is desired. Two examples are shown

in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

Figure 7 shows the 8243 used to demultiplex data from one

line to as many as eight lines simultaneously. The number

of output lines selected is determined by the 3-bit binary

code on the SELECT lines as given in Table 6.
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SIGNETICS EIGHT-BIT POSITION SCALER 8243

DEMULTIPLEX ONE TO EIGHT SIMULTANEOUSLY

SCALE
SELECT

THREE BIT

BINARY CODE
OUTPUT

s2
s

1
s °0 °1 °2 °3 °4 °5 °6 °7

Data Data Data Data Data Data Data Data

1 1 Data Data Data Data Data Data Data

2 1 Data Data Data Data Data Data 1

3 1 1 Data Data Data Data Data 1 1

4 1 Data Data Data Data 1 1 1

5 1 1 Data Data Data 1 1 1 1

6 1 1 Data Data 1 1 1 1 1

7 1 1 1 Data 1 1 1 1 1 1

TABLE 6

DEMULTIPLEX ONE TO ONE OF EIGHT

SCALE

SELECT

THREE BIT

BINARY CODE
OUTPUT

S2 S
1

S °0 °1 °2 °3 °4 °5 °6 °7

1 1 1 Data

1 1 1 1 1 Data

2 1 1 1 Data

3 1 1 1 Data 1

4 1 Data 1 1

5 1 1 Data 1 1 1

6 1 1 1 Data 1 t 1

7 1 ] 1 Data 1 1 1 1

TABLE 7

Another demultiplexer application which may be con-

sidered a serial to parallel converter can be implemented

using an 8243 as shown in Figure 8. The Truth Table is

given in Table 7.

°7 °S % °4 % °I °! °o

h '6 '5 '4 '3 '2 'l '0

^J Ml l l ll
1

FIGURE 8

R L MIN/MAX CALCULATIONS FOR BARE COL-

LECTOR DEVICES

In choosing the proper load resistor, consideration must be

given to the number of inputs as well as the number of

outputs tied together. For a selected "1" level the maxi-

mum load resistor becomes:

Ri max =

Vcc min-V«r min

Total Leakage Current

If N is the total number of open collectors to be tied to-

gether and M is the total number of inputs to be driven, the

total leakage becomes:

I

L
total - M (\..y. in} + N (\„y, out)

and the maximum load resistor becomes:

vCC min ~ v"1"min
R, max =

l(H .,

jn)
+ N<,,.

r , ut)
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SIGNETfCS EIGHT-BIT POSITION SCALER 8243

The minimum load resistor becomes:

Ri min =
'CC max — V, 0" out

L
I sink - M {\„q„ in)

The input capacitance of the driven devices plus the output

caacitance of the driving devices plus the interconnect

wiring capacitance in conjunction with R, will be de-

termined by the speed power tradeoff of the system.

Example:

If 8243 outputs are paralleled as shown in Figure 9 to

perform collector logic, the pullup resistor R
L

is found

as follows:

I "1"out= 150juA

V "0" out = 0.4V at l

s[nk
- 12.8 mA

N = 3; number of collectors to be tied together

8800 NAND Gate

I
"1" in = 25,uA

I
"0" in = 1.6 mA
M = 4; number of inputs tied together

Select Min "1" output level = 2.6V

<4.75-2.6)V 2.15V

4(25mA)+3(150mA) 550juA
3,91 K max

From the Electrical Specifications

VCC =5.0V±5%
8243 Scaler

(5.25-0.4)V 4.85V

12.8mA -4(1.6mA) 6.4mA
760X2 min
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SipOtiCS APPLICATIONS MEMO

ALSO AVAILABLE IN SCHOTTKY(82S50, 82S51, 82S52)

OCTAL/DECADE DECODERS

8250

8251

8252

INTRODUCTION

The Decade Decoders, 8251/52, accept a four bit input

code and activates one of the ten mutually exclusive out-

puts.

The Octal Decoder, 8250, decodes an octal number (3 bit),

applied to the input pins and one of the eight outputs will

be activated, representing the decoded number.

The Octal/Decade Decoders are very flexible devices for

decoding and logic conversion applications.

The 8252 is a direct replacement for the 9301 with all out-

puts being forced high when a binary code greater than nine

is applied to the inputs.

INPUT CODE

D C B A

1 11 1

D1234S67B9

,I I II 1 1 II H=*—

'

i

OUTPUT!. INES
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S1GNETICS OCTAL/DECADE DECODERS 8250,51,52

LOGIC DIAGRAMS

8250

o-o©-H>o

t>o-

o—[>o- -O^

^I>-i

—^ ")p—

o

I—' IB)

Vcc =<14>

GND (7)

t ) Denotes Pin Numbers for

14 Pin Duai-trt-Llne Package

TRUTH TABLE

OUTPUT STATE

INPUT STATE 8250 8251 8252

A B C D 01234567 8 9 8 9

1111111 1 1 1 1

1 10 111111 1 1 1 1

10 110 11111 1 1

110 1110 1111 1 1

10 11110 111 1 1

10 10 111110 11 1 1

110 1111110 1 1 1

1110 11111110 1 1

1 11111111 1 1

10 1 11111111 1 1

10 1 11111111 1

110 1 11111111 1

11 11111111 1

10 11 11111111 1

111 11111111 1

1111 11111111 1

8251/8252

S-t>°-H> —

;

o—>c-x-r>c-

s-Cx^-Hx*

if \>—

°

<—* till

Miy-%,

Vcc - (16)

GND - (8)

t ) Denotes Pin Numbers for

16 Pin Dual-ln-Line Package

Connections made On 8262 only

DECODER APPLICATIONS

The Decade Decoder (8251, 8252) may be used con-

veniently in conjunction with the Decade Counter (8280).

The change of the different states is controlled by the

clock-signal.

STROBE DECADE COUNTER
8280

VccO
CLOCK O O

c c2 A B C D

1

'

1
. i a c D

DECADE DECODER
B251/B2S2

1

TT
2 3 4 5 6 7 8

flfflff
3

11
i

CONTROL LINES

1
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SIGNETICS OCTAL/DECADE DECODERS" 8250,51,52

OCTAL DECODER (8250)

The Octal Decoder decodes the binary numbers to 7

which are applied to the pins (CBA). The D-input provides

gating of the input. When D is high, decoding is inhibited -
when D is low, decoding occurs. This is indicated in the

truth table.

The Octal Decoder can be expanded to layer arrays. The
next example shows a "One-of-64 Decoding,"

Note that the decoder device with inputs D. E- , F.

controls the other eight octal decoders by the D-inputs. The
decoding process may be stopped by the Inhibit line.

ONE-OF-64 DECODING

BINARY NUMBER
'AIN B|N C,N °IN EIN f

In'

|| |
IF

I

2" Z" Z" INI

ill!
A I C D

82GO

1 Z 3 4 5 B 7

'tyOUOOOQ

A B C D

MM
D 1 2 3 4 6 fl 7

CDui
B C O

1 I 3 4 t. e 7

m
i C D

mm
0123 4567

I , *
A I C D

um
T 2 3 1 & e

t I *

Z 3 4 S S 7

ram rami rara rara ram

till.
,
Irvi

a a e a

east

g i miii

B C H

9250

1 2 3 a & 6 7

JH

]^''-—.
a e c

SZSO

12 3 3 5 0:

113*567 8 9 10 1! 14 IS 13 70 22 74 jf .-; 3D 3! 31 X It 40 4J 44 M 48 50 5! 5J 56 65 60 U

The 8250 Octal Decoder can also be used to demultiplex

bits of information from a serial data stream. Used with an

8281 counter, the input data is routed to outputs "0"

through "7" sequentially.

GND= [7 I

I) - DENOTES PIN NUMBERS FOR
14 PIN DUAL-IN-LINE PACKAGE

DEMULTIPLEXER

££*^H>>

;4C>^C>o

C>>-H>^

P°-

8250
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SIGNETICS OCTAL/DECADE DECODERS 8250,51,52

ARBITRARY 4-BIT DECODING

Using two Decoders every 4-bit code may be decoded.

As an example we apply the excess-3 code to the pins (Xg,

X 2 , X v Xq) and examine the generated outputs.

Xq x
n

x2 x3

<? Q 9

8250/BZS1

1 2 3 4 5 B 7 8 9

01 23458788

Ch

8250/8251

t Z 3 4 5 6 7 B 9

10 11 12 13 14 IB 18 17 IB 19

DECIMAL
QUANTITY

EXCESS - 3

CODE
x3 x

2
x

1
X

Q 1 1

1

1 1

1 1

1 1 1

1

1 1

1 1

1 1 1

1 1

ACTIVATED
OUTPUTS

(NOT TRUE LEVELS)

19

18

19

18

19

10

11

12

13

14

USEFUL
OUTPUTS

(NOT TRUE LEVELS)

10

11

12

13

14

The well-defined outputs are listed at the right most column.

In the next table other codes will be shown with their

corresponding outputs.

DECIMAL
QUANTITY

WELL-DEFINED OUTPUTS {Not true levels)

BINARY
CODED
DECIMAL

AIKEN CODE
2*4 2 1

4 2* 2 1

b

1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2

3 3 3 5

4 4 4 6

5 5 13 11

6 6 14 12

7 7 15 15

8 8 10 16 16

9 9 11 17 17

CODE CONVERSION

The Decade Decoders are also useful in code conversion

applications. As an example let us convert the Gray Code

into the BCD Code. First we apply the Gray Code to the

pins of two Decade Decoders. The activated outputs are

listed in the following table.

Now the Decoder outputs will be used to form the BCD

Code.

Z4
- 14 + 15

Z, » 6 + 7 + 5 + 4 + 11 + 10
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SIGNETIGS OCTAL/DECADE DECODERS" 8250,51,52

DECIMAL
QUANTITY

GRAY
REFLECTED CODE
X
3

X
2

X
1

X

DECODER
OUTPUTS

2 DECADES BINARY CODED
DECIMAL (BCD)

Z5 Z4 Z3 Z
2

z
1

1 1 T 1

2 11 3 1

3 10 2 1 1

4 110 6 1

5 111 7 1 1

6 10 1 5 1 1

7 10 4 1 1 1

8 110 14 1

9 110 1 15 1 1

10 1111 17 1

11 1110 16"
1 1

12 10 10 12 1 1

13 10 11 13 1 1 1

14 10 1 TT 1 1

15 10 To 1 1 1
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SJGNET1CS OCTAL/DECADE DECODERS 8250,51,52

This configuration provides significant package count

savings as shown in the table below.

PACKAGE COUNT WITH PACKAGE COUNT WITH
DECODERS STANDARD GATES

8250 2 7420 4

7430 3 7430 1

7400 1/2 7400 2 - 3/4

7402 1/4 7410 2/3

8875 1/3

Total 5-3/4 Total 8 - 3/4

8250 Octal Decoder

7430 SingleS input NAND

7420 Dual 4 input NAND

7410 Triple 3 input NAND

8875 Triple 3 input NOR

7400 Quad 2 input NAND

7402 Quad 2 input NOR
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ARITHMETIC LOGIC ELEMENT FAST CURT EXTENDED

8260

8261

INTRODUCTION

The 8260 Arithmetic Logic Element is a monolithic gate

array incorporating four full-adders structured in a look-

ahead mode. As a four-bit adder, the 8260 permits parallel

addition of four sets of data with the sum output being

available in 20ns (typical). High speed operation of this

device is achieved through the use of TTL circuitry pro-

viding low propagation delays and high noise immunity.

The 8260 series can be used in the ripple carry mode be-

tween adders, in systems where package count must be

minimized with some sacrifice in speed. For anticipated

carry beyond 4 stages, FAST CARRY EXTENDER (8261)

packages are used. For example, using 8260 and 8261

elements, a 64-stage adder system, capable of adding two

64-bit numbers in less than 100ns, can be built with only

23 packages. Faster systems can be built by taking full

advantage of look-ahead carry configurations. The 8260

may also be used as four mutually independent EQUIVA-

LENCE or AND gates by proper addressing of the inhibit

lines.

c"nh o
j

-| )o-

" o- rt>l

X X
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SIGNETICS ARITHMETIC LOGIC ELEMENT FAST CARRY EXTENDER 8260,61

DESCRIPTION OF THE LOOK-AHEAD (or anticipated) CARRY PRINCIPLE

A standard parallel adder utilizing the ripple-through carry principle is shown in FIGURE 2.

^4 *4

[I
ftA

C4 (

>

1

v3 *3

I!
F.'A

Lj
(

1

Tl
n

f;a

» (

i '

FIGURE 2

! II
F/A

i O co

>

The correct sum is not available until the carry has pro-

pagated through the entire series of full adders. When
adding long numbers, say 32 bits, this ripple time generally

becomes the limiting factor on system speed.

One way of increasing system speed is by using the "look-

ahead carry" technique. Additional logic circuitry is em-

ployed to look at the inputs to all preceding bit positions

and determine what the carry input for each package will

be without waiting for the information to propagate

through all preceding positions.

The carry output of any n package is given by:

C^ X
n
Y
n

+ <Xn+ Y
n
)C

n
-1

But then C
n

- 1 can be similarly expressed such that all

carries are written as functions of only the input bits and

the carry into the least significant bit position. For the four

stage adder example above:

C
1
= X

1
Y

1
+ (X

1
+Y

1
1C

C
2

= Y
2
Y
2

+ |X
2

+ Y
2> C

1

= X
2
Y
2

+ (X
2

+ Y 2>

G
3

= X
3
Y
3
+ (X

3
+ Y

3 ] C
2

= X
3
Y
3

+ (X3
+ Y3>

[X
2
Y
2

+ (X
2

+ Y
2 ) X

1
Y

1
+ {X, + Y,) CQ ]

C
4
= X

4
Y
4
+ (X4

+ Y
4)C3

= X
4
Y
4

+ (X4 + Y
4 ) X

3
Y3 + {Xg + Y

3 )

[X
2
Y
2
+ (X

2
+ Y

2
) X

1
Y

1
+ (X

1
+Y

1
)C ]

The circuit shown in Figure 3 indicates how this logic can

be utilized to provide the necessary carry information to

each full adder.

v4 Xt ¥3 X3 Y2 Xj V, X,QQQOOOQQ

II

¥3 X3 ¥2 Xj V, X,OOOOO

4 r.f

n
y
3 *3

11

r^

ll ll

FIGURE 3
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SIGNETICS ARITHMETIC LOGIC ELEMENT FAST CARRY EXTENDER 8260.61

Referring to the simplified logic diagram of the 8260 (Fig-

ure 4), the anticipated carry is generated using two-level

logic (shown shaded). That is, the carry information to any

stage will be available within two gate propagation delays.

FIGURE 4

u

CARRY TERMS CR , CQ , AND Cp

The additional carry outputs are necessary for high speed

adders employing word lengths greater than 4 bits. The

logic equations for these outputs are given below:

inputs are effectively ANDed together to form Cq, the low-

er order carry.

Cn = (C
IN1 'IN2 -!N3 °IN4 °IN5 ) + CINH

CR - C + X^t + X 2Y2 + X3Y3 + X4Y4
Cq = (X4 + Y4 ) [X4Y4 + (X3 + Y3 |] [X4Y4 + X3Y3 +

(X2 + Y2 )] tX4Y4 + X3Y3 + X2Y2 + (Xt + Y
t )]

Cp X-\ Y-| + X 2Y2 + X3Y3 + X4Y4

Cp — is used in the ripple carry mode to help de-

termine whether a carry can ripple through the 8260.

Cq — indicates whether a carry will be generated in-

ternally, or if the inputs are such that an incoming carry

will propagate to the output.

C
p
- is used as an input to the 8261 FAST CARRY

EXTENDER package to provide anticipated carry in-

formation for adder systems greater than 12 bits in

length.

These carry terms are used, in specific combinations, as

inputs to the more significant adder packages. The C^
3-56

None of the above terms (Cp, Cq and Cp) are ever used

alone. For example, when opera ting in the ripple mode,

Cq and CR are fed into the next most significant 8260.

Therefore, Cq for that particular device would be Cq Cr.

Besides the normal adder applications, the 8260 acts as

multi-purpose logic element. The control input CARRY IN-

HIBIT (C||^) provides the capability of inhibiting the bit-

to-bit carries. In this case the device will operate as four

independent Exclusive NOR gates. The devices also has an

EXCLUSIVE NOR INHIBIT (E |NH ) to permit a single

logical AND combination of the input bits pairs (Xj • Yj).

We assume that we apply true values to the inputs. In this

case, the pins f • have the values shown in top half of Table

1.

On the other hand, we may assume that we apply not true

values to the inputs. Depending on the values of C^^ and

^INH tne resultarit functions of the pins fj are listed in the

lower half of Table 2.



TABLE I

SIGNETICS ARITHMETIC LOGIC ELEMENT FAST CARRY EXTENDER 8260,61

INPUTS Least Significant

Cj n Inputs to be:

CONTROL

*l
FUNCTIONc inh E inh

X,,Y.

(TRUE INPUTS)

Sj Add

1 - not used

1 XiYj + XjYj Equivalence
*

1 1 XjY; AND

XjY;

(NOT-TRUE)
INPUTS

1
*i Add

1 1 — not used

1 1 Xj Yj + XjY,
Equivalence *

Coincidence

1 1 1 XiYj AND

FAST CARRY EXTENDER

If we do not extend the internal look-ahead technique

beyond one adder, the carry out term Cq Cp will ripple

between 8260 units. The 8260 adder is inherrently a high

speed device and look-ahead carry techniques between

adders are not necessary for addtions up to 12 bits.

To avoid the RIPPLE CARRY addition time, for larger

adder systems, the 8261 Fast Carry Extender shown in Fig-

ure 5 is used. We replace CR by the logically equivalent

CARRY EXTENDER term C£ : Every term C
Ej

is generated

for the t-th package simultaneously and replaces the slower

RIPPLE CARRY signal. The FAST CARRY EXTENDER,
8261, will form the C c; -terms.

FAST CARRY EXTENDER
a b P, r2 P3 Pt p5

99 90000

o-HO

G30- o-

ADDER SUBTRACTOR USING TWO'S COMPLEMENT

Y a v
7 v 6 y B

v4 *3 v 2 v
1

1 I 1 1AOD-SUBTRACT *o So

"(T-ADD
9\ tarn s

l
8266

_J

*4

1,

*3 x2

1_j

x8

1

*6

\

CQ w
C
IN

B

HM

CG
C
IN5

^—

1

*—

1

1

r
4—

1

1^ --

V
MSB <B

f 1

1

s *

1

5

T

t

i

'a

I 1

'2 «

'

Fit31JRE 6
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SIGNETICS ARITHMETIC LOGIC ELEMENT FAST CARRY EXTENDER 8260,61

Figure 6 shows an 8-bit add/subtract system using the Sig-

netics 8266 to complement the Y inputs of the 8260 when
a subtract command is received.

The above circuitry assumes that in the SUBTRACT mode

(X-Y),Y(Y^Y2
. . Y8) ' s a lwaVs tne smaller of the two

binary numbers. If Y is not the smaller of the two numbers,

correction may be made by detecting the presence of a

CARRY term at the most significant bit (MSB) and taking

the two's complement of the result.

ADDER SYSTEMS
Figures 7-17 show the implementation of various adder

systems. If the carry-out term is needed out of the most

significant adder stage it can be obtained by combining the

C and C
f
terms with an AND gate as shown in Figure 7.

The Fast Carry Extender, 8261, becomes useful for adder

systems with more than 12 bits as previously explained.

Figures 10 through 17 show various uses of the Fast Carry

Extender.

The Fast Adder Systems provide complete carry look-ahead

addition for any words length. For longer efficient adders, a

combination of anticipated carry techniques (Fast Adder

System) and ripple carry techniques are used. These Op-

timum Adder Systems represent the most economical

solutions.

Sttil)

=11

=16

A Sit, TA 20ns, typ.

T^: Total Addition Time

FIGURE 7

n ii

8 Bit, TA • 30ns, typ-

(Ripple Adder)

FIGURE 8

9

Cll

6260

c
\2

8260

CB CI6

MM

CR C| B

12 Bit, T^ - 42ns. typ.

(Ripple Adder)

FIGURE 9

8261

Cra c s? °n C GI

<'

=11

8260

cG C
I1

mm

<=G
C

I1

6260

e G =n

6260

C R C I6

UG3

= F 7 c
F I

16 Bit, T& 42ns, t/p.

Fait Adder System

Tied to Vcc if not-true inputs are used, otherwise to ground

Unused 8261 pins should be tied to Vqq. FIGURE 10
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ADDER SYSTEMS (CONT'D)

0i..

1—.-

ill

"

20 Bit, T
ft
- 42ns, typ.

Fast Adder System

CGS Vat

T-

Cfc
"«

•_,

8261

24 Btt, TA •» 42ns, typ.

Fast Adder System

•Tied to Vqc '* not-tru» inputs are used, otherwise to ground. FIGURE 12
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ADDER SYSTEMS (CONT'D)

e* C E8 CpS Cq| c« ^N

c
:-?

CR C I2

-<33 ^f>2

G2 P-i G,-

P« G4 P
3

G3 Pj <S Z Pi G, -

L<D=^CH
28 Bit, TA = 42ns, tvp.

Fait Adder System

[71 I I I

P5 ft $4 P3 G3 l*2 G2 ^~~~W

CR c li

FIGURE 13

an G,
9261 Q

1

_
C
E n
P2 G-i P-|

CE6

p4 Q4 p3 Sa p2 °2 P
1 A

c ia ty> c SI (* e 98 Cm Cfe C P4 Boa Cp3 CG2 c<pa C Gi = fi

c
]2

c
[2

C R C
I2

cg cn

C| 2

CG c lt

Cs C| 2

C U CG C
I1

C R c f2

CG C
I1

CR C
I6

1

c iz| 1

c E, '-'j cpi

Pz G2 P, G,

C E
8261

32 Bit, TA - 54n«, typ.

Optimum Adder

•Tied to VcC if not-true inputs are used, otherwise to ground. FIGURE 14
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ADDER SYSTEMS (Cont'd)
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ADDER SYSTEMS (Cont'd)
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ALSO AVAILABLE IN SCHQTTKY (82S62)

9 BIT PARITY GENERATOR AND CHECKER

8262

INTRODUCTION

The 8262 Parity Generator/Parity Checker is a versatile MSI

device generally used for the verification of transmitted

data. Two outputs are provided for versatility in parity

generation and checking.

As shown, the "odd" output of the 8262 responds to an

odd number of "1"
's with a logical "1", whereas the

LOGIC DIAGRAM

"even" output responds to the same input conditions with

a logical "0". When the inputs see an even number of "1"
's

the "odd" output responds with a logical "0" while the

even output is in the logical "1" state.

The inhibit input may be used to disable the 8262. A logic

"1" forces both outputs to a logic "0", This proves

especially useful when driving J-K binaries or shift register

inputs.

p<HI>-i

8262

—It—S«_

LOGIC EQUATIONS

"2 0-D°~-f

p*°-0-i

JLJ**-]

—MT*vJ
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-JL>^

~~ir"v>-^ 'T
-^ EVEN ^ EVEN P, * Pj : P3

'< Pj - P
6
" P

B " P7
L P6 * P

9

ODD - P
t
« PZ *P3 *P4 * Pg * Pa * P7 * P

fl
* P9

-\\-j°^

=)C
=)L>^

3E>-
sc-* ODD

3E>J

NOTE
90

1 P
FIGURE 1

grounding does not affect the number of "1"
The ramsining Inputs.

s seen by

APPLICATIONS

To verify if a data word has been transmitted correctly, the

number of "1"
's at the sender may be checked as well as

the number of "1"
's at the receiver. If they are the same, it

may be assumed that no single bit reversal or error has

occurred in the transmission.*

EVEN PARITY is defined such that the total word trans-

mitted, which is the data word plus the parity bit, always

has an even number of ones. Conversely, ODD PARITY
means that the total word transmitted always consists of an

odd number of "1" '$.

A PARITY GENERATOR checks the data word and its

output supplies a parity bit which is transmitted together

with the data word. The PARITY CHECKER then responds

to the total word transmitted and its output signals if the

transmission was correct or in error.

* More elaborate schemes for double error detection and correction
are possible but are not discussed here.

PARITY GENERATOR

When using the 8262 as a PARITY GENERATOR several

options exist. It may be advantageous to use the "Pg" input

as a control line, particularly if propagation delays in the

system are critical. The logic diagram (Fig. 1) shows clearly

that an additional gate delay is encountered when going to

the "even" instead of the "odd" output.
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SIGNETICS 9-BIT PARITY GENERATOR AND CHECKER 8262

Examples of Parity Generator connections are shown in

Fig. 2 with a logic "1" or a logic "0" respectively at the

"Pg" input used as a control line. With the "Pg" input at

^CC (logic "1") the outputs generate parity signals as

shown. If the "Pg" input is grounded (logic "0") the device

generates parity. Thus the shortest propagation delay can

be obtained for an even as well as an odd parity generator

by an appropriate input condition on the control line.

Furthermore, the complement of the parity bit generated 1

is

always available. This feature is especially useful when
driving J-K binaries or for general line driver applications.

PARITY GENERATORS

PARITY CHECKER

The PARITY CHECKER receives a 9-bit word consisting of

the 8-bit data word and the parity bit. If data transmission

was correct, the output indicates this. We have the option

of letting it be shown by a "V or a "0" since com-
plementary outputs are available.

In the following drawings several possibilities of a parity

generator checker system are shown.

PARITY CHECKER
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WORD EXPANSION

The 8262 can be easily expanded to any desired word

length. An example using only 8262 is shown below.

Other expansion schemes are possible using only gates or

the 8241 Quad Exclusive-OR package. This method is par-

ticularly attractive if the word length has to be expanded

by only a few bits. Two examples are shown.
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3-INPUT, 4 BIT MULTIPLEXES

8263
8264

INTRODUCTION

The 8263/64 Multiplexers have been designed to select one

out of three 4-bit inputs. In addition, provision has been

included for selecting the true or complement of the inputs.

A 2-bit code determines which input is to be active.

The 8263 has ari active output structure to minimize propo-

gation delay. The 8264 features open collector outputs for

device expansion and three Output Enable pins for device

selection.

Figures 1 and 2 show the logic diagrams for the 8263 and

8264. Table 1 shows the Data Outputs associated with each

selection code,

Figures 3 and 4 show how the 8263 and 8264 may be ex-

panded to accomodate six 4- bit inputs.

8263 (ACTIVE PULL-UPJ

Ao Bo Cq
-DATA INPUTS-

Bi C-1 A2 »2 Cj A3 Bj C3
9 9 9 9 9

c-J-L>

—

*1 'z

OATA OUTPUTS

FIGURE 1

<—<sj 1—OSo-l

-<] 1—<*%J

5jJ*

Vcc'IMl
GND- (12!

( I • DxiDtB Pin Mutnben
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-OATA INPUTS -

COMPLEMENT
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( ]
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FIGURE 2
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GATtD FUli. MKR

8268

INTRODUCTION

The 8268 is a binary Full Adder with gated complementary

inputs sum and sum outputs and inverted Carry Out (Carry

Out). The MSI circuit is designed with TTL techniques,

completely compatible with other DTL and TTL devices,

The Full Adder is designed especially for serial and Ripple

Carry parallel ADD/SUB arithmetic units. The array has

single-ended inputs and outputs, so that only the true or

complement information is necessary. The logic diagram for

the 8268 is shown in Figure 1.

8268 GATED FULL ADDER

SS=L> §*-D-

::t=D>
YC 0"

§=o -Oc

FIGURE 1

TRUTH TABLE (SEE NOTES 1, 2 and 3>

CN Y X c
o

2 2

1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1 1

1. X- X • X,. ; 7 = Y • Y.

whore X « X i * X2 ; Y - Y ;
• Y2

2. Whan X or Y are used as inputs, X| and X2 or Y 1 and Y2
respectively must be tied to GNO.

3. When X-\ and X2 or Y-| and Y2 are used as inputs, X or Y
respectively must be left open or used to perform the dot-

AN D function.

APPLICATIONS

N-BIT PARALLEL ADDER

The factor which determines the maximum operating fre-

quency for an N-bit parallel adder with ripple carry is the

total propagation of the ripple carry term, or N x

CARRYqci Ay To avoid the delay of an additional in-

version required to provide CARRYqjjj (C
q),

the 8268

provides CARRYQyy (Cq). When the Cg term is used with

the appropriate gated inputs (X and Y) at the next sig-

nificant bit, the desired result is available at the SUM (£)

output. This arrangement is used in every even numbered

bit in an N-bit parallel adder as shown in Bit 2 and Bit 4 of

Figure 2. For each even numbered bit, input control is

accomplished through gated inputs Xo and Y~, With IN-

PUT CONTROL (Xc Yc ), - 0, the adder bit is disabled

and all output terms aire "0", This use of input control is

twofold in purpose.

First, with the adder disabled, data in the input registers

may be shifted without activating the adder subsystem.

Second, with all output terms at "0" the outputs can be

used to clear the output storage register by parallel loading

the output register with all "0"s.
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N-BIT PARALLEL ADDER

MODE CONTROL -I

CLOCK

PARALLEL ATA INPUTS

n n
DS

DA °B

LOAD
SHIFT

0270

*0 =0 C„ D

MODE CONTROL -

CLOCK O O C

PARALLEL DATA OUTPUTS

THE—

CLOCK

MODE CONTROL -|

SERIAL DATA INPUT (

INPUT REOISTER-V

O—C c

SERIAL
DATA
OUTPUT

*0 B„ Co D

SHIFT

LOAD

TTIT * To Sftpand output register fur parallel outputs common clock, shift and load lines with their

counterparts. For serial da to uurput, also connect D of first register to 0, of next regit tar.

PARALLEL DATA INPUTS

FIGURE 2

1. To expand storage register for serial/parallel operation, connect D to D
s
of next stage and common the mode control lines and

the clock line of the first stage to their respective second stage equivalents.

Notice that the C
Q

of the second, fourth, etc. fall even

numbered bits) constitutes a TRUE carry output. There-

fore, to arrive at the TRUE sum at the output of all odd
numbered bits C

Q is used in conjunction with the TRUE
data inputs X

1
and Y-. The desired output result for all

odd numbered bits is available at the 2 terminal.

INPUT CONTROL is accomplished in the odd number bits

of an N-bit adder by inhibiting or enabling the gated inputs

X
2

* Y-. From the logic diagram of Figure 1, it is apparent

that a ' 0" at X
2
and Y

2
will inhibit the transfer of the bits

to be added (X
1
and Y,). When INPUT CONTROL = "1",

the information at X^ and Y., will be enabled and addition

will occur. Since the data inputs used are the TRUE inputs,

the desired result will be available at the SUM output (Z : ).

This operating mode is shown in Bit 1 and Bit 3 of Figure

2.

Note that the CARRY| N (C
n

) term of the least significant

bit of the binary adder in Figure 2 is tied to GND, since C
n

3-70

is a TRUE term (activiates on "1") and there is no carry

term into the least significant bit.

N-BIT BINARY SUBTRACTOR

To construct an N-bit binary subtractor (Figure 3), the

logic input of the subtrahend (register Y) is inverted on a

by bit basis from the input arrangement for the binary

adder.

In addition, the input used for the Y register input control is

effectively inverted (compared to the adder). Thus:

for all odd numbered bits (1, 3, etc.)

INPUT CONTROL = X
2

Yc

for all even numbered bits (2, 4, etc)

INPUT CONTROL = Xr • Y
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N-BIT PARALLEL SUBTRACTOR

PARALLEL DATA INPUTS

MODE CONTROL 4 X.

CLOCK O C

TT U
°A DB Dc °D

m
Ds "A UB

LOAD
SHIFT

MODE CONTROL
SH: = T

CLOCK O—dC

PARALLEL DATA OUTPUTS

THr-
LOAD Aq Sj eg

627 C>

"I

D
fl

DB Oc D

MODE CONTROL -I ,

SERIAL DATA INPUT <

INPUT RESISTER-Y

CLOCK O 0(C *0

SHIFT

SERIAL
DATA
OUTPUT

>0 =0

S7J0

°A °b dc aD

TTTT
P A ft A L L E L OATA I NHJTS

FIGURE 3

The input control connection pattern results from the in-

version of the Y-register logic inputs.

Note that to provide the SUBTRACT function, the C
n

in-

put of the least significant bit must be connected to a

logical 1 level.

SERIAL BINARY AOD-SUBTRACT

Figure 4 illustrates a 4-bit serial ADD/SUB arithmetic unit.

The unit will add X + Y or subtract X - Y upon command.

The interconnect scheme is implemented as follows:

4-BIT SERIAL ADD/SUBTRACTOR
SUM DIFFERENCE

INHIBITjfcNABLE
SUM CONTROL

Q

SERIAL
DATA o-

SERIAL
DATA O-
INPUT

AUGEND/MINUEND

' JmSS Jl;
ADDEND/SUBTRAHEND

—

m

E:iL>
_6
ADD/SUB
CONTROL
ADD - "O"
SUB "1"

H SUM

h
:N 9268

TTT,
L-O HOST SIGNIFICANT BIT

CARRY F/F

^O-Oi

FIGURE 4
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Assume the two binary numbers to be added /subtracted are

present in the Augend/Minuend and Addend/Subtrahend
Registers, For addition,jet control line to logic "0". Also,

initially set Carry F/F (Q = 0). This allows the data in the

Addend/Subtrahend register to be entered into the sum/
difference register and the Carry F lip-Flop has been con-

ditioned for the addition of the next two binary bits. The
sum is formed Least Significant Bit first. This process con-

tinues until 4 clock pulses have occurred. At the end of the

4th clock pulse, the result is in the sum/difference register

(i.e. LSB appears at D
Q ; MSB appears at Aq). Forst/6-

traction, the ADD/SUB control is set to ajogic "1". Also,

the Carry Fiip-Flop should be reset (i.e., Q 1). Now the

subsystem is ready to perform subtraction (i.e. one's

complement addition). Once again, after 4 clock pulses have

occurred, the result is in the sum/difference register.

SERIAL BCD ADD/SUB UNIT
AUGEND/MINUEND ADD END/SU B T HAHEND

B270

*0 % Cfl

826*

°0 £ I

MOST
SiGNIH-
CANT

3

<^

J 2
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As an option, the inhibit/enable sum control may be used

to force the sum output to logic "0" in between shift pulses

or as a "jam" function. The X2 and Y
2

inputs force the

sum to "0" when X
2
= Y

2
= "0'

.

SERIAL BCD ADD/SUBTRACT *

Figure 5 shows a BCD ADD/SUBTRACT serial subsystem.

This subsystem uses nine's complement addition to perform

subtraction. One should be aware that the nine's comple-

ment of the smaller (absolute value} number must be

formed in order to get the correct result.

OPERATION

The Augend and Addend are shifted into the 8270 (4 bit

shift registers). The divide by four counter is initially set to

Q. = 1 and G2 " 1. The subsystem is now ready to perform

*A 4-Bit BCD arithmetic unit, 82S82 and a 4-folt BCD adder 82S83

are also available from Sionetlc*.

Addition or Subtraction. If it is desired to perform ad-

dition, then the control lines on the nine's complement

converters are at logic "1" and Carry F lip-Flop is initially

reset (i.e., Q = "0").

To perform subtraction, the control line associated with the

smaller of the two numbers (absolute value) is at logic "0",

the other control line at logic "1" and the Carry Flip-Flop

is initially set (i.e., Q= "1").

The Carry Flip-Flop is clocked at one-fourth the system

rate due to the fact that a BCD code is 4 binary bits long.

The sum outputs of the Adder are allowed to enter the

sum/difference register in parallel on every 4th clock. Thus,

no information is entered into the sum/difference register

while shifting takes place.

CONDITIONAL BCD TO 9's COMPLEMENT t

=o
Dn=o

Cm be programmed into *« 8223 256 Bit P-HOM.

FIGURE 6
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ALSO AVAILABLE IN SCHOTTKY 82S90/82S91

ASYNCHRONOUS MSI COUNTERS/STORAGE ELEMENT

8280/81/88

8290/91

8292/93

82S90/91

INTRODUCTION TO ASYNCHRONOUS
COUNTERS

Signetics offers a variety of asynchronous MSI counters/

storage elements. These counters have two things in com-

mon: 1) the output of one flip-flop is connected to the

Clock input of the following flip-flop in "ripple" fashion,

and 2) each flip-flop is clocked on the negative-going edge

of the output transition of the preceding flip-flop or the

clock inputs. Thus, the Ntn flip-flop is activated on the

falling edge of the output transition of the N-1 flip-flop as

illustrated in Figure 1.

BINARY RIPPLE COUNTER

f

' 22

1 o

A

'

a

1

C

C

|

c

I

c

(3

r<.-1

c

N

c

1 1

r-J

FIGURE 1

Asynchronous counters have two distinct advantages over

other counter configurations. Power consumption can be

optimized, utilizing the fact that each flip-flop does not have

to be operated at the incoming frequency. In a binary

ripple counter, each flip-flop operates at one-half the fre-

quency of the preceding flip-flop. Complexity and power

consumption are reduced compared to synchronous counters

since little or no gating is required between flip-flops.

OUTPUT TRANSITIONS OF A
BINARY RIPPLY COUNTER

(8281)

CLOCK

OV

OV

B
o

OV

c„

OV

D„

OV

a*

1V/DIV

^
I

V.

—

—

— —--

—

>

v
/

y\ mm —

\ ^
\/

r

y\ —
tONSEC/DlV.

FIGURE 2

In most applications of frequency division, intermediate

codes are of no concern. Each output is considered

separately, in terms of the number of activating (negative-

going) pulses it produces in relation to the number of clock

pulses observed at the clock input of the counter.

Asynchronous counters traverse intermediate output codes

during singie clock intervals. This characteristic is demon-

strated for the 8281, 4-Bit Binary Ripple Counter in Figure

2. The traversed state(s) can last from 10 to 80ns de-

pending on the next code in the output sequence.
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When decoding the outputs, in counting applications, care

may have to be taken to ensure that the decoder is activated

after the interval when intermediate codes may exist. An
example of this decoding technique is shown in Figure 3.



SIGNETICS ASYNCHRONOUS MSI COUNTERS/STORAGE ELEMENT 8280
(
8290,82S90

STROBING THE OUTPUTS OF THE 8281

COUNTEH
C

ENABLE

HIGH
SPEEDLATCHES

2-82S08275

FIGURE 3

8200 SERIES RIPPLE COUNTERS/STORAGE
ELEMENTS

To provide the user with a maximum choice of speed/

power trade-off and counter moduli; the 8200 series

asynchronous MSI counters shown in Table 1 are all

pin-for-pin compatible. Thus, a user who wants to upgrade

his system at a later time can do so without penalty.

8280/81/88 COUNTERS/STORAGE ELEMENTS

The logic diagram of the 8281 4-Bit Binary (16 State)

Ripple Counter is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 is the logic

diagram of a modified ripple configuration, the 8280

BCD Decade Counter, whereas Figure 6 shows the 8288

divide-by-twelve counter. These counter/storage elements

consist of four presettable clocked J-K flip-flop elements

of the design shown in Figure 7.

8200 SERIES PRESETTABLE ASYNCHRONOUS MSI COUNTERS

TYPICAL

NUMBER GUARANTEED POWER REQUIRED REQUIRED REQUIRED REQUIRED
DEVICE

OF OUTPUT CLOCK INPUT CONSUMPTION STROBE STROBE RESET HOLD RESET RELEASE
TYPE

STATES FREQUENCY PER COUNTER HOLD TIME RELEASE TIME TIME TIME

8280 10 20 MHz 184 mW 35 ns 40 ns 35 ns 75 ns

8281 16 20 MHz 184 mW 35 ns 40 ns 35 ns 75 ns

8288 12 25 MHz 184 mW 35 ns 40 ns 35 ns 75 ns

8290 10 40 MHz 190 mW 25 ns 20 ns 30 ns 20 ns

8291 16 40 MHz 190 mW 25 ns 20 ns 30 ns 20 ns

8292 10 5 MHz 52 mW 75 ns 20 ns 60 ns 100 ns

8293 16 5 MHz 52 mW 75 ns 100 ns 60 ns 100 ns

82S90 10 85 MHz 308 mW 5 ns typ 10 ns typ 7 ns typ 10 ns typ

82S91 16 85 MHz 308 mW 5 ns typ 1 ns typ 7 ns typ 10 ns typ

TABLE 1

The first flip-flop is separated from the other three to pro-

vide applications flexibility. For example, the 8280 may be

arranged as a BCD decade counter or as a Bi-Quinary

(10-state) counter. The specifics of application flexibility

will be discussed later.
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8281

CLOCK 1

VCC -(14)

GND (7)

( ) = Denotes Pin Numbers for

14 Pin Dual-in-Line Package

TRUTH TABLE*

B inerv

Input A B c Do

1 1

2 1

3 1 1

4 1

5 1 1

6 1 t

7 1 1 1

8

9 1

10 1

11 i 1 D

12 1

13 1 e 1 1

14 i 1 1

15 1 1 1 1

"Connected for dfwide-fay- 16
operation (output A connected to Cpj)

FIGURE 4

8280

CLOCK 1

"0
9 m

Co
? (2)

i I*)

VCC =(14)

GND *> (7)

1 > = Denote! Pin Numbers for

14 Pin DuaMn-Lfne Package

DO
9(1*

TRUTH TABLE*

~*-fDF

6 (W o,.»

Decade (BCD)

Input AC Bo Co D

1 1

2 1

3 1 1

4 1

5 1 1

6 1 t

7 1 1 1

8 1

9 1 1

•Connected for BCD divlde-by-ten

operation (A connected to Cpg)
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8288

DATA STROBE

i-Lr>—

L

O
VCC = {14>

A, F PACKAGESGNO (7)

{ ) Denotes Pin Numbers for

14 Pin Dual-in-Line Package

TRUTH TABLE'

OUTPUT

ACount ' D \
C 8

1
o

1
1

2 1

3 1 1

4 1

5 1 1

6 1 1

7 1 1 1

8 1

9 1 1

10 1 1

11 1 1 1
1

1

Connected for divid8-by-12

operation (output A connected to Cp2 )

FIGURE 6

FIGURE 7
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SIGNAL PROCESSING/CLOCK INPUT REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR 8280/81/88

ENTERING PARALLEL DATA

While the STROBE line is activated (logic level "0") the

Master section of each J-K flip-flop is disabled such that

signal transitions at the clock inputs will have no effect.

The parallel preset inputs (DA , D B , Dc Dq) are enabled by
a "0" on the STROBE input, affecting a parallel data trans-

fer to the respective counter outputs. The STROBE input is

buffered to reduce its input load to 1.6mA. This asyn-

chronous parallel entry system is direct coupled, and there-

fore, is sensitive to DC input voltage levels only. The preset

capability allows either counter to be utilized as event

counters, fixed quantity totalizers, arbitrary length fre-

quency dividers, and as storage registers.

CLOCK REQUIREMENTS

The clock pulse amplitude should be 2.4V or greater with
minimum pulse width of 15ns at the 1.5V points. Since the

clocking mechanism is level-sensitive, the rise and fall times

of the clock signal are not critical. However, in line with

good TTL design techniques, the transition times should be

kept less than 1/js to minimize the effects of noise.

The internal flip-flops are negative edge triggered. When
counting, each flip-flop's master is enabled at the rising

edge of the clock pulse and data is transferred to the slave

(i.e. the output) on the falling edge of the Input clock. The
first flip-flop of each counter will accept clock (CLOCK 1)

input repetition rates in excess of 20 MHz. The CLOCK 2

input will operate reliably at clock frequencies up to

10 MHz.

The minimum strobe hold time ("0" level pulse width) is

typically 20ns.

NEGATIVE EXCURSIONS AT THE CLOCK IN-

PUT

DIRECT RESET

The 8280 and 8281 can also be reset or cleared to zero (all

outputs go to "0"), asynchronously. The direct coupled

RESET input activates on "0" level. RESET overrides

the clock and data strobe inputs. It is also buffered and

represents a load of 3.2 mA in the logical "0" state. The
minimum reset pulse width is also typically 20ns.

STROBE AND RESET RELEASE TIMES

If it is desired to count after a reset or strobe operation,

strobe and reset release times must be considered.

The 8280/81/88 Counters will accept a clocking transition

typically 30ns following the entry of parallel data or 50ns

following the activation of Reset. These parameters are

defined as Data Strobe Release Time and Reset Release

Time respectively and are illustrated in Figure 8.

STROBE & RESET RELEASE TIMES

STROBE OB BESET

1 J
i /

1J
I

FIRST CLOCKING
TRANSITION FOl
LOWING &TR06C
OR Rtr.tr

FIGURE 8
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The clock inputs of the 8280/8281 and 8288 have diode

clamps to prevent system malfunctions caused by ringing or

negative noise voltages which could otherwise cause false

triggering. The clamp diodes limit negative excursions to

about -IV.

DECOUPLING

Inadequate decoupling from VpC to GROUND can cause

system malfunctions. The 8280 and 8281 contain four out-

puts and one internal totem pole structure which current

spike. A 0.01/iF capacitor is required to achieve adequate

decoupling. The ceramic disc capacitor should be placed as

close as possible to the counter package.

ACCHARACTERISTICSOF THE 8280 AND 8281

5.25V

B.WV

4.75V

"cc-*L^
/
V«- S.OCV

^—<^^^=
• -=

^cc- 4,75V 82BO-DC

-6B"C -)fC +2FC -tS5"C +lrjTC +1J5"C

FIGURE 9
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Some of the AC characteristics of the 8280 and 8281 are

illustrated in Figure 9. The curve shows ONLY typical

parameters and must not be construed as being guaranteed

characteristics; however, assuming a possible deviation of

up to ±25%, these curves demonstrate the rationale behind

the guaranteed parameters.

This curve is a composite of two interdependent character-

istics; max. freq. and Iqq vs. temperature. This composite

shows the variation with temperature of Iqq at the maxi-

mum frequency of operation with all outputs fully DC

loaded and for three values of S/qc-

Although this data was taken only from the 8280 all

general parameters are also characteristic of the 8281.

8290/91 AND 8292/93 COUNTER STORAGE
ELEMENTS

The 8290 BCD Decade Counter, Figure 10 and the 8291

4-Bit Binary (16-state) Ripple Counter, Figure 11, are pin-

for-pin interchangeable with the 8280 and 8281, re-

spectively. The logic diagram for the 8290/91 counters is

identical with that of the 8280/81. The 8290/91 counters

are guaranteed for 40MHz operation with typical frequency

capability in excess of 60MHz.

The data strobe holding time is 25ns maximum, with a

typical requirement of 15ns. The reset holding time is 30ns

maximum but typically reset can be accomplished within

20ns.

8290/92 LOGIC

J
161

|
l»l

|
"I T

« A r < B L ( c r« D

V
CC

- (14)

GND - (7)

( ) « Denotes Pin Numbers lor

14 Pin Dual-in-Line Package

TRUTH TABLE*

Decade (BCD)

Input Aq Bo c Do

1 1

2 1

3 1 1

4 1

S 1 1

6 1 1

7 1 1 1

8 1

9 1 1

Connected for BCD divide-by-1

operation A connected to Cp2-

FIGURE 10

8291/93 LOGIC
Co

cc
GND - (7)

( ) Denotes Pin Numbers for

14 Pin Oual-in-Une Package FIGURE 11

TRUTH TABLE*

Binary

Input A Bo c Do

1 1

2 1

3 1 1

4 c 1

S 1 1

6 1 1

7 1 1 1

S

9 1

10 1

11 1 1

12 1

13 1 1

14 1 1

15 1 1 1

'Connected for divide-by- 16

operation A connected to Cp2-
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The 8292 is a low power variation of the 8280 BCD Decade
Ripple Counter and is pin-for-pin interchangeable with both
the 8290 and 8280. The 8293 is a low power variation of

the 8281 4-Bit (16-State) Binary Ripple Counter and is

pin-for-pin interchangeable with the 8281 as well as the

8291. Since a majority of counter requirements are at fre-

quencies of less than 5 MHz, significant power saving can be

realized by using the 8292 and 8293 for these require-

ments. Power consumption is typically 52 mW at 5 MHz

when operating from a 5.00V supply. Propagation delay

from CLOCK to output is typically 35ns for each bit.

8290 AND 8291 BASIC BINARY

HIseT O—-•

-O'K

FIGURE 12
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8292 AND 8293 BASIC BINARY

H<J—I
l •

>-|—N—I—KH'

-Ovcc

FIGURE 13

The internal flip-flop designs for the 8290/91 and 8292/93

respectively are shown in Figures 12 and 13. By using a

stored-charge master in the master-slave storage elements

high-speed and low power dissipation can be achieved

in the 8290/91 and a low power medium speed counter

design resulted in the 8292/93.

The Schottky versions of these counters, the 82S90 (logic

as shown in Figure 10) and the 82S91 (logic as shown in

Figure 11) have just been introduced. These dc-coupled,

master-slave devices are pin compatible with the 8280/90/92

and 8281/91/93 respectively, but they operate at typically

100 MHz.
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SIGNAL PROCESSING/INPUT CLOCK REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR 8290/91 AND 8292/93

ENTERING DATA

The entry of any desired output code is achieved by placing

that 4-bit code at the data inputs and strobing (STROBE =

"0"). STROBE overrides the clock and the typical strobe

interval is 15ns for the 8290/91 and 60ns for the 8292/93.

RESET

Total reset may be accomplished in typically 15ns for the

8290/91 and typically 45ns for the 8292/93. The activation

of RESET ("0") dominates both CLOCK and STROBE
while completely discharging the clocking capacitors, pre-

venting transients at the output and the toggling of any

binary.

STROBE AND RESET RELEASE TIMES

stored charge clock steering network. Compatibility with

this fall time requirement is met with most TTL and DTL
families.

NEGATIVE EXCURSIONS AT THE CLOCK INPUT

Negative ringing at the CLOCK input can cause the 8290 or

8291 to malfunction. If the clock goes to approximately

-.6V, both input transistors can turn on and change the

state of the output in the same manner as would a normal

clock pulse making a "1" to "0" transition. Careful

attention must then be paid to board layout to minimize

ringing and to prevent noise from being coupled into the

clock line.

Since the 8292 and 8293 use a stored-charge clocking

mechanism similar to that in the 8290 and 8291, the same

precautions should be taken to limit negative overshoot to

less than -0.6 volt.

In those applications where negative ringing and noise is a

problem, the DC-coupled master-slave designs, 8280/81
and 82S90/91 should be used.

If it is desired to count after a reset or strobe operation,

strobe and reset release times must be considered.

The 8290/91 Counters will accept a clocking transition

typically 20ns following the entry of parallel data or the

activation of Reset. The 8290/93 have a typical strobe/

reset release time of 80ns. These parameters are defined as

Data Strobe Release Time and Reset Release Time re-

spectively and are illustrated in Figure 14.

STROBE & RESET RELEASE TIMES

cmSM M teat

\ I

i
/

' I- 1 CLOCKING
TRANSITION FOL
LOWING ST BOB E

lOP ftESET

FIGURE 14

MAXIMUM CAPACITIVE LOADING

The output latch circuit for the 8290 and 8291 is buffered

(Figure 12) such that momentary grounding of any output

will not cause that particular output to latch in a "0" state

after the ground is removed. In addition, trie only limitation

to capacitive loading is the degradation of ripple propagation

time and maintaining the required fall time of less than

75ns.

The outputs of the 8292 and 8293 are buffered (Figure 13).

Therefore, the only limitation to capacitive loading of

these high-speed counters is the degradation of ripple

propagation time and maintaining the required fall time of

less than 75ns.

DECOUPLING

Although the 8292 and 8293 are low-power counters, they

contain the same number of totem pole output structures

as the 8280, 8281, 8290 and 8291. As a result, a minimum
decoupling capacitance of 0.01/jF, non-inductive, is rec-

ommended for all counters discussed.

AC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 8290. 8291, 8292 AND
8293

CLOCKING

Minimum clock pulse amplitudes of 2.4V with pulse widths

12.5ns for the 8290/91 and 25ns for the 8292/93 counters

are recommended for reliable toggling. Fall times, in-

dependent of pulse width, should not exceed 75ns to

achieve the energy transfer required to reliably activate the
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Shown in Figures 15 through 20 are the AC characteristics of

the high-speed 8290 (8291) and low-power 8292 (8293)

ripple counters. These curves show ONLY typical param-

eters and must not be construed as being guaranteed

characteristics; however, assuming a possible deviation of

up to ±25%, these curves demonstrate the rationale behind

the guaranteed parameters. Each curve has two parts: the

first curve shows the 8290 and the second curve shows the

8292,
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8290/8291
8292/8293

CLOCK FREOilENCV

The power supply current vs. clock frequency shown tn these curves for three value, of Vcc <VCC - 5.00V *6%J. All testing was

performed at an ambient temperature of 26°C CTA = 25°C) and with all outputs fully loaded.

FIGURE 15

8290/8291
8292/8293

I

CL.O
LOA

I

S* FREQUENCY -M*
D- FULL DC. FAM-OU

I

T

I

1
1

—
\ 1

vcc-lm

1 1 1

CLQC* FREQUENCY -6 HHi
S.0AD- FULL D-C- F Ah-OUT

vcc" B.2BV
cc-s.oov

These curves demonstrate the vartetion of power supply current vs. ambient temperature at the guaranteed operating frequency of

these counters under full DC fan-out and at Vcc = 5.00V ±5%,

FIGURE 16

8290/8291
1

LOAE
I

1

• FULLt
UN-OUT

.C.

V,

F^
4.70V

—

i

vcc -5 3 BV
vo=- B.00V A

8292/8293
1

LOA
1

D - FULL
FAN-OU

2 C

"^^4.517 1

oov

ti^
'—jar '

5JSV*

s.&ov

a *as
= *wr +75" +100* -t2G"

AMBIENT HWWIWMall T
*& -SC -75* +100' *125*

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE-'

C

The typical strobe hold time vs. ambient temperature shows the change with temperature of the minimum time the strobe Input

must be at a "0" level to guarantee that the information present at the parallel data inputs will be stored in each binary element.

The strobe hold time was measured for V Cc " 5.00V ±5% with all outputs under full DC fan-out.

FIGURE 17
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8290/8291

I I

LOAD - FULL DC,
FAN-OUT

4.75V

5.25V

5.00V-

8292/8293

I

LOAD-FULL DC
FAN-OUT

Vcc- I-76V vcc
- S.2SV

' Vqc ' 5-0°v

o ** tar +7T +1Q0* +iw
AMHIENT TEMf»ERATURE-"C

o +s= *&« +re- hot +>w
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE-'C

The typical

must be at a

reset hold time vs. ambient temperature shows the change with temperature of the minimum time the reset Input
"0" level to guarantee that all outputs are "0". All test* were taken with full DC fen-outs and Vcc » 5.00 ±5%.

FIGURE 18

.8290/8291

LOA > FULL
:AN-QU1

DC

v cc -4.75V

Vcc-*oov—

*

Vcc-! ?h\ -"

8292/8293

-L*£ 75V_ I I

LOAD-FULL O.C.

FAN-OUT

"cc - - 5V—

^

2 Vcc-s.imM

l

5

-5B' -as" -3S- *50 *7S -100 -1J5 .35 -7S .JC *7S» *1OT MZV
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE- C AMBIENT TEMPERATURE - C

a. b.
The typical strobe release time vs. ambient temperature illustrates the variation with temperature of the minimum interval of time
required before a clocking transition will be recognized by a counter after the strobe input has been disabled ("1").

FIGURE 19

8290/8291

LOAD
FA

:ULL DC
¥-OUT VCC** 75V ^

"T"
VGC" i.<xrvA vcc-- _2BV-^

8292/8293

4.76V

I

LOAD-FULL DC

IL 5V**^
s.oov

..,

Sf H51 -100= •115'

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE-' i;

o 2r «r w loo
-

i2s"

AMBI ENT TEMPERATUR E-' C

The typlcel reset release time vs. ambient temperature Illustrates the variation with temperature of the minimum interval of time
required before a clocking transition will be recognized by a counter after the reset has been disabled ("1").

FIGURE 20
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APPLICATIONS

CASCADING ASYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS

r

lss

-Jill[ 411k 41
CLOCK 2 i<3

CLOCK 1 O

f

A() Bo Cj Do
c, *c

C 8280/81m 1 O
S RD On [O

DA DB DC DD

Aj, Bo Cq O
cj k>

C 8ZB0/BVBI I—Q
S Rn Oi rO

DA O a DC D

Ao Bfl

cz

C
1

82flO/ai,'3B

s
DA °B

n^
i

.< 1 1 > ( 1 c > C 1 i 1 1 b c) ctl
PRESET DATA iNPUTS

FIGURE 21

CASCADING COUNTERS

Figure 21 illustrates how several 8280/8281, 8288, 8290/

8291, 8292/8293 and/or 82S90/82S91 counters may be

cascaded in a ripple fashion to count or total any number

of counts or events in any one or a combination of BCD

decade, divide-by-twelve and/or 4-bit binary (hexadecimal

>

counting sequences.

The total number of counts before overflow occurs can be

reduced by presetting the counter to some initial count. If

a clocking signal is not present at the CLOCK 1 input after

the STROBE ("0") is released (goes to a "1"), the preset

information is stored. However, if a clocking signal is then

applied, the counter will eventually overflow to zero at a

count equal to the total capacity of the counter minus the

preset count.

An example of this function is illustrated in Figure 22. An

8290 40 MHz BCD Decade Counter and two 8292 5 MHz

BCD Decade Counters are cascaded producing a 40 MHz

divide-by- 1000 ripple counter. Notice that the high-speed

8290 was not required in the second and third decade po-

sitions due to the frequency division of ten in the first

decade (8290), If the high-speed counters are unnecessary,

significant power saving can be attained at frequencies be-

low 5 MHz by using the low-power 8292' and 8293.

PRESETTING ASYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS

OOOO 0000 oooo
r—

I
II K r—LLLN r—LLLtr25

A B C D ABCD ABCD
k c, kj Cj k: c2

FIGURE 22

In the example (Figure 22), a preset count of 876 is strobed

into the counter (STROBE = "0"). When the STROBE is

released ("1"), the counter can count 124 events (clock

transitions} before overflowing to zero.
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signotics APPLICATIONS MEMO

DIGITAL 8000 SERIES TTL/MSI

QUAD BUS RECEIVER WITH HYSTERESIS SCHMITT TRIGGER

8T380

DESCRIPTION

The 8T380 is a quad 2-input bus receiver with hysteresis for

use in 1/0, data, and memory busses that may be

terminated in their characteristic impedance of typically

120 ohms. The external termination is intended to be a 180
ohm resistor from the bus to the +5V supply together with

a 390 ohm resistor to ground. Built in hysteresis provided

maximum noise immunity and a power-up or power-down
sequence on the receiver will not affect the bus. Low input

current allows several drivers and receivers to communicate
over a common bus in "Party Line" fashion. The receiver

has been designed to be pin compatible with the Signetics

Utilogic II SP380 gate and provides increased noise immuni-

ty as well as lower input current. The 8T380 is ideal as a

Schmitt-Trigger in analog interfaces that cannot tolerate the

non- linear input impedance characteristics of standard TTL.
All inputs have clamping diodes to simplify systems design.

PIN CONFIGURATION

FEATURES

• HIGH SPEED (TYP. 18ns)

• LOW INPUT CURRENT (TYP .15mA)

• BUILT IN HYSTERESIS (TYP. IV)

• HIGH NOISE IMMUNITY (TYP. 1.6V)

• TTL/DTL COMPATIBLE

• INPUT CLAMP DIODES

• SP380/OM7836 PLUG-IN REPLACEMENT

8T380
QUAD 2-INPUT
BUS RECEIVER

A generalized "party line" bus interface is shown in Figure

1. Each driver/receiver combination can communicate with

any other pair or all. Open collector NAND gates such as

the Signetics 8881/7439 have adequate drive capability for

the bus terminations as well as 20 driver/receiver pairs. In

addition the bussing scheme is non-inverting as shown and

bus drivers are activated by a logic "1", whereas bus

receivers are activated by a logic "0".

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS BUS INTERFACE

High input impedance and high noise immunity make the

8T380 ideally suited for a bus receiver on a controlled

impedance, bi-directional data bus. Controlled impedance

data busses feature minimized reflected signals and pulse

distortion. The supply voltage on the 8T380 may go to zero

without affecting the impedance reflected to the bus. This

is important when taking devices "off line" or when devices

are attached for "standby" operation with power off.
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Each terminator consisting of a 180 ohm resistor to Vqc
and a 390 ohm resistor to ground is a 120 ohm —
Thevenin's equivalent circuit. The maximum length of cable

that can be driven is a complex relationship involving the

type of cable used as well as the distribution of drivers and

receivers on the bus. Using flat ribbon cable, a maximum
reasonable length is 50ft. minus the combined length of all

taps or stubs.
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS (Cont'd)

VI ?«9 "tr - REC5IVE
"1"- TRANSMIT "1"»QFF

3MII < "o" . OFF

iH> .Jo«

FIGURE 1

SCHMITT TRIGGER

The receiver transfer curve shown in Figure 2a makes the

8T380 ideal in a variety of Schmitt Trigger and Wave-

shipping applications such as Fig. 2b.

TRANSFER CURVE

Vqut

1.3V 13V

SCHMITT TRIGGER APPLICATION

-~p-
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FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT

To measure frequency, the input frequency to the counter

cascade must be gated by a time standard. The total count

after the timing interval is then strobed into a storage/

buffer register which could be an 8275 Quad Latch. The
counter can be reset and allowed to count again while the

stored preceding count is being displayed, as shown in

Figure 8. With the82S90as the least significant decade, the

maximum input frequency is guaranteed to be 85MH2.

FREOUEMCV '

3-88

FREQUENCY COUNTER

n
°A °B °C °D

B
°n °i °c °p

TTTT
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f | "a °e Qc °o [ Pi °k "a °c °n I
[~

| |
f[
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°A B» °C °Q

TTTT nr
~

m

TTTT TTTTfnri
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FIGURE 23
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FREQUENCY DIVISION WITH SQUARE WAVE
OUTPUT

A Bi-Quinary counter for the 8280/8290/8292/82S90 and a

square wave divide-by-twelve counter for the 8288 are pro-

duced by connecting the D output to the A-bit CLOCK

input and driving the B-bit CLOCK input with the input

frequency. Figures 24 and 25 illustrate these connections.

These connections are useful whenever an output square-

wave has to be produced by a counter.

BI-QUINARY COUNTER

TRUTH TABLE FOR BIQUINARY CONNECTION

CLOCK B c A

0"

1 1

2 1

3 1 1

4 1 o.

5

6 1

7 1

8 1 1

9 1

10

- 5

-5

111!
1 1 t

% * B e D

C. 6280/90/92 OR
8282

FIGURE 24

TRUTH TABLE FOR-M2 WITH SQUARE WAVE OUTPUT

CLOCK B c D A

01

1 1

2 1

3 1 1

4 1

5 1 1 0.J

6

7 1 o

8 1

9 1 1

10 1

11 1 1

12 °

-6

t6

A B C D

| | | |

FIGURE 25

DIGITAL CLOCK DESIGN

To illustrate the versatility of Signetics' asynchronous MSI

counters a digital clock design is shown in Figure 26. The

6OH2 line frequency is fed directly into an 8T14 line re-

ceiver that is an excellent Schmitt trigger because of its

built-in hysteresis of approximately 0,5V. As a result, TTL
compatible rise and fall times are available to drive the

8288-1.

Since the 8288 is partioned into two sections, only the

divide- by-six connection is needed. This counter is followed

by an 8292 operating in the Bi-Quinary mode which results

in a 1Hz square wave at the A output of counter 2.

To count down the seconds and minutes 8292's are used in

the BCD mode and 8288's are operating in the divide-by-six

mode. The hours are counted on a 12-hour basis as opposed

to a 24-hour clock. Thus, in addition to the 8292-7 op-
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erating in the BCD mode only a divide-by-two flip-flop is

needed. To achieve this inexpensively, advantage has been

taken off an unused flip-flop in the 8288-6.

Whenever the thirteenth hour (13:00:00) is detected the

appropriate counters (6&7) are strobed such that they are

preset to 1:00:00. Since 2/3 (8T14) was not used it is

employed as a 3-input NAND gate to give the data strobe

command.

For readout purposes seven-segment light emitting diode

displays (Monsanto Man-1) are driven by 8T54 constant

current LED decoder/drivers. Only one 5V power supply is

needed and no current emitting resistors are required for the

LED's. For good regulation a 550 Voltage Regulator with

an external series pass transistor is employed.

The clock can be easily preset by use of a 2-pole 4-position

switch. When setting hours and minutes, the second

counters (3&4) remain reset while a 60Hz or 2 Hz square

wave respectively is applied to the Cp input of 8292-5.

12 HOUR DIGITAL CLOCK

MAN 1

b c i ! 1 g

TJ

MAN 1

b c d r a

n

MAN 1

b e d «

• b i d i i s

BTS4

A B O
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b c d e ft

l B i o ( g

BTM

A S C O

A B C O

P5 QAPg Pe Dp

vec — vcc

lTFti

MAN 1

b a d t f g

b t <J « f<
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VARIABLE MODULUS COUNTERS

A variable modulus counter (VMC) is a programmable di-

vider capable of dividing the input frequency by any desired

count. The VMC finds extensive use in precise frequency

division applications such as digital timers, sequential con-

trol operations and frequency synthesizers. It will be shown

in the following discussion how BCD decade counters such

as the 8280, 8290, 82S90 or 8292 and/or 4-bit binary

counters such as the 8281, 8291, 82S91 and 8293 can be

used in variable modulus counter (programmable divider)

applications.

Figure 27 shows a generalized application of the variable

modulus principle* A decade counter is cascaded with a 4-bit

binary counter for a maximum possible modulus of 160

. (i.e., a divide by ten counter cascaded with a divide by 16

counter yields 160 distinct output states, to 159). The

VMC operation is attained by presetting an initial condition

(Nc ) such that:

IV N r
-N

where: Nq = the preset number

Nmax = the maximum count (i.e., modulus -1)

of the cascaded counters

N = the desired frequency divisor

After N clock pulses, the preset counters in Figure 27 have

attained their maximum count which is detected by Nand

gates W and X resulting in a set pulse for the strobe latch

consisting of cross-coupied gates Y and Z. The Q output of

the strobe latch is connected to the data strobe inputs (DS)

of the counters to parallel load them with the preset in-

formation. Since the inverted clock pulse resets the strobe

latch, new information from the data inputs will be loaded

every N clock pulses.

In the example, Figure 27, a modulus of 17 is desired.

Thus, the counters are preset with binary information as

shown and the full count on both counters is detected (full

count =1001 for the BCD counter and 1111 for the binary

counter) at the point W.

VARIABLE MODULUS COUNTER

*1 B, C, D,poop

CLOCK Cf—*

S— r

L>

r-n Ds R

P7 DA °B °C °D

2
DA DB PC °Q

A B C O

«BIT •
I C, BINARY

|

VccO-

1/48880 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

o
CL'CcTt

10 1 DO) 10 1 1 II

TIMING DIAGRAM

9 10 11 12 13 11 15 IB 17 t 2

DECADE COUNTERS:

tw 2SMHITYP*
8280 6OMH1 TYP

lOOMHiTYP
B293 LOW POWER

HOMHl. S2mWl

4-BIT BINARY COUNTERS
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8291 SOMHlTYF
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(tOMHl.SZmWI
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FIGURE 27
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As seen in the timing diagram point W falls after 17 clock

pulses (falling edges}. A logical "0" at W sets the strobe

latch and the strobe line stays low for as long as the clock

is low, thus presetting the number N^ = Nmax - N. The
output frequency at the Q and Q outputs of the strobe

latch is equal to the clock frequency divided by the

desired modulus, 17,

The approach shown here will work in the programmable

mode to over 40MHz and does not depend on clock-pulse

width. The only restriction is that division is not possible

for N = 1 or 2. But, all other numbers can be preset such

that fout = fjn/N. N is defined to be any number such that

3< N<modulus-1.

Thus, in general, the presetting of the counter yields:

fout =VN

Tout = N T
in

HIGH SPEED VARIABLE MODULUS COUNTER

The principal limitation in the design of high-speed pro-

grammable counters is the strobe internal required to

synchronously preset data into the counters.

THE CIRCUIT OPERATES AS FOLLOWS: One-third

74H11 3- Input AND-gate together with the multiple

J* Inputs of the 74H102 decode the BCD number 97 at the

falling edge of the clock when Ag goes to A logical 1. Thus,

after a small delay A, J' will be a logical 1 and on the fall

of the next clock-pulse the flip-flop is triggered. The Q
output will go low and the counters are strobed for one full

clock interval. The fall of the 99th clock pulse toggles the

flip-flop back since the J' input is at a logical 0.

HIGH SPEED VARIABLE MODULUS COUNTER
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SYNCHRONOUS UP/DOWN COUNTERS

8284

8285

INTRODUCTION

The 8284 Hexadecimal {4-bit binary) Synchronous UP/

DOWN Counter has sixteen unique 4-bit output codes

which occur synchronously. The 8285 is a BCD Decade

Synchronous UP/DOWN Counter and has ten unique

binary-coded-decimal (8421) synchronous output states.

The input/output functions of the 8284 and 8285 permit

cascading of ten stages at about the guaranteed operating

frequency of 20 MHz.

The operation and applications of these counters are dis-

cussed in detail. To help the system designer use the 8284

and 8285 more effectively, a section has been included on

design precautions.

One of the major advantages of synchronous counters over

rippie or asynchronous counters is that all outputs change

at the same time, eliminating false output transition codes.

DEVICE DESCRIPTION

The 8284 and 8285 are synchronous UP/DOWN counters

with reset to "0" and set to 15 (8284) or 9 (8285) asyn-

chronous entry clock override (refer to Figure 1). Carry-

Out and propagation of data occur synchronously with the

falling edge of the clock input. The Q outputs of all four

binaries are available, together with Q* and Carry-Out.

The Count- Enable input goes to an AND gate which is tied

to the toggle enable input of each binary element. This

toggle enable AND gate also has the Carry- In, Set and Reset

inputs connected to it. As shown in Figure 1, if one of

these inputs is "0", the counter is disabled and will not

count.

The Carry-In input, besides being tied to the toggle enable

AND gate, also enables the Carry-Out output. The Count-

Enable input has no effect on the Carry-Out. Therefore, the

carry term can propagate through the counter while count-

ing is inhibited by the Count-Enable ("0"). This input/

output configuration makes it possible to cascade up to

eleven stages of 8284's or 8285's with completely syn-

chronous operation at high speeds which is not possible

with ripple carry terms.

For the 8284 Hexadecimal Counter, a binary coded fifteen

(Q
T

= Q2 = Q3 = Q4 = "1") in the count up mode (UP/

DOWN = "1" level) will generate a Carry-Out (C
Q

"1"

level) when Carry-In goes high. The 8285 BCD Decade

Counter in the count up mode generates a Carry-Out for a

binary coded nine (Q^ =04= "1", ^2 ~ ^3 = "^"^ wnen

the Carry-In input goes to a "1" logic level. In the count

down mode (UP/DOWN = "0" level), both counters

generate a Carry-Out when the Carry-In is a logic "1" level

and a binary coded zero (Q^ =02 = 03 = 04 = "0") is

detected. The propagation delay from Carry- In going to a

logic "1" level to Carry-Out going to a logic "1" level is

typically 15 nsec. The propagation delay from Clock to

Carry-Out is typically 30 nsec.

The level sensitive clocking mechanism is buffered to re-

duce the clock line loading to a single TTL load. The clock

input pulse width must be greater than 20 nsec at the 1.5V

points of the rising and falling edges with an amplitude of

2.4V or greater.

CASCADING COUNTERS

The manner in which the first two 8284"s or 8285"s are

connected is the key to cascading ten stages at the maxi-

mum guaranteed toggle rate of 20 MHz (Figure 2), The

least significant counter (1) has the Count- Enable and the

Carry- In inputs tied together to optimize speed. These

paralleled inputs are used to enable ("1" level) or inhibit

("0" level} the counter. The Carry-Out is connected to the

Count-Enable inputs of all succeeding stages. The Carry-In

input of the second stage (2) is tied to VqC which generates

an "anticipated" Carry-In 16 counts (8284) or 10 counts

(8285) before the Count-Enable is activated ("1" level) by

the Carry-Out of the first stage (1).

The Set and Reset inputs provide complete clock lock-out

when activated ("0" level). Reset and Set are accomplished

in typically 20 nsec.

The 2's complement is generated for all negative binary

counts of the 8284. The 2's complement 2i^\ of a binary

word is found in Table 2.

DESIGN PRECAUTIONS

Certain precautions must be taken to ensure optimum
system performance of MSI circuit designs using TTL tech-

niques.

High frequency distribution techniques should be used for

Vqc and GROUND. These techniques should include

ground planes to minimize DC offsets and provide a low

impedance path to reduce transient noise on the printed

circuit boards.
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LOGIC DIAGRAMS

I

-Cx^

b-

£_&

'
sf^' 'W^' T^iE^' "1^=3^

CARRY IN O—

t

1

*

-u»

-0°-

A-fi.

CARRY OUT Carry Outg284 Carry In (Q
1
Q2 Q3 Q4 UP + Q-\ Q2 Q3 Q4 DOWN)

Carry Out 82g5 = Carry In (Q
1
Q4 UP + Q

1
Q2 Q3 Q4 DOWN)

MODE OF OPERATION

SET RESET CARRY IN
COUNT
ENABLE

FUNCTIONUP/DOWN

A. Asynchronous 1 X X X "0" (0000)

8284 Only 1 X X X "15" (1111)

8285 Only 1 X X X "9" (10 1)

B. Synchronous

1 1 X X Hold*

1 1 X X Hold*

1 1 1 1 "Down" Count*

.

1 1 1 1 1 "Up" Count*

Function is synchronous with NEGATIVE going transition of the Clock pin.

X = don't care.
TABLE 1
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2's Complement of A

DEFINITION OF 2's COMPLEMENT

2 (A)
= 1

(AJ + 2° where 2 (A> = 2's Complement of A

i(A) = 1's Complement of A

EXAMPLE:
2
(0 1 1 0) = 1

(0 1 1 0) + 1 = 1 t + 1 = 1 1

Count Sequence - UP/DOWN = "0" 00 11

001
000 1

0000
1111
1110
110 1

+3

+2

+ 1

-1

-2
-3

The 1*8 complement of a word is found by inverting all bits: 1 (-|010)=0101

TABLE 2

The current spike produced by the totem-pole output

structures during "0" to "1" switching transitions can cause

MSI elements to malfunction if VqC is not properly de-

coupled to GROUND. A ceramic disc capacitance of 2000

pF or more for each totem-pole structure should be con-

nected between Vqq and GROUND in close proximity to

the MSI device to provide proper bypassing. The six output

and two internal totem- pole structures of the 8284 and

8285 require a 0.02j^F ceramic disc capacitor VCq bypass.

Electrically open inputs degrade the AC and DC noise

immunity as well as the switching speed of an MSI circuit.

All inputs must be connected to low impedance sources for

optimum noise immunity and switching speed. Unused in-

puts should be tied to a driving source, VCq or GROUND.
Unused inputs may be tied directly to V^q if the power

supply voltage never exceeds 5.5V; otherwise, the input

should be tied to Vqq through a resistor (1 Kfi). More than

one unused input may be tied to Vqq through the same

resistor.

For the 8284 and 8285, Reset and Set should be connected

to Vqp when unused. Count-Enable when unused should

be connected to the Carry- In input or to Vqq. The Carry-In

input for a single counter or the first in a series of cascaded

counters can be used to inhibit counting {"0" logic level)

by a gate or, when unused, should be tied to V^q.

All rise and fall times (10% to 90%) should be less than 1

^sec for a pulse amplitude of 2.2V or greater (not to ex-

ceed 5.5V).

If interconnections between devices are longer than 8

inches, precautions should be taken to minimize line

reflections and ringing. All inputs to the 8284 and 8285

counters are internally protected with diode clamps. These

diodes will limit negative excursions to — 1 V or less.

SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

CASCADING COUNTERS

Their unique input and output functions make possible the

cascading of up to ten 8284 Hexadecimal and 8285 BCD
Decade Counters while operating up to a frequency of 20

MHz. Being able to cascade ten stages permits the designer

to count to 240 or 1,099,51 1,627,776 counts for the 8284

and to 10-jo or 10,000,000,000 counts for the 8285. These

total counts can be achieved in both the up and down

count modes with completely synchronous output code

transitions. Further cascading past the eleventh stage is

possible "if necessary'.' but the Carry-Out of the first stage

(C
i

) would have to be buffered.

The following example is intended to clarify the inter-

connection scheme shown in Figure 2a. The example will

show the cascading of ten 8285 BCD Decade Counters. The

counters will be connected to take full advantage of the

"anticipated-carry" capability.

Decade No. 1 has the Carry- In and Count- Enable inputs

tied together. This input is used as the Count- Enable (CE)

for the entire ten stage counter. The Carry-In (Cj) to Carry-

Out (C ) propagation delay is typically 15 nsec (as shown

in Figure 2b) and the typical propagation delay from the

falling edge of the Clock (C|_) to C
Q

is 30 nsec (as shown in

Figure 2c for the ninth and tenth clocking transition).
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Q. Q, Q, 0. Q L

HIGH SPEED SYNCHRONOUS CASCADING OF THE 8284/8285
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J
\CARRY IN

\J
N s~\

CARRY OUT
A

L

-v.

A

I

s / —
Y
A
\

10ns/QIV

b. FIGURE 2

The second decade (2) has the C^ tied to Vqq. The C
Q2

is

therefore always enabled. The C 1 of the first decade

which is connected to the C
e
of the other nine decades

enables the second decade to count one count for every ten

counts in the first decade. C 2 is allowed to ripple through

all successive decades. The propagation delays are shown

below:

For the

9999999989 to 999999999 transition

BCD Decade or Hexadecimal) of synchronous UP/DOWN
counters, it is possible to buffer the C

Q
of the first stage

and drive the C
e

inputs of 24 stages at the maximum op-

erating frequency of 20 MHz. A 25 stage Hexadecimal

Counter is able to store 2 1 °0 counts. It would take ap-

proximately 2 10^ years at 20 MHz to overflow this

counter. A ten stage Hexadecimal will take over fifteen

hours to overflow at 20 MHz. Therefore, few requirements

ever exceed ten stages.

1'S COMPLEMENT GENERATOR

C. to C
o2

30 nsec x 1 decade 30 nsec

C;o to C„i - 15 nsec x 8 decades = 1 20 nsec-]2 Jo3

-1 50 nsec - 1 50 nsec

10 more counts in the first decade at 20 MHz = +500 nsec

+350 nesc

The 500 nsec between Count-Enables for the second

through tenth decade allows three times the delay required

for the carry term to propagate through nine decades. If the

designer has a requirement for more than ten stages (either

3-96

In the count down mode the 8284 (Hexadecimal) generates

the 2's complement (Table 2) of any negative count. The

2's complement permits addition of positive and negative

binary numbers without code conversion of the negative

number. However, if the 1's complement or the reciprocal

of the positive binary number is desired, 2° (LSB) must be

subtracted from the 2's complement number:

-6 in 2's complement =10 10
-2° -0001

then: -6 in 1'scomplemenr = 1 1

where; 2,x\ <?0 _ 1 —(A) -2 - 1
(A)
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To generate the 1's complement automatically in the nor-

mal counting sequence of a system using 8284 s requires

the addition of a single 8H70 (Triple 3-tnput NAND Gate),

As shown in Figure 3, the combined Carry-Out (C
e

• Cj)

detects all zero crossings. The 1's complement has two

states for zero, all O's and all 1's. All outputs are Set (SD

"0") to "l"s when all
"0" are detected in the count

"DOWN" (U/D » "0") mode. Conversely, all outputs are

Reset (Rq = "0") to "0"s when all 1's are detected in the

count "UP" (U/D = "1") mode. An example of the gen-

erated 'T's complement counting sequence is shown in

Table 3.

GENERATION OF 1's COMPLEMENT NEGATIVE BINARY NUMBERS
OOOOO OOOOO QOOOO o o o o o

C. O-

UIO HDC L %
J _£XS

u

n: s
i

o

Vl COMPLEMENT GENERATOR

c
i o-

> Rn - HID C„ ' C,

> S^-U/D -C,-^

I

FIGURE 3

TABLE 3

"V's COMPLEMENT COUNTING SEQUENCE

Clock Decimal Binary V c
i

U/D SD RD

1

+3

+2

1

1

1

„ 1 's Comp.
1

1

2

3

+1 1 I 1

1

4

1 1 1

-1 1 I
1

5 -2 1 ^§ -1 1

6

7

-1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

8

1 1

+1 1 1 1
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MAGNITUDE AND SIGN GENERATOR when the combined Carry-Out (C • C-) goes to a "]" level.

The function generated at the output U/D is:

The 1's and the 2's complement representations of negative

numbers are insufficient for some applications. When de-

coding the outputs of 8285's for numeric readouts, it is

desirable to produce the absolute value of a number and its

sign. A decoding system with these features eliminates any

further decoding to display negative numbers. The mag-

nitude and sign capability of the configuration shown in

Figure 4 simplifies the decoding of negative numbers for

both the 8284 and the 8285.

U/D
Q

= S * P + S P

where: P - "1" (P = "0") then N >
P = "0"{P = "1"} thenN>0
N = Number of counts

S = "1", count positive

S "0", count negative

The latch (P) is enabled when Carry-In (C
e

• Cj) goes

to "1" which occurs at all zero crossings.

As shown in Figure 4, Gates 1, 2, 3 and 4 form a D-type

latch. The U/D input is transferred to point P (Gate 3)

Table 4 shows the count sequences generated for a single

8285 BCD Decade Counter with the magnitude and sign

generator connected.

GENERATION OF MAGNITUDE AND SIGN

Q
l
a2 ®3 Q4 Q4

COUNT I !* 3 !™* r

-
„
e

ENABLE O *—

I

IOjSs2SmA

Co J L

U/0"D C L S

l_0

U/BnD CL SD U/DK C
L S

<? IP

V(X

t=

1
1-

MAGNITUDE AND SIGN GENERATOR

*0-

-O POSITIVE BAR

'CAPACITORS ELIMINATE SPIKES DUE TO UNEQUAL OUTPUT LOADING

FIGURE 4
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COUNT SEQUENCE USING THE MAGNITUDE AND SIGN GENERATOR

s*
Carry-Out P U/D N

Clock
Binary Decimal

1 11 +3

1 1 10 +2

1 2 1 +1

1 3

1/0 1 4 1 -1

1 5 10 -2

1 6 11 -3

1 7 10 -2

1 8 1 -1

1 9 +0

1 1/0 1 1 10 1 +1

1 1 1 11 10 +2

1 12 1 +1

1 13

1/0 1 14 1 -1

*s = "1" - Count Up S = "0" — Count Down

TABLE 4

SYNCHRONOUS COUNTER DECODING

Synchronous counters such as the 8284 and 8285 have an

advantage over ripple or asynchronous counters (8280 and

8281) in high speed decoding applications. The decoding of

high-speed memories and general high speed multiplexer

applications requiring precise code transitions should be

driven by synchronous code changes. The outputs of an

asynchronous counter change in a rippling sequence, as seen

in Figure 5a, To achieve synchronous code transitions, an

8275 Quad D-Type Latch must be used to strobe the out-

puts of an asynchronous counter after the ripple interval

(see Figure 5c). The 8281 requires a ripple interval of at

least 100 nsec before the outputs can be strobed. Due to

their low relative power consumption and low cost, the

8280 and 8281 Ripple Counters are excellent for all

applications not requiring high speed synchronous output

code transitions or UP/DOWN counting capabilities.

All the outputs of an 8284 or 8285 synchronous counter

change simultaneously, eliminating the generation of false

transition codes. Figure 5b shows the outputs of the 8284

changing 22 nsec* after the falling edge of the input clock.

However, as seen in Figure 5a, the 8281 requires typically

80 nsec before the correct code is achieved.

1-OUT-OF-N DECODING

A 1-in-16 decoder (4 lines to. 16 lines) using an 8284 (Hexa-

decimal Counter) and two 8250's (Binary to Octal

Decoders) is shown in Figure 6a. The necessity of having

the Q^ output is apparent in this application. If G* was not

available, an inverter would have to be connected to the Q»

output to generate Q* at some finite delay time after Q*.

This delay could cause possible decoding errors.

Figure 6b shows the use of an 8285 BCD Decade Counter

in conjunction with an 8251 BCD to Decimal Decoder

(Figure 6c).

The typical propagation delay for both counter decoder

systems from Clock input to decoded output is 30 nsec.

FREQUENCY MULTIPLEXER

The frequency multiplexer shown in Figure 7b uses two

8284's and one 8232, 8-lnput Digital Multiplexer (Figure

7a). This circuit permits any one of the 8 outputs of the

8-bit synchronous binary counter (two 8284's) to be de-

coded. The decoded output frequency is determined by the

inputs Nq, N., N2 and Inhibit as shown in the truth table

in Figure 7.

'Propagation delays are measured from the 1.5V points.

The propagation delay from the falling edge of the clock to

the outputs of the multiplexer (8232) is the same for all

decoded frequencies. This propagation delay is typically 37

nsec for true output (f ) and 30 nsec for the inverted out-

put <F ),
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COMPARISON OF SYNCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS

8280/81 8282/84
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SYNCHRONOUS COUNTER DECODING

1-QF-16 COUNTER/DECODER
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10 11 12 13 14 1500000000999999

II
t 2 3 4 6 6 7

ISM
C INHIBIT

un
12 3 4 5 6 7

MMABC INHIBIT

r— C, O

8250/51 OCTAL/DECIMAL DECODER LOGIC

°2 °3
8284

n

l-OF-10 COUNTER/DECODER

0123456789

TTT7TTTTTT
01 234567B9

S2S1

A 8 C D

^O'
O'

FIGURE 6

VARIABLE MODULUS COUNTER

Figure 8 shows a variable modulus counter or program-

mable frequency divider using synchronous counters

(8284's or 8285's) and 4-bit Digital Comparators (8242's).

The 8242 {see truth table) has open-collector outputs. As

shown in Figure 8 for four 8284's or 8285's, a "1" logic

level is generated at point Z when the counter's output

digitally compare with the input binary (8284) or BCD
(8285) sixteen bit word. The counter must be connected in

the count UP (U/D = "1") mode. R\ was calculated for

minimum propagation delay. The Reset ("0") pulse will be

greater than 40 nsec. The Reset driver, such as an 8H90
Inverter, must be able to sink at least 24mA (IO

Q
>24mA).
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OCTAVE FREQUENCY MULTIPLEXER

HO—

O

;=o

A© *1 *2

~

1

H

H '! '3 '4 '5 'B '?

Q, Q 2 Q3 Q4 „

8Z34 r

FIGURE 7

Oj % Q7 Qa Qa

82S4 B,

Ov«, 6v

TRUTH TABLE FOR FREQUENCY MULTIPLEXER

No N
1

N
2

INHIBIT f
o

f
"o

Q
1 §1 f/2

1 Q
2

Q
2

f/4

1 Q
3

Q
3

f/8

1 1 Q
4 Q

4
f/16

* 1 Q
5

Q
5

f/32

1 1 Q
6

Q
6

f/64

1 1 Q
7

Q
7

f/128

1 1 1 Q8 Q
8

f/256

X X X 1
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VARIABLE MODULUS COUNTER

BINARV IB284) OH BCD !B2BSt WORD

US9000

H
A B C D

32Si 6

Sp C L Rp

c 1 O-

? ? 9 9 9 9

h
Sp C L Ru

o
[ 9

Sq C^ rq

b

TRUTH TABLE FOR 82«
COMPARATOR OR
EXCLUSIVE NOR

W>°\ ° D°

a! *i
*o

D
l 1

i a

* '

i 1

o
1

1

Sq c L HD

FIGURE 8

EXCLUSIVE'NOR

0^ c
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BCD ARITHMETIC UNIT

82S82

DESCRIPTION

The 82S82 BCD Arithmetic Unit is designed to provide the

sum or difference of the 4-bit BCD numbers. Carry/Borrow

inputs and outputs are provided to allow for cascading de-

vices. The device also provides the Cq and Cp outputs to

allow the 74S182, look-ahead carry generator, to be used

for high speed, multiple digit arithmetic operations. A
"Compare" output provides an indication that the A and B
inputs are equal.

FUNCTION TABLE

FUNCTION Add/Sub AN BN C
in /Bm FN Cout'Bout COMPARE

Add Augend Addend

1

A+B

A+B+1

","
it

Subtract 1 Minnend Subtrahend 1 A-B

A-B-l

"0"
if

F N <0

"fit
A-B=0

"1"if

A-B-1=0

Binary to

BCD Conv.

OOOOOOOOOOOO

o 0^A<s9

10

11

12

13

14

15

10

11

12

13

14

15

0-9

1

2

3

4

5

1

1

3

4

5

6
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LOGIC DIAGRAM
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APPLICATIONS

2 DECADE ADDER/SUBTRACTER
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APPLICATIONS(Cont'd)

NUMBER COMPARISON OF BCD DECADES

miim
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jKSC/sub 62sa:

comp Si s? a* Ba

HIT
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fl
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BCD ADDER

82S83

DESCRIPTION

The 82S83 4-bit BCD adder is designed to provide the sum
of two decimal number represented in the 8-4-2-1 code.

TRUTH TABLE

CIN a-, a2 a4 a8 B1 B 2 B4 B8 S-j $2 S4 Sg c

0101 0000 0000
1101 0000 1000
0011 0000 0100
1011 0000 1100
0111 0000 0010
1111 0000 1010

0101 0000 1000
1101 0000 0100
0011 0000 1100
1011 0000 0010
0111 0000 1010
1111 0000 0110

LOGIC DIAGRAM

:x^
Ks
m^

The device includes Carry in and Carry Out pins to allow

for device expansion to any required number of decades.

CIN A] a2 a4 a8 B
1
B2 B4 B8 s 1 S2 S4 Sg co

0000 0101 0000
0000 1101 1000
0000 0011 0100
0000 1011 1100
0000 0111 0010
0000 1111 1010

0000 0101 •1000

0000 1101 0100
0000 0011 1100
0000 1011 0010
0000 0111 1010

0000 1111 0110

1—>>-

c^

tJ>i

isP^

JgS*

^ *0*flNtO|-t,£CTOR
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

FOUR DECADE BCD ADDER

< DEOVJS5 BCIMNPUTS

????????
»J ** *» B
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umiM
*2 1- SS B, »i 3, Ba
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HIT
lOEtAtifSaCfJJyw

FIGURE 1

BINARY TO BCD CONVERSION

Binary to BCD conversion is obtained by applying any 4- bit

binary number to the Ajy| or B^ inputs while the remaining

inputs are grounded. For input codes through 9 a BCD

number results at the output as usual. If binary inputs 10

through 1 5 or 9 plus Carry In are applied, a Carry Out term

is generated which, together with the Sum outputs, pro-

vides a BCD representation of the binary input. Conversion

of binary numbers greater than 16 can be accomplished by

cascading 82S83's as shown in Figure 2.

BINARY INPUTS

20 ;1 22 23

r

? i' T f rTTT
A, Aj *4 flB B, B; B4 Bg

82S83 C

s i s2 s4 se

r

1

A1 A2 A4 Ag Bt B; B4 Bg

m B2SS3 B = S C,

Si S2 S4 Sg

"1 II III
A1 A2 A4 AB B, Bj B4

:,„ 82S63 B > 1

Si $2 si Ss

a

-•—

h

H
r

A, A; A4 Aj 3) B 2 B4

: in 62S83 B - 2

Sr S; S4 Sg

1

TTTT
lit DECADE

A] A; A4 Aj B) S; B4 Bg

;,n S2S83 B - 3 C,

Si S2 E4 S E

Aili
2nd DECADE

a

FIGURE 2
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82S83 BCD ADDER APPLICATIONS

BIT PARALLEL-WORD SERIAL BCD MULTIPLIER
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BCD ARITHMETIC

82S82

82S83

INTRODUCTION

The Signetics 82S83 BCD Adder and 82S82 BCD Arithme-

tic Unit provide designers with basic building blocks to

implement a variety of BCD computing functions. The de-

vices have been designed to provide substantial reductions

in external logic requirements. The use of high speed

Schottky technology permits usage in applications where

high computation rate is critical.

BCD ARITHMETIC

BCD arithmetic is becoming increasingly important to

engineers involved in new product designs. There are at

least two trends in progress that are providing the push

behind this. First is the increasing application of data

computations to business rather than scientific areas. The

prevalence of BCD coding in business environments is re-

flected in everything from Hollerith and ASCII codes to the

instruction sets of business computers.

Secondly, remote computing is rapidly evolving from the

early time-sharing systems which were basically remote tele-

types, to terminals with substantial stand-alone computing

capabilities. Examples of these are P.O.S. terminals and

automated tellers. Decreased logic costs alone have opened

up many new areas to BCD computing including digital

instruments, specialized terminals, business machines and

peripherals.

A common technique for performing BCD arithmetic is

illustrated in Figure I. The BCD source data is converted

into binary numbers through a BCD-to- binary converter.

The required computations are then carried out in binary

and the results are converted back to BCD through another

converter.

OPERATOR
INPUTS O »

PRINTER OR

BCD TO
BINARY

!

BINARY
COMPUTATIONS

BINARY
TO BCD

I

DISPLAY °" "

FIGUR E 1

This technique is inexpensive if the incremental cost of

implementing a BCD computing unit over an equivalent

binary unit is greater than the cost of the BCD-to-binary

and Binary-to-8CD converters. Performing the BCD compu-

tations directly, however, precludes the need for any con-

version logic.

SERIAL OR PARALLEL ARITHMETIC

Since BCD numbers are represented as a series of 4 bit

digits, there are three ways to perform a BCD addition or

subtraction:

1

.

Bit serial, Digit Serial

Arithmetic operations are performed on two BCD num-

bers a bit at a time. The total number of arithmetic

operations required is equal to the total number" of bits

in the longest number. This type of BCD arithmetic unit

has the longest execution time and storage for 4 bits is

required to generate a carry output.

2. Bit Parallel, Digit Serial

This type operates on BCD digits rather than bits. This

provides an increase of roughly 4 times in operating

speed. Since the carry bit can be generated directly from

the two 4 bit inputs only a single bit of storage is re-

quired to propagate the carry from one operation to the

next.

3. Bit Parallel, Digit Parallel

This is the fastest type of BCD arithmetic since every

digit of each number is operated on simultaneously to

produce a resultant sum or difference. Carries generated

in each decade immediately propagate through to the

next decade so that no storage is required.

BIT SERIAL BCD ADDER

A serial BCD adder may be designed using two serial binary

adders. The binary adder may be implemented in a number

of different ways using gates and a flip-flop. The circuit in

Figure 2 shows one possible design.

:^>

:s=L>

n

il

On
i>^

i>o-J

FIGURE 2
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The serial BCD addition process consists of an initial binary

addition. This is followed by a second addition which adds
"6" if the result is greater than "9". The output of the

second adder, then, is a number between zero and nine.

Figure 3 shows a typical BCD adder design utilizing this

technique.

A significant factor affecting the choice of serial or parallel

arithmetic is the input and output data requirements. If

two digits to be added are presented as bit-parallel numbers,
then serialization is required in order to utilize a bit-serial

adder. The same thing holds for the output sum where
conversion from serial to parallel may be required.

SERIAL
BINARY
ADDER

T«0

FIGURE 3

BIT PARALLEL, DIGIT SERIAL

Figure 4 shows a BCD adder design using the Stgnetics

82S83 which operates on two BCD digits at a time. A single

flip-flop is required to store the "carry" from each opera-

tion.

This design will operate at approximately 4 times the speed

of a serial adder and provides a reduction in parts count.

For those cases where input data storage is not required,

such as lines from thumbwheel switches, multiplexers may
be used to sequentially steer digits into the adder. This

technique is shown in Figure 5.

BCO "V

—^- *"

—»- »> . n

ik N7494

CCUT
1

BCDSU A

1BIT

D-D

FIGURE 4
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BCD "B" INPUTS
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'
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ADDER

BCD SUM

4 DiC IT H EQ1 srtr
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PARALLEL ADDITION

The fastest way to add two BCD numbers is by parallel

addition where the entire sum is obtained in a single opera-

tion. Four-bit binary adders such as the 8620 or 7483 may

be used to implement a BCD adder using the binary sum

with BCD correction technique. Figure 6 shows a logic

implementation of this technique using two 7483 adders

per decade.

B< A4 B3 A3 B2 A2 B l A l

mt
hze

r LiLLi + r~~i

h.

B4 A4 B3 A3 Bj A2 B| At

C4 7483 C

E4 S3 E2 £1

FIGURE 6

Another approach is to use a ROM look-up table for each

decade as shown in Figure 7. Each ROM contains 200 5-bit

words. Four bits provide the BCD output sum and the fifth

bit provides a "carry" output. Nine inputs are required for

the ROM to accommodate 2 4-bit digits and a "carry"

input.

BCD "A" BCD "B"
INPUTS INPUTS CAF RY,N

"1
BCD SUM

200X5
ROM -u

'

200XE
ROM

I

200X5
ROM

1 '

200X5
ROM —

.

cn IRYOUT

FIGURE 7

A third alternative is shown in Figure 8 where the 82S83

BCD Adder is used in place of ROMs. This provides a faster

adder configuration at a cost substantially less than large

ROMs, Regardless of which technique is used to provide

parallel arithmetic, the cost of implementing the logic is

directly related to the size of the numbers to be operated

upon.

BCD "A"' BCD "8"

INPUTS INPUTS CAFKtrM

fir BCD SUM

82583 -u
1

82S83

1

f

BSS83

'
1

B2SB3

CA 5RY0UT

:tGL RE 8
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Bipolar ROMs and 4 bit BCD arithmetic units can be used

as basic building blocks in implementing more complex
functions such as multipliers, dividers, square root and

function generators. An example of this Is the high speed

BCD multiplier shown in Figure 9. This design performs a

multiplication by the entire multiplicand on successive

multiplier digits, The partial product is stored in the series

of 4 bit output registers and is shifted to the right, a digit at

a time, once for each multiplier digit. Using an 82S82 with

a 74S182 look-ahead carry generator, a 4 digit by 4 digit

product can be obtained in under 200 n.sec.
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ECL 10.000 SERIES

10124

10125

INTRODUCTION

The 10124 QUAD TTL to ECL LEVEL TRANSLATOR/
LINE DRIVER and the 10125 QUAD ECL to TTL LEVEL
TRANSLATOR/LINE RECEIVER have been designed for

easy and economical implementation of interfaces such as:

TTL7DTL to ECL LEVEL TRANSLATION
ECL to TTL/DTL LEVEL TRANSLATION
TTL to TTL DIFFERENTIAL DATA TRANSMISSION

The 10124 has TTL compatible inputs and complementary

open emitter outputs identical to those of a standard ECL
10,000 gate. A strobe input is common to all four translat-

ing gates to permit easy control of data flow. In addition,

all inputs are diode clamped to protect against negative

ringing. Thus, the 10124 may be used as an inverting/non-

inverting translator or as a differential line driver for twisted

pair or ribbon cable. Each output is capable of driving 50

ohm and various transmission line terminations are dis-

cussed in the appendix. The logic diagram is shown in

Fig. la and the transfer curve in Fig. 1b illustrates typical

input/output behavior of the TTL to ECL translator.

10124 QUAD TTL TO ECL TRANSLATOR

10125 QUAD ECL TO TTL TRANSLATOI
(TOTEM-POLE OUTPUTS)

TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
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FIGURE 1
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V|N(VOLTI
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FIGURE 2

For ECL to TTL translation, the 10125 interface has com-

plementary differential inputs and Schottky TTL outputs.

As shown in the logic diagram, Fig. 2a, the device may be

used as an inverting/non-inverting translator or as a differ-

ential line receiver. Input pulldown resistors that are stand-

ard with other ECL 10,000 circuits are not needed in the

10125. In single-ended applications, the unused input

should be referenced to -Vgg, available on pin 1, for pro-

per logic operation. But even if both inputs are left open,

as well as during power supply turn-on, the 10125 is

internally protected by a fail-safe circuit that puts the out-

puts in the logic "0" state.

Differential signals as low as 200mV at the inputs of the

10125 result in defined TTL output leveis, A typical trans-

fer curve is shown in Fig. 2b. Outputs are Schottky TTL
"totem poles" that can fan out to 10 TTL loads. In addi-

tion, the 10125 has a +1V common mode range when used

differentially. This makes the device extremely attractive

in data transmission applications where cross-talk or ground

shifts are expected.



SIGNETICS ECL 10,000 SERIES 10124, 10125

TTL/DTL to ECL LEVEL TRANSLATION

Figure 3a shows how TTL logic can be easily interfaced

with high speed ECL 10,000 logic. Performing the TTL to

ECL level translation on the TTL logic board with the

10124 is advantageous since it keeps noise out of the ECL
system. By using differential data transmission, crosstalk

will most likely appear as common mode noise on the

twisted pair line driving the 10115 ECL line receiver.

The differential inputs do not respond to common mode
voltage, Vcm. as long as it does not exceed the common
mode range of the 10115 receiver, which is typically

between +0.8V and -2.0V. (Note that a Vcm ra nae of ±1

V

is guaranteed on the 10114 line receiver to be announced.)

Since the 10115 has voltage gain of about 6, differential

input signals with at least 160mV amplitude will still result

in defined ECL 10,000 output levels. Therefore, data

transmission over long lines where signal attenuation is

expected presents no problem.

As an example, performance of the 10124 driving 50 feet

of twisted pair line into a 10115 line receiver is shown in

Fig. 3b. Although the system may operate in the vicinity of

100MHz, only a 50 MHz data rate has been chosen to show
that the system is properly terminated. Advantage has been

taken of the 50 ohm drive capability of the 10124, which

results in terminating the twisted pair with its characteristic

impedance of approximately 100 ohms. Other termination

schemes are shown in the appendix.

TTL TO ECL INTERFACE

10124 DRIVING 50 FT.

TWISTED PAIR

50 FT. TWISTED PA

WAVEFORMS FOR 50 MHz SYSTEM

/
!

1

i

A lV/di*.

j fc-J \ <-J
B 500mV/Biv \ / \ / \

C 500m V/d i» /

D SOOmV/div.

l_

HORIZONTAL Bna/dii

b.

FIGURE 3

ECL to TTL LEVEL TRANSMISSION

When driving TTL from an ECL 10,000 source, the 10125
can be used as a differential line receiver that translates the

signal levels on the TTL board which also has the advantage

of isolating potential TTL noise from the ECL system. For

short interconnects, such as those found on the same board,

the interface between ECL and the 10125 receiver/level

translator may be single ended. In that case, the unused

inputs must be referenced to the bias voltage, VgB- which

is at the midpoint of the logic swing. For convenience Vbb
is available on pin 1 of the 10125.

Long lines are best driven differentially as shown in Fig. 4a

since it makes them less susceptible to induced noise or

level shifts due to supply variations or temperature gradi-

ents. As mentioned earlier, most of the noise will appear as

a common mode signal that is eliminated when using dif-

ferential transmission as long as the 10125's common mode
range of ±1 V is not exceeded.

Because of a typical voltage gain of 8 in the input stage of

the 1 01 25, signals as low as 200mV are sufficient to guaran-

tee TTL output levels. This fact is particularly beneficial

when attenuation due to long lines or high frequency opera-

tion has to be overcome.

Figure 4 shows performance of the 10101-10125 system at

50MHz. Typically this configuration is capable of 10OMHz
operation. Again, advantage has been taken of the 50 ohm
drive capability of the ECL 10,000 series in achieving the

proper termination, but other termination possibilities are

discussed later.
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DIFFERENTIAL LINE DRIVER
AND RECEIVER FOR TTL SYSTEMS

In TTL designs it is often desirable to drive long lines at

high speed and low cost. The 10124 and 10125 can be used

in an all TTL system to perform differential data trans-

mission over twisted pair lines. Instead of conventional dual

drivers and dual receivers the 10124/10125 combination

only requires two IC's for four data channels.

The system shown in Fig. 5a can be used with data rates up

to 100MHz. Twisted pair lines driven differentially provide

maximum noise immunity for noise that is coupled into the

system appears on both wires equally (i.e., common mode).

The receiver senses only differential voltage between the

lines as long as the common mode range of ±1V is not

exceeded. It was previously discussed that the 10125 input

signal may be attenuated to 200mV which still results in

guaranteed TTL output levels. Thus from d.c. considera-

tions twisted pair in excess of 1 mile may be driven which

makes signal attenuation at high frequencies the limiting

factor.

Performance data for a 10124 driving 50 feet of twisted

pair at 50MHz and a 10125 line receiver is shown in

Fig. 5b. Other terminations schemes are possible and dis-

cussed below.

DIFFERENTIAL DATA TRANSMISSION IN TTL SYSTEMS

DATA TRANSFER OVER 50 FT. TWISTED PAIR

50 fl TWISTEDPAIR C

WAVEFORMS FOR 50 MHz SYSTEM

HORIZONTAL 6nvdi>.

TTL STROBE VCC SV

INPUT VEE "S-W

(LOGIC'V'TO
ENABLE]

FIGURE 5
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APPENDIX: TERMINATIONS FOR
DIFFERENTIAL TRANSMISSION LINES

If transmission lines exceed approximately 6 inches they

must be terminated in ECL 10,000 systems. The uncom-

mitted emitter follower outputs of the ECL 10,000 series

may be used with a variety of pulldown resistors depending

on the available terminating voltage. The resistor values

must be kept between the limits indicated in Figures 6a and

6b such that guaranteed noise margins are kept and output

current capability is not exceeded.

If Vjt (-2V) is available, pulldown resistors as low as 50

ohms may be used. Thus, as shown in Fig. 7a, each end of

the twisted pair is terminated to VjT witr» zo/2 (50fi)

resulting in a net termination of ZQ , the lines characteristic

impedance. This method of termination is most attractive

since it results in minimum systems power dissipation.

OUTPUT RESISTOR LOAD LINES FOR 10124

LOAD LINES FOR TERMINATIONS TO VTT(2.0V)

m

-j

~~ VOHmai

~~V|HA
<H__
flu

I

*" VOLmax

_

0.0 10 20 30 40 50 80

ICHJT)>nAI

LOAD LINES FOR TERMINATIONS TO Vee(5.2V)

T:

a '1.5 F

0.0 ID 20 30 40 50 BO

iQUTtntAI

FIGURE6

Furthermore, the full output swing is available at the end of

the transmission line except for line attenuation.

When VjT ' s not available, recommended pulldown resis-

tors to Vee (-5.2V) may range from 200 ohms to 500

ohms. However, the end of the transmission line must still

be terminated in its characteristic impedance ZQ . Fig. 7b

shows the DC equivalent circuit for differential transmis-

sion lines using this method.

The voltage at the end of the transmission line depends on

the voltage divider relationship between the pulldown

resistor R)_ and the terminating resistor RTERM- Assuming

that one of the complementary outputs in Fig. 7b is high

while the other is low, the voltage developed across the

termination is equal to:

(vee-vqh) Rterm
VTERM -

where: Vqh = 0.9V

Rl + Rterm

For RtERM " tOO ohms and R|_ = 510 ohms, the differen-

tial voltage, Vjerm. at the input of the 10125 receiver is

equal to 710rnV. Notice that use of smaller pulldown resis-

tors, R|_, in the above equation only allows the voltage,

VjERMr to become as large as 800m V and then the output

in the low state wilt clamp at the low output voltage, Vql-

TERMINATION FOR DIFFERENTIAL
DATA TRANSMISSION

IF ONLY VTT{-2.0V) IS AVAILABLE

COMPLEMENTARY
ECL 10,000
OUTPUTS ECL 10.GGO

LINE RECEIVER

rO-
flT-^i/;1 'AWROX. 45 (o W OtiMSj!

IF ONLY Vee(-5.2V) IS AVAILABLE

CO*lPL£s!IE-NTAH

ECL 10,000
OUTPUTS LPNEPECijlWEPi

Lr 4]^>~0 C

2rXitDfi1DOt*MSS > JDOw 513 OHMS

b.

FIGURE 7
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TTL TO ECU TRANSLATORS

101 24 Quad Differential Line Driver/Quad TTL to ECL Translator 5-1

10125 Quad Differential Line Receiver/Quad ECL to TTL Translator 6-1



signotics APPLICATIONS MEMO

256 BIT BIPOLAR RANDOM ACCESS STORAGE APPUCATIONS

256

INTRODUCTION

Bipolar memories are finding increasing use in computer

systems, peripherals, terminals and many other digital devices.

The purpose of this application note is to provide the logic

designer with some memory configurations, suggest some

current system applications and provide the designer with

additional references on system applications,

MEMORY CONFIGURATIONS

The Stgnetics 82S06 and 82S07 are 256 bit bipolar devices

and are easy to use. Their outstanding features are:

1. T2 L. compatible inputs and outputs - interface directly

with other members of 8000 and 54/7400 logic families.

2. High Speed - 30nSec typical read and write access time.

3. Low Power Dissipation - 1.8 mW/bit typically.

4. Low Input Loading - -100juA for a "0" input allowing

a single highspeed TTL gate to drive many 256 bit RAMs.

5. Or-tie outputs with either tri-state (82S06) or open

collector (82S07) for easy memory capacity expansion.

6. Three chip enables for easy memory word expansion.

7. Full binary on-chip decoding.

8. 256X1 organization.

TIMING DIAGRAM

READ MODE PROPAGATION DELAY FROM CHIP ENABLE

:/—

|

ADDRESS ___,^_

CEvCE^.CEs
CHIP ENABLE

DO
OUTPUT

WRITE MODE

r
ise^de:

Din
data input

R/W
READ/WRITE ENABLE

(ADDRESS AND CHIP ENABLE STABLE!

MEMORY TIMING DESCRIPTION

t. =• set up lime for an address input to chip enable lor valid

data at output

= propagation delay from chip enable to valid data at output

= propagation delav from chip disable to output turn off

= set up time from address to write enable

set up time from chip enable to write enable

= set up time from data input to write enable

= write enable pulse width

= hold time for address from write enable

= hold time for chip enable from write enable

= hold time for data input from write enable

l2

l3

U

%
l7

«B

*9

'10

tii = propagation delay from write enable to valid data at output
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256X8 BIT MEMORY

Figure 1 shows the Signetics 256 bit RAM in a 256X8 con-

figuration.

16394X1 BIT MEMORY

Figure 2 shows the basic configuration for a 16K X 1 memory,

This illustrates the advantages of the multiple chip enable, low

input loading and the or-tie outputs. Two Signetics 82S60
binary-to-octal decoders can be used with two of the chip

enables to select any one of 64 RAM chips. Each octal output

drives only 8 chip enables.

When building a memory of this size, the data output must

drive 63 RAM outputs and the inputs of the other gates. One
criteria for selecting either the open collector or tri-state

output structure is the trade off between active pullup drive

capability and the accurate chip enable timing control required,

and the passive pullup with no such timing restrictions but

less capacitive drive. When using the tri-state output (82S06)

care should be exercised in controlling the X chip select (CE-j)

and Y chip select (CE2) to ensure only one RAM is selected at

a time. This can be done by disabling all the RAMs by taking

CE3 to the "1" level during address decoding.

If, during the selection time, two 82S06s are selected at the

same time and one has a "1" level output while the other has

a "0" level output, then a short circuit from Vrjc to ground is

created. Proper timing control eliminates this condition. During

the chip selection time, momentary shorting of the outputs

will not damage the circuit. Additional decoupling capacitance

between Vqc anct ground should be used to supply the added

current required. The active pull-up output of the 82S06 can

drive heavy capacitive loads with fast rise and fall times.

The open collector 82S07presents no such timing restrictions.

If two RAMs are selected at one time with one at a "1" and

the other at a "0" the output current is limited by the pullup

resistor used. However, this passive pullup may have a slower

rise time than the active pullup 82S06.

The 82S06 tri-state RAM sinks 16mA in the "0" state and

sources —5mA in the "1" state. In the "off" state the RAM
presents a high impedance output with leakage current less

than -1Q0uA To drive 63 such outputs in the "1" state

requires 63X100uA = 6300mA. If a standard TTL logic family

is used with a maximum "1" input current of 40/M and if a

fan out of 2 is desired the source current must be

•source
= 2x40 + 63x 1 00 = 6380uA

Since the 82S06 will supply -5mA in the "1" state a pullup

resistor to Vfjc ' s required which will supply

I R 6380mA - 5000mA = 1 38QuA

Since the minimum "1" level output voltage is 2,6 volts the

following resistor will supply the necessary current.

(5.0- 2.6) V

1380uA
= 1.7Kohm (a standard 1.6K ohm resistor

will supply the required cur-

rent)

256 x 8 BIT RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY USING 256 x 1 RAMS

FIGURE 1
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If the Output is in the "0" state the driving circuit must sink

the leakage of 63 RAMs in the "off" state, the current drawn

from Vqq through the pullup resistor and the "0" input

current for the two TTL loads, which are -1.6mA each. The

maximum sink current required is then

5.0 - .45V
lsink

- (2x1.6mA) + (63x100uA) 12.3mA
1.6K

The 82S07 open collector RAM will sink 16mA in the "0"

state. In the "1" state, or with the chip disabled, the output

leavage is less than 100jnA. Driving the same load as above, the

current and pullup requirements are

Uutffie = <2x40aiA} + <63x100mA) = 6380pA

R =
5.0 - 2.4V

6380mA
=? 407 ohm (a standard 390 resistor will

supply the required current)

5.0 - .45

UinW = (2x1.6mA) + = 15mA

The input circuits of both these Signetics 256 bit bipolar RAMs

are buffered with PNP emitter followers. Input PNPs have an

Ft of about 100MHz and a beta in the range of 100. This

minimizes the problems of driving input circuits. The maximum

input currents for these RAMs are -100|tiA in the "0" state. A

single Signetics N74SOON Quad 2 Input Nand Gate is capable

of sinking 20mA in the "0" state and can easily drive the 64

Signetics 82S06 or 82S07 RAM inputs. The peak AC switching

current may he greater than the DC current required and some

care must still be taken to ensure enough input drive is pro-

vided to sink the worst case currents and discharge worst case

input capacitance which may be as high as 8pf per input. For

this example only 64X1 OO^A - 6.4mA of DC current must be

handled by the driver leaving approximately 10mA of "0"

level current available to achieve fast input rise and fall times.

HIGH SPEED 2048 WORD MEMORY
The previous example showed the Signetics 256 bit bipolar

RAM in a 16K x 1 memory array. This array uses two of the

chip enables and two 82S50 for decoders. To provide a 2K

word memory the use of all three chip enable lines allows a

design requiring only high speed inverters, each as the Signetics

N74S04N, as the decoder.

SYSTEM APPLICATIONS
Bipolar memories are currently being employed or will soon be

used in:

a. Writeable control storage

b. Cache memories or buffer stores

c. Main memory
d. Memory protection schemes

e. Memory maps and virtual memories

The advent of relatively low cost high speed storage is having a

dramatic impact on the architecture and design of current

systems.

WRITEABLE CONTROL STORAGE
In microprogrammed devices it is possible to replace ROM
(Read Only (Vtemories)with read/write memories. Several impor-

tant advantages result from using bipolar RAMs in the control

section of a device. These are:

1. Programming errors in the control portion of a

machine can easily be corrected in the field by

issuing new control programs.

2. Control programs used infrequently such as

emulators, diagnostics, special instructions which

do not have to be simultaneously resident in

control memory can be stored on disc, paper tape,

or remotely and can be read in when needed.

3. Design times can be considerably shortened

because no special purpose masks are required.

SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS

Several computers put portions of their diagnostic routines

into control memory. Examples of this are the Micro 810 and

some of the larger models of the IBM System /360 1
. The

advantage to putting diagnostics in the control memory is that

small individual portions of the system can be exercised and

checked. This means that faults can be pinpointed more

precisely. Also, the starting diagnostics can be run with a

smaller portion of the machine operating. Unfortunately,

16K x 1 BIT MEMORY USING 82S06 OR 82S07

r
== -mm^

r—

i

i

1 W. C. Carter, H. C. Montgomery, R. J. Preiss and H. J.

Reinkeimer, "Desiqn of Serviceability Features for the IBM

System /360," IBM Journal of Research & Development,

Vol. 8, No. 2, April 1964, Pg. 115

2
Neil Bartow and Robert McGuire, "System/360 Model 85

Microdiagnostics," AFIPS Conference Proceedings, Vol. 36,

1970, Pg. 191

3
C. V. Ramamoorthy and M. Tsuehiya, "A Study of User -

Microprogrammable Computers," AFIPS Conference Proceed-

ings, Vol. 36, 1970, Pg. 165

3
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because of the many words required to store the diagnostics, it

is too expensive to put all of the diagnostics in read only

memory. By making a portion of the control memory from

read/write memory, this problem can be eliminated. Diagnostics

can be stored off-line and read into the control memory under

the control of a small read only memory and then executed. In

one system the diagnostics used in this fashion contain 30

individual sections which can be loaded into the writeable

control store.'

SPECIAL INSTRUCTION SETS

The instruction set of a machine can be easily tailored to the

application or environment with writeable control store.

Typical applications for this are:

1. Emulators may be executed from the control

storage.

2, Macros which reduce execution time for executive

and production programs may be executed from

the store.

Probably the major user benefits will result from putting

certain high overhead functions that must be executed by

executive programs into writeable control store.

PERIPHERAL AND TERMINAL APPLICATIONS
The application of writeable control stores in peripherals and

terminals will also prove to be important. This is especially

true in the case of terminals which usually do not have the

ability to run diagnostic routines. With a small writeable

control store, these routines can be stored remotely and

transmitted to the device or read in from paper tape, cassettes,

etc. They could then be executed. This type of application

could have a significant effect on reducing maintenance costs

because some terminal failures could be diagnosed remotely

and separated from operator mistakes.

By incorporating different control programs into a terminal

control storage, the characteristics of a terminal can be easily

adapted to a job. For example, different format or control

procedures could be established depending on the application.

MAIN MEMORY APPLICATIONS

Numerous computer manufacturers are considering the use of

semiconductor main memory to replace core storage. IBM

has announced the use of bipolar main storage in the 370/145.

Prior to this event, IBM had been using bipolar memory in

"cache" or buffer stores. Recent events point clearly toward

a trend to replace a significant amount of core storage with

bipolar and MOS RAM. The purpose of this segment of this

note is to suggest how relatively small amounts of bipolar

RAM can be used in support of large memory systems and

to suggest its effects on systems currently in use.

BUFFER STORES (CACHE TYPE)

A buffer store used and implemented properly in a computer

system can greatly enhance the effective performance of a

system. With proper implementation, the main memory can be

made to appear as if it has a speed approaching that of the

buffer memory. For example, if the buffer memory is ten

times faster than the main memory, then effective access times

on the order of eight to nine times the speed of main memory
can be achieved. The reason buffer stores can be so effective is

primarily because the data or instructions being currently

executed have a very high probability of being used again in

the near future. This is often referred to as the "look behind"

phenomena.

In the case of the IBM 370, it is claimed that up to 95% of

storage accesses can be from the buffer store which has 80 ns

cycle time as opposed to the cycle time of main core which

is in the 1.2 to 2.0 fis range.

The effective access time for a 2.0 Ms core in this case can be as

high as

Effective Access Time =0.05 x 2.0 Ms +.95 x 0.080 Ms =.176 Ms

The great advantage of this approach is that high performance
memory can be achieved with low performance and low cost

storage. In general, the size of main store is from 2
6

to 2
8

times larger than the buffer storage and therefore, if the cost

per bit of buffer storage is a factor of 16 greater than the cost

of main store, the actual storage cost is increased by a factor

of

16
1 fi —

1 + — ^ cost factor > 1 + 8
2« — t

1.25 > cost factor > 1.0625

Therefore, memories with effective cycle times of less than

200 ns can be achieved with buffer stores and 2 microsecond

main store in an economical fashion at cost per bit

approaching the cost of 2 microsecond core storage. There are

numerous ways in which buffer stores can be implemented and

increasing evidence that the use of even small amounts of this

type of storage can add tremendously to system performance.

Because semiconductor memory in the 60 ns range is

becoming so inexpensive, it is highly probable that many of

the high performance small mini-computers will begin using it

to increase their system performance. Some of the current

approaches are:

1, Associative by Page- Address by Word. In this

technique the buffer store and main store are

divided into sectors consisting of, for example IK

bytes. A correspondence is then set up between

the buffer store and the main store (see Figure 3).

Because of the small size of the buffer store, most
main store does not have a buffer sector assigned

to it and consequently, an associative search must

be performed on the sector addresses to see if the

sector is present. This can be easily implemented

using the Signetics 8220 Content Addressable

Memory (CAM).

When a program references data in main storage,

not present in the buffer store, a section of the

buffer store sector is reassigned. The sector chosen

for reassignment is the one with the lowest current

level of activity

.

When a buffer sector is assigned to a different

main storage sector, the contents of all of the

buffer storage sector are not loaded at once but

only on a demand basis. In order to keep track of

which words in the sector have been reloaded,

validity bits are assigned to blocks of data. All of

these bits are reset when the sector is reassigned

and set on an individual basis when data is brought

from memory into the buffer.

Any store operation will cause main storage to be

updated and therefore, it is never necessary to

write the data in the buffer store back into main

memory.

4
J. S. Liptay, "Structural Aspects of the System/360 Model

85 II The Cache," IBM Systems Journal, Vol 7, No, 1, 1968,

Pg. 15
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Associative by Word Buffer Store. In this

configuration each word in buffer store has

assiciated with it its main core address which is

stored in a corresponding word of content

addressable memory. The buffer store is first

searched to determine if the desired word is

resident and if it is, it is read out; if not, the word

is retrieved from main memory (Figure 4). An

algorithm must be developed for deciding which

word to remove when new words are loaded in the

buffer store. Algorithms of this type are easily

implemented with Signetics 8220 CAMs and other

8200 series MSI devices. In general, this is done by

flagging words in the store that have not been

referenced frequently. The performance of this

type of system has been thoroughly studied. 5

ASSIGNMENT OF BUFFER SECTORS
TO MAIN STORAGE SECTORS

BUFFER 5~GRAi,t

ASSOCIATIVE BUFFER STORE

ADDRESS SEARCH '.'CRD

.' ' - .

' - ; I = ESi

z WORO ADD F ESS

ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY pjQiiQp 4

PORTIONS OF MAIN MEMORY
In small computers main memory is frequently used for

storing I/O control words and in some of the earlier machines,

program counters, index registers and accumulators were

stored in core. Trends in recent years have been away from

this type of organization; however, the availability of low cost

semiconductor memory used as the first 256 or more words of

main storage may cause this trend to be reversed. Significaant

performance increases and very sophisticated computer

organizations can be achieved by using semiconductor memory

in this manner.

Some of the items that might be put into this type of memory

are:

1. General registers

2. Floating point registers

3. Program counters

4. Status words

5. index registers

6. Stack pointers

7. Direct memory
address registers

8 Subroutines with critical execution times

access word count and word

Undoubtedly there are many more. New architectures will

begin to emerge over the next few years because fast access

registers will be readily available and their copious use will

have only a minor influence on system cost.

MEMORY PROTECTION

Memory protect features are being incorporated into even the

smallest real-time systems. Small bipolar memories are

especially adapted to this application. One of the simplest

protect schemes is to assign a single protect bit to a block of

memory. For example, in a minicomputer with a maximum

storage of 65K words, the assignment of a protect bit to each

256 word block requires only 256 bits of bipolar storage. This

type of protect scheme, though simple, can provide adequate

protection in small real-time systems where the only concern is

to inhibit users from writing over the executive or other users

program.

More sophisticated schemes such as those employed in the

Sigma 7 can also be easily implemented with bipolar RAMs.6 In

the Sigma 7 system two bits are associated with each 51 2 word

page. (See Figure 5). These bits are interrogated before a slave

program (a program run under the control of the executive!

gains access to a page. The four states associated with this

system are used to designate the following conditions:

1

.

Permit slave access to page for any reason.

2. Inhibit slave access for writing but permit reading,

3. Inhibit slave access for writing and instruction

execution but permit operand read access.

4. Inhibit slave access for any reason.

Many other coding and variations of this scheme can be

envisioned. The important aspect is that bipolar storage for

this application is available at low cost in compact packages.

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN MEMORY PROTECT BITS
AND MEMORY PAGES

—I
1021

I63S

204B

MEMORY PROTECT
BITS

MEMORY PAGES

FIGURES

MEMORY MAPS AND VIRTUAL MEMORIES

The first major application of memory maps and demand

paging were in the Atlas Computer developed at Manchester

University.
7

In recent years these techniques have been

applied in many modern computer systems. The advent of low

cost bipolar storage will make it possible to use memory maps

in very small computer systems.

The basic reason for using memory maps and virtual memory

techniques is to make the management of memory resources

easier for the system executive and user. By using these

techniques, the user can work on a virtual machine which has

apparent primary memory resources that are much larger than

5
P. M. Mel!iar-Smith,"A Design For a Fast Computer for

Scientific Calculations," AFIPS, Conference Proceedings,

Vol. 35, 1969, Pg. 201

6 Myron J. Mendelson and A. W. England, "The SOS Sigma 7

A Real-Time Time Sharing Computer," AFIPS Conference

Proceedings, Vol. 29, 1966, Pg, 51

7
J. Kilburn, D. B. G. Edwards, M. J. Lanigan, F, H. Sumner,

"One- Level Storage System, "IRE Transactions on Electronic

Computers, Vol. EC-11, No. 2, April 1962, Pg. 223
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the actual memory. The second problem solved by using
memory maps is that contiguous program segments can be
loaded into core but need not be placed in contiguous memory
location. With memory maps, the dynamic relocation of
program segments becomes a simple task. With the advent of
low cost bipolar semiconductor memories, it is easy to
visualize 256 x 8 memories in small real time computers
implementing this function.

A system which uses memory maps may place only portions of
programs in main memory at any point in time. These program
segments are located somewhat randomly. The job of the
memory map is to identify which portions are in main
memory and where they are located. In the Sigma 7, the
seventeen bit address field is broken down into an 8 bit page
address and a 9 bit word address.6 The 8 bit page address is

used to address one word of a 256 x 8 bit semiconductor
memory. This addressed byte contains the real address of the
page in memory and is used to access the data, (See Figure 6.)

If the desired program segment is not in memory, the
instruction is trapped so the program segment can be loaded
into the system. Special instructions are provided so that the
memory map can be loaded with a single instruction.

In other systems the memory map is augmented with protect
bits so that memory protection can be accomplished in the
same structure. One can also associate a "dirty" bit with each
word in the memory map. This bit is set to "zero" when data
is read into memory and will be set to "one" if the page of
data or instructions is altered while it is in memory. If no
alterations of the page takes place, it becomes unnecessary to

write this page out in the second level of storage when bringing

new data into memory in that location. Since many of the
newer system" and software designs do not alter program
addresses, etc., the storage devoted to program will remain
intact while in the system. This situation will, therefore, occur
frequently.

SIGMA 7 TYPE MEMORY MAP
PROGRAM ADDRESS WORD

PAGE ADDRESS WORD ADDRESS

!SB X 8 MEMOBV
OUTPUT PHYSICAL PAGE
ADDRESS OF PROGRAM
SEGMENT IN MEMORY

FIGURE 6

Associative implementations of memory maps have also been

employed. While these are more costly to implement, they

offer performance advantages. The basic structure is to have

the associative memory store the page address and a program
identification number. The memory can then be searched to

find out if the program segment of the desired program is

resident. By storing the program identification with the

program address, the content of the memory map need only

be altered when new segments are loaded into core and not
when the computer switches from program to program (See
Figure 7).

ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY MAP

PROGRAM ADDRESS WORD

PROGRAM NO PACE AODRiSS WORD ADDRESS

CAM CONTENT
ADDRESSABLE MEMORY

POSITION OF MATCH WORO IN CAM
DESIGNATES THE PHYSICAL ADDRESS
0= THE in KIHI-riPAi I IN r.<AIN MEMflR

V

FIGURE 7

OTHER COMPUTER MAINFRAME APPLICATIONS

The new organization of computer systems creates many
opportunities for the imaginative application of bipolar RAMs.
Two of the most obvious are:

1. Register blocks

2, Working stacks

When a computer switches program environments, it is often

convenient to switch to an entirely different set of registers.

This means the computer does not have to incur the overhead
of storing general registers and status words. Two examples of

the use of this technique are the Varian 520i and the Sigma 7.

The 520i has two sets of registers whereas in the Sigma 7 there

are up to 32 register blocks each containing 16 thirty-two bit

registers. On the Sigma 7 when an interrupt occurs, the 5 bit

register pointer can be changed to assign a new set of general

registers and the machine. This 5 bit pointer is stored as part

of the program status word.

Working stacks have been incorporated into numerous
machines such as the Burroughs B-5000 series and the English

Electric KDF9. In a stack oriented machine which processes

operands from a stack, it is desirable to have fast access to

these variables. In the early stack oriented machines only the

first few stack registers were fast access. Now with the advent

of bipolar semiconductor memory, most reasonable sized

stacks can be implemented inexpensively in fast storage.

CONCLUSION
Probably all of the techniques discussed in this application

note are familiar to the experienced system designer. Because
of the variety of uses to which semiconductor memories can

be put, it is impossible to mention all but a few. The
important point this application note is attempting to make is

that a new dimension of flexibility has been given to the
system designer. Two hundred -and -fifty -six 30 ns bits are now
available in small 16 pin DIP packages, at one-tenth the cost of

a few years ago. The two order of magnitude improvement in

cost performance means the exotic features formerly only
available on a few large machines can now be incorporated in

smaller systems.
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DIGITAL DEVICES

CONTENT ADDRESSABLE MEMORY ELEMENT (CAM)

8220

INTRODUCTION

The concept of a Content Addressable Memory (CAM) or

so called Associative Memory has been discussed in liter-

ature for some years. However, efficient hardware sol-

utions have not been available in the past. Thus, the use of

content addressable memories has been limited to small and

specialized systems in which data association was imple-

mented with the more basic Random Access Memory

(RAM) and the use of suitable sub-routines.

The CAM element described here is an integrated circuit

array of eight memory cells together with the necessary

logic that permits direct data association. The more con-

ventional memory functions of read-out and write-in can

also be performed.

A CAM element is addressed by associating input data, or

so called 'keys', with some or all of the stored words. This

approach differs from the conventional memory organ-

ization where an arbitrary number which has no relation to

the stored data is assigned to each address location.

Because of its organization the CAM is uniquely suited to

do parallel searches by data association. Moreover, searches

can be done on an entire data word or on specific fields

only because of the ability to mask data columns. This

gives the CAM inherent ternary search characteristics.

The CAMs usefulness is best described by an example:

Suppose a list containing the names of persons, their birth-

days, professions and home addresses is stored in a CAM.

U we are interested in whether an engineer is on this list,

the CAM is able to check every cell simultaneously by using

the coded form for engineer as the address number. There-

fore the data word ENGINEER, being an address at the

same time, acts as a key in this example. As the key is

associated with the stored data, this memory is often called

ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY.

This next example shows another possible key combination.

An engineer with the name Smith may be searched. When

the two keys ENGINEER and SMITH correspond with one

stored data, the location will be indicated and remaining

data, date of birth and home address, can be retrieved.

To do the same search process with a conventional mem-

ory, all information must be read-out and compared with

the key. This search is a serial process and, hence, time

consuming. Thus, CAM elements are well fitted for infor-

mation retrieval and have definite advantages over conven-

tional memories.

LOGIC DIAGRAM FOR 8220 CAM ELEMENT

HS^
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Using micro-programmed algorithms, a CAM array with

some additional circuitry is a powerful tool for performing

more sophisticated search operation. We may look for

maximum or minimum values stored in the memory. By
using a different algorithm, searches between or outside

limits can be implemented.

The CAM has been found useful in many applications,

some of which are file operations, list searching, traffic con-

trol, artificial intelligence, language translation, matrix ma-
nipulations and medical diagnosis.

ORGANIZATION AND LOGIC DIAGRAM
The CAM element consists of eight identical memory cells

together with the necessary addressing and decoding logic

to perform several modes of operation. These are Assoc-

iate, Hold, Write-in, and Read-out.

The Memory cells (M nj ) are organized as four words of 2

bits each. However, Figure 1 illustrates that the CAM has

two sections which may be operated independently. This

versatility is especially useful in larger arrays since a section

may be addressed while the rest of the memory is masked

(that is, effectively disabled).

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
ASSOCIATE MODE

When the Associate controls (Aj) are in the zero state while

the Write controls are disabled (Wj = 1), the information

presented to the data inputs (Ij) is compared simultaneously

with the stored data cell content. This data cell association

results in defined logic levels on the Y n lines. If any or all

of the stored data match the information on the data in-

puts, the corresponding Y n outputs will be high. The re-

maining Yn outputs will be low, indicating that no match

occurred in those positions.

In numerous applications it may be of interest to look for

data association in selected columns only. This is possible

with the CAM element since the A input may be low

while the Ai as well as the W and Wi are high. Conse-

quently, only the l is compared with the data cells in the

zero column. Since all bits in the one column are not assoc-

iated, they are effectively masked. Operation of the CAM
can be seen from the table below.

W Wi A A, >0 >1 FUNCTION RESULT

110 1 X X Associate

is lo
= Mio

YesYj= 1, Yk =

No Yj = Y n -0

matches the key at the data inputs will the Y; output show
a match. For this mode of operation, the function table

looks as follows.

w w. Arj Ai '0 'l FUNCTION RESULT

1 1 X X Associate

arel = M io

and

'1 -Mil

Yes Y; = 1 , Y k =

No Y; = Yk =0

HOLD MODE

When neither the Write Enable (Wj) controls nor the Assoc-
iate Controls (Aj) are enabled, the CAM is in the Hold
mode. This means that regardless of the state of the Data
Inputs (Ij) no action takes place and the stored data will

not be affected.

The logic diagram shows that the Yj outputs will be at a
"1" if no data association takes place. Thus, in the Hold
mode, the Dj outputs reflect the following conditions:

W Wt A A, l 1, FUNCTION DATA OUTPUTS

1 1 1 1 X X Hold D = Mqo ' M 10 ' M 20 ' M 30
D 1 =M-jO' M 11 -M21 -M31

WRITE-IN MODE

If we want to write-in information presented to the Ij in-

puts, the corresponding write lines have to be enabled

(Wj = 0). Again, we have the option or writing in just 1

bit or a whole word since the memory is organized in two

sections.

Whenever a write line is enabled (Wj = 0), all the data cells

in the respective column are conditioned to accept input

data. To see this point, recall that the Associate controls

are high (Aj = 1) during the write cycle. Referring to the

logic diagram, we find that under this condition all data

cells are enabled. However, the Yn outputs are of the open

collector type and by using external logic they may be

forced to ground. By forcing a Y n line to ground, the

corresponding data cells are inhibited and no write-in can

occur in that word position.

Therefore, in contrast to the Associate mode (where the

Y n lines act as outputs), the Yn lines are used here as ad-

dress select inputs. Only in positions where the Yj input

is not forced to ground {Yj = 1) will the data cells accept

data. The write-in operations possible are summarized as

follows:

In an analogous manner, data association takes place be-

tween the li input and the data cells in the one column.

If so desired, all data inputs (Ij) can be associated simul-

taneously with the memory content by enabling all the Aj

inputs. As a result, a word at the inputs (l and |-|) will be

compared with all words in storage. Only if a stored word

8

W W-i A At Iq I-, FORCED
Yj Yk

FUNCTION RESULT

10 1 1 X X

1 1 1 X X

1 1 X X

t

1

1

Write-in Write I-; into Mji

Write Iq into Mjq

Write I
-j
and I2 into

Mji and Mj
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READOUT MODE

When the control variables Ao, A-j, Wq, and Wj are high,

the memory is described as being in the Hold mode. We

now make use of the Y n lines for address decoding as we

did in the write operation. AH Y n lines are forced to "0"

except the Yj where a word has to be read out. The con-

tent of the selected memory cells is thus made available at

the Dj output terminals as shown:

W Wi A *1 "o H FUNCTION FORCED
*i Y K

RESULT

1111
1111
1111

X X

X X

X X

Readout

1

1

Dq = Mj

D
t
= M M

D = Di =

HYBRID OPERATIONS

Since the four 2-bit words of the CAM element are or-

ganized in such a way that the two bits of each word have

a common Y line, certain hybrid operations are possible.

For instance, the Iq data input may be associated with the

Mj data cells. If a match exists, this will be indicated by

having the corresponding Y line high. The Yn output states

can now be used as address decoding for the other half

which may be put into the write mode. Thus we can write

11 into Mn where l matches Mj . A similar argument

holds true for writing data into Mj when we have a match

in the Mil half. The following table shows these conditions.

Wo VV-] Ao Ai lo h REMARK RESULT

1 1 X X is lg a MiO Yes Write li intoMji

No Don't write

1 1 X X is \-j =M(i Yes Write lo into M;rj

No Don't write

SUMMARY
For convenience, the different modes of operation of the CAM element are tabulated below:

W W-! A A-i

1 1 1 X X

1 1 1 X X
1 1 X X

FUNCTION

HOLD

ASSOCIATE

READOUT

REMARKS
(Ref. Definitions and Glossary)

NO OPERATION

Question Answer Output State

7

1 =«i1

l = M C

1,-M,
and

l -M

1

YES -* Y| = 1.Y k =0
NO —

-

Yj = Yk =0

YES -* Yj = 1,1,Y k -0

NO _>
Yi = Yk =

YES ~> Y| = 1.Y k =

NO -> Yj = Yk =0

Forced

Yi Yk

WRITE h INTOMn
WRITE l lNTOM i0

WRITE li and \q INTO M,\ and Mjq

D

D,

1 - IF Mj = 1

0- IFMn =0

1 — IF Mji - 1

0- IFM
00 = 0! = 1

GLOSSARY OF TERMS-SUBSCRIPTS

n Word number = 0,1,2, and 3

j Bit number or 1

i
= Input/output number (s) associated with cetl(s) upon which a "Write-in

k - Input/output number(s) other than "i" above.

M - Designation of Memory Call (word) — eight identical ceils in each package.

EXAMPLES
I: for bit "1 " equals 1

f

M nj
" M 10 = word "1" bit "0"

Y
(
0, Y k

= 1: for i
= words 1 and 3; then k = words and 2: Y 13 = O and Y 2

:

Read-out" or other function is being performed.
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CAM ARRAYS
The 8220 CAM element can be easily expanded into larger

arrays by connecting the Oj and Yn lines. A 64-bit CAM
implementation is shown in Figure 2. The Dj and Yn lines

are open collector outputs and are connected together to
perform the logical AND. An external pull-up resistor is

returned to Vcc to enhance the speed of operation.

64-^fT CAM ARRAY

w

6666 6666
w, a, o, d2 *3

^
z i

2

r '
''

s

6666 6666
Wj *3 Bj D4 "^4 w( I

FIGURE 2

S
ili

5I
666 6 6 6 6_6
*» *s °5 D

i *• "V

6_666

APPLICATIONS;
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

CAM elements may be interconnected such that a word at

the data input is compared simultaneously with the total

memory content. If one or more words in the memory
match the key, the corresponding Y n line will be high

(Yrj 1) when the Associate line Is activated.

By enabling the Write line, the word that is present at the

data inputs is written into the locations selected by the Yn
lines. An address location is made available by letting Yj

stay at 1 while the remaining Yn are forced to "0".

An arrangement like the one shown in Figure 3 is very use-

ful when used in conjunction with larger memories. For

information retrieval, searching a CAM for a match is very

fast since it is done in parallel. The matching word may be

read out and used as a key for larger conventional

memories.

10

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

"*.-:. M r- i;

A

1

TT

FIGURE 3
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LEARNING MEMORY

This system (Figure 4) is a CAM array with peripheral IC

circuitry designed to operate as a learning memory. It is or-

ganized in two sections of equal capacity, the total memory

size (both sections} being eight 10-bit words. Either section

can be selected through the section SELECT line, and the

memory is easily expandable in number of words and word

length.

By activating the COMPARE line, a new word is loaded in-

to the buffer and is presented to the memory. Through the

novel feature of data association, which is unique with CAM

elements, the buffer's content is compared with the words

stored in memory. If the input word is already contained

in storage, no need for learning, (data acquisition) exists.

This fact is indicated by a match from one of the Yn lines

(Yj = 1) arid thus the write command is inhibited.

Before a WRITE operation is initiated, a location select has

to be made such that the word to be written into the mem-

ory will go to the proper place. For this reason, a tag CAM

is employed to keep track of memory locations, both

empty and full. When a word is written into memory, a

"1"
is simultaneously written into the tag CAM. Thus, it is

possible to keep track of the filled memory locations.

LEARNING MEMORY

NOTE: Alt other gates 88S0 FIGURE 4

MASKED SEARCHES

If it becomes desirable to search for matching conditions in

selected columns only, use can be made of the masking

technique. In Figure 5, only the first column will be associ-

ated with its input data. Let us say we are searching for 1's

do = U ' n *ne f'rst column. If a match exists, the word is

read out.

MASKED SEARCH

*
I

t L

S-.

11
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For convenience we shall say that the data cells. are filled

as follows:

M =

M o M01 M 2 M 3

M
-J q M | •) M12M13

M20 M2 t M22 M23
_M 30 M 31 M 32 M33

Xqi Xq2 Xq3

1 Xn X 12 X 13

X21 X22 ^23

_° X 3 1 X 32 X33

where

Xjj or 1

The instructions given to the control lines are given below:

CONTROL LINES
DATA
INPUTS

ASSOCIATE

LINE DATA OUT

Wo W-| W2 W3

1111
A A T A2 A3

111
"o h 12 13

1 X X X

Y Y, Y2 Y 3

10
D D, D 2 D3

1 Xn x 12 x 13

Only one matching event occurred in the M^n, position and
in response to it Yf » 1. This enables the Quad Latch and

the data word {1 Xn X12 X13) is read out. If more than

one matching event is being expected, the matching data

addresses Y = (Yq Y-| Y2 y3> must be stored. Subse-

quently, the different data sets D = (Dq Di D2 D3) are read

out serially.

For example, let us assume that another data set M is stored

in the CAM array:

1 X
i x02 x03

X 11 X 12 X 13
1 X 2 i x 22 X 23

x31 x 32 x 33

whe^e

Xjj = or 1

We are searching for 1 's in the first column as we did in the

previous example. Initially, the instructions to the control

lines remain the same. Since we have two matching events

now, i.e. Mqq and M2O1 tr, e read-out of the two data words

has to be done serially. Therefore, the response of the

Associate outputs is stored in a shift register before a read

cycle is initiated.

In addition to the shift register information, which is made
available serially, a binary counter and decoding is necessary

to condition the Yn lines for readout. The hardware sol-

ution is shown in Figure 6.

12

CAM IMPLEMENTATION FOR MASKED SEARCHES

T *" ** T

m
?.

i_L_Li

T£

+-*

9.

FIGURE 6

SEARCH FOR MAXIMUM OR MINIMUM VALUES

Let us assume that only numbers are stored in a CAM array.

Thus, we may want to find the largest number in the

memory. This can be done by a micro-programmed algor-

ithm, which is a process of successive data association.

We first search for Ts in the column where the most sign-

ificant bits (MSBs) are located while the other columns are

masked. The key associated with the data in MSB column

is given by lg = 1.

If at least one matching condition exists, the key is mod-

ified to include the next lower order bit in the data assoc-

iation, such that iq=i,ii = i.
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However, if no matching condition exists with the key

Iq = 1, we know that the content of all the cells in the MSB

column is equal to "0". In this-case, the key will have to be

modified in the second step, namely, Iq = °- ' 1
= 1 ratner

than lo= 1- h 1 as above.

Finally, the key I = do to ~ H wiM be ec<
ual t0 the

largest number stored while the Yn lines will indicate its

address location.

As an illustration of the described technique, the following

set of numbers is considered.

In the next step, three bits are associated:

An A-i A2 A3 Iq M >2 '3

1 1 1 x

Y Y, Y2 Y3

1

No modification takes place since at least one matching

condition exists. The last association gives us the following

results:

MSS LSI

I I10 1

10 10
10

10

A search for 1's in the left most column is done by these

instructions:

Aq A-| Az A3 lO >1 '2 '3 Y Yt Y2 Y3

10 11

which implies a modification has to be made in the last

position:

I
3 (loh i2'3' = n ° ] w

Aw At A2 A3 *o h '2 '3 y Yt y2 y3

1 1 1 1 X X X 1101

Since three matches exist on the Y n lines, the key will be

modified in the second step:

This is actually the largest number stored in the array and

when it is associated with the stored numbers, the Y lines

indicate its location. Namely, Y = (Yr) Y1 Y2 Y3) *» (0100)

indicates that it can be found in row 1.

On the other hand, if the smallest number stored in the

array has to be found, we will first search for Os in the

MSB column. If a matching condition exists, the key will

be modified to include the next bit, namely, 1 = do, I]) -

(0,0).

Aq At A2 A3 to 1 1 >2 '3 YQ Y-, Y2 Y3

11 1l X X

However, no match is shown on the Y n lines which means

that the key must be altered as shown:

A© a i A2 A3 i h 12 '3 Y Y! Y2 Y3

11 1 X x 110 1

However, if the Y outputs now show a mismatch, it will

have to be altered to 1 - (10). We see that the procedure is

the same as discussed before.

A hardware implementation that finds the largest number

is shown below (Figure 7). Two CAM elements are inter-

connected to form the array. The shift register is used to

enable the ASSOCIATE inputs which are stepped in suc-

cessively, one for each clock pulse. To provide the key for

the data lines, the outputs of a binary counter are decoded

to drive a bank of flip-flops. Their outputs are in the 1

state, except when the key has to be modified on the next

clock pulse.

Such a condition exists, every time the Y outputs are de-

coded as Y = (0000) showing a mismatch.

13
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CAM IMPLEMENTATION FOR MAXIMUM VALUE SEARCH

±a±
< ^w— TJTT

=3
FIGURE 7
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A HIGH SPEED READ - WHILE - WRITE RAM

82S21

When to a 64 bit RAM, one adds an on chip latch the

capabilities of the device are greatly expanded. The 82S21

is such an integrated circuit and it is manufactured using

the Signetics high-speed high-density 3ji epitaxial Schottky

process for added performance. The 82S21 features in-

clude: 1) 32 X 2 organization to optimize the 16 pin pack-

age; 2) bit masking to provide the device to be used as two

independent 32 X 1 RAMs or a single 32 X 2 buffer; 3)

on chip output latches which can be effectively bypassed

for standard RAM usage, or utilized to hold data for read-

out while writing any information into any word of the

memory; and 4) high current open collector outputs for

high speed expansion without the generation of noise so

probable in tri-state devices. These features provide the

capability for several unique applications.

OPERATION

Storage of the 32 words of 2 bits is accomplished in 64

memory cells as shown in figure A. These diode coupled

cells are actually arranged in a 16 X 4 matrix. Each cell

has two sense lines per bit row and sixteen word select

lines. Input A4 multiplexes the sense lines {see figure A;

Gates Gg,, G-[Q, G 1 -j ) to form the 32 by 1 organization for

the read sense amplifiers as well as the write mode logic (see

figure A; Gates G5, Gg, G7, Gg). The address gates use an

unusual technique of combining two address lines to form

four word select logic lines to match propagation delays.

This prevents internal race conditions eliminating reading or

writing in unselected cells while changing the address lines

{see figure A).

82S21 FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
S2SZ1

°oO—£>0-O—4 •

TYPICAL ADDRESS SATES

) AZ.A3

) AtA3

A0A2O 1 V^_
ATfl.TO—

-

I F

<o—{>o £>o-i
^rTT

^0-{>o-p[>o 1

FIGURE A

IT
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The output latch and the chip enable are arranged such that
the data may be retained in the latch even when the chip is

disabled (see figure A). The separation of latch control

from the chip enable line allows data stored in one memory
chip to be read while addressing a word in another device
with the outputs of the several parts bussed together. This
separation of control lines also makes it possible to write

information into the memory while the outputs are held in

the disabled state. This is accomplished by simply disabling

the chip, activating the latch, then enabling and writing.

The open collector outputs each have a minimum of 48mA
of drive capability. This high current output allows busing

and driving very high capacitive loads with high speed. The
rise and fall times of a fully loaded output with 100pf will

be approximately 4ns through the threshold of the driven

TTL inputs (see figure B(.

OUTPUT RISE TIME FOR 82S21 UNDER HEAVY LOAD

—/= ]
„^-~"-Q

I 4 c
t 4 A I
t t

H
I

-H J-* [ II3-~y \, xf<

vcc

L_

FIGURE B

All the inputs are fully buffered and require only -1.6mA
of low level "0" input current to allow a 320 word buffer

to be driven from standard TTL. The three write pins; Wo,
W-|, and C; provide the capability of writing into either cell

of the addressed word individually or both cells simulta-

neously allowing the device to be used as two separate

32 X 1 stores or a single 32 X 2 RAM. Furthermore,

writing can be done asynchronously to the system clock or

the internal write inputs can be enabled by Wo, and W-| and
strobed with the system clock driving the C line, providing

the ability to compensate for timing due to logic delays (see

figure C).

SYNCHRONIZING WRITING DATA INTO THE 82S21 WITH SYSTEM CLOCK

SYSTEM
CLOCK
DRIVER -

A FLIP FLOP OR
SHIFT REGISTER

So
—-0

1I, 1 J,
i i i

1

1 C W*

SZS21

a c w><

S3S31

i

*«

LOGIC
FLIP-

FLOP

So
-*-0

'

'

.

COMBINATIONAL
LOGIC

t i

MULTIPLEXER FLIP FLOP OR
SHIFT REGISTER

1

c-

n fAI JSS

1

re

1

00T^ rr

FLIP HOP OP, SHIFT REGISTER
MODE CONTROL
SYSTEM CLOCK

FIGURE C
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HIGH SPEED ACCUMULATOR

Figure D shows the 82S21 used as a buffer register in an

accumulator section that can be hardwired to perform the

function A+B A with a minimum number of integrated

circuits at high speed. The function A+B A can be per-

formed in typically 70 nanoseconds when starting with data

stored in the 82S21's used as registers A and B. The use of

the 32 X 2 RAM with on chip latches eliminates the need

for an external holding register. The data path takes infor-

mation from the RAM and latches the information Jn the

on chip latch, through the 74181 ALU and the 82S33 Quad

two input multiplexer and back into the A register. Data

can initially be loaded into the A register through the other

set of multiplexer inputs.

BASIC 8 BIT FULLY BUFFERED ACCUMULATOR

Dn %.Bl* M ftr fl» D3 63 °* E* °= ^"S E
« *» 6'

nnnu , innni

OATA INPUT
TO"B"

Rgennsi

n T t || I! II If II

"A" RSG1STEH

Bo Ao S, Ai B2 AJ B3 A3

74181 Co

TTTT

1

;
i 1 I t t t

S* A» B5 A5 Bg Ag 67 A7

"TTTT
E0 E l E2 E 3

FIGURE D

By use of the control lines Srj and Si data is loaded into the

"A" register through inputs Dx or from the outputs of the

741 81 's (Ex) to the 82S33's and stored in the 82S21's

organized as a 32 X 8 RAM register. Data is loaded direct-

ly into the "8" register. With this arrangement, the func-

tion A+B - A (A plus B into A) can be performed in 70ns,

typically, starting from data stored in the 82S21's.

SYNCHRONOUS CONTROL OF THE WRITE
FUNCTION

The 82S21 can be embedded in the TTL logic with the

system clock controlling writing synchronously while

propagation delays of the other TTL elements which are

driven by the same clock. This synchronizing of writing is

accomplished by having the system clock drive the C con-

trol line of the RAM and the clock line of flip-flop (or shift

register) A in figure C. The output of flip-flop (or shift

register) A directly drive the Wx line(s) ot the HAM. Data

is then written into the memory only when the C and Wx
are at logical 0.

USE OF BIT MASKING

The 32 X 2 organization, with independent bit write con-

trol (bit masking), provides the ability to manipulate indi-

vidual bits. This allows a multiple byte oriented buffer

memory with individual byte parity to be implemented

with a minimum number of memory devices. A 32 word by

2 byte system with byte parity maintained is shown in

figure E. In this application four of the RAMs are used to

store 32 words (bytes) of information. Since the devices

have independent bit write control lines, Wx. only one

17
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32 WORD BY 2 BYTE MEMORY WITH BYTE PARITY MAINTAINED

SYSTEM CLOCK
O—

BYTE DATA—<—

i

W| LOGIC <N2 LOGIC

1 1
BYTE 1 DATA

o
1 || -

BYTE PARI TV,
!

1! v
|| |

1

I!
ji \)

o
1 1 BYTE t PARITY

lX C

4 92S2t'S
(BYTESO)

ox

<NX 'a wa c w i l|

B2S21
PARITY FOB
BYTE 1 AND
BYTE 2

*0 1 °1

ti n C ln

4 82S21S
(BYTE =11

i

1

1

1

|

!

r i'
1- T i

BYTEO
OUTPUTS S2SSZ

PARITY
CHECKER

1

1

1

1

1

82S«
PARITY
CHECKEfl

BYTE 1

OUTPUTS

FIGURE E

additional RAM is required to store parity bits for both

bytes by using word for byte and word 1 for byte 1.

A masking operation is shown in figure F. The mask word is

loaded into a register connected to the Wx inputs. Data to

be masked is connected to the 1 inputs. When the strobe

occurs the logical product of the data and mask registers is

written into the addressed location. It should be noted that

for positive logic the data in the mask register must be

inverted since a "0" at Wx is the enabling condition.

CONCLUSION

The unique features incorporated in this RAM allows its use

in many applications where a normal scratch pad would
have to be accompanied by additional logic elements such

as flip-flops and high current open collector gates. Further-

more, the 82S21 has several features not available in other

bipolar memories and cannot be easily implemented by the

simple addition of other components. These features are bit

masking; 25 nanosecond typical access time, including latch

delay; and edge triggered write control. The combination of

these features allows the design engineer to optimize his

system requiring small, fast memory elements.

18
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ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES OF
MICROPROGRAMMING

• SYSTEM COST OF IC's

• COST OF MICROPROGRAMMED CONTROL
• TYPE OF CONTROL MEMORY TO USE

• CONCLUSION

ABSTRACT

A set of economic arguments are presented for using micro-

programmed control in place of random logic. It is shown

that a single 4096 bit ROM can potentially save the user

$1 19 for each ROM employed or about 2-% cents per bit.

The types of control memory elements (ROM, RAM, and

FROM or Fusable Read Only Memory) are reviewed and

the situations in which' they should be applied are dis-

cussed.

All prices in this report in dollars — the measurement of

cents/bit being the usual standard for measurement of

system costs.

ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES OF
MICROPROGRAMMING

Microprogramming was originally conceived by M. V.

Wilkes as a systematic and orderly approach to designing

the control section of any digital computer. Since Wilkes

first advanced his idea in 1951, numerous papers and re-

ports have been written on the subject. In recent years the

technique has come into widespread use. References 2, 3

and 4 will give the reader adequate background to under-

stand the techniques used in designing microprogrammed

systems. The purpose of this paper is to point out some of

the economic and other advantages which the system de-

signer will enjoy if he employs bipolar semiconductor

storage to implement the control store in a micropro-

grammed device.

By using bipolar RAM's and ROM's to replace random bi-

polar logic in the control section of any digital system, the

designer can, depending on the complexity of the system,

save significant amounts of money, space and power. An

exact analysis of the savings is almost impossible unless one

is willing to perform both conventional and micropro-

grammed designs of a number of highly complex systems.

No published data of this type is known to the author.

However, any reasonable set of assumptions leads one to

the conclusion that microprogramming is truly a better

way, by a wide margin, to design any complex digital

system which can work with a basic control memory cycle

greater than 100 nanoseconds.

In order to understand why this is true, one must first

examine the true cost of putting an IC into a digital system.

SYSTEM COST OF IC's

The direct cost of putting an I C into a system is over SI.00.

Figure 1 shows a breakdown of these costs which one ex-

perienced manufacturer of digital systems considers reason-

able. When atl of the direct costs in fabricating a system are

taken into account, such as indicator lamps, maintenance

panels, system cabling, etc. and the total system manufac-

turing cost is divided by the number of IC's, a figure of

$2.00 per IC is frequently arrived at. The $1.05 number of

figure 1 will be used during the rest of this discussion

because there seems to be general agreement that getting rid

of one IC will usually save a manufacturer that much

money.

It is interesting to note that under the assumptions of figure

1 even if IC's were free, the total manufacturing cost could

be reduced only by 30%. Assuming designers continue to

use conventional SSI (Small Scale Integrated) circuits and

packaging approaches in design of their systems, there will

be almost no further significant decrease in the manufac-

turing cost of digital systems.

If one assumes that the average IC contains 3 gating func-

tions, then the direct cost per gate installed in a system will

be on the order of 35 cents.

SYSTEM COST/16 PIN DIP ON 88 PIN 60 IC BOARD

IC .30

Incomming Inspection .05

PC Cord .25

Component Insertion and Fabrication .03

Board Check Out .05

Connector .05

Capacitor .03

Wiring .09

Power Supply $1.Q0./Watt .10

Cabinetry/Card Guides/Fans/etc. .10

$ 1.05

FIGURE 1

COST OF MICROPROGRAMMED CONTROL

For the most elementary type of devices random control

logic will always be the most economical way to design a

system. If, for example, a device can be controlled by a

single pre-set counter, it is impractical to become involved

in the intricacies of microprogrammed control. This is be-

cause a microprogrammed device has a base cost associated

with the address sequencing and memory selection circuitry

which is incurred no matter how simple the device is. This

is represented in figure 2. Property designed semiconductor

control storage has most of the memory selection circuitry

integrated into the chip and this greatly reduces the base

cost.
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Figure 2 shows the cost of microprogrammed control in-

creasing slowly with the number of sequencing cycles. This

is because each additional sequence cycle will in general

require one additional wordf control store. If, for example,

the control memory of a device used 32 bit words and the

control store cost only 0.25 cents/bit, as such devices will

in the future, then the cost of an additional control cycle is

only 8 cents.

The cost of conventional control in figure 2 is shown in-

creasing at a fairly fast rate. One can see that -if an addi-

tional control cycle required only one additional gating

function or some type of storage element to distinguish it

from all the other control states, then at least one gate or

35 cents direct cost must be added to the system cost. For
this simple example, the cost of conventional control

increases at over four times the rate per sequencing cycle of

microprogrammed control.

COST COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL AND
MICROPROGRAMMED CONTROL

There are few hard facts to back up any estimates on the

efficiency of microprogrammed devices but most designers

seem to agree that somewhere between 8 and 16 bits of

ROM can be used to replace a gating function. If 16 is

considered to be a pessimistic number and 8 an optimistic

one, then a 4096 bit ROM is capable of replacing between

256 and 512 gating functions. This ratio provides a great

incentive to the designer to employ microprogramming.
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COST OF ROM IN MICROPROGRAMMED SYSTEM

1^/BIT 0.5rf/BIT 0.25<i/BIT

IC (4096 BIT ROM) 40.00 20.00 10.00

Incomming Inspec-

tion .50 .50 .50

PC Cord ,25 .25 .25

Component Insertion

and Fabrication .03 .03 .03

Board Check Out .15 .15 .15

Connector .05 .05 .05

Wiring .22 .12 .12

Power Supply Si 00/

Watt .50 .50 .50

Cabinetry/Cord Guides/

Fans/etc. .10 .10

$21.70

.10

Si 1.70$41,80

FIGURE 3

Figure 3 shows the direct cost of putting a 4096 bit ROM
in a microprogrammed system assuming costs per bit of 1,

0.5 and 0.25 cents. If R bits of ROM replace a single gating

function, then the dollars saved by employing a single 4096
bit ROM at 0.25 cents/bit are:

Savings = 0.35 X
(4096)

- S1 1.70

These savings are plotted in figure 4 for various costs of

ROM,

NUMBER OF ROM BITS TO REPLACE
AGATE FUNCTION
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While 12 bits is probably a realistic number per gating func-

tion replaced, it is interesting to note that the breakeven

points for 1, 0.5 and 0.25 cents per bit ROM's are 36,66

and 122 bits. With a 4096 bit bipolar ROM there can be a

tremendous margin of error in the assumptions and still

have microprogramming be the most economical approach

to system design.

Other savings result as well. These are tabulated in figure 5.

For example, if one assumes 12 bits of ROM will replace a

gate function, then the use of 4096 bit ROM's in the con-

trol portion of a digital system will save about 114 pack-

ages, 8.5 watts of power and 100 cubic inches of volume in

addition to $119 per 4096 bit ROM employed.

Systems today are beginning to use RAM's in their control

memories. When RAM's are used in the control memory, it

is referred to as WCS (Writeable Control Store). It can be

argued that fewer bits of RAM are capable of replacing a

gate than are bits of ROM. Because the control store can be

altered it can be loaded with information which will tailor

the device to the application or environment. For example,

the basic IBM 360/85 contains a 512 word control store

which can be loaded with any of 30 sections of non-

resident microdiagnostics which are up to 512 words in

length. These diagnostics are used to isolate malfunctions in

the system. An emulator option consisting of another 512

words of WCS is also available with the system. This option

is used principally to enable the IBM 360/85 to emulate an

IBM 7090/7094. Obviously other machines could be emu-

lated by reprogramming the control store. The important

point is that bits of control store take on multiple uses.

Some bits will be used in as many as 30 different ways in

the IBM 360/85.

SAVINGS BY USING 0.25i/BIT ROM IN MICROPROGRAMMED CONTROL OF DIGITAL SYSTEM

BITS PER GATE FUNCTION

No. of Dips Saved

PC Cards Saved 60 Dips/Board

Power Saved in Watts

Volume Saved in IN3

Dollars Saved per 4096 BIT ROM

8

OPTIMISTIC

170

3

12.8

150 IN 3

$168

12

REALISTIC

114

2

8.5

100 IN3

$119

16

PESSIMISTIC

85

1.5

6.4

75 IN3

$83

FIGURE 5

Once again there is no precise way of determining how may

bits of RAM will be required to replace a gate. Designers

seem to feel comfortable in assuming a number in the range

of 5 to 12 bits. Figures 6, 7 and 8 show costs and savings

involved in using WCS in the same fashion as figures 3, 4

and 5 did. Figure 9 shows the total savings involved in both

types of control stores assuming ROM costs 0.25 cents/bit

and RAM costs 2 cents/bit. It is interesting to note the

saving of ROM over RAM differ less than two to one. RAM,

however, offers the designer a great deal more flexibility to

correct errors.

The designer is faced witti some difficult choices. He must

decide whether he wants to commit his design to a semi-

conductor ROM which cannot be altered, or use more

expensive RAM.

COST OF WCS (RAM) IN MICROPROGRAMMED SYSTEM

lOd/BIT 5*/BIT 3^/BIT 24/BH

IC 256 BIT RAM
Incoming Inspection

PC Card

25,00

.10

.25

12.50

.10

.25

7.50

.10

.25

5.00

.10

.25

Component Insertion and Fabrication

Board Check Out

Connector

Wiring

Power Supply $1 .00/Watt

.03

.05

.05

.07

.50

.03

.05

.05

.07

.50

.03

.05

.05

.07

.50

.03

.05

.05

.07

.50

Cabinetry /Card Guides/Fans/etc, .10

$26.15

.10 .10

$8.65

.10

$6.15$13.65

FIGURES
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NUMBER OF RAM BITS TO REPLACE
A GATE FUNCTION IN WRITEABLE

CONTROL STORE SYSTEM
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FIGURE7

SAVINGS BY USING 2*f/BIT RAM IN

WRITEABLE CONTROL STORE OF DIGITAL SYSTEM

BITS PER GATE FUNCTION

5

OPTIMISTIC
8

REALISTIC
12

PESSIMISTIC

No. of Dips

Saved
17 11 7

PC Cards Saved

60 Dips/Board
.28 .18 .12

Power Saved

in MW 600 300 -

Volume Saved

in IN 3
14 IN3 9 IN 3 6 IN 3

Dollars Saved

per 256 BITS

RAM
$12 $4 S2.50

FIGURE 8

TOTAL SAVING FOR DIFFERENT SIZE

CONTROL STORES

16KBIT 32K BIT 64K BIT 128KBIT

Micro

Programmed

ROM Savings

$476 $952 $1904 S3808

Micro

Programmed

WCS Savings

$256 S 512 S 1024 S2048

THE TYPE OF CONTROL MEMORY TO USE

Three types of semiconductor memories adaptable to the

control section of a device exist today. These are ROM's,

RAM's and FROM {Fusable Read Only Memories). ROM's
offer the customer the lowest cost per bit but require

moderately expensive tooting. Errors in programming

ROM's cannot be corrected. This, combined with high tool-

ing costs, makes these devices most suitable for volume

applications where small numbers of bits (under 65,536

bits) are used. These types of applications are more easily

debugged and therefore, field changes to the ROM's will

not be required. Furthermore, they permit the tooling to be

written off over 3 large number of units.

F ROM's are programmed by blowing fuse links. This fusing

can be done either by the customer or at the factory.

F ROM's of course cannot be altered once they are fused

and so errors cannot be corrected. F ROM's require little or

no tooling to generate a new pattern but their cost per bit is

higher than ROM's. This makes them most suitable for low

volume, low capacity production.

Writeable Control Store offers the customer the advantage

of being alterable and of requiring no tooling. However,

systems using WCS must have a way of reloading their con-

trol stores. Because of the higher cost per bit, WCS is most

commonly found in applications where tooling and lack of

alterability would create significant problems, or where

alterability will provide significant advantages. These areas

are mainly systems with large control stores and low

volume production.

Combinations of techniques will find use in the large capa-

city control memories in volume production. These dif-

ferent applications are shown in figure 10.

APPLICATION FOR VARIOUS TYPES
OF CONTROL STORE

LOW CAPACITY
IN BITS

HIGH CAPACITY
IN BSTS

Low Production

Volume
FROM WCS

High Production

Volume
ROM ROM +

WCS

FIGURE9

FIGURE 10

CONCLUSION

This paper has attempted to put a perspective on the appli-

cation of control memories. While the arguments presented

here are imprecise and cannot be proven, they are based to

a great degree on the feelings of individuals who are making

these decisions. It seems that most decisions about the use

22
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of control memories have been based somewhat on intui-

tion. The author has attempted to document these intuitive

feelings. It is highly unlikely that truly factual data of a

general nature will ever be developed.

The most interesting point set forth in this study is that the

primary factor in determining system cost if conventional

SSI is used is the number of packages and not the cost of

the IC's. The circuit costs are now so dominated by the

other system costs such as fans, power supplies, pc cards,

etc., that no further significant cost reductions can be made

without employing new technologies, Microprogramming

using 4096 bit ROM's with a system cost of $11.70 can

reduce system costs by about $119 per ROM. This offers

the designer the opportunity to reduce parts cost of the

control portion of his device by up to 80%.

I

23
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DESIGN OF MICROPROGRAMMABLE SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION

The advent of iow cost, high speed ROS (Read Only

Storage) has motivated a great increase in interest in micro-

programmable devices. Microprogramming techniques are

now being applied in terminals, calculators, peripheral con-

trol iers, central processors, instruments, etc. A great deal of

general information exists on microprogramming but there

are very few documents that explain how to implement a

system. The purpose of this article is to explain more about

the technique, and give the designer some practical ideas on

how to go about implementing a microprogrammable

system.

There are numerous advantages to microprogrammed imple-

mentation. These will be discussed later but it is perhaps

worthwhile to list them now so the reader may reflect on

these points as he reads this note:

• Reduction of random logic and resulting more struc-

tured organization.

• Emulation of a number of devices {not just another pro-

cessor) can be carried out by a single general purpose

device.

• Diagnostics and service aids may be easily implemented

in the control portion of the system.

• Field changes can be easily made by changing control

stores.

• Special purpose adaptations can be made of the device

by changing a few program words.

• Performance can be economically expanded at lower

cost than in a conventional system.

• Final system definition can be postponed to a later time

in the design cycle.

• Documentation and service training costs can be re-

duced.

Admittedly these are a lot of advantages to claim for one

approach, but the author will review each of these points

again at the end of this note and explain in more detail how
these benefits can be derived.

To the reader who is unfamiliar with microprogramming, all

of the above statements will probably raise the following

question in his mind. "If this technique is so good, why
hasn't everyone been using it?" The answer is fairly simple

— microprogramming just wasn't as attractive until the

advent of high speed, high capacity, low cost and low

power bipolar ROS. Before the advent of devices such as

the SMS 4096 bit bipolar ROS, microprogramming was

much more costly and technologically more difficult to

implement.

BACKGROUND

The idea of microprogramming is normally attributed to

Wilkes. His stated objective was to provide "a systematic

alternative to the usual somewhat ad hoc procedure used

for designing the control system of a digital computer."

Actually, many logic devices being implemented today are

24

far more complex than the computers which are deriving

benefits from microprogrammed implementation. Some
experts today are forecasting that most complex logical

systems of the future will use microprogrammed techniques

for the same reasons that motivated computer designers to

select this alternative.

In a general sense, any sequential logic device can be viewed

as transferring information from one set of storage elements

to another through a logic network. In the case of a com-

puter, the execution of an instruction involves a sequence

of information transfers from one register in the processor

to another, some of which takes place directly and some

through an adder or other logical network. A machine or

computer instruction is made up of a number of these

transfers which Wilkes likened to a program and hence, he

termed the individual steps microinstructions and the

sequence of steps a microprogram.

The mechanism Wilkes suggested for implementing the

system is shown in figure 1. The microprogram was held in

a read only diode memory which is shown as consisting of

two matricies A and B. The outputs of matrix A were used

to control the transfers between the various registers. The

outputs from matrix B were passed through a delay and

were then used as inputs to a decoding tree. These inputs to

the decoding tree directed the timing pulses to the next

selected data line in the control store. Information from the

sign flip-flop of the accumulator was used to select alter-

nate paths through matrix B and hence to change the next

selected data line in the memory. This is represented by one

of the lines from matrix A which branches before it enters

matrix B. The signals coming from matrix A control arith-

metic gates, register paths, etc., which Wilkes viewed as

incremental logical operations and called micro-operations.

A collection of these operations performed at one time was

a microinstruction.

WILKE 5 MODEL

DECODING TREE

FM c R 3PR
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FIGURE 1
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Wilkes' example segmented the microprogrammed control

into two parts — one for operating the gates which control

the data paths, and the other for selecting the next step in

the control sequence. Today all microprogrammed devices

are organized in a similar fashion. The essence of designing

a good microprogrammed system is the selection of the

proper strategies for data paths and logic function control

as well as the implementation of the control sequence

section.

BUILDING A SIMPLE MICROPROGRAMMED
SYSTEM

Figure 2 shows a simplified computing element. In reality it

could be a word organized single address stored program

computer. In this over-simplified version, assume the con-

trol portion of the machine generates the following signals

shown in Table 1. These signals are called micro-operations.

By combining these, instructions can.be generated. Assume

further that the control portion of the machine contains a

ROS (Read Only Store) and that words are read from that

ROS under the control of an address register. Words are

read from the ROS in sequence unless one of the Jump

instructions, JMP, JIFO or JOPC is executed.

MICRO INSTRUCTIONS FOR SIMPLE MACHINE

CODE MEANING —
MARM Gate MAR onto M bus

MBRM Gate MBR onto M bus

PCD Gate PC onto D bus

IAD Gate I A (instruction address) onto D bus

ACD Gate AC onto D bus

R Read memory into MBR
W Write MBR into memory

PLUS Add M bus to D bus in address and place

on S bus

DTS Gate D bus through adder to S bus

MTS Gate M bus through adder to S bus

ONE Gate D bus through adder to S bus and

add one

SMAR Gate S bus into MAR
SMBR Gate S bus into MBR
SPC Gate S bus into PC

SIR Gate S bus into IR

SAC Gate S bus into AC
JMP Jump to address in address field of

microinstruction if AC =

JIFD Jump to address in address field of

microinstruction if AC =

JOPC Jump to address of OP code field

TABLE 1

SBUS

I

I

SIMPLE MICRO PROGRAMMED MACHINE

MAR MEMORY ADDRESS REGISTER

IS

ADDER
CONTROL

Q

wo*

i

MEMORY

M '.-'-

J

J ,

MBR MEMORY BUFFER REGISTER

PC PROGHAM COUNTER

i

IR INSTRUCTION REGISTER I

ALU
ARITHMETIC

LOGIC
UNIT

IC INSTRUCTION CODE 1 A INSTRUCTION ADDRESS

I r

DBUS

CONTROL

AC = t

AC ACCUMULATOR

FIGURE 2
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Figure 3 shows a ROS instruction word with the appropri

ate fields labeled. The instruction words are shown under

the fields in which they appear in the microinstruction

word. There are of course many different microinstruction

formats. For example, the Interdata Mod IV on Micro 810

computers use 16 bit formats whereas systems such as the

IBM 360/85 use 128 bit formats. The reason for these

choices will be discussed later. Figure 3 is meant only as a

tutorial example and is not necessarily intended as a practi-

cal model.

REPRESENTATION OF MICRO INSTRUCTION WORD

JUMP
MEMORY JUMP ADDER MBUS D BUS SBUS ADDRESS
CONTROL INSTRUCTION CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL FIELD

R JMP PLUS MARM PCD SMAR
W JIFO MTS MBRM IAD SMBR

JO PC ONE
DTS

ACD SPC

SIR

SAC

FIGURE 3

Figure 4 shows what kinds of simple operations can be

accomplished by combining microinstructions. In the

example, the contents of memory are added to the accumu-

lator in the following manner:

Line 1 The contents of the program counter are transferred

to the memory address register.

Line 2 The instruction is read from memory into the

memory buffer register.

Line 3 The instruction is transferred from the memory
buffer register to the instruction register.

Line 4 The control of the microprocessor is determined by

the operation code of the instruction.

Line 5 The contents of the address portion of the instruc-

tion register are transfered to the memory address

register.

Line 6 The desired data is read into the memory buffer,

register.

Line 7 The memory buffer register is added to the accumu-

lator and the result stored in the accumulator.

Line 8 One is added to the program counter so it is ready

to fetch the next instruction and the result is stored

in the program counter.

Line 9 Control of the microprocessor is transfered to start

the next sequence.

It is fairly straightforward to envision more powerful de-

vices than the one given in the example that perform many
of the operations determined by separate lines in parallel

and which have many more instruction codes.

MICROPROGRAM TO ADD CONTENTS OF MEMORY TO ACCUMULATOR

MEMORY
CONTROL

JUMP
INSTRUCTION

ADDER
CONTROL

M BUS
CONTROL

D BUS
CONTROL

S BUS
CONTROL

JUMP
ADDRESS
FIELD

INSTRUCTION '

FETCH ,
3

R

DTS

MTS MARM

PCD SMAR

SIR
INSTRUCTION ,

DECODE 4 JOPC

5

EXECUTIVE 6

7

R

DTS

PLUS MBRM

IAD

ACD

SMAR

SAC
RETURN 8

9 JMP
ONE PCD SPC

START

FIGURE 4

This example does not really discuss how the ROS is con-

trolled. It merely points out that a control memory can

emit signals capable of controlling the data paths in a

system. Most articles on microprogramming point out how
easy it is to control the data paths using microprogramming

26

techniques and stop. The real essence of microprogramming

is focused on controiling the address sequencing of the con-

trol memory itself. A substantial portion of this note will

be devoted to this point.
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To any individual who has done assembly language pro-

gramming, the similarity between the symbolic microcode

shown in figure 4 and assembly language is obvious. The

similarity suggests that some techniques used frequently in

programming might be useful in doing microprogramming.

In fact they are. Three of the most frequently employed

techniques are:

• Use of subroutines

• Indexing

• Parameterization

Subroutines are programs designed to be used by other

routines to accomplish a particular purpose. These routines

can be called into action from numerous points within the

main body of the program. In microprogramming, sub-

routines are also used. This is becuase many microprograms

contain similar or identical sections of code. For example,

many memory reference instructions in a computer system

all use the same logical sequence in generating the address

for an instruction, and therefore, this sequence could be a

subroutine called from within a body of code which exe-

cutes the addressing algorithm.

Indexing is a technique used in programming to locate data

within a memory and to count the number of times opera-

tions are performed. Indexing is frequently used to point to

a data item in a list of data words. Indexing techniques can

be used very effectively in microprogrammed implementa-

tions. For example, they can be used to count the number

of times an inner loop in a multiply instruction is traversed.

Also, modern computers frequently contain register files.

Operations are performed between strings of data in these

files. Indexing is extremely useful in scanning these files.

Parameterization is a technique of storing parameters which

characterize the state of program. This is sometimes

accomplished by storing these in program status words.

Information in these words can be tested and actions initi-

ated based on these parameters. In microprogrammed con-

trols similar techniques can be used. Parameters which

characterize the state of the control portion of the system

can be set and tested by the control processor in the same

way that overflow, carry, less than, etc. indicators can be

tested in some of today's computers.

Knowledge and experience in programming in assembly

language is helpful in both designing and programming

microprogrammed devices. Well designed microprocessors

will begin to incorporate more and more features that will

make commonly used assembly language programming

techniques easier to employ.

Figure 5 shows a simple microcontrol for a system. It more

closely represents one you would find in practice today.

The two sections of the system are clearly in evidence. The

one set of outputs used to control the data paths is labeled

data path control and the other set of outputs used in

determination of the next address is fed into a logic net-

work where it is combined with status information from

the data paths and then used to select the next address. The

information in the data path control section of the ROS
will, for example, gate data from the various registers into

the arithmetic unit, select the function the unit will per-

form on the data and gate the result into the appropriate

register.

MICRO CONTROL USING ROS

ROS DEVICE

DECODER
AND
DRIVE

• • • • » •

r t t f f

IH
FIGURE 5

DATA PATH CONTROL

Figure 5 represents a control section similar to the one

found in many large computer systems. Typically, for a

large system the ROS would contain a few thousand words,

50 to 150 bits in length. The ROS will, in general, be

accessed once for each basic control cycle of the device.

For example, if the basic machine cycle is 150 ns, then one

ROS access would usually be made during each of these

periods. For reasons which will be discussed later in the

section on timing, it is highly desirable to have the ROS
read cycle as small a fraction as is possible of the basic
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machine cycle. This gives the system the maximum amount
of time to select the next microinstruction.

The data path control portion of the ROS and its functions

are easily understood. The example presented here is from a

paper by Tucker. He presents a look at a simplified portion

of the arithmetic unit of a particular System /360. Figure 6

shows an arithmetic system with three 32 bit registers - T,

A, and B and a 56 bit arithmetic unit to add the contents of

these registers. Also represented in this figure are other

gating functions which can be used to control the data

path. For example, by applying certain signals from the

ROS, it is possible to cause data coming into the adder to

be complemented, transmitted uncomplemented (true), and
shifted to the left one or two positions. Also, the shifter at

the output of the adder can be programmed to shift data to

the left or right four positions or transmit the data on

through. On a single machine cycle, there is time to gate the

data from the register through the logic on the input to the

adder, perform an addition, post shift the data and then

store the result back in a specified register.
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TERMINOLOG REVIEW

• The operations making up a single step are called micro-

operations.

• A collection of micro-operations executed in one basic

machine cycle is a microinstruction.

• A sequence of microinstructions is a microprogram.

Numerous small systems have been built using micropro-

grammed techniques. Figure 7 shows two microinstruction

formats for small computers. Figure 7a is one of the

instruction formats used on the Interdata Mod 4. The
opcode field specifies the function the arithmetic unit will

perform on the inputs to the unit. One input to the ALU
(Arithmetic and Logic Unit) is the register addressed by the
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S field. The other is the AR register. The results of the

operations are placed in the register designated by the D
field. The second format is one used in the Micro 800. In

this format the opcode specifies an operation which will be

performed between the designated file register f and the

contents of the memory buffer register. The results of the

operation can also be stored simultaneously in a second

register, designated by the R field which is used primarily in

control of the microprogrammed device. If the bit desig-

nated by an *
is "one", the result of the operation is

inhibited from being placed in the register designated by

the f field. The C field controls certain instruction options;

for example, certain C codes will force a one into the least

significant bit of the adder.
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MICRO INSTRUCTION FORMATS
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One way to control the data paths in a machine is to have

one ROS control bit for each data path or data path option.

For machines with complex data paths such as the System

360/65 this would require approximately 250 bits for the

arithmetic unit alone. This would be wasteful of ROS bits.

As a matter of fact, since many of the micro-operations are

mutually exclusive, most of the bits in such a ROS word

would be "zero" assuming "zero" meant no operation

would be performed. The obvious technique for reducing

these bits is to use a more sophisticated coding scheme. By

properly grouping mutually exclusive operations, the

number of bits can be greatly reduced. For example, certain

MSI arithmetic units perform 32 arithmetic and logic func-

tions on input data. They require a five bit input code to

specify the operation and not 32 input lines, only one of

which would be true during any microinstruction. Basically,

a careful search of the various micro-operations must be

performed in order to select which of these can be coded

together.

It is worth noting that designers today are overly condi-

tioned to saving bits of ROS just as they were for years

overly concerned about saving flip-flops and gates.

Dramatic ROS breakthroughs such as the SMS 4096 bit

ROS will have a significant impact on this thinking, pri-

marily because ROS costs have decreased and because of

the increase in ROS density.

It is easy to envision designers using longer and longer ROS
words as the cost of ROS decreases eliminating the need for

deciding networks on the output of the control memory.

The branch logic and the section of ROS devoted to deter-

mining the next instruction is the other critical portion of a

microprogrammed system. In a simple microprogrammed

device, each instruction could contain the address of the

next microinstruction to be executed. For example, if there

was a 4096 word ROS, each microinstruction could contain

a 12 bit address to designate the next instruction. The

advantage of such a scheme is that no program counter is

required for the microprogrammed system. The output

from the ROS can be gated directly into the address register

to select the next instruction. Conditional branch instruc-

tions in a system such as this are implemented in the branch

logic network. For example, one technique would be to

require one target word in a conditional branch always have

an even address. This word would always contain a zero in

the last. bit. To skip the next instruction, one need only

"or" the condition tested for into the last bit. Thus a jump

to the next odd numbered location would be forced. Other

techniques would be to include a second address with each

instruction word for conditional branching.

The important point to grasp at this time is how the tech-

nique works. The remainder of the application note will be

devoted to suggesting practical techniques for micropro-

grammed implementations. Whether or not a system is eco-

nomically implemented with microprogramming techniques

depends on how cleverly the system designer implements

the coding, of ROS words and the selection of next micro-

instruction words. The trade off designers are faced with, is

the longer, within reason, the microinstruction word is, the

more expensive the ROS is, but the simpler the rest of the

machine logic becomes. As ROS becomes less expensive,

the tendency will be to use long ROS words to save random

logic. The true benefit of LSI will be obtained by using

regular arrays such as ROS, and using low cost ROS bits

somewhat inefficiently in place of random logic arrays. This

is similar to the situation which took place when IC's were

introduced. The cost of logic became so low it was desirable

to use more logic and save time than concentrate all one's

attention on minimizing the number of gates.

In every microprogrammed device there must be some logic

which controls the ROS and does the -basic system timing.

The complexity of this logic depends to a high degree on

the microprogrammed implementation. In a microprogram-

med device with short ROS words where very few bits in

the microprogrammed instruction word are devoted to de-

termining the next instruction, the control logic will

become fairly sophisticated. In these systems a ROS pro-

gram counter will generally exist and the control logic will

ensure the next ROS control word is selected by augment-

ing the program counter by one just as the program counter

is augmented in a typical computer system. In micro-

programmed devices with longer words, the control will be

conceptually simpler. For example, if each instruction

might contain the address of the next instruction, and then

there would be no need for a program counter, only a ROS
address register.

Figure 8 shows the timing in a typical microprogrammed

system. The first set of timing pulses strobes the output

from the ROS into the output buffer register. This register

will exist in higher speed systems because of the desirability

of overlapping the access for the next microinstruction with

the execution of the current one. In slower systems, the

output of a semiconductor ROS can fulfill this function

since it is a DC output, not pulsed as in the case of

magnetic E core or capacitive type ROM. Furthermore,

since the output of ROS, such as the SMS 4096 ROS, can

in some cases drive ten TTL typical loads, there is little

need to provide extra output drive.
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TYPICAL ROS TIMING
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As soon as the output buffer has settled, the execution of

the microinstruction can begin. This is indicated in the

second line of the timing diagram. The execution time will

be long enough to permit the most basic microinstruction

execution to take place. However, some of the longer

operations might take two or more microinstruction times

to execute. For example, suppose the time to gate data

from source registers to the adder and perform an "add" is

300 ns. If the basic microinstruction cycle is 150 ns, then an

add operation could require two microinstruction times.

This could be accomplished by executing the same micro-

instruction twice with the one exception that data would

not be stored in the destination register until the second

instruction is executed. Another way to handle long

instruction execution times is to let the microinstruction

have a bit or bits which will be used to extend the micro-

instruction execution time. Still another obvious way for

simpler systems is to merely let the longest instruction

dominate the timing. For example, of 300 ns is the longest

register-to-register cycle time, then the basic cycle could be

selected as 300 ns. In general, any system will have certain

microinstructions which require several basic machine

cycles. For example, a fast microprogrammed device may
be hooked to a slow core memory which as an access time

of 800 ns compared with a basic microinstruction execu-

tion time of 200 ns. Having some interlocks which enable

this type of delay to be conveniently accommodated is

desirable.

The fourth line in figure 8 shows the time at which the

ROS address register is loaded. This timing pulse will clock

the output of the branch logic in figure 5 into the ROS
address register. If a conditional branch is going to be exe-

cuted, the logical decision must be made during the time

shown in line 3. Obviously, this is not always possible. For

example, if a branch is to be made on overflow, probably

the information will not be developed until too late by the

adder to enable a branch decision to be made for that

instruction. Consequently, one instruction and one instruc-

tion execution time is lost because the branch decision

must be made on the next instruction,
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The fifth line of the timing diagram shows the time devoted

to the access of the ROS. One reason for the importance of

fast access in the ROS can now be understood. The shorter

the access time the more time is available for making de-

cisions. Since a high percentage of microinstructions con-

tain conditional branches, many instructions and instruc-

tion times can be saved by making this time as smail a

percentage of the basic control cycle as is possible.

There are obviously many variations of the timing schemes.

The timing technique must be selected to match the appli-

cation and the objectives of the designer.

PRACTICAL MICROPROGRAMMED
IMPLEMENTATIONS

The microprogramming art is today evolving at a rapid rate.

Whereas a few years ago only a few machines employed this

technique, today it is used throughout the IBM 360 and

370 series, in both the CPU and peripheral controllers, in

the RCA Spectra 70 series, in the Honeywell 4200, in the

Interdata Mod 4, Micro 800, etc. Numerous other manu-

facturers are designing the next generation of equipment,

both controllers and processors, using this technique.

Inspection of the architecture, design techniques and

memory devices used in existing implementations provides

the practical engineer with a bewildering array of tech-

niques, ideas and practical design tricks. Most of these

approaches exist for good reasons. They provided the

designer with the best set of economic trade offs in meeting

his objectives.

The remainder of this section of this application note will

be devoted to reviewing some of these techniques and ex-

plaining some of the reasons why these techniques are use-

ful and what motivates a designer to select one of these

approaches.

ROS ADDRESSING TECHNIQUES

Wilkes' basic implementation shown in figure 1 generated

the next address to read out the next microinstruction

directly from the output of the B matrix. Therefore, if

there were 1024 words of ROS, the output from this

matrix would be a 10 bit code used to designate one of

these words. While this technique is adequate, it fails to

couple the microprocessing device in a tight fashion to its

external environment and leads to an inordinately long re-

sponse to an input stimulus. To see this, consider the

problem of interpreting a 5 bit code and branching one of

thirty-two points determined by the code. This is the type

of operation which occurs in interpreting the operation

code of a computer, terminal, or peripheral instruction. In

the Wilkes model, each bit must be tested separately and a

branch must be taken at each step. This involves 5 separate

tests, one for each bit and 31 branch type instructions in a

decision tree, plus an additional 32 branch instructions to

get to the starting point of the various routines.
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Wilkes' group suggested introducing multiple address

sources. This greatly simplifies and speeds the solution to

the above problem. To see this, consider the ROS address

register shown in figure 9 where the bits Rj are output from

the address selection section of the ROS. Consider the bits

Sj as bits from another register, for example, the instruction

register in a computer. In order to interpret a 5 bit code,

one need only let the bits Ryi to R5 select the starting

address of a table in memory which contains 32 starting

addresses of ROS sequences. The bits S4 and So could

select any one of 32 entries in this table which could direct

the microprocessing element to the proper location.

Instruction decoding could, therefore, be accomplished

with one microinstruction.

TWO ADDRESS SOURCE FOR MICROPROCESSOR ADDRESS REGISTER
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The importance of this technique goes far beyond the con-

cept of instruction decoding. Any set of conditions could

be introduced as an input in the low order bit positions and

therefore, this represents one technique for developing a

fast response based on the status of the external environ-

ment. For the example above, any one of 32 alternative

courses of action could be taken in response to an input.

This action could be initiated in one microinstruction cycle

instead of six, meaning a much faster response time. With

today's semiconductor memories, microprocessors with 100

ns cycle times are easily constructed meaning a response to

an external environment can begin very quickly. Further-

more, this technique saves 31 ROS locations.

It is obvious that this technique can be extended and rather

than truncating the second address source, the address

source could be extended to encompass the entire address

field. One possible choice is to externally introduce the full

starting address of the response routine. This eliminates the

need for storing a jump table in the ROS, but may greatly

complicate the external address circuitry. Speed of response

can potentially be obtained by eliminating the first search

cycle and substituting for it the time required to do the

external address generation. One device which does an

excellent address generation job is another ROS. Figure 10

shows such a scheme in which the external input conditions

are used to address a ROS which generates the proper start-

ing address. The source of the address is selected by either

the Sa or Ra address source lines.

MICROPROGRAMMED ROS ADDRESS GENERATION
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The addressing schemes discussed to this point all assume

that the complete address ts generated externally. Since

microprograms in general execute instructions sequentially,

a program counter can be used to select the next instruc-

tion in sequence. Gerace proposed this type of scheme

where the ROS address register could act as either a counter

or as a device which was loaded by data externally.

tion can be specified by a relatively few bits from the ROS,

the rest of the bits already being present in the address

register. Therefore, it is not uncommon to find next address

fields which are 4 to 6 bits in length. Obviously other

instructions are required to branch outside this restricted

field. In a 2048 word ROS going to a 5 bit truncated

address saves on the order of 10 thousand bits.

A potentially more useful generalization of Gerace's scheme

is to permit the address register to count up and down in

steps of ±1, ±2, or ±4, as well as being externally setable.

Whether this ability is useful or not to the system designer

depends on the remainder of his microprocessor structure.

Frequently one desires to go around a loop of instructions a

number of times. For example, one might be transferring

128 characters of data to an output device or performing a

multiply instruction. In such instances, sequences of two to

five instructions may be frequently used and counting the

address register down by -1 permits a two instruction se-

quence, by -2 permits a three instruction sequence, etc.

The existence of a ROS program counter carries with it the

implication that the next instruction will be selected auto-

matically unless something is done to override the pro-

cedure. This of course introduces more externa! circuitry;

however, it can potentially save large numbers of ROS bits.

Obviously, if the next address is selected by a counter,

there is no need to have these bits presented at the output

of the control store except when an out of sequence

address is desired. Microprogrammed devices which use this

technique, in general have jump instructions similar to

those of a conventional computer in which one portion of

the microinstruction will be interpreted as the next address

for the control store. Figure 1 1 shows the branch instruc-

tion format for the Interdata Mod IV. A branch can be

taken to any one of 256 locations depending on the test

conditions C-Carry, V-overflow, G-Greater than, and L-less

than zero. In the Interdata Mod IV, the absence of such an

instruction, or the execution of a microinstruction of the

format shown in Figure 7a, causes the ROS program

counter to be indremented by one.

3 4 S 6 j a is
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Saving ROS bits to specify addresses can also be accom-

plished by truncating the address field emitted from the

ROS. To a much greater extent than in a conventional com-

puter, most microprograms are short and involve operating

on data or using program segments which are quite near in

an address distance sense. For example, many program

sequences will be less than 8 words and most less than 16.

This means for a great majority, the next instruction selec-
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If a truncated address scheme is used, care must be taken to

ensure one does not try to jump across page boundaries

with a truncated address. For example, if one wishes to use

a 6 bit truncated address, the next instructions selected by

that address would have to be contained within a 64 word

page. Addresses outside the page would be reached through

a more global branch type of instruction or technique. This

could be specified by selecting a different instruction

format.

Microprogrammed devices are sequential logic circuits using

ROS, which within constraints of time can be used to

simulate the performance of any sequential logic network.

The simulation process is referred to as emulation. The

ability of the device to emulate effectively is determined to

a great degree by the address selection or sequencing por-

tion of the unit. From the numerous alternatives presented

here, some reasonable variation must be selected which

meets the objectives of the designer. In microprogrammed

devices with short microinstruction words, this usually in-

volves combining a program counter technique with a

global branch instruction format. In larger systems trun-

cated addressing schemes are more frequently used,

MICROINSTRUCTION WORD ENCODING

If bits of ROS cost nothing, the simplest machine config-

uration would be to use one output bit from the control

store to control each gating path. To conserve bits of ROS,

the control signals, as was discussed earlier, are encoded.

For example, eight gating paths may never be used at the

same time and therefore, one three bit field can be used to

designate the desired gating path. This three bit field is fed

into a decoding network whose outputs control the data

paths. The designer must select sets of mutually exclusive

operations. In many cases the choices are obvious. For

example, the adder network may perform only one func-

tion at a time and therefore, it is reasonable to encode the

inputs to the adder network which select the function. If

too many mutually exclusive gating functions are encoded

together, the cost of the decoding network at the output of

the control store and the delay through that network are

prohibitively large. These trade offs can be made by careful

study of the problem.

In large systems, speed is attained by allowing many opera-

tions to procede simultaneously. The greater the degree of

simultaneity, the fewer the number of mutually exclusive

gating operations. The obvious consequence is to cause

words of control storage to become longer. Consequently,

in machines such as the IBM 360/85, a computer with a

great degree of simultaniety, 128 bit control words are
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used. In small systems, multiple use is made of bus struc-

tures rather than provide multiple bus structures. Control

decisions are made sequentially and therefore, shorter ROS

words can be used. One frequently used technique in small

systems is to have a number of different instruction for-

mats. Each of these formats will generally be dedicated to

one major type of operation. This greatly reduces the

length of the ROS words but also slows down the system

performance. For example, in short word length micro-

programmed devices, one instruction will be used to add

two registers, a second to test the result and a third to

branch to a location based on the. result of test. Each of

these instructions might have a different format whereas in

a longer word length control store this would be ac-

complished in one microinstruction word.

The Micro 800, which is a small microprogrammed device,

uses three instruction formats in order to conserve ROS

bits. These are shown in figure 12. The literal format is

designated by placing a hexidecimat number in the range 1

to 7 in the most significant hexidecimal digit position; the

operate format is designated by placing a hexidecimal

number in the range from 8 to f in the same position and

the execute format is designated by placing an in the first

digit. The literal format is used to introduce constants into

the system, perform operations between the literal and a

designated register and to implement global jumps.

INSTRUCTION FORMATS FOR MICRO 800

1

OP - CODE LITERAL
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CONSTANT
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EXECUTE COMMAND FORMAT

FIGURE 12

The process of introducing constants into the system from

the output of the control store is a frequently used tech-

nique in almost all microprogrammed systems. The field in

the control word which does this is called the emit field.

Output from the emit field is frequently used in the Micro

800 to set up control registers and introduce data into the

working registers. The operate commands are used to per-

form arithmetical and logical operations between the file

registers (f ) and source register. The C field is used to con-

trol certain options such as introducing a 1 into the low

order carry of the adder, etc. The r field is used to transfer

the result of the selected operation to certain control

registers. Thus the result of an arithmetic or logical opera-

tion can be performed between a file register f and another

source register and the result stored in both the file register

and a control register.

The * bit is used to inhibit storing the result in a file regis-

ter. The final format, the execute format, is used in con-

junction with another register to generate microinstruc-

tions. The technique employed permits indexing operations

to be performed to access data from the file registers.

MISCELLANEOUS TECHNIQUES

There are very few techniques that have been widely publi-

cized for writing efficient microprograms or developing

efficient microcode. A few of the more frequently used

techniques discussed earlier which are finding application in

microprogramming are:

• Indexing

• Subroutines

• Paramaterization

Many arithmetic operations are made up of a sequence of

repetitive operations. For example, a multiply is made up

of a sequence of adds and shifts. This sequence will be

executed over and over again until the operation is com-

pleted. Index registers have been used in computers to

count the number of times one goes through a sequence of

instructions. The same technique is applicable to micropro-

gramming.

More and more devices are being designed with local stores.

These stores are memories used in the implementation of

register files, general registers, channel control words, etc.

In many instances, the arithmetic unit will process only

small sections of the word stored in the local store. For

example, several systems use 32 bit words but have 8 bit

arithmetic and logic units. In these cases an indexing type

function can be used in a fashion identical to their use in

computers where they are used to both address data and

count the number of operations on the data.

The use of subroutines in computer programming is well

known and well understood. Frequently many micro-

instructions can be saved by using subroutines and using

sections of microcode as subroutines in many different pro-

grams. If this is to be done, a provision must be made for

storing and restoring the current address for the ROS. Many

techniques for accomplishing this are known. In many

microprogrammed systems this will be accomplished by

placing the output from the address register onto one of the

data buses where it can be stored in a register. This

temporary storage register can then become one of the

address sources for setting the ROS program counter.

As discussed earlier, parameterization is a technique of re-

cording parameters which characterize a system in storage

elements such as status bits. Status bits are frequently used

in information processing systems to store information
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about the conditions of the device. For example, in a com-

puter system these bits will hold information about

whether the result of the last arithmetic operation was posi-

tive or negative or whether an overflow occurred. Fre-

quently, program words can be saved if it is possible to set

certain bits based on a condition of the network and then

test these bits at subsequent instruction times. Micropro-

grams can frequently be shortened by the use of status bits.

Tucker points out that branches in the microprogram fre-

quently can be made a number of instruction cycles after

the status bits are set. This eliminates premature branching

and the unnecessary duplication of microinstructions. For

example, suppose a microprogram requires a correction

cycle if the result of an operation is negative, and also

requires the data be shifted right independent of the result.

If the information about the negative result is stored in a

status indicator, the shift right can be performed and then a

branch taken on the basis of status. If no way exists to

store the condition, a branch must be made immediately.

This means that both the routines for the positive and nega-

tive result will have to contain a shift instruction. This

situation is illustrated in figure 13. In figure 13a, the shift is

performed after the branch and hence, a 4 word sequence is

required, while in figure 13b, the test for negative is per-

formed after the shift, and requires only three words of

code.

SHIFT RIGHT SHIFT RIGHT

Frequently, microprograms have segments which differ by

one instruction from program to program. For example, the

shift right and shift left instructions in a computer migh't

have microprograms which were similar in every respect

save for the one instruction which performs the shifting.

For this reason, it has been often found convenient to store

bits external to the ROS output register which contain

codes to control the arithmetic unit. The technique could

be used in other areas of control. The emit field of the

microinstruction can be used to place data in this register

which is sometimes called a function register. For example,

the logical shift and arithmetic shift right instructions of a

computer might all call the same subroutine to perform the

repeated shifts making up the instruction, However, the

function performed by the arithmetic unit might differ

greatly for each of these instructions. For example, in some

cases, "zero" might be introduced in the most significant
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bit position, while in other instances, "one's" would. If the

microprogrammed portion of the system contained a func-

tion field, then the function of the arithmetic and logic unit

could be made different for these different cases but major

portions of the code could be preserved.

As discussed in the section on timing, branch decisions

must be made early in the microprogrammed control cycle

so the next word can be read from memory. The decision

time can be increased by having a control store with faster

access. One way to speed up the apparent access time to the

control memory is to phase the access to them. This tech-

nique and its application to the RCA Spectra 70/45 has

been reviewed in Husson's recent book. Variations of this

technique may find greater use in semiconductor memories

because the address circuitry is so inexpensive and there-

fore, it is relatively inexpensive to provide multiple or
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phased accesses to a system. Suppose one was willing to

include two truncated addresses in each microinstruction,

and suppose further that the memory was organized with

odd numbered words in one bank and even numbered

words in the other. If one enforced the restriction that

multiple branches must always be made to one even and

one odd address, the result would be that two target words

could be accessed simultaneously.

In SMS memory products the access time from chip enable

to output is a fraction of the total access time. Therefore, a

decision can be made at the last instant as to which

memory bank will be enabled and the data will appear at

the output register with very little delay. This technique

avoids wasting a control cycle on a two way branch.

WR1TEABLE CONTROL STORAGE

One of the most significant trends in computer system

architecture today is the replacement of ROS in the control

store with random access storage (RAS). Writeable control

storage is the name given to read/write memories used in

the control portion of a system. The trend is significant

because it enables the system designer to change the ex-

ternal characteristics of the system. For example, a com-

puter can have several different control programs, one of

which makes the computer be compatible with the IBM

360 series; another of which lets it emulate the per-

formance of an IBM 709, and still another which can be

used to emulate the performance of a Honeywell 200

system. The process of using control storage in a host

machine to give that machine the external characteristics of

another device is called emulation.

While microprogrammed devices can be used to emulate

numerous different systems, the inclusion of certain

specific hardware features will greatly influence the per-

formance of the host machine in doing emulation. Many of

the host microprogrammed devices are so tailored to a

specific target architecture that they are relatively ineffec-

tive at emulating any other structure. Fortunately, the com-

puter industry as it has matured has begun to standardize in

many ways. This makes it easier to emulate a wide variety

of machines in a single host machine. Probably the most

significant trend in this respect is the move toward using

computer words composed of an integral number of 8 bit

bytes. In the past a number of serious emulation problems

were caused when one tried to emulate 36 bit word length

computers on 32 bit machines.

Writeable control store leaves the design of the system

open-ended. It is possible to add features or add emulation

routines after the hardware design is frozen. Even though

the WCS is more expensive than ROS implemented store,

the flexibility provided the designer makes this trade off

worthwhile. The basic reasons are that:

• It becomes a simple problem to correct errors in the

implementation of the device.

• A large library of control programs can be loaded on

demand.

The first point is perhaps obvious but it deserves a few

comments. As systems become more and more complex, an

increasing number of design errors are discovered after the

system is installed. Prior to the introduction of WCS, these

changes were made by physically making wiring changes in

the field or by replacing portions of the hardware. With

WCS, many of these repairs can be made by distributing a

new control program and writing it into the control store.

Since machines using WCS have hardware control store

loaders, this is very simple to do. For example, in the IBM

360/25 the control store can be loaded through the card

reader by enabling a special loading mode with a switch.

It is highly desirable to be able to load any one of a number

of library programs into a control store. The machine can

then use a small amount of control storage to perform a

number of different emulation or operations in sequence.

For example, a computer running in a time-sharing, batch

and remote batch environment might want to emulate the

performance of an IBM 1401 for a batch problem. It could

do so and then change its control store and operate as a

Honeywell 200.

In the IBM 360/85 diagnostic routines are executed from

the WCS. There are 30 sections of non-resident diagnostics,

each section of which contains a maximum of 512 words.

Since WCS is used, only 512 words of storage are needed to

execute alt diagnostics. Diagnostics executed from control

store can be much more specific than those implemented at

the machine language level. They can test small segments of

the machine and they can run with smaller portions of the

system operational. This is especially desirable on larger

systems since the larger the system, the greater the proba-

bility that it will not be running and the greater the proba-

bility that the basic structure required to run any diagnostic

will not be operational.

The application of WCS will not be limited to large systems.

Terminals offer a particularly attractive area for the use of

WCS, A large number of terminals will be multifunction

devices and used in numerous different applications. By

using WCS, local control can be put in the terminal to tailor

its characteristic to the application. Furthermore, one of

the key problems in terminal system design is to diagnose

failures precisely and separate machine failures from opera-

tor errors. WCS will facilitate the diagnosis of failures.

Diagnostic programs can be loaded either from a remote

source or locally. Diagnostic routines can then develop

fairly precise information about the system malfunction.

One of the most serious difficulties encountered in the use

of WCS is the control of undesired access to the memory.

Unless care is taken to limit user access, the key has been

provided to Pandora's box. Many technical articles have

waxed eloquent on the dangers which have failed to

materialize in fact. However, some danger does exist which

can be best controlled by having well defined policies and

possibly denying the user access to certain points in the

system. Certainly uncontrolled creative improvements to
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properly functioning systems can present the service

engineer with an opportunity to solve problems of signi-

ficant magnitude.

THE ADVANTAGES OF MICROPROGRAMMING

In the introduction to this note, a number of statements

were made about the advantages of microprogramming.

After discussing the technique, a background has been

established against which to test these statements.

• Reduction of random logic and a resulting more struc-

tured organization.

The control portion of non-microprogrammed digital

systems is generally quite random. It contains counters,

special flip-flops, decoding networks, etc. in micropro-

gramming, a regular memory structure replaces most of

this. The randommess still exists in the system but ii

does so in terms of random data stored in the control

memory. The organization does indeed become more

structured because fewer alternatives exist for imple-

menting functions. Lots of flip-flops, etc., have beer

removed.

• Emulation of a number of devices can be carried out by

a single general purpose device.

There are numerous practical examples of this. One is

the System 360 in which certain models emulate the

IBM 1401 and others the IBM 709. Some companies

which must design a number of peripheral controllers

have decided to design one more general purpose device

and adapt it through microprogramming to a number of

devices. In this case, the host controller emulates the

performance of a number of special purpose controllers.

• Diagnostics and service aids may be easily implemented

in the control portion of the system.

Some very small systems store their diagnostics in ROS
control store. Many models of the IBM 360 also do and

this trend will spread. One of the main problems with

most system diagnostics is that too much of machine

must be running to run the diagnostic. Furthermore,

computer instructions tend to check fairly large portions

of the machine and therefore, it is difficult if not impos-

sible to precisely pinpoint faults. In many instances,

there is no way to check out the functioning of specific

portions of the internal control network.

Microprogrammed implementations are truly oriented

toward servicing and diagnostics. For example, large

portions of the control network can be checked by put-

ting parity on the output of the control store. Further-

more, the microporcessor can both set and test internal

control states not available to the machine language

programmer.

• Field changes can be easily made by changing micro-

programmed stores.

Field changes to correct logic errors in computer systems

have become increasingly difficult to make because of

the trend toward functional electronic packaging where

the circuit interconnections are made on the PC card. It

is very convenient to make changes in WCS and if the

control memory is implemented in ROS to swap out
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portions of it. Indeed, as systems become more and

more sophisticated, there are going to be fewer indi-

viduals capable of installing field changes properly and

there will be a tendency to rely more heavily on either

total subsystem replacement or changing of control

programs.

• Special purpose adaptations can be made of the device

by changing a few program words.

Just about every system designer is faced with the

selection of devices which would be perfect if only this

or that feature were present in the basic structure.

Microprogrammed devices are inherently open-ended

and features can be easily added to adapt the device to

the environment. For example, one manufacturer of a

microprogrammed system offers the customer special

options to make the system operate in a communica-
tions environment. In this way, the system can be

tailored to the environment.

• Performance can be economically expanded at lower

cost than in a conventional system.

For very simple systems, conventional control logic is an

economical way of implementing a design. As the

complexity of the system increases, the cost of the

control logic increases at a fairly rapid rate. In micro-

programmed implementations, the cost of the simplest

system is somewhat higher but adding features only

requires the addition of more control memory and

therefore, the cost of adding features relatively small.

In fact, the low incremental cost for adding features was

one of the primary motivations for selecting micropro-

grammed inplementations of the System 360, Because of

this, it became possible To put very complex sets of

instructions into small versions of the System 360,

which made product line compatibility easier to achieve.

• Final system definition can be posponed to a later time

in the design cycle.

As people use and work with a design, ideas always come
up about ways to improve it. Worse yet, it is frequently

discovered that significant portions have been left out.

As long as the basic system structure is sound, additions

and changes can be made by changing the control store.

The cycle for doing this can be very short. Furthermore,

the effects on system hardware documentation are

minimal since only a control program is changed.

• Documentation and service training costs can be re-

duced.

Certainly the most difficult portion of a system to

document and train service engineers on is that portion

which contains random logic. By reducing the amount of

random logic, this job is similarly reduced. Furthermore,

the service engineer is dealing with the same basic

structure programmed in a number of different ways. In

a random logic network, he must learn both about the

network sequencing as well as the structure for each

option.

CONCLUSION

Most people recognize the significant advantages that can
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be obtained using a microprogrammed approach. With the A new class of software system designer is going to emerge,

advent of semiconductor memories, both ROS and RAS, a He will design and implement the system control

truly satisfactory component has been found to implement algorithms. Many of the jobs once performed by the logic

the control store for microprogrammed systems. Un- designer will become the province of these highly skilled

doubtedly, these developments will motivate a broadly microprogrammed,

based trend to implement new devices in this fashion.
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MICROPROGRAMMING AND SYSTEM
APPLICATIONS FOR READ ONLY STORAGE

INTRODUCTION
HOW READ ONLY STORAGE IS USED
TABLE LOOK UP
PATTERN GENERATORS
MAIN MEMORY APPLICATIONS
MICROPROGRAMMING

Fundamentals of Microprogramming

Microprocessor instruction Words

Advantages of Microprogramming

CONCLUSION

INTRODUCTION

The development of large low cost and fast semiconductor

ROS (Read Only Store) wilt have far reaching effects on the

computer industry. The critical breakthroughs made in the

design of these devices now make it economically feasible

to use read only memory to realize even the simplest logic

functions. In the near future, microprogrammable devices

using ROS as a control memory will replace many
sophisticated logic systems. The technological advances in

ROS that make this feasible for the first time are:

• Sub 100 nanosecond speed which is required to make

logic networks react quickly.

• Substantially lower cost per bit.

• Extremely high bit densities at very low power levels

which mean mfcroprogrammable devices will use less PC

board area and consume less power than non-micropro-

grammable units.

The SMS 4096 bit bipolar ROS represents a significant

advance in the state-of-the-art and will accelerate the trend

to wider use of ROS.

HOW READ ONLY STORES ARE USED

There are four major application areas for ROS, These are:

• Table look up — where a code conversion or trans-

formation is performed by using the input code to

address the ROS and reading out the transformed data.

• Pattern generation - this is really a special form of table

look up where an input code is used to address a

memory location containing the desired pattern.

• Program storage — several small computers currently use

ROS in place of conventional read-write storage to store

programs which are to be permanently made a portion

of the computer's operation.

• Microprogrammable devices — where read only store is

used as a control memory to control the function of

logic networks.

TABLE LOOK UP

Table look up techniques are frequently used whan it is

desired to determine the value of a function quickly. For

example, the value sine of an angle can be quickly derived

by using the binary expression of 8 to address a word of

memory containing the sine of the desired angle. Another

frequent use of table look up ROS is for code conversion.

There are a number of commercially available code con-

verters which convert ASCII (American Standard Code for

Information Interchange) to EBCDIC (Extended Binary-

Coded-Decimal Interchange Code) and EBCDIC to ASCII.

The EBCDIC code is shown in figure 1 and ASCII in figure

2. In a 512 X 8 word ROS this code conversion can be

carried out by using the first 256 words to convert ASCII

to EBCDIC and the second 256 words to convert EBCDIC
to ASCII. Figure 3 shows an example of this type of code

converter. A 4096 bit ROS makes it possible to do this

code conversion with a single integrated circuit.

EXTENDED BINARY-CODED-DECIMAL (BCD) INTERCHANGE CODE
Bit Positions — -01

1

"

-23
L.4i567 00 01 10 11

01 10

0000 NULL
0001

0010

0011

0100 PF RES BYP PN
oi or HT NL LF RS
0110 LC BS EOB UC
0111 DEL IDL PRE EOT
1000

1001

1010

1011

1100

1101

1110

1111

00 01 10 11

BLANK & -

/

i

"

7
1

s i #
*-

'

% @
( \

fv~v 1

+ - =

f 4 * V

00 01 10 1

1

a
J

b k s

c 1 t

d m u

e n v

f o w
g P X

h P V

i r z

00 01 10 11

> <
|

A J 1

B K S 2

C L T 3

D M u 4

E N V 5

F O w 6

G P X 7

H Q Y 8

1 R z 9

FIGURE 1
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8-BIT REPRESENTATION OF THE 7-BIT AMERICAN STANDARD CODE
FOR INFORMATION INTERCHANGE (ASCII)

Bit Positions

—

;

-~76
— 00

00 01 10 11

0000 NULL DC
0001 SOM DCi

0010 EOA DC2
0011 EOM DC3

0100 EOT
DC4
STOP

0101 WRU ERR
0110 RU SYNC
0111 BELL LEM
1000 BKSP so

1001 HT S1

1010 LF S2

1011 VT S3

1100 FF S4
1 1 01 CR s5
1110 SO s6

1111 SI S7

01 1

00 01 10 11

BLANK
! 1

"
2

# 3

$ 4

% 5

& 6
'

7

{ 8

) 9
»

+
;

, <
- =

>
/' 7

00 01 10 11

@ P

A Q
B R

C S

D T

E U
F V
G w
H X

I Y
J z

K t

L \

M 1

N t

O *-

00 01 10 11

P

a q

b r

c s

d t

e u

f V

g w
h X

i y

i
.'

k k

I I

m m
n ESC

o DEL

EXAMPLE OF ASCII TO EBCDIC CODE CONVERTER

INPUT ASCII

ADDRESS

ASCII

CODE
SYMBOL

EBCDIC CONTENT. OF
CORRESPONDING ROS WORD

EBCDIC
CODE
SYMBOL

X 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 12 3 4 5 6 7

00000000
1

0001
1 1

•
•

•

110 1

110 10
110 11
110 10

•

•

•

11111110
11111111

NULL
SOM
EDA
EDM

A
B

C

D

ESC
DEL

00000000
1

1

00 00000

1 1 1

110 10
110 11
110 10

10 1110
1 1 1

NULL

A
B

C
D

DEL

FIGURE 3

PATTERN GENERATORS

Pattern generators are just a Special form of table look up

devices. Today they are most commonly used to convert an

input code into a video signal in order to generate

alphanumeric characters on the face of a TV screen. For a

limited character set, a 5 X 7 dot matrix provides adequate

resolution. For a larger character set (96 to 128 characters)

7X8 and 7X9 arrays are used. In high performance

terminals two 4096 bit stores can be used to generate

ninety-six 7X8 characters and do EBCDiC to ASCII and

ASCII to EBCDIC code conversions as well.
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Figure 4 shows some dot matrix patterns for the characters

A, W and Y. In most systems the last 3 bits of the address

word are used to address the lines of the character and the

first 7 bits are the character code. If vertical scanning of the

characters is desired the patterns are rotated 90 degrees.

There are, of course, numerous other character generation

techniques. Some systems use a series of vectors and curves

to write a character. This produces characters of slightly

higher quality. In these systems the ROS can store codes

used to direct the generation of character vectors.

DOT MATRIX CHARACTER GENERATOR PATTERNS

CHARACTER CODE LINE NO

n
VIDEO SCAN hM

wis

FIGURE 4

MAIN MEMORY APPLICATIONS

Contemporary computing systems do not require signifi-

cant modification of systems programs stored in high speed

main storage. Consequently these programs could be stored

in read only storage. In the past ROS technology did not

offer enough cost performance advantage to warrant its use.

This obstacle has now been overcome. ROS is now being

used in minicomputers for program storage. Its use will

undoubtedly become more widespread for the following

reasons:

• ROS speeds now are ten times faster than core storage

speeds and computer systems are being designed with

asychronous memory buses so they can take advantage

of this speed.

• The cost per bit of ROS is significantly less than the cost

per bit of much slower read/write memory.

• System architectures no longer are heavily dependent on

physically modifying addresses of program words. The

needed modifications are now carried out by indexing.

Now that 8192, 32 bit words of 60 ns ROS can be easily

put on two printed circuit cards at costs below that of 1 p.%

core, there will be a trend to commit debugged portions of
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the executives, frequently used macros, portions of cus-

tomer programs where high performance is desired, etc. to

ROS.

MICROPROGRAMMING

M. V. Wilkes was responsible for introducting the term

microprogramming to the computer industry. His objective

in developing microprogramming techniques was to provide

a systematic alternative to the usual somewhat ad hoc

procedure used for designing the control portion of a digital

computer. In recent years a number of equally cogent

reasons have been set forth for employing microprogram-

ming techniques. Several of these outlined by Tucker in his

1967 article were:

• Microprogramming provides an economical means of

providing large instruction sets in small machines.

• Maintenance and diagnostic aids can be incorporated

which provide excellent diagnostic information to

service engineers.

• Emulation of different machines is possible.

• Microprogramming provides a flexible design to which

new features can be added in the future.

An excellent example of point 4 is provided by Rosin.

"It is also the case that field modification and upgrading

will be less expensive, since only the microprogram need

by changed in some cases. Consider as a case in point the

redefinition of floating-point arithmetic across the entire

System/360 line of computers which took place in 1968.

Preparation of this change for most of the models

involved required only rewriting and debugging the

appropriate microprograms and then installing these

programs in the vast number of hardware systems in the

field. The corresponding change, if made at the hardware

level, could have been an economic catastrophe of major

impact in IBM. Indeed, in the latter case the change

might never have been attempted let alone completed in

spite of its generally recognized value."

The application of microprogramming techniques to central

processors has been frequently reported in the literature.

These techniques, however, have often been used in the

design of I/O controllers for the same reasons as those listed

above. Furthermore, more and more logical networks are

being designed using microprogramming techniques. Some

prominent experts in the field are forecasting that most

complex logical systems of the future will be micro-

programmed. Indeed, the move toward functional packaging

techniques using a higher proportion of logic interconnec-

tions on the circuit cards will accelerate this trend because

logic changes by rewiring the back plane can no longer be

made. However, ROS can be altered and replace those

devices already on circuit cards. In this fashion, logic

changes can be made to the machine's structure.

FUNDAMENTALS OF MICROPROGRAMMING

The basic ideas advanced by Wilkes were that one could

envision the control portion of a computer as effecting a
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number of transfers between registers. Some of these

transfers might be effected in serial and others in parallel.

Also, transfers might be made through logic networks such

as adders which generated functions of the input data. The

individual steps were generally referred to as microinstruc-

tions. A combination of these steps which executed a

machine instruction was called a microprogram. Indeed in

almost all sophisticated logical networks transfers of this

type do take place. Therefore, these networks are adaptable

to microprogramming techniques.

Figure 8 shows a simplified computing element. In reality,

it could be a word organized single address stored program

computer. In this simplified version assume the control

portion of the machine generates the following signals

shown in Table 1. These signals are called microinstruc-

tions. By combining these, computer instructions can be

realized. Assume further that the control portion of the

machine contains an ROS [Read Only Store) and that

words are read from that ROS under the control of an

address register. Words are read from the ROS in sequence

unless one of the Jump instructions, JMP, JIFO or JOPC is

executed.

SIMPLE MICRO PROGRAMMED MACHINE

CODE

MARM
MBRM
PCD
IAD

ACD
R

W
PLUS

DTS
MTS
ONE

SMAR
SMBR
SPC

SIR

SAC
JMP

JIFO

JOPC

MEANING

Gate MAR onto M bus

Gate MBR onto M bus

Gate PC onto D bus

Gate IA (instruction address} onto D bus

Gate AC onto D bus

Read memory into MBR
Write MBR into memory

Add M bus to D bus in address and place

on S bus

Gate D bus through adder to S bus

Gate M bus through adder to S bus

Gate D bus through adder to S bus and

add one

Gate S bus into MAR
GateS bus into MBR
Gate S bus into PC

Gate S bus into 1R

Gate S bus into AC
Jump to address in address field of

microinstruction if AC
Jump to address in address field of

microinstruction if AC =

Jump to address of OP code field

rABLE 1

BflUS

i

SIMPLE MICRO PROGRAMMED MACHINE

MAR MEMORY ADDRESS RrGlSTEB

ADDER
CONTROI
O

wo-*-

1 }

MEMORY

M BUS

. '

,

MBR MEMORY BUFFER REGISTER

PC PROGRAM COUNTER

IB INSTRUCTION REGISTER i

ALU
ARITHMETIC

LOGIC
UNIT

IC INSTRUCTION CODE IA INSTRUCTION ADDRESS

1 > »»

CONTROL

AC= J
DSUS

AC ACCUMULATOR

FIGURE S
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Figure 6 shows an ROS instruction word with the appropri-

ate fields labeled. The instruction words are shown under

the fields in which they appear in the micro instruct!on

word. There are of course many different microinstruction

formats. For example, the Interdata Mod IV or Micro 810

computers use compact 16 bit formats whereas systems

such as the IBM 360/85 use 128 bit formats. The reason for

these choices will be discussed later.

REPRESENTATION OF MICROINSTRUCTION WORD

JUMP
MEMORY JUMP ADDER MBUS DBUS SBUS ADDRESS
CONTROL INSTRUCTION CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL CONTROL FIELD

R JMP PLUS MARM PCD SMAR
W JIFO MTS MBRM IAD SMBR

JOPC ONE
DTS

ACD SPC

SIR

SAC

MICROPROGRAM TO ADD CONTENTS OF MEMORY TO ACCUMULATOR

MEMORY
CONTROL

JUMP
INSTRUCTION

ADDER
CONTROL

MBUS
CONTROL

DBUS
CONTROL

SBUS
CONTROL

JUMP
ADDRESS
FIELD

INSTRUCTION
J

FETCH
3

R DTS

MTS MBRM

PCD SMAR

SIR

INSTRUCTION .

DECODE 4 JOPC

5

EXECUTE 6

7

R

DTS

PLUS MBRM

IAD

ACD

SMAR

SAC

RETURN \ JMP
ONE PCD SPC

START

FIGURE 7

Figure 7 shows what kinds of simple operations can be

accomplished by combining microinstructions. In the

example, the contents of memory are added to the

accumulator in the following manner:

Line 1 The contents of the program counter are transferred

to the memory address register.

Line 2 The instruction is read from memory into the

memory buffer register.

Line 3 The instruction is transferred from the memory
buffer register to the instruction register.

Line 4 The control of the microprocessor is determined by

the operation code of the instruction.

Line 5 The contents of the address portion of the instruc-

tion register are transferred to the memory address

register.

Line 6 The desired data is read into the memory buffer

register.

Line 7 The memory buffer register is added to the accumu-

lator and the result stored in the accumulator.

Line 8 One is added to the program counter so it is ready

to fetch the next instruction and the result is stored

in the program counter.

Line 9 Control of the microprocessor is transferred to start

the next instruction sequence.
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It is fairly straightforward to envision more powerful

devices than the one given in the example that perform

many of the operations determined by separate lines in

parallel and which have many more instruction codes.

MICROPROCESSOR INSTRUCTION WORDS

Microprogrammable controllers have word sizes generally

no smaller than 16 bits and in large high speed systems such

as the Iliac IV computer, as large as 280 bits. Generally,

machines using short word lengths are slower because they

perform fewer operations in parallel.

In short word length microprogrammable machines there

are too few bits to control all of the required gates.

Therefore, some of the bit codes in a word are used to

specify how the instruction format should be decoded. A
good example of this technique is the Interdata Mod IV.

In the Interdata Mod IV, four word formats shown in

Figure 8 are used (the test and command formats are

considered to be the same). Based on the code appearing in

bits to 3, the microprocessor control decodes the

remainder of the instruction according to the specified
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format. Because the microinstruction words work directly

with the internal registers and control functions, the

company claims a 10 to 1 speed improvement can be made

over coding certain programs in machine language.

MICRO INSTRUCTION FORMATS
OF INTERDATAMOD4

I OPCODE DESTINATION |
SOURCE

|

EXTENDED FIELD
|

IMMEDIATE INSTRUCTIONS. ADD. SUBTRACT, EXCLUSIVE OR, AND. INCLUSIVE OR, AND LOAD

OP CODE

INSTRUCTIONS

DMTrttATION

@RANCH ADDRESS

COMMAND INSTRUCTIONS

COMMAND LITERAL

TEST INSTRUCTIONS

TEST LITERAL

FIGURES

The five classes in instructions shown in Figure 8 perform

the following functions:

• Instructions add, subtract, exclusive-or, and, inclusive-or,

and load combine the contents of the source register

with the A-register and store the result in the destination

register. The extended field is used to control actions of

carry flip flops, word shifts, etc,

• Immediate instructions add, subtract, exclusive-or, and,

inclusive-or, and load combine the contents of the A-

register with the data field of the instruction (bits 8 to

15} and store the result in the destination register.

• Branch instructions are used to test processor conditions

and branch to the proper microinstruction depending on

the processor status.

• Command instructions are used to initiate certain

actions in the system. For example, they initiate a

memory read or memory write cycle.

• Test instructions are used to test for certain machine

conditions and will set internal flags depending on

whether they are true or false.

The format of the Interdata Mod IV closely resembles that

of conventional machine code and this makes micropro-

gramming the device considerably easier. The disadvantage

of this type of format is that only one major operation can

be specified at one point in time. In machines with longer

microinstruction words such as the IBM 360/50 which uses

a 90 bit word, many micro-operations can be specified

simultaneously and overlapped. Figure 9 shows the 360/50

instruction word.

AN IBM 360/50 MICRO-INSTRUCTION

CDHUiKNl CMTIHl

FIGURE 9

In the 360/50, the Read Only Memory consists of 2815

words of 500 ns cycle time. The 90 bit word is divided into

a number of fields each by which determines a specific

machine function. The address of the next microinstruction

is determined partly by the current microinstruction and

partly by the result of the current microinstruction opera-

tions.

ADVANTAGES OF MICROPROGRAMMING

Having reviewed some techniques used in microprogram-

mable devices, it is worthwhile to investigate in greater

depth the advantage claimed by various manufacturers and

authors for microprogrammable devices. Frequently both

ROS and RAS (Random Access Store) have been used in

the control store for microprogrammable devices. When the

latter is used it is called WCS (Writable Control Store).

Writeable Control Store is used in machines such as the IBM

360/85 and IBM 360/25. in general, WCS is used to store

microprograms which are used infrequently such as emu-

lators and diagnostics. The writeable store can be loaded via

an ROS control program. Only as much control store need

be provided to run the longest microprogram segment

which must be in memory at any one time. This tecnhique

can then be used to reduce the size of the control memory.

One of the first major commitments of large scale com-

mercial computer architecture to a microprogrammable

implementation was the IBM 360 system.

The various systems used the following speed ROS in their

control memory.
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Model ROM Cycle Time (is

30 1.0

40 0.625

50 0.5

60 0.25

62 0.25

The most frequently claimed advantages for microprogram-

mable implementations of devices are:

• More structured organization. Usually the control por-

tion of a system is made up of a great deal of random
logic. Microprogrammed structures require a certain

amount of random logic in their implementation but this

does not increase as new control routines, instructions

and features are added. These features can be imple-

mented purely by adding more control memory.

• Emulation. One of the most frequent applications of

microprogrammable devices is in emulation modes. Emu-
lation is a process whereby one computer has its control

programmed so that it can perform the operations of

another. For example, the IBM 360/85 can emulate the

operation of the IBM 7090 and thus programs which run

in the 7090 will run in the 360/85.

• Diagnostics. Several computers put portions of their

diagnostic routines into control memory. Examples of

this are the Micro 810 and some of the larger models of

the IBM 360. The advantage of putting diagnostics in the

control memory is that individual portions of the system

can be exercised and checked. Therefore, faults can be

pinpointed precisely. Also, the starting diagnostics can

be run with a smaller portion of the machine operating.

In some systems parity bits are added to the control

memory. This simplifies the location of faults in the

control logic.

• General Purpose Nature of Microprogrammable Devices.

One of the basic reasons for designing microprogram-

mable devices is their inherent general purpose nature.

For example, many peripheral controllers used on large

computer systems are microprogrammed. Because of this

one basic controller can be used to control discs, mag-

netic tapes, etc. While there may be less expensive

special purpose implementations from a component

point of view, the microprogrammable implementation

offers savings in design time, maintenance training and

documentation.

Field changes. One of the most frequent arguments

against microprogrammable devices is the fact that a

service technician can no longer change the device in the

field. The concept has always been that if updates had to

be made, an individual could always change the wiring.

However, because electronic systems are being function-

ally packaged — i.e., the IC's are being interconnected on

the card - there is an increasing probability that these

changes can no longer be made simply by altering the

wiring. Consequently, changing read only stores is

becoming a more and more attractive alternative. To any
individual who has ever spent 8 hours installing and
checking out a 100 wire field change order, it represents

a technological breakthrough.

Macro and special instructions. Read only storage pro-

grams in microprogrammable devices are frequently used

to tailor a processor to an application. For example, the

Micro 800 is offered with special instruction options to

handle a communications environment.

Economy of expanding performance. Since new instruc-

tions and new options can be added by increasing the

size of the read only store, it is relatively simple to add

new features to the system.

Late definition of final system configuration. In a

system organization one of the most frequent com-

plaints of logic designers is that someone changed the

specifications. By using microprogramming techniques it

is easier to make last minute changes.

Lower documentation and service engineering training

costs. Since one only changes the microprogram in order

to change the device characteristics in a microprogram-

mable system, both documentation and maintenance

training costs can be reduced. For example, in a conven-

tional computer organization, the addition of floating

point instructions will require the insertion of a great

deal of random logic. Special documentation and field

training is required to support the option. In the case of

a microprogrammed device only the new microprogram

need be documented.
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CACHE TYPE SCRATCHPAD APPROACH
IMPROVES CPU THROUGHPUT

Recent developemnts in bipolar semiconductors permit in-

novation in several areas of CPU design. Figure 1 shows a

block diagram of a portion of CPU hardware and firmware,

which utilizes new MS1 functions to improve throughput

rate. The block diagram represents a 4K X 32 main

memory, ALU with 32X2 scratchpad, 32 X 12 CAM, and

microprogrammed control. The CAM allows the scratchpad

to increase instruction rate when operating on recently ad-

dressed data. This approach may result in effective speedup

on the CPU by a factor of 3 or more depending on the

nature of the programs being run, the relative speeds of

main memory and scratchpad, and the type of "overwrite"

algorithm used.

FLOWCHART OF CACHE TYPE SCRATCHPAD
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The flowchart of figure 2 clarifies operation of the block

diagram. Initially, the next instruction word to be per-

formed is loaded into the I and A register. Programmable

read-only memories decode the commands that control the

CPU and cause the following sequence of events. The ad-

dress portion of the instruction is compared to CAM con-

tents to determined whether the data to be manipulated has

been stored in the scratchpad at a prior program step. If

"yes", the CAM indicates the scratchpad location con-

taining the data, and the instruction is performed without

having to wait for a main memory read cycle to occur. If

data has not been previously stored in the scratchpad, main

memory is accessed. Data is then moved to an empty

scratchpad location, the main memory address of that data

is stored in the CAM, the corresponding tag latch is set and

operation proceeds. If the scratchpad is full, overwriting is

performed and the program then operates on the scratch-

pad data. The "overwrite" or "forgetting" algorithm must
be tailored to the needs of the particular machine being

developed.

Implementation of the cache-type scratchpad of Figure 1

may be accomplished using the following device types:

FUNCTION DEVICE TYPE

Scratchpad and Output 82S21 (32X2 RAM with

Latches latches).

Content Addressable 8220 (4X2 CAM)
Memory

Decoder 82S50 (8:3 Decoder),

8XXX/74XXSSI Gates

Encoder 82S26(256 X4 FROM),

8808/7430 Gates

Micro-control 82S26 (256X4 FROM),
8XXX/74XX Gates and FF

Scratchpad Address 82S70 (Shift Register) or

Register (SPAR) 82S91 (Counter)*

Tag Latches 8275 (Quad Latch)

Multiplexers 82S33 (Quad 2:1 Multi-

plexer)

'Device type dependent on choiceof "overwrite" algorithm.

FLOWCHART OF CACHE TYPE SCRATCHPAD
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INTRODUCTION

Phase Locked Loops (PLLs) are a new class of monolithic

circuits* developed by Signetics, but they are based on

frequency feedback technology which dates back 40 years.

A phase locked loop is basically an electronic servo loop

consisting of a phase detector, a low pass filter and a

voltage controlled oscillator. Its controlled oscillator phase

makes it capable of locking or synchronizing with an

incoming signal. If the phase changes, indicating the

incoming frequency is changing, the phase detector output

voltage increases or decreases just enough to keep the

oscillator frequency the same as the incoming frequency,

preserving the locked condition. Thus, the average voltage

applied to the controlled oscillator is a function of the

frequency of the incoming signal. In fact, the low pass

filter voltage is the demodulated output when the incoming

signal is frequency modulated (provided the controlled

oscillator has a linear voltage-to-frequency transfer charac-

teristic). The synchronous reception of radio signals using

PLL techniques was described (Ref. 1) in the early thirties.

You may have heard of the "homodyne" receiver.

Signetics makes three basic classes of single-chip PLL

circuits: the general purpose PLL, the PLL with an added

multiplier and the PLL tone decoder.

The 560B, 562B and 565 are general purpose phase locked

loop's containing an oscillator, phase detector and amplifier.

When locked to an incoming signal, they provide two

outputs: a voltage proportional to the frequency of the

incoming signal (FM output) and the square wave oscillator

output which, during lock, is equal to the incoming

frequency. All general purpose devices are optimized to

provide a linear frequency-to-voltage transfer characteristic.

The 56 IB contains a complete PLL as those above, plus

the additional multiplier or quadrature phase detector

required for AM demodulation. In addition to the standard

FM and oscillator outputs, it also provides an output

voltage which is proportional to the amplitude of the

incoming signal (AM output). The 561 B is optimized for

highly linear FM and AM demodulation.

The first widespread use of phase lock, however, was in TV
receivers to synchronize the horizontal and vertical sweep

oscillators to the transmitted sync pulses. Lately, narrow-

band phase locked receivers have Droved to be of consid-

erable benefit in tracking weak satellite signals because of

their superior noise immunity. Applications such as these

were implemented primarily in discrete component form

and involved considerable complexity even after the advent

of transistors. This complexity made PLL techniques

impractical or uneconomical in the majority of systems.

.

The development of complete, single-chip phase locked

loops has changed this situation considerably. Now, a single

packaged device with a few external components will offer

the user all the benefits of phase tacked loop operation,

including independent center frequency and bandwidth

adjustment, high noise immunity, high selectivity, high

frequency operation and center frequency tuning by means

of a single external component.

The 567 is a special purpose phase locked loop intended

solely for use as a tone decoder. It contains a complete PLL

including oscillator, phase detector and amplifier as well as

a quadrature phase detector or multiplier. If the signal

amplitude at the locked frequency is above a minimal value,

the driver amplifier turns on, driving a load as much as

200mA. It, thus, gives an output whenever an in-band tone

is present. The 567 is optimized for both center frequency

and bandwidth stability.

The 566 is not a phase locked loop, but a precision voltage-

controllable waveform generator derived from the oscillator

of the 565 general purpose loop. Because of its similarity to

the 565 and because it lends itself well to use in, and in

conjunction with, phase locked loops, it has been included

in this section.

Table 8—1 summarizes the characteristics of Signetics phase

locked loop products.
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A considerable quantity of detailed specifications and

publications information for these products is included in

the Linear Spec. Handbook, Because many readers are

likely to be unfamiliar with the terminology and operating

characteristics of phase locked loops, a glossary of terms

and a general explanation of PLL principles are included

here with a detailed discussion of the action of the

individual loop elements.

The tradeoff and setup section will assist the read in some

of the considerations involved in selecting and applying

these products to meet system requirements. A brief sum-

mary of measurement techniques has been presented to aid

the user in achieving his performance goals.

Detailed descriptions have been provided for each of the

products. The user can supplement the suggested connec-

tion diagrams with his own schemes.

Perhaps the best way to become familiar with the many

uses of phase locked loops is to actually study the various

application circuits provided. These circuits have been

drawn from many sources — textbooks, users, Signetics'

applications engineers and the 1970 Signetics— EDN Phase

Locked Loop contest. Every effort has been made to

provide usable, workable circuits which may be copied

directly or used as jumping-off points for other imaginative

applications.

The section on interfacing will aid the user in driving

different forms of logic from PLL outputs and the section

on expanding loop capabilities will show how to achieve

improved performance in certain difficult applications.

PHASE LOCKED LOOP TERMINOLOGY

The following is a brief glossary of terms encountered in

PLL literature.

CAPTURE RANGE (2*toc ) - Although the loop will re-

main in lock throughout its lock range, it may not be able

to acquire lock at the tracking range extremes. The range

over which the loop can acquire lock is termed capture

range. The capture range is sometimes called the LOCK- IN

RANGE. {The latter refers to how close a signal must be to

the center frequency before acquisition can occur. It is thus

one-half the capture range or ojq.)

CURRENT CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR (CCO) - An

oscillator similar to a VCO in which the frequency is

determined by an applied current.

DAMPING FACTOR (f) - The standard damping constant

of a second order feedback system. In the case of the PLL,

it refers to the ability of the loop to respond quickly to an

input frequency step without excessive overshoot.

FREE-RUNNING FREQUENCY (f , cj I
- Also called the

CENTER FREQUENCY, this is the frequency at which the

loop VCO operates when not locked to an input signal. The

same symbols (f , co ) used for the free-running frequency

are commonly used for the general oscillator frequency. It

is usually clear which is meant from the context.

LOCK RANGE (2*co L ) - Tne ran 9e of 'nPut frequencies

over which the loop will remain in lock. It is also called the

TRACKING RANGE or HOLD-IN RANGE. (The latter

refers to how far the loop frequency can be deviated from

the center frequency and is one-half the lock range or u>\_.)

LOOP GAIN (Kv )
- The product of the dc gains of all the

loop elements, in units of (sec)"'.

LOOP NOISE BANDWIDTH (B L )
- A loop property

related to damping and natural frequency which describes

the effective bandwidth of the received signal. Noise and

signal components outside this band are greatly attenuated.

LOW PASS FILTER (LPF) - A low pass filter in the loop

which permits only dc and low frequency voltages to travel

around the loop. It controls the capture range and the noise

and out-band signal rejection characteristics.

NATURAL FREQUENCY (wn )
- The characteristic fre-

quency of the loop, determined mathematically by the final

pole positions in the complex plane. May be determined

experimentally as the modulation frequency for which an

underdamped loop gives the maximum output and at which

phase error swing is the greatest.

PHASE DETECTOR GAIN FACTOR (Kd ) - The conver-

sion factor between the phase detector output voltage and

the phase difference between input and VCO signals in

volts/radian. At low input signal amplitudes, the gain is also

a function of input level.

PHASE DETECTOR (PD) - A circuit which compares the

input and VCO signals and produces an error voltage which

is dependent upon their relative phase difference. This

error signal corrects the VCO frequency during tracking.

Also called PHASE COMPARATOR. A MULTIPLIER or

MIXER is often used as a phase detector.

QUADRATURE PHASE DETECTOR (QPD) - A phase

detector operated in quadrature (90° out of phase) with

the loop phase detector. It is used primarily for AM
demodulation and lock detection.

VCO CONVERSION GAIN (K ) - The conversion factor

between VCO frequency and control voltage in radians/

second/volt.

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR (VCO) - An
oscillator whose frequency is determined by an applied

control voltage.
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THE PHASE LOCKED LOOP PRINCIPLE

The phase locked loop is a feedback system comprised of a

phase comparator, a low pass filter and an error amplifier

in the forward signal path and a voltage-controlled

oscillator (VCO) in the feedback path. The block diagram

of a basic PLL system is shown in Figure 8—1. Detailed

analysis of the PLL as a feedback control system has been

discussed in the literature (Ref. 2). Perhaps the single most

important point to realize when designing with the PLL is

that it is a feedback system and, hence, is characterized

mathematically by the same equations that apply to other,

more conventional feedback systems. The parameters in

the equations are somewhat different, however, since the

feedback error signal in the phase locked system is a phase

rather than a current or voltage signal, as is usually the case

in conventional feedback systems.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PHASE LOCKED LOOP

INPUT
SIGNAL »-<

v,ol

PHASE
V.I..

lOrt-PASS

FjLTER
F<il

«,-«.
|*N

*d

Vjitl

P
w,

.

u m

VOLTAGE
CONTROLLED

K

Figure 8—1

LOOP OPERATION

A rigorous mathematical analysis of the system is quite

cumbersome and will not be repeated here. However, from

a qualitative point of view, the basic principle of PLL
operation can be briefly explained as follows: With no

signal input applied to the system, the error voltage Vd is

equal to zero. The VCO operates at a set frequency co
,

which is known as the free-running frequency. If an input

signal is applied to the system, the phase comparator

compares the phase and the frequency of the input with

the VCO frequency and generates an error voltage Ve (t)

that is related to the phase and the frequency difference

between the two signals. This error voltage is then filtered,

amplified and applied to the control terminal of the VCO.

In this manner, the control voltage V^ft) forces the VCO
frequency to vary in a direction that reduces the frequency

difference between f and the input signal. If the input

frequency a>j is sufficiently close to w , the feedback

nature of the PLL causes the VCO to synchronize or lock

with the incoming signal. Once in lock, the VCO frequency

is identical to the input signal except for a finite phase

difference. This net phase difference 8 is necessary to

generate the corrective error voltage V^ to shift the VCO
frequency from its free-running value to the input signal

6-4

frequency Wj and, thus, keep the PLL in lock. This self-

correcting ability of the system also allows the PLL to

track the frequency changes of the input signal once it is

locked. The range of frequencies over which the PLL can

maintain lock with an input signal is defined as the "lock

range"of the system. The band of frequencies over which

the PLL can acquire lock with an incoming signal is known

as the"capture range"of the system and is never greater than

the* lock range?

Another means of describing the operation of the PLL is to

observe that the phase comparator is in actuality a

multiplier circuit that mixes the input signal with the

VCO signal. This mix produces the sum and difference fre-

quencies cjj ± io Q shown in Figure 8—1. When the loop is

in lock, the VCO duplicates the input frequency so that the

difference frequency component (u>j — w ) is zero;

hence, the output of the phase comparator contains a dc

component. The low pass filter removes the sum frequency

component (Wj + cj ) but passes the dc component which

is then amplified and fed back to the VCO. Notice that

when the loop is in lock, the difference frequency

component is always dc, so the lock range is independent

of the band edge of the low pass filter.

LOCK AND CAPTURE

Consider now the case where the loop is not yet in lock.

The phase comparator again mixes the input and VCO
signals to produce sum and difference frequency compon-

ents. Now, however, the difference component may fall

outside the band edge of the low pass fitter and be removed

along with the sum frequency component. If this is the

case, no information is transmitted around the loop and the

VCO remains at its initial free-running frequency. As the

input frequency approaches that of the VCO, the frequency

of the difference component decreases and approaches the

band edge of the low pass filter. Now some of the

difference component is passed, which tends to drive the

VCO towards the frequency of the input signal. This, in

turn, decreases the frequency of the difference component

and allows more information to be transmitted through

the low pass filter to the VCO. This is essentially a positive

feedback mechanism which causes the VCO to snap into

lock with the input signal. With this mechanism in mind,

the term "capture range" can again be defined as the

frequency range centered about the VCO initial free-

running frequency over which the loop can acquire lock

with the input signal. The capture range is a measure of

how close the input signal must be in frequency to that of

the VCO to acquire lock. The "capture range" can assume

any value within the lock range and depends primarily upon

the band edge of the low pass filter together with the closed

loop gain of the system. It is this signal capturing

phenomenon which gives the loop its frequency selective

properties.
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It is important to distinguish the "capture range" from the

"lock range" which can, again, be defined as the frequency

range usually centered about the VCO initial free-running

frequency over which the loop can track the input signal

once lock has been achieved.

When the loop is in lock, the difference frequency

component on the output of the phase comparator {error

voltage) is dc and will always be passed by the low pass

filter. Thus, the lock range is limited by the range of error

voltage that can be generated and the corresponding VCO
frequency deviation produced. The lock range is essentially

a dc parameter and is not affected by the band edge of the

low pass filter.

THE CAPTURE TRANSIENT

The capture process is highly complex and does not

lend itself to simple mathematical analysis. However, a

qualitative description of the capture mechanism may be

given as follows: Since frequency is the time derivative of

phase, the frequency and the phase errors in the loop can

be related as

t#.
Aoj =

where Aw is the instantaneous frequency separation

between the signal and VCO frequencies and 8 Q is the

phase difference between the input signal and VCO signals.

If the feedback loop of the PLL was opened, say between

the low pass filter and the VCO control input, then for a

given condition of oj and <jj the phase comparator output

would be a sinusoidal beat note at a fixed frequency Aoj,

If ojj and 0J were sufficiently close in frequency, this beat

note would appear at the filter output with negligible

attenuation. Now suppose that the feedback loop is closed

by connecting the low pass filter output to the VCO
control terminal. The VCO frequency will be modulated

by the beat note. When this happens, Aoj itself will

become a function of time. If during this modulation

process, the VCO frequency moves closer to ojj (i.e.,

d0 o
decreasing Aoj), then decreases and the output of the

d
t

phase comparator becomes a slowly varying function of

time. Similarly, if the VCO is modulated away from ojj,

increases and the error voltage becomes a rapidly
d
t

varying function of time. Under this condition the beat

note waveform no longer looks sinusoidal; it looks like a

series of aperiodic cusps, depicted schematically in Figure

8—2a. Because of its asymmetry, the beat note waveform

contains a finite dc component that pushes the average

value of the VCO toward ui\, thus decreasing Aoj. In this

manner, the beat note frequency rapidly decreases toward

zero, the VCO frequency drifts toward Wj and the lock is

established. When the system is in lock, Aoj is equal to zero

and only a steady-state dc error voltage remains.

ASYNCHRONOUS ERROR BEAT FREQUENCY
DURING THE CAPTURE PROCESS

^m^_ LOCKED DC LEVEL

Figure B—2a

INPUT**10DULAfclON

OUTB4NO
FREQUENCY „

INBAIVD FREQUENCY

V
rt

111

UNLOCKED

** \j \ LOCKED

Figure 8-2b

Figure 8—2b displays an oscillogram of the loop error

voltage Vj in an actual PLL system during the capture

process. Note that as lock is approached, Aoj is reduced,

the low pass filter attenuation becomes less and the

amplitude of the beat note increases.

The total time taken by the PLL to establish lock is called

the pull-in time. Pull-in time depends on the initial

frequency and phase differences between the two signals

as well as on the overall loop gain and the low pass filter

bandwidth. Under certain conditions, the pull-in time may

be shorter than the period of the beat note and the loop

can lock without an oscillatory error transient.

A specific case to illustrate this is shown in Figure 8—3.

The 565 PLL is shown acquiring lock within the first

cycle of the input signal. The PLL was able to capture in

this short time because it was operated as a first order loop

(no tow pass filter) and the input tone-burst frequency was

within its lock and capture range.
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FAST CAPTURE EXHIBITED
BY FIRST ORDER LOOP

^^M ^^^^^^^^^^^^m

Figure 8—3

EFFECT OF THE LOW PASS FILTER

In the operation of the loop, the low pass filter serves a

dual function: First, by attenuating the high frequency

error components at the output of the phase comparator,

it enhances the interference-rejection characteristics;

second, it provides a short-term memory for the PLL and

ensures a rapid recapture of the signal if the system is

thrown out of lock due to a noise transient. The low pass

filter bandwidth has the following effects on system

performance:

a.) The capture process becomes slower, and the

pull-in time increases,

b.) The capture range decreases.

c.) Interference-rejection properties of the PLL
improve since the error voltage caused by an

interfering frequency is attenuated further by

the low pass filter,

d.) The transient response of the loop (the response

of the PLL to sudden changes of the input

frequency within the capture range) becomes

underdamped.

The last effect also produces a practical limitation on

the low pass loop filter bandwidth and roll -off characteris-

tics from a stability standpoint. These points will be

explained further in the following analysis.

LINEARIZED MODEL OF THE PLL
AS A NEGATIVE FEEDBACK SYSTEM

*—•&)—» Kd F(i( A

.-„

Ko/.

Figu a 8-4

LINEAR ANALYSIS FOR LOCK CONDITION -

FREQUENCY TRACKING

When the PLL is in lock, the non-linear capture transients

are no longer present. Therefore, under lock condition, the

PLL can often be approximated as a linear control system

(see Figure 8—4) and can be analyzed using Laplace

transform techniques. In this case, it is convenient to use

the net phase error in the loop (0 S
- 9 Q ) as the system

variable. Each of the gain terms associated with tlje blocks

can be defined as follows:

K^ = conversion gain of phase detector (volt/rad)

F(s) = transfer characteristic of low pass filter

A = amplifier voltage gain

Kg = VCO conversion gain (rad/sec/volt)

Note that, since the VCO converts a voltage to a frequency

and since phase is the integral of frequency, the VCO
functions as an integrator in the feedback loop.

The open loop transfer function for the PLL can be written

as

Kv F(s)

T(s) = -1
s

where Kv is the total loop gain, i.e., Ku
= KqKjA. Using

linear feedback analysis techniques, the closed loop transfer

characteristics H(s} can be related to the open loop

performance as

T(s)

H(s)
1 + T(s)

and the roots of the characteristic system polynominal can

be readily determined by root-locus techniques.

From these equations, it is apparent that the transient

performance and frequency response of the loop is heavily

dependent upon the choice of filter and its corresponding

transfer characteristic, F(s).

The simplest case is that of the first order loop where

F(s) 1 (no filter). The closed loop transfer function then

becomes

K.,

T(s) =

s+ Kv

This transfer function gives the root locus as a function of

the total loop gain Kv and the corresponding frequency

response shown in Figure 8-5a. The open loop pole at the

origin is due to the integrating action of the VCO. Note
that the frequency response is actually the amplitude of

the difference frequency component versus modulating

frequency when the PLL is used to track a frequency

modulated input signal. Since there is no low pass filter in

this case, sum frequency components are also present on
the phase detector output and must be filtered outside of

the loop if the difference frequency component (demodu-

lated FM) is to be measured.
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ROOT LOCUS AND FREQUENCY
RESPONSE PLOTS OF FIRST AND

SECOND ORDER LOOPS

Figure 8-5a

"" T c
'

o t-o

/ t

\ I

Figure 8—5b

With the addition of a single pole low pass filter F(s) of the

form

1

F(s) =
1 + 7-|S

where r-| = R-|C, the PLL becomes a second order system

with the root locus shown in Figure 8—5b. Here, we again

have an open loop pole at the origin because of the

integrating action of the VCO and another open loop pole

-1
at a position equal to where t^ is the time constant of

r
1

the low pass filter.

One can make the following observations from the root

locus characteristics of Figure 8—5b.

a.) As the loop gain K v increases for a given choice

of ty the imaginary part of the closed loop

poles increase; thus, the natural frequency of

the loop increases and the loop becomes more

and more underdamped.

b.) If the filter time constant is increased, the real

part of the closed loop poles becomes smaller

and the loop damping is reduced.

As in any practical feedback system, excess shifts or

non-dominant poles associated with the blocks within the

PLL can cause the root loci to bend toward the right half

plane as shown by the dashed line in Figure 8—5b. This is

likely to happen if either the loop gain or the filter time

constant is too large and may cause the loop to break into

sustained oscillations.

The stability problem can be eliminated by using a lag-lead

type of filter,, as indicated in Figure 8—5c. This type of a

filter has the transfer function

F<s) =
1 + T2S

1 + (t"i + T"2Js

where T2 R2C and t-j = R-|C. By proper choice of R2,

this type of filter confines the root locus to the left half

plane and ensures stability. The lag-lead filter gives a

frequency response dependent on the damping, which can

now be controlled by the proper adjustment of r^ and 72-

In practice, this type of fitter is important because it allows

the loop to be used with a response between that of the

first and second order loops and it provides an additional

control over the loop transient response. If R2 - 0, the loop

behaves as a second order loop and if R2 = °°, the loop

behaves as a first order loop due to a pole-zero cancellation.

Note, however, that as first order operation is approached,

the noise bandwidth increases and interference rejection

decreases since the high frequency error components in the

loop are now attenuated to a lesser degree.

SECOND ORDER PLL RESPONSE
WITH SIMPLE LAG FILTER

Figure 8—5c

In terms of the basic gain expressions in the system, the

lock range of the PLL cj(_ can be shown to be numerically

equal to the dc loop gain

2w L
= 47rf L

= 2KV .

Since the capture range cj]_ denotes a transient condition, it

is not as readily derived as the lock range. However, an

approximate expression for the capture range can be writ-

ten as:

2u>. 47rfc
=» 2KV F (jw_)
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where F{ja)c ) is the low pass filter amplitude response at

cj = cj[_- Note that at a" times the capture range is smaller

than the lock range. If the simple lag filter of Figure 8-5b
is used, the capture range equation can be approximated as

1c
2w„ = 2 /—- = 2

1
"1

Thus, the capture range decreases as the low pass filter time

constant is increased, whereas the lock range is unaffected

bv the filter and is determined solely by the loop gain.

Figure 8—6 shows the typical frequency-to-voltage transfer

characteristics of the PLL. The input is assumed to be a sine

wave whose frequency is swept slowly over a broad

frequency range. The vertical scale is the corresponding

loop error voltage. In Figure 8-6a, the input frequency is

being gradually increased. The loop does not respond to the

signal until it reaches a frequency oj-| , corresponding to the

lower edge of the capture range. Then, the loop suddenly

locks on the input and causes a negative jump of the loop

error voltage. Next, V^ varies with frequency with a slope

equal to the reciprocal of VCO gain (1/K ) and goes

through zero as ojj = Cl> . The loop tracks the input until

the input frequency reaches o^, corresponding to the

upper edge of the lock range. The PLL then loses lock and

the error voltage drops to zero. If the input frequency is

swept slowly back now, the cycle repeats itself, but it is

inverted, as shown in Figure 8-6b. The loop recaptures the

signal at 0J3 and tracks it down to W4. The total capture

and lock ranges of the system are:

2u>c 0J3 - cj-| and 2a>|_ u>2 ~ w4

TYPICAL PLL FREQUENCY-TO-VOLTAGE
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS FOR
INPUT FREQUENCY INCREASING

AND DECREASING

Figure 8-6

Note that, as indicated by the transfer characteristics of

Figure 8-6, the PLL system has an inherent selectivity

about the center frequency set by the VCO free-running

frequency w ; it wti) respond only to the input signal

frequencies that are "separated from o> by less than coc or

oj[_, depending on whether the loop starts with or without

an initial lock condition. The linearity of the frequency-to-

voltage conversion characteristics for the PLL is determined

solely by the VCO conversion gain. Therefore, in most PLL

applications, the VCO is required to have- a highly linear

voltage-to-frequency transfer characteristic

.

PHASE LOCKED LOOP BUILDING BLOCKS

VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR

Since three different forms of VCO have been used in the

Signetics PLL series, the VCO details will not be discussed

until the individual loops are described. However, a few

general comments about VCOs are in order.

When the PLL is locked to a signal, the VCO voltage is a

function of the frequency of the input signal. Since the

VCO control voltage is the demodulated output during FM
demodulation, it is important that the VCO voltage-to-

frequency characteristic be linear so that the output is not

distorted. Over the linear range of the VCO, the conversion

gain is given by K (in radian/sec/volt).

Acon

° AVn

Since the loop output voltage is the VCO voltage, we can

get the loop output voltage as

AVn =
AoJq

The gain K can be found from the data sheet by taking the

change in VCO control voltage for a given percentage

frequency deviation and multiplying by the center fre-

quency. When the VCO voltage is changed, the frequency

change is virtually instantaneous.

All Signetics phase locked loops use the same form of phase

detector—often called the doubly-balanced multiplier or

mixer. Such a circuit is shown in Figure 8—7.
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INTEGRATED PHASE DETECTOR
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Figure 8—7
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PHASE LOCKED LOOP APPLICATIONS

) '— cos W2n + 1) aj t-cjit-flj

/ (2n + 1)
L J

n =

- > ! cos ["(2n+ 1} tJa t-Kjjt+0j

£_ (2n+1) L J

n =

The input stage formed by transistors Q-j and Q2 may be

viewed as a differentia! amplifier which has a collector

resistance Hq and whose differential gain at balance is the

ratio of Rq to the emitter resistance re of Q
1
and Q2 .

n =

v k

(2n + 1) cos K2n+ l)ojot-cjkt-0kj

Ad 0.026
8

L/2
0.0131,

The switching stage formed by Q3 - Qg is switched on and

off by the VCO square v)aye. Since the collector current

swing of Q2 is the negative of the collector current swing of

0-1, the switching action has the effect of multiplying the

differential stage output first by +1 and then by -1. That

is, when the base of Q4 is positive, RC2 receives I-) and

when the base of Q5 is positive, Rq2 receives l 2 ~h-
Since we have called this a multiplier, let us perform the

multiplication to gain further insight into the action of the

phase detector.

Suppose we have an input signal which consists of two

added components: a component at frequency u>\ which is

close to the free-running frequency and a component at

frequency tJk which may be at any frequency. The input

signal is

Vj + V k
- Vj sin (ijjt + 0j) + V k sin (wkt + 8 k )

where 6\ and k are the phase in relation to the VCO

signal. The unity square wave developed in the multiplier

by the VCO signal is

4
sin [<2n + 1) u>nt]

7r(2n,+ 1)

where CJ Is the VCO frequency. Multiplying the two

terms, using the appropriate trigonometric relationship and

inserting the differential stage gain Ad , we get

(2n + 1)

f(2n+ Dcjot+witt+flk]

Assuming the Vk is zero, temporarily, if Wj is close to cj
,

the first term (n = 0) has a low frequency difference

frequency component. This is the beat frequency compon-

ent that feeds around the loop and causes lock up by

modulating the VCO. As w is driven closer to u>-
t
, this

difference component becomes lower and lower in fre-

quency until oj - «[ and lock is achieved. The first term

then becomes

2AdVi
cos 6

j

which is the usual phase detector formula showing the dc

component of the phase detector during lock. This

component must equal the voltage necessary to keep the

VCO at cj . It is possible for w to equal Wj momentarily

during the lock up process and, yet, for the phase to be

incorrect so that ooQ passes through CO; without lock being

achieved. This explains why lock is usually not achieved

instantaneously, even when cj; = u> at t = 0,
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If n ^ in the first term, the loop can lock when gjj =

(2n + 1) co , giving the dc phase detector component

2AdVj

7r(2n * 1)

COS dl

showing that the loop can lock to odd harmonics of the

center frequency. The (2n + 1) term in the denominator

shows that the phase detector output is lower for harmonic

lock, which explains why the lock range decreases as

higher and higher odd harmonics are used to achieve lock.

Note also that the phase detector output during lock is

{assuming Ad is constant) also a function of the input

amplitude Vj. Thus, for a given dc phase detector output

Vj, an input amplitude decrease must be accompanied by

a phase change. Since the loop can remain locked only for

#j between and 180°, the lower Vj becomes, the more

reduced is the lock range.

Going to the second term, we note that during lock the

lowest possible frequency is o> + cjj 2wj. A sum
frequency component is always present at the phase

detector output. This component is usually greatly

attenuated by the low pass filter capacitor connected to

the phase detector output. However, when rapid tracking

is required fas with high-speed FM detection or FSK-

frequency shift keying), the requirement for a relatively

high frequency cutoff in the low pass filter may leave this

component unattenuated to the extent that it interferes

with detection. At the very least, additional filtering may
be required to remove this component. Components

caused by n ¥= in the second term are both attenuated and

of much higher frequency, so they may be neglected.

Suppose that we have other frequencies represented by

V^ present. What is their effect for Vj,. ¥= 0?

The third term shows that V^ introduces another difference

frequency component. Obviously, if oj^ is close to cj[, it

can interfere with the locking process since it may form

a beat frequency of the same magnitude as the desired

locking beat frequency. Suppose lock has been achieved,

however, so that w = Wj. In order for lock to be

maintained, the average phase detector output must be

constant. If to = co^ is relatively low in frequency, the

phase 0j must change to compensate for this beat

frequency. Broadly speaking, any signal in addition to the

signal to which the loop is locked causes a phase variation.

Usually this is negligible since ujj- is often far removed

from tjj. However, it has been stated that the phase

&-
{

can move only between and 180°. Suppose the phase

limit has been reached and V^ appears. Since it cannot be

compensated for, it will drive the loop out of lock. This

explains why extraneous signals can result in a decrease in

the lock range. If V^ is assumed to be an instantaneous

noise component, the same effect occurs. When the full

swing of the loop is being utilized, noise will decrease the

lock or tracking range. We can reduce this effect by

decreasing the cutoff frequency of the low pass filter so

that the w — uj^ is attenuated to a greater extent, which

illustrates that noise immunity and out-band frequency

rejection is improved (at the expense of capture range since

uQ — w; is likewise attenuated) when the low pass filter

capacitor is large.

The third term can have a dc component when co^ is an

odd harmonic of the locked frequency so that (2n + 1)

(co — W|) is zero and 8^ makes its appearance. This will

have an effect on 8\ which will change the 6\ versus

frequency Wj. This is most noticeable when the waveform

of the incoming signal is, for example, a square wave. The

#k term will combine with the 0, term so that the phase is

a linear function of input frequency. Other waveforms wiil

give different phase versus frequency functions. When the

input amplitude Vj is large and the loop gain is large, the

phase will be close to 90° throughout the range of VCO
swing, so this effect is often unnoticed.

The fourth term is of little consequence except that if u^
approaches zero, the phase detector output will have a

component at the locked frequency o> at the output. For

example, a dc offset at the input differential stage will

appear as a square wave of fundamental o> at the phase

detector output. This is usually small and well attenuated

by the low pass filter. Since many out-band signals or noise

components may be present, many V^ terms may be

combining to influence locking and phase during lock.

Fortunately, we need only worry about those close to the

locked frequency.

The quadrature phase detector action is exactly the same

except that its output is proportional to the sine of the

phase angle. When the phase d-
t

is 90°, the quadrature

phase detector output is then at its maximum, which

explains why it makes a useful lock or amplitude detector.

The output of the quadrature phase detector is given by:

2A
q
Vj

sin 8\

where Vj is the constant or modulated AM signal and

0j «* 90° in most cases so that sine d\ = 1 and

„ =
2Vi

This is the demodulation principle of the autodyne receiver

and the basis for the 567 tone decoder operation.
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FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS FM Telemetry

LOW PASS FILTER

The simplest type of low pass filter for the second order

loop is a single pole RC type shown in Figure 8—5b. In all

Signetics' loops, the resistor is internal and the capacitor is

external. The inside resistor greatly improves the center

frequency stability of the loop with temperature variations.

Fortunately, the capture range and loop damping are

related to the square root of this internal resistor value, so

variations in its absolute value have little effect on loop

performance. The nominal value of the internal resistor

for each loop is given in the circuit diagrams of the

detailed circuit descriptions in this chapter. The typical

tolerance on these integrated resistors is ±20%.

As a functional building block, the phase locked loop is

suitable for a wide variety of frequency related applications.

These applications generally fall into one or more of the

following categories:

a.} FM Demodulation

b.) Frequency Synthesizing

c.) Frequency Synchronization

d.) Signal Conditioning

e.) AM Demodulation

FM DEMODULATION

If the PLL is locked to a frequency modulated (FM) signal,

the VCO tracks the instantaneous frequency of the input

signal. The filtered error voltage, which forces the VCO to

maintain lock with the input signal then becomes the

demodulated FM output. The linearity of this demodulated

signal depends solely on the linearity of the VCO control-

voltage-to-frequency transfer characteristic.

It should be noted that since the PLL is in lock during the

FM demodulation process, the response is linear and can be

readily predicted from a root locus plot.

FM demodulation applications are numerous; however,

some of the more popular are:

Broadcast FM Detection

Here, the PLL can be used as a complete IF strip, limiter

and FM detector which may be used for detecting either

wide or narrow band FM signals with greater linearity than

can be obtained by other means. For frequencies within

the range of the VCO, the PLL functions as a self contained

receiver since it combines the functions of frequency

selectivity and demodulation. One increasingly popular use

of the PLL is in scanning-receivers where a number of

broadcast channels may be sequentially monitored by

simply varying the VCO free-running frequency.

This application involves demodulation of a frequency

modulated subcarrier of the main channel. A popular

example here is the use of the PLL to recover the SCA
(storecast music) signal from the combined signal of many

commercial FM broadcast stations. The SCA signal is a

67kHz frequency modulated subcarrier which puts it above

the frequency spectrum of the normal stereo or monaural

FM program material. By connecting the circuit of Figure

8—8 to a point between the FM discrimator and the

de-emphasis filter of a commercial band (home) FM
receiver and tuning the receiver to a station which broad-

casts an SCA signal, one can obtain hours of commercial

free background music.

ttgj :«,»* SS

BACKGROUND

l

Figura 8—8

Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)

This refers to what is essentially digital frequency

modulation, FSK is a means for transmitting digital

information by a carrier which is shifted between two

discrete frequencies. In this case, the two discrete

frequencies correspond to a digital "1" and a digital "0,"

respectively. When the PLL is locked to a FSK signal, the

demodulated output (error voltage) shifts between two

discrete voltage levels, corresponding to the demodulated

binary output. FSK techniques are often used in modems
(modulator-demodulators), intended for transmitting data

over telephone lines.
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FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS

Frequency Multiplication can be achieved with the PLL in

two ways:

is generally necessary to filter quite heavily to remove this

sum frequency component. The tradeoff, of course, is a

reduced capture range and a more underdamped loop

transient response.

a.) Locking to a harmonic of the input signal

b.) Insertion of a counter (digital frequency

divider) in the loop

Harmonic locking is the simplest and can usually be

achieved by setting the VCO free-running frequency to a

multiple of the input frequency and allowing the PLL to

lock. A limitation on this scheme, however, is that the iock

range decreases as successively higher and weaker harmonics

are used for locking. This limits the practical harmonic

locking range to multiples of approximately less than ten.

For larger multiples, the second scheme is more desirable.

A block diagram of the second scheme is shown in Figure

8—9. Here, the loop is broken between the VCO and the

phase comparator and a counter is inserted. In this case,

the fundamental of the divided VCO frequency is locked

to the input frequency so that the VCO is actually running

at a multiple of the input frequency. The amount of

multiplication is determined by the counter. An obvious

practical application of this multiplication property, is the

use of the PLL in wide range frequency synthesizers.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER

USING FREQUENCY DIVIDER

INPUT
PHASE LOW CASS

FILTERCOMPA

1

RATOH

- n

<;5

VCO

n1

Figure 8-9

In frequency multiplication applications it is important to

take into account that the phase comparator is actually a

mixer and that its output contains sum and difference

frequency components. The difference frequency compon-

ent is dc and is the error voltage which drives the VCO to

keep the PLL in lock. The sum frequency components {of

which the fundamental is twice the frequency of the input

signal) if not well filtered, will induce incidental FM on the

VCO output. This occurs because the VCO is running at

many times the frequency of the input signal and the sum

frequency component which appears on the control voltage

to the VCO causes a periodic variation of its frequency

about the desired multiple. For frequency multiplication it

6-12

For the case of frequency fractionalization, both harmonic

locking and frequency countdown could be used to

generate, for instance, a frequency exactly 16/3 the input.

In this case, the circuit of Figure 8-10 could be used with

the initial VCO frequency set to approximately 16/3 the

expected input frequency. The counter then divides the

VCO frequency by 16, and the input is locked to the 3rd

harmonic of the counter output. Now the output can be

taken as the VCO output and it will be exactly 16/3 of the

input frequency as long as the loop is in lock.

IMPLEMENTATION OF FREQUENCY
SYNTHESIZER (565)

EQUIVALENT

P
i—o-«v

Figure8—10

Frequency translation can be achieved by adding a mixer

and a low pass filter stage to the basic PLL as shown in

Figure 8— 11. With this system the PLL can be used to

translate the frequency of a highly stable but fixed-

frequency reference oscillator by a small amount in

frequency.

In this case, the reference input fr and the VCO output f

are applied to the inputs of the mixer stage. The mixer

output is made up of the sum and the difference

components of fpj and f . The sum component is filtered

by the first low pass filter. The translation or offset

frequency f ^ is applied to the phase comparator along with

the fp - f component of the mixer output. When the

system is in lock, the two inputs of the phase comparator

are at identical frequency, that is.

fn -U f
1 ° r fo = fR + f
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FREQUENCY TRANSLATION OR "OFFSET" LOOP
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FREQUENCY SYNCHRONIZATION

Using the phase locked loop system, the frequency of the

less precise VCO can be phase locked with a low level but

highly stable reference signal. Thus, the VCO output

reproduces the reference signal frequency at the same

per-unit accuracy, but at a much higher power level. In

some applications, the synchronizing signal can be in the

form of a low duty cycle burst at a specific frequency.

Then, the PLL can be used to regenerate a coherent CW
reference frequency locking onto this short synchronizing

pulse, A typical example of such an application is seen in

the phase locked chroma- reference generators of color tele-

vision receivers.

In digital systems, the PLL can be used for a variety of

synchronization functions. For example, two system clocks

can be phase locked to each other such that one can

function as a back up for the other; or PLLs can be used

In synchronizing disk or tape drive mechanisms in

information storage and retrieval systems. In pulse-code

modulation (PCM) telemetry receivers or in repeater

systems, the PLL is used for bit synchronization.

Other popular applications include locking to WWVB to

generate an inexpensive laboratory frequency standard and

synchronizing tape speed for playback of a tape recorded at

an irregular speed.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING

By proper choice of the VCO free-running frequency, the

PLL can be made to lock to any one of a number of

signals present at the input. Hence, the VCO output

reproduces the frequency of the desired signal, while

greatly attenuating the undesired frequencies of sidebands

present at the input.

If the loop bandwidth is sufficiently narrow, the signal-to-

noise ratio at the VCO output can be much better than that

at the input. Thus, the PLL can be used as a noise filter for

regenerating weak signals buried in noise.

AM DEMODULATION

AM demodulation may be achieved with PLL by the

scheme shown in Figure 8—12. In this mode of operation,

the PLL functions as a synchronous AM detector. The PLL

locks on the carrier of the AM signal so that the VCO

output has the same frequency as that of the carrier but no

amplitude modulation. The demodulated AM is then

obtained by multiplying the VCO signal with the modu-

lated input signal and filtering the output to remove all but

the difference frequency component. It may be recalled

from the initial discussion that when the frequency of the

input signal is identical to the free-running frequency of the

VCO, the loop goes into lock with these signals 90° out of

phase. If the input is now shifted 90° so that it is in phase

with the VCO signal and the two signals are mixed in a

second phase comparator, the average dc value (difference

frequency component} of the phase comparator output

will be directly proportional to the amplitude of the input

signal.

The PLL still exhibits the same capture range phenomena

discussed earlier so that the loop has an inherent high

degree of selectivity centered about the free-running VCO
frequency. Because thi- method is essentially a coherent

detection technique which involves averaging of the two

compared signals, it offers a higher degree of noise

immunity than can be obtained with conventional peak-

detector-type AM demodulators.

COHERENT AMPLITUDE-MODULATION
DETECTION USING A PHASE-LOCKED LOOP

PHASE-
SHIFT

NETWORK
MULTIPLIER

LOW-PASS

PU
VCD
cut;*- r

Figure 8-12
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GENERAL LOOP SETUP AND TRADEOFFS

In a given application, maximum PLL effectiveness can be

achieved if the user understands the tradeoffs which can be

made. Generally speaking, the user is free to select the

frequency, tracking or lock range, capture range and input

amplitude.

CENTER FREQUENCY SELECTION

Setting the center frequency is accomplished by selecting

one or two external components. The center frequency is

usually set in the center of the expected input frequency

range. Since the loop's ability to capture is a function of

the difference between the incoming and free-running

frequencies, the band edges of the capture range are always

an equal distance (in Hz) from the center frequency.

Typically, the lock range is also centered about the free-

running frequency. Occasionally, the center frequency is

chosen to be offset from the incoming so that detection or

tracking range is limited on one side. This permits rejection

of an adjacent higher or lower frequency signal without

paying the penalty for narrow band operation (reduced

tracking speed).

All of Signetics' loops use a multiplier in which the input

signal is multiplied by a unity square wave at the VCO
frequency. The odd harmonics present in the square wave

permit the loop to lock to input signals at these odd
harmonics. Thus, the center frequency may be set to, say,

1/3 or 1/5 of the input signal. The tracking range however,

will be considerably reduced as the higher harmonics are

utilized.

The foregoing phase detector discussion would suggest

that the PLL cannot lock to subharmonics because the

phase detector cannot produce a dc component if coj is

less than w„.

The loop can lock to both odd harmonic and subharmonic

signals in practice because such signals often contain

harmonic components at fQ . For example, a square

wave of fundamental fQ/3 will have a substantial compon-

ent at f to which the loop can lock. Even a pure

sine wave input signal can be used for harmonic locking if

the PLL input stage is overdriven (the resultant internal

limiting generates harmonic frequencies). Locking to even

harmonics or subharmonics is the least satisfactory since

the input or VCO signal must contain second harmonic

distortion. If locking to even harmonics is desired, the duty

cycle of the input and VCO signals must be shifted away

from the symmetrical to generate substantial even harmonic

content.
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In evaluating the loop for a potential application, it is best

to actually compute the magnitude of the expected signal

component nearest f . This magnitude can be used to

estimate the capture and lock range.

All of Signetics' loops are stabilized against center

frequency drift due to power supply variations. Both the

565 and the 567 are temperature compensated over the

entire military temperature range (-55 to +125°C). To
benefit from this inherent stability, however, the user must

provide equally stable (or better) external components.

For maximum cost effectiveness in some noncritical appli-

cations, the user may wish to trade some stability for lower

cost external components.

TRACKING OR LOCK RANGE CONTROL

Two things limit the lock or tracking range. First, any

VCO can only swing so far; if the input signal frequency

goes beyond this limit, lock will be lost. Second, the

voltage developed by the phase detector is proportional to

the product of both the phase and the amplitude of the

in-band component to which the loop is locked, If the

signal amplitude decreases, the phase difference between

the signal and the VCO must increase in order to

maintain the same output voltage and, hence, the same

frequency deviation. It often happens with low input

amplitudes that even the full ±90° phase range of the

phase detector cannot generate enough voltage to allow

tracking wide deviations. When this occurs, the effective

iock range is reduced. We must, therefore, give up some

tracking capability and accept greater phase errors if the

input signal is weak. Conversely, a strong input signal will

allow us to use the entire VCO swing capability and keep

the VCO phase (referred to the input signal) very close to

90° throughout the range. Note that tracking range does

not depend on the low pass filter. However, if a low

pass filter is in the loop, it will have the effect of

limiting the maximum rate at which tracking can occur.

Obviously, the LPF capacitor voltage cannot change

instantly, so lock may be lost when large enough step

changes occur. Between the constant frequency input and

the step-change frequency input is some limiting frequency

slew rate at which lock is just barely maintained. When
tracking at this rate, the phase difference is at its limit of

or 180°. It can be seen that if the LPF cutoff frequency

is low, the loop will be unable to track as fast as if the LPF

cutoff frequency is higher. Thus, when maximum tracking

rate is needed, the LPF should have a high cutoff

frequency. However, a high cutoff frequency LPF wilt

attenuate the sum frequencies to a lesser extent so that our

output contains a significant and often bothersome signal
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at twice the input frequency. {Remember that the

multiplier forms both the sum and difference frequencies.

During lock, the difference frequency is zero, but the sum

trequency of twice the locked frequency is still present.)

This sum frequency component can then be filtered out

with an external low pass filter.

CAPTURE RANGE CONTROL

There are two main reasons for making the low pass filter

time constant large. First, a large time constant provides an

increased memory effect in the loop so that it remains at or

near the operating frequency during momentary fading or

loss of signal. Second, the large time constant integrates

the phase detector output so that increased immunity to

noise and out-band signals is obtained.

Besides the lower tracking rates attendant to large loop

filters, other penalties must be paid for the benefits gained.

The capture range is reduced and the capture transient

becomes longer. Reduction of capture range occurs because

the loop must utilize the magnitude of the difference

frequency component at the phase detector to drive the

VCO towards the input frequency. If the LPF cutoff

frequency is low, the difference component amplitude is

reduced and the loop cannot swfng as far. Thus, the capture

range is reduced.

CHOICE OF INPUT LEVEL

Whenever amplitude limiting of the in-band signal occurs,

whether in the loop input stages or prior to the input, the

tracking (lock) and capture range becomes independent of

signal amplitude.

Better noise and out-band signal immunity is achieved when

the input levels are below the limiting threshold since the

input stage Is in its linear region and the creation of cross-

modulation components is reduced. Higher input levels will

allow somewhat faster operation due to greater phase

detector gain and will result in a lock range which

becomes constant with amplitude as the phase detector

gain becomes constant. Also, high input levels will result

in a linear phase versus frequency characteristic.

LOCK-UP TIME AND TRACKING SPEED CONTROL

In tracking applications, lock-up time is normally of little

consequence, but occasions do arise when it is desirable to

keep lock-up time short to minimize data loss when noise

or extraneous signals drive the loop out of lock. Lock-up

time is of great importance in tone decoder type applica-

tions. Tracking speed is important if the loop is used to

demodulate an FM signal. Although the following discus-

sion dwells largely on lock-up time, the same comments

apply to tracking speed.

No simple expression is available which adequately

describes the acquisition or lock-up time. This may be

appreciated when we review the following factors which

influence lock-up time.

a.) Input phase

b.) Low pass filter characteristic

c.) Loop damping

d.) Deviation of input frequency from center

frequency

e.) In-band input amplitude

f.) Out-band signals and noise

g.) Center frequency

Fortunately, it is usually sufficient to know how we can

improve the lock-up time and what we must tradeoff to

get faster lock-up. Suppose we have set up a loop or tone

decoder and find that occasionally the lock-up transient is

too long. What can be done to improve the situation-

Keeping in mind the factors that influence lock?

a.) Initial phase relationship between incoming

signal and VCO - This is the greatest single

factor influencing the lock time. If the initial

phase is wrong, it first drives the VCO fre-

quency away from the input frequency so that

the VCO frequency must walk back on the

beat notes. Figure 8—13 gives a typical distri-

bution of lock-up times with the input pulse

initiated at random phase. The only way to

overcome this variation is to send phase infor-

mation all the time so that a favorable phase

relationship is guaranteed at t = 0. For example,

a number of PLLs or tone decoders may be

weakly locked to low amplitude harmonics of

pulse train and the transmitted tone phase-

related to the same pulse train. Usually, how-

ever, the incoming phase cannot be controlled,

b.) Low pass filter - The larger the low pass filter

time constant, the longer will be the Iock-up

time. We can reduce lock-up time by decreasing

the filter time constant, but in doing so, we

sacrifice some of the noise immunity and

out-band signal rejection which caused us to

use a large filter in the first place. We must also

accept a sum frequency (twice the VCO
frequency) component at the low pass filter

and greater phase jitter resulting from out-band

signals and noise. In the case of the tone

decoder (where control of the capture range is

required since it specifies the device band-

width) a lower value of low pass capacitor

automatically increases the bandwidth. We gain

speed only at the expense of added bandwidth.

6-1
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PROBABILITY OF LOCK VERSUS INPUT CYCLES
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Figure 8-13

f.)

the lock-up time may be limited by the rate at

which the low pass capacitor can charge with

the reduced phase detector output (see d

3bove}.

Out-band signals and noise — Low levels of

extraneous signals and noise have little effect

on the lock-up time, neither improving or

degrading it. However, large levels may over-

drive the loop input stage so that limiting

occurs, at which point the in-band signal

starts to be suppressed. The lower effective

input level can cause the lock-up time to

increase, as discussed in e above.

Center frequency — Since lock-up time can be

described in terms of the number of cycles to

lock, fastest lock-up is achieved at higher

frequencies. Thus, whenever a system can be

operated at a higher frequency, lock will

typically take place faster. Also, in systems

where different frequencies are being detected,

the higher frequencies on the average will be

detected before the lower frequencies. How-
ever, because of the wide variation due to

initial phase, the reverse may be true for any

single trial.

g.)

C.J Loop damping — Loop damping for a simple

time constant low pass filter is:

- P^
2 V rK„
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Damping C3n be increased not only by reducing

r, as discussed above, but also by reducing the

loop gain Kv . By using the loop gain reduction

to control bandwidth or capture and lock

range, we achieve better damping for narrow

bandwidth operation. The penalty for this

damping is that more phase detector output is

required for a given deviation so that phase

errors are greater and noise immunity is

reduced. Also, more input drive may be

required for a given deviation.

d.) Input frequency deviation from free-running

frequency - Naturally, the further an applied

input signal is from the free-running frequency

of the loop, the longer it will take the loop to

reach that frequency due to the charging time

of the low pass filter capacitor. Usually, how-
ever, the effect of this frequency deviation is

small compared to the variation resulting from
the initial phase uncertainty. Where loop

damping is very low, however, it may be

predominant.

e.) In-band input amplitude — Since input ampli-

tude is one factor in the phase detector gain

Kj and since K^ is a factor in the loop gain

Kv , damping is also a function of input

amplitude. When the input amplitude is low,
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PLL MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

This section deals with user measurements of PLL

operation. The techniques suggested are meant to help the

user in evaluating the performance of his PLL during the

initial setup period as well as to point out some pitfalls

that may obscure loop evaluation. Recognizing that the

user's test equipment may be limited, we have stressed

the techniques which require a minimum of standard test

items.

CENTER FREQUENCY

Center frequency measurements are easily made by

connecting a frequency counter or oscilloscope to the

VCO output of the loop. The loop should be connected in

its final configuration with the chosen values of input,

bypass and low pass filter capacitors. No input signal

should be present. As the center frequency is read out, it

can be adjusted to the desired value by the adjustment

means selected for the particular loop. It is important not

to make the frequency measurement directly at the timing

capacitor unless the capacity added by the measurement

probe is much less than the timing capacitor value since

the probe capacity will then cause a frequency error.

When the frequency measurement is to be converted to a

dc voltage for production readout or automated testing,

a calibrated phase locked loop can be used as a frequency

meter (see Applications Section).

CAPTURE AND LOCK RANGE

Figure 8-1 4a shows a typical measurement setup for

capture and lock range measurements. The signal input

from a variable frequency oscillator is swept linearly

through the frequency range of interest and the loop FM

output is displayed on a scope or (at low frequencies)

X-Y recorder. The sweep voltage is applied to the X axis.

CAPTURE AND LOCK RANGE

MEASUREMENT SETUP

VOLTAGE

CONTROLLED

GENERATOR w-
(.OH-ffcSS

**ltir
CAPACltOR

Figure 8—14a

Figure 8- 14b shows the type of trace which results. The

lock range (also called hold-in or tracking range) is given by

the outer lines on the trace, which are formed as the

incoming frequency sweeps away from the center fre-

quency. The inner trace, formed as the frequency sweeps

toward the center frequency, designates the capture range.

Linearity of the VCO is revealed by the straiqhtness of the

trace portion within the lock range. The slope (At/AV) is

the gain or conversion factor for the VCO.

CAPTURE AND LOCK RANGE OSCILLOGRAM

Figure 8—14b

By using the sweep technique, the effect on center

frequency, capture range and lock range of the input

amplitude, supply voltage, low pass filter and temperature

can be examined.

Because of the lock-up time duration and variation, the

sweep frequency must be very much lower than the center

frequency, especially when the capture range is below 10%

of center frequency. Otherwise, the apparent capture and

lock range will be a function of sweep frequency. It is best

to start sweeping as slow as possible and, if desired, increase

the rate until capture range begins to show an apparent

reduction-indicating that the sweep is too fast. Typical

sweep frequencies are in the range of 1/1000 to 1/100,000

of the center frequency. In the case of the 561 and 567,

the quadrature detector output may be similarly displayed

on the Y axis, as shown in Figure 8-15, showing the

output level versus frequency for one value of input

amplitude.

PHASE DETECTOR OUTPUTS VS FREQUENCY

Figure 8— 15

6-17
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Capture and lock range measurements may also be made
by sweeping the generator manually through the band of

interest. Sweeping must be done very slowly as the edges

of the capture range are approached (sweeping toward

center frequency) or the lock-up transient delay will cause

an error in reading the band edge. Frequency should be

read from the generator rath'er than the loop VCO because

the VCO frequency gyrates wildly around the center

frequency just before and after lock. Lock and unlock can

be readily detected by simultaneously monitoring the input

and VCO signals, the dc voltage at the low pass filter or the

ac beat frequency components at the low pass filter. The

latter are greatly reduced during lock as opposed to

frequencies just outside of lock,

FM AND AM DEMODULATION DISTORTION

These measurements are quite straightforward. The loop is

simply setup for FM or AM (561 or 567) detection and the

test signal is applied to the input. A spectrum analyzer or

distortion analyzer {HP 333 A) can be used to measure

distortion at the FM or AM output.

For FM demodulation, the input signal amplitude must be

large enough so that lock is not lost at the frequency

extremes. The data sheets give the lock (or tracking) range

as a function of input signal and the optional range control

adjustments. Due to the inherent linearity of the VCOs, it

makes little difference whether the FM carrier is at the

free-running frequency or offset slightly as long as the

tracking range limits are not exceeded.

The faster the FM modulation in relation to the center

frequency, the lower the value of the capacitor in the

low pass filter must be for satisfactory tracking. As this

value decreases, however, it attenuates the sum frequency

component of the phase detector output less. The demodu-

lated signal will appear to have greater distortion unless

this component is filtered out before the distortion is

measured. The same comment applies to the measurement

nf AM distortion on the 561.

When AM distortion is being measured, the carrier

frequency offset becomes more important. The lowest

absolute value of carrier voltage at the modulation valleys

must be high enough to maintain lock at the frequency

deviation present. Otherwise, lock will periodically be lost

and the distortion will be unreasonable. For example, the

typical tracking range as a function of input signal graph in

the 561 data sheet gives a total 3% tracking range at 0.3mV
rms input. Thus, for a carrier deviation of 1.5%, the carrier

must not drop below 0.3V rms in the modulation valleys.

Naturally, the AM amplitude must not be too high or the

AM information will be suppressed.

NATURAL FREQUENCY (cj )

Expressions for the natural frequency in terms of the loop

gains and filter parameters are given in Table 8—2.

EXPRESSIONS FOR u„ AND f IN SECOND ORDER LOOf

LOOP FILTER TYPE NATURAL FREQUENCY w n DAMPING f

1—

o

1/2 ton (t2 +
)

K Kd

/ KoKd

V T\+T2

«1

wn

TO i O

/ KoKd

V r, 2 K KD
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The natural frequency [oin ) of a loop in its final circuit

configuration can be measured by applying a frequency

modulated signal of the desired amplitude to the loop

(Table 8-2 shows that the natural frequency is a function

of Kd , in turn a function of input amplitude), As the

modulation frequency (com ) is increased, the phase

relationship between the modulation and recovered sine

wave will go through 90° at Sm * cJn and the output

amplitude will peak.

DAMPING (?)

As shown in Table 8-2 in the discussion on low pass filter,

damping is a function of K , K d and the low pass filter.

Since K and K d are functions of center frequency and

input amplitude, respectively, damping is highly dependent

on the particular operating condition of the loop. Damping

estimates for the desired operating condition can be made

by applying an input signal which is frequency modulated

within the lock range by a square wave. The low pass filter

voltage is then monitored on an oscilloscope which is

synchronized to the modulating waveform, as shown in

Figure 8-16. Figure 8-17 shows typical waveforms

displayed. The loop damping can be estimated by com-

paring the number and magnitude of the overshoots with

the graph of Figure 8-18, which gives the transient phase

error due to a step in input frequency.

MEASUREMENT SETUP FOR DISPLAY

OF LOOP TRANSIENT RESPONSE

VOLTAGE
CONTROLLED
GENERATORJ *
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Figure 8-18

Another way of estimating damping is to make use of the

frequency response plot measured for the natural frequency

(GJ n ) measurement. For low damping constants, the

frequency response measurement peak will be a strong

function of damping. For high damping constants, the

3dB-down point will give the damping. Table 8—3 gives

the approximate relationship.

NOISE EFFECTS

The effect of input noise on loop operation is very difficult

to predict. Briefly, the input noise components near the

center frequency are converted to phase noise. When the

phase noise becomes so great that the ±90° permissible

phase variation is exceeded, the loop drops out of lock or

fails to acquire lock. The best technique is to actually apply

the anticipated noise amplitude and bandwidth to the

input and then perform the capture and lock range

measurements as well as perform operating tests with the

anticipated input level and modulation deviations. By
including a small safety factor in the loop design to

compensate for small processing variations, satisfactory

operation can be assured.

SIMPLIFIED MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

The majority of the PLL tests described can be done with

a signal generator, a scope and a frequency counter. Most

laboratories have these. A low-cost digital voltmeter will

facilitate accurate measurement of the VCO conversion

gain. Where the need for a FM generator arises, it may be

met in most cases by the VCO of a Signetics PLL. [See

the applications in this section.) Any of the loops may be

set up to operate as a VCO by simply applying the

modulating voltage to the low pass filter terminal(s). The
resulting generator may be checked for linearity by using

the counter to check frequency as a function of modulating

voltage. Since the VCOs may be modulated right down to

dc, the calibration may be done in steps. Moreover,

Gardner shows how loop measurements may be made by

applying a constant frequency to the loop input and the

modulating signal to the low pass filter terminal to simulate

the effect of a FM input so that a FM generator may be

omitted for many measurements.

ESTIMATING DAMPING FROM MODULATING
FREQUENCY <o;m ) RESPONSE

PEAK AMPLITUDE
LOW FREQUENCY w-3dB

t AMPLITUDE
»tl

.3 6-OdB 1.8

.5 3.2dB 2.1

.7 2.2d 8 2.5

1.0 1,3dB 4.3

5.0 .5dB 10
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SIGNETICS MONOLITHIC PHASE LOCKED
LOOPS

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 560B. 561B AND 562B

The 560B, 561 B and 562B phase locked loops are all

derived from the same monolithic die with different metal

interconnections. Each device contains the same VCO,

phase detector and voltage regulator stage and, hence, the

basic loop parameters are the same for all three circuits.

The 560B is the most fundamental of the three circuits,

having a block diagram equivalent to that shown in

Figure 8-1. The actual circuit diagram is shown in

Figure 8—19.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF 560B

a @

FM OUTPUT

-O@ FM/F1F INPUT

IDE -EMPHASIS

Figure 8-19
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The VCO is a high frequency emitter-coupled multivibrator

formed by transistors Q-|1—Qj4- It operates from a

regulated 7.7V supply formed by 6.3V supply formed by

Zener diode CRj (a reverse-biased base-emitter junction) in

series with the 14V regulated supply. The VCO frequency

is thus immune from supply voltage variations. Four

constant current sources formed by Q20,' ^21* ^23' ^24-
and biased by CRg and CR7 supply operating current for

the VCO. Voltage control of the frequency is achieved by

a differential amplifier, Q22 and Q25. As the base voltage

of Q22 increases with respect to the base voltage of Q25,
additional current is supplied to the emitters of Q12 ar*d

G-J3, increasing the charge and discharge current of the

timing capacitor CD , increasing the VCO frequency.

Reducing the base voltage of Q22 with respect to Q25
similarly reduces the VCO frequency. Two Zener diodes

and two transistors, CR4, CR5, Q5 and Q^. respectively,

provide level shifting which allows the VCO to be driven

by the outputs of the phase detector.

The phase detector is 3 doubly-balanced multiplier formed

by transistors Q6-Qg, Qj 7 and Qjg, Signal input is made

to the lower stage, biased at about 4Vby means of 2kfl

base resistors. The upper stage is biased and driven directly

by the VCO output taken from the collector resistors of

Q-)2 and 0^3. A differential output signal is available

between the collectors of Qg (and Qg) and Q7 (and Gg).

An external network, together with the 6K collector

resistors, comprises the (ow pass filter. The phase detector

is operated from regulated 14V appearing at the emitter

of Q27. A resistor in the collector of Q25 can be shunted

with an external capacitor to form a de-emphasis filter. The

de-emphasized signal is buffered by emitter follower Q-jg

before being brought out.

The TRACK RANGE input, pin 7 on all three loops, allows

the user to control the total current flowing through the

frequency controlling differential amplifier Q22, 025-
"*"
n 's

is done by controlling the effective emitter resistance of

Q-29' trie CLjrrent source for Q22, 025- Current may be

added or subtracted at pin 7 to, respectively, reduce or

increase the tracking range.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF 561

B

MULDPUE
^QUADRATURE
pm*$6 cwtf*n*roni

Figure 8—20
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The 561, shown in Figure 8-20, contains all of the

circuitry of the 560 and in addition, has a quadrature

phase comparator. This enables it to be used as a

synchronous AM detector. The quadrature phase detector

consists of transistors (^-C^ and Q15 , Q-\q which are

biased and driven in the same manner as the loop phase

detector. However, the quadrature detector input is single

ended rather than differential (as the loop phase detector

input) and an external 90° phase shift network is required

to provide the proper phase relations. The demodulated

AM output is brought out at pin 1.

The 562, shown in Figure 8-21, is basically the same as

the 560 except that the loop is broken between the VCO

and phase comparator. This allows a counter to be

inserted in the loop for frequency multiplication applica-

tions. Transistors Q-1-Q4 provide low impedance differen-

tial VCO outputs (pins 3 and 4), and the upper stage phase

detector inputs are brought out of the package (pins 2 and

15). A bias voltage is brought out through pin 1 to provide

a convenient bias level for the upper stage of the phase

detector.
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INTERFACING

Connection of the Signetics 560B and 561 B phase locked

loops to external input and output circuitry is readily

accomplished; however, as with any electrical system, there

are voltage, current and impedance limitations that must be

considered.

The inputs of the phase comparators in the 560B, 561 B and

562B and the AM detector in the 561 B are biased internally

from a +4 volt supply; therefore, the input signals must be

capacitively coupled to the PLL to avoid interfering with

this bias. These coupling capacitors should be selected to

give negligible phase shift at the input frequency and

impedance of the PLL. (The capacitive impedance at the

operating frequency should be as small as possible,

compared to the input resistance of the PLL.)

The input resistance of the phase comparator is 200QH
single-ended, and 4000T2 when differentially connected.

The input resistance of the AM detector is 3000fi. The
signal input to the phase comparator may be applied

differentially if there is a common mode noise problem;

however, in most applications, a single-ended input will be

satisfactory. When inputs are not used differentially, the

unused input may be ac-coupled to ground to double the

phase detector gain at low input amplitudes.

The amplitude of the input signal should be adjusted to

give optimum results with the PLL. Signals of less than

0.2mV rms may have an unsatisfactory signal-to-noise

ratio; signals exceeding 25m V rms will have reduced AM
rejection (less than 30dB). The AM detector will handle

input signals up to 200mV peak-to-peak without excessive

distortion, and will handle up to 2V peak-to-peak where
distortion is not a factor.

VCO OUTPUT INTERFACING
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Interfacing of the available outputs is best described by
referring to the following diagrams. Figure 8—22 shows
the PLL VCO output as a clock circuit for logic pulse

synchronization. Figures 8-22a and 8-22b show the 560B
and 561 B, respectively, connected directly to the clock

circuit; however, this configuration may be limited by low

voltage and the possibility of too large a capacitive load

swamping the oscillator. Figures 8-22c and 8-22d show
the PLL clock output for the 560B and 561 B, respectively,

using the 5710 Voltage Comparator as a buffer amplifier to

provide an output voltage swing suitable for driving logic

circuits. The power supply for circuits utilizing the 5710 is

split (+12 and -6V dc).
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In Figure 8-23a the 560B is a FM demodulator used

for the detection of audio information on frequency

modulated carriers. Since the lower frequency limit of this

type of information is approximately 1 Hz, capacitive

coupling may be used. However, in some applications where
carrier shifts occur at an extremely slow rate, direct

coupling from the output to load is necessary. Figure

8—23b shows an alternate FM detector output configura-

tion which should be used if a different output is desirable.

In this case, the output is removed at pins 14 and 15. These

pins are the terminals of the low pass filter and are in the

line containing the demodulated signal. The signal level

(single-ended) is about one-sixth of that at pin 9 so that

additional amplification may be required.
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Additional receiving modes are illustrated in Figure 8-24

for the 561 B only. Figure 8-24a shows the 56 IB output

when used as an AM detector; note the straight capacitive

coupling. Figure 8-24b shows the 561 B used as a

continuous wave detector. Since this version of the circuit

is for the detection of CW or AM signals, external circuitry

must be incorporated for use with CW inputs. With a CW

input applied, there will be a dc shift at the output of the

AM detector, pin 1. This shift is small compared to the no-

signal dc level and may be difficult to detect in relation to

power supply voltage changes. Therefore, a reference must

be generated to track any power supply voltage variations

and to compensate for internal PLL thermal drift. This is

best accomplished by simulating a portion of the PLL

internal structure. The 2N3565 npn transistor is used as a

constant-current source. Its reference voltage is obtained

from an internal PLL bias source at pins 12 and 13, with

the current level established by the 6.8K resistor. The 6.2

K

resistor and the 2.5K potentiometer simulate the PLL

output resistance. The differential amplifier, composed of

two 2N3638 pnp transistors, amplifies the dc output and

allows it to drive a npn transistor referenced to ground.

This type of circuit may also be used as a tone detector or

to sense that the PLL is locked to an incoming signal.

PHASE LOCKED LOOP APPLICATIONS

DETECTOR INTERFACING (NE561B ONLY)
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Figure 8—24a

Figure 8-24b

The 562 phase locked loop is especially designed for

utilizing the output of the VCO. In this configuration, an

amplifier-buffer has been added to the VCO to provide

differential square wave outputs with a 4.5V amplitude

(see block diagram Figure 8-25). This facilitates the

utilization of the frequency stabilized VCO as a timing or

clocking signal. The outputs (pins 3 and 4) are emitter-

followers and have no internal load resistors; therefore,

external 3K to 12K 0, load resistors are required.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 562B
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Figure 8-25
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It is essential that the resistance from each pin to ground be

equal in order to maintain output waveform symmetry and
to minimize frequency drift. When locking the VCO output
to the phase comparator (pins 3 to 2 for single-ended

connection}, capacitive coupling should be used. If a signal

exceeding 2V is to be applied, a IK ^ resistor should be
placed in series with the coupling capacitor. This resistor

may be part of the load resistance of 12K Q, by using two
resistors (1K and UK) to form the VCO load, as shown in

Figure 8-26.

ATTENUATING INPUT TO 562B PHASE DETECTOR

562

PHASE
COMP VCO
INPUT OUTPUT

2 [3

> 11»

Hr-f

Figure 8—26

The output from the VCO is a minimum of 3V peak-to-

peak, but has an average level of 12V dc; that is, it oscillates

from 10.5 to 13.5V. To utilize this output with logic

circuits, some means of voltage level shifting must be

used. Figures 8-27 and 8-28 show two methods of

accomplishing level shifting. These circuits will operate

satisfactorily to 20MHz.

The phase comparator inputs of the 562B (pins 2 and 15)

must be biased by connecting a IK 12 resistor from each pin

to the 8V bias supply available at pin 1. Pin 1 should be
capacitively bypassed to ground. The inputs to the phase

comparator should be capacitively coupled.

LEVEL SHIFTING 562B VCO
OUTPUT FOR DRIVING LOGIC

Figure 8—27

LEVEL SHIFTING 562B VCO
OUTPUT FOR DRIVING LOGIC

-/-

<

Figure 8-28
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 565

The 565 is a general purpose PLL designed to operate at

frequencies below 1MHz. Functionally, the circuit is

similar to the 562 in that the loop is broken between the

VCO and phase comparator to allow the insertion of 3

counter for frequency multiplication applications. With

the 565, it is also possible to break the loop between the

output of the phase comparator and the control terminal

of the VCO to allow additional stages of gain or filtering.

This is described later in this section.

The VCO is made up of a precision current source and a

non-saturating Schmitt trigger. In operation, the current

source alternately charges and discharges an external

timing capacitor between two switching levels of the

Schmitt trigger, which in turn controls the direction of

current generated by the current source.

A simplified diagram of the VCO is shown in Figure 8-29.

I-] is the charging current created by the application of the

control voltage Vc . In the initial state, Q3 is off and the

current li charges capacitor Cj through the diode D2.

When the voltage on C1 reaches the upper triggering

threshold, the Schmitt trigger changes state and activates

the transistor Q3. This provides a current sink and
essentially grounds the emitters of Q-j and Q2 to become
reverse biased. The charging current 1 1 now flows through

D1, Q-| and Q3 to ground. Since the base-emitter voltage

of Qj is the same as that of Q-|, an equal current flows

through Q2. This discharges the capacitor C^ until the

lower triggering threshold is reached at which point the

cycle repeats itself. Because the capacitor C-[ is charged

and discharged with the constant current \y, the VCO
produces a triangle wave form as well as the square wave
output of the Schmitt trigger.
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SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF 565 VCO

SCHMITT

TRIGGER

T

Figure 8-29

The actual circuit is shown in Figure 8-30. Transistors

q
1
_q

7 and diodes D-|-D 3 form the precision current

source. The base of G-j is the control voltage input to the

VCO. This voltage is transferred to pin 8 where it ts

applied across the externa! resistor R-|. This develops a

current through R-| which enters pin 8 and becomes the

charging current for the VCO. With the exception of the

negligible Qj base current, all the current that enters

pin 8, appears at the anodes of diodes D2 and D3. When

Q8 (controlled by the Schmitt trigger) is on, D 3 is reverse

biased and all the current flows through D2 to the

duplicating current source Q5-Q7, R2-R3 and appears as

the capacitor discharge current at the collector of Q5 .

When Qg is off. the duplicating current source Q5-Q7,

r2-R3 floats and the charging current passes through D3

to charge C|.

The Schmitt trigger (Q^ -|, Q 12 ) <s driven from the caPacitor

triangle wave form by the emitter follower Qg. Diodes

Dg-Dg prevent saturation of On and Q12. enhancing

the switching speed. The Schmitt trigger output is buffered

by emitter follower Q-| 3
and is brought out to pin 4, and is

also connected back to the current source by the

differential amplifier (Q^-Qig),

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF 565

whbmhouwci
ie* 1.. 1 Ei-

Figure 8—30
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When operated from dual symmetrical supplies, the square

wave on pin 4 will swing between a low level of slightly

(0.2V) below ground to a high level of one diode voltage

drop (0.7V) below positive supply. The triangle wave
form on pin 9 is approximately centered between positive

and negative supply and has an amplitude of 2V with

supply voltages of ±5V. The amplitude of the triangle

waveform is directly proportional to the supply voltages.

The phase detector is again of the doubly-balanced

modulator type. Transistors G2o and Q24 form the signal

input stage, and must be biased externally. If dual

symmetrica) supplies are used, it is simplest to bias Q20
and Q24 through external resistors to ground. The
switching stage Q 18 , Q tg , Q22 and Q23 is driven from the

Schmitt trigger via pin 5 and D^." Diodes Dj 2 and D-| 3
limit the phase detector output, and differential amplifier

Q2g and Q2y provides increased loop gain.

The loop low pass filter is formed with an external capaci-

tor (connected to pin 7) and the collector resistance R24
(typically 3.6K fi). The voltage on pin 7 becomes the error

voltage which is then connected back to the control voltage

terminal of the VCO (base of Q-] ). Pin 6 is connected to a

tap on the bias resistor string and provides 3 reference

voltage which is nominally equal to the output voltage on
pin 7. This allows differential stages to be both biased and
driven by connecting them to pins 6 and 7.

The free-running center frequency of the 565 is adjusted

by means of R-| and C-| and is given approximately by

f„ *<
1.2

4R-|C-]

When the phase comparator is in the limiting mode
(Vin > 200m V p-p), the lock range can be calculated from
the expression:

2w L = 2KoKdA0 d

where K is the VCO conversion gain, Kd is the phase
detector gain factor, A is the amplifier gain and d is the

maximum phase error over which the loop can remain in

lock.

The lock range for the 565 then becomes:

fl 2*
"L _ 8'o

Hz
2* V

to each side of the center frequency, or a total range of:

16f
2f. * —- Hz

The capture range, over which the loop can acquire lock

with the input signal is given approximately by:

2oj, V^F
where W[_ is the one-sided lock range

wj_ = 27rfL

and t is the time constant of the loop filter

t RC2

with R = 3.6kn.

This can be written as:

C
2tt V t

~
2n V Vccr

to each side of the center frequency or a total capture

range of:

~32jrfr~J_ [**
jt V rV,

This approximation works well for narrow capture ranges

(fc 1 /3fl J but becomes too large as the limiting case is

approached (fc
= f |_).

50foFor the 565: K = radians/sec/volt
Vcc

(where fQ is the free-running frequency of the VCO and
Vcc is the total supply voltage applied to the circuit.)

1.4

d = volts/radian
7T

K

A =1.4

d = — radians
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 566

The 566 is the voltage controlled oscillator portion of the

565. The basic die is the same as that of the 565; modified
metalization is used to bring out only the VCO. The 566
circuit diagram is shown in Figure 8-31. Transistor Q 18
has been a buffered triangle waveform output. (The triangle

waveform is available at capacitor C^ also, but any current

drawn from pin 7 will alter the duty cycle and frequency.)

The square wave output is available from Q-j g by pin 4. The
circuit will operate at frequencies up to 1MHz and may be

programmed by the voltage applied on the control terminal

(pin 5), current injected into pin 6- or the value of the

external resistor and capacitor (R T and Cj).
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF 566
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 567

The 567 is a PLL designed specifically for frequency

sensing or tone decoding. Like the 561, the 567 has a

controlled oscillator, a phase detector and a second

auxiliary or quadrature phase detector. In addition,

however, it contains a power output stage which is driven

directly by the quadrature phase detector output. During

lock, the quadrature phase detector drives the output

stage on, so the device functions as a tone decoder or

frequency relay. The tone decoder center frequency and

bandwidth are specified by the center frequency and

capture range of the loop portion. Since a tone decoder,

by definition, responds to a stable frequency, the lock or

tracking range is relatively unimportant except as it limits

the maximum attainable capture range.

The current controlled oscillator is shown in simplified

form in Figure 8-32, It provides both a square wave

output and a quadrature output. The control current l

c

sweeps the oscillator ±7% of the center frequency, which is

set by external components R-| and C^. It operates as

follows:

Transistors Q^ through Qg form a flip-flop which can

switch pin 5 between Vbe and V+ - VDe , Thus, the RjC-i

network is driven from a square wave of V — 2VDe
peak-to-peak volts. On the positive portion of the square

wave, C-j is charged through R-| until Vj is reached, A
comparator circuit driven from C-| at pin 6 then supplies a

pulse which resets the flip-flop so that pin 5 switches to

VDe and C^ is discharged until V2 is reached. A second

comparator then supplies a pulse which sets the flip-flop

and G] resumes charging.
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SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF 567 TONE DECODER CCO
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Figure 8-32

The total swing of the capacitor voltage, as determined by
the comparator sensing voltages, is

Vl -V 2
= (V+ -2V be )

i 22 \ R 23

1 21 + R99 + R97 + R'?? 23 1 24

= K (V+ -2V be 1

Due to the excellent matching of integrated resistors, the

resistor ratio K may be considered constant. Figure 8-33
shows the pin 5 and pin 6 voltages during operation. It is

obvious from the proportion that t-| + t 2 is independent of

the magnitude of V+ and dependent only on the time
constant R-jCf of the external components. Moreover, if

(V-| + V2 )/2 = V+/2, then t-| - t2 and the duty cycle is

50%. Note that the triangular waveform is phase shifted

from the square wave. A differential stage (Q22 and Q23^
amplifies the triangular wave with respect to (V-| + V 2 )/2

to provide the quadrature output. (Due to the exponential

distortion of the triangle wave, the quadrature output is

actually phase shifted about 80°, but no operating

compromises result from this slight deviation from true

quadrature.)
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Figure 8—33

One source of error in this oscillator scheme is current

drawn by the comparators from the RfC^ mode. An
emitter follower, therefore, is inserted at X to minimize

this drain and Q2 f
placed in series with Q2q to drop the

comparator sensing voltage one V be to compensate for the

V[je drop in the emitter follower.



LOOP GAIN CONSTANTS (K,

Table 8-4 gives the gain constants (K , Kj) for the

Signetics' loops. The values given are for the standard

connection with no gain reduction or tracking adjustment

components connected. The dc amplifier gain A has been

included in either the K or K^ value, depending on which

side of the low pass filter terminals the gain is present. This

causes no hardship in calculations since the loop gain K
v

becomes simply KqK^.

PHASE LOCKED LOOP APPLICATIONS

PLL GAIN CONSTANTS' K Kd (Kv = KQKd )

5606, 561 B, 562S
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The dc amplifier gain A has b«en included in K or ^depending on which side of the LPF terminals ttit amplifier is located.

Table 8-4

in order to insure that the square wave drops quickly and

accurately to V be , an active clamp scheme is applied to

me collector of Q2 - The base of Q9 is held at 2 V be so that

as 0.2 is turned on by its base current, its collector is held

at V be . Because Q2 and Q3 have the same geometry and

their base-emitter voltages are the same, the maximum

Q2 current when clamped is essentially the same as the

collector current of Q3 (as limited by R5). The flip-flop

was optimized for maximum switching speed to reduce

frequency drift due to switching speed variations.

Current control of the frequency is achieved by making

R2T somewhat less than R24 and restoring the proper

voltage for 50% duty cycle by drawing l c of lOO^A for the

r 21 , Q20 junction. When l c is then varied between and

200fiA, the frequency changes by ±7%. Because of the

slight shift in the voltage levels V-| and V2 with l c ,
the

square wave duty cycle changes from about 47% to about

53% over the control range. To avoid drift of center

frequency with temperature and supply voltage changes

when l c
¥> 0, l c is also made a function of V + - 2V be .

The CCO circuit is shown in the tone decoder schematic

diagram. Figure 8-34.
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF 567
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Figure 8—34

A doubly-balanced multiplier formed by Q32 through

Q37 (Figure 8-34) functions as the phase detector. The
input signal is applied to the base of Q32 . Transistors

Q34 — Q37 are driven by a square wave taken from the

CCO at the collector of Q2. Phase detector input bias is

provided by three diodes, 033 through Q40, connected in

series, assuring good bias voltage matching from run to run.

Emitter resistors F^g and R27, in addition to providing

the necessary dynamic range at the input, help stabilize the

gain over the wide temperature range.

The loop dc amplifier is formed by Q51 and 052- Having

a current gain of 8, it permits even a small phase detector

output to drive the CCO the full ±7%. Therefore, full

detection bandwidth can be obtained for any in -band input

signal greater than about 70mV rms. However, the main

purpose of high loop gain in the tone decoder is to keep

the locked phase as close to tt/2 as possible for all but the

smallest input levels since this greatly facilitates operation

of the quadrature lock detector. Emitter resistors R3g and

R37 help stabilize the gain over the required temperature

range. Another function of the dc amplifier is to allow a

higher impedance level at the low pass filter terminal

6-32

(pin 2) so that a smaller capacitor can be used for a given

loop cutoff frequency. Once again, emitter resistors help

stabilize the loop gain over the temperature range.

The quadrature phase detector (QPD), formed by a second

doubly-balanced multiplier Q42 - Q47, is driven from the

quadrature output (E, F, in Figure 8-34) of the CCO. The
signal input comes from the emitters of the input

transistors Q32 and Q33.

The output stage, Q53 through Gg2< compares the average

QPD current in the low pass output filter R3C3 with a

temperature compensated current in R39 (forming the

threshold voltage Vt ).

Since R3 is slightly lower in value than R39, the output

stage is normally off. When the lock and the QPD current

lq occurs, pin 1 voltage drops below the threshold voltage

V
t
and the output stage is energized.

The uncommitted collector (pin 8) of the power npn
output transistor can drive both 100 — 200mA loads and

logic elements, including TTL.
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EXPANDING LOOP CAPABILITY

LOW PASS FILTER CIRCUITS (560B, 561B and 562BJ

The low pass filters used with the 560B, 561 B and 562B

are externally adjusted to provide the desired operational

characteristics. To select the most appropriate type of filter

and component values, a basic understanding of filter

operation is required.

A FM signal to be demodulated is matched in the phase

comparator with the voltage controlled oscillator signal,

which is tuned to the FM center frequency. Any

resulting phase difference between these two signals is the

demodulated FM signal. This demodulated signal is

normally at frequencies between dc and upper audio

frequencies.

The choice of low pass filter response gives a degree of

design freedom in determining the capture range or

selectivity of the loop. The attenuation of the high-

frequency error components at the output of the phase

detector enhances the interference rejection characteristics

of the loop. The filter also provides a short-term memory

for the PLL that ensures rapid recapture of the signal if the

system is thrown out of lock due to a noise transient.

To ensure absolute closed loop stability at all signal levels

within the dynamic range of the loop, the open loop PLL is

required to have no more than 12dB per octave high

frequency roll-off.

The capacitor in each filter circuit shown in Figure 8-35

will provide 6dB per octave roll-off at the first break

point-the desired bandwidth frequency. The resistance Rx

shown in filters (c) and (d} is used to break the response up

at high frequencies to ensure 6dB per octave roll-off at the

loop unity gain frequency. Rx is typically between 50 and

200U.

LOW PASS FILTER CONFIGURATIONS

OLj

OM Ol*

M

1 •!!«)( *R)C 1

O L, Ol2

d.

Figure 8-35
__

Calculation of values for low pass filters shown can .be

made using the complex second-degree transfer function

equations given, or approximated using the equation:

C, =—— mfd for filters (a) and (c), and the equation:

= H^2 mfd for fiiters (fa) and (d) where f is the desired
1

f

first break frequency in Hz.

At frequencies greater than 5MHz where the loop may be

prone to instability, filters (a) and (c) should be used. For

operation at low frequencies, a simple type (b) lag filter

with no added resistance is usually sufficient.

OPERATING FREQUENCY EXTENSION TO 60MHz

(560B, 561 B, 562BI

The frequency range of the 560B, 561 B and 562B phase

locked loops may be extended to 60MHz by the addition

of two 10K n resistors from the timing capacitor terminals

to the negative power supply as shown in Figure 8—36. The

inclusion of a 5K fi potentiometer between these 10K J2

resistors and the negative supply provides a simple method

of fine tuning.

OPERATING FREQUENCY EXTENSION

FOR 560B, 561B AND 562B

USE PINS (SI ft <S) FOR 562B

Fiflura 8-36

INCREASED LOOP OUTPUT VOLTAGE FOR SMALL

FREQUENCY DEVIATIONS (565)

For applications where both a narrow lock range and a

large output voltage swing are required, it is necessary to

inject a constant current into pin 8 and increase the value

of R-i. One scheme for this is shown in Figure 8-37. The

basis for this scheme is the fact that the output voltage

controls only the current through R-j while the current

through Q-| remains constant. Thus, if most of the charging

current is due to Q-j, the total current can be varied only a

small amount due to the small change in current through

Rf, Consequently, the VCO can track the input signal over

a small frequency range yet the output voltage of the loop

(control voltage of the VCO) will swing its maximum value.
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NARROW BANDWIDTH FM DEMODULATOR
1—O+v,

H(-

H i

\ —O -vz

Figure 8—37

Diode D-j is a Zener diode, used to allow a larger voltage

drop across R A than would otherwise be available. D4 is a

diode which should be matched to the emitter-base

junction of Q] for temperature stability. In addition, D-j

and D 2 should have the same breakdown voltages and D3
and D4 should be similar so that the voltage seen across

R B and Rc is the same as that seen across pins 10 and 1 of

the phase locked loop. This causes the frequency of the

loop to be insensitive to power supply variations. The
center frequency can be found by:

f«*
2R,

1

<Rb +RC|rAc 1 4R
1
C

1

and the total lock range is given by:

Hz

2Af, <*
22.4VD {R B+Rc )RA f

(|V
1
I+|V2|-VZ -VD )(8R B R 1

+RA [R B+RC ]

Hz

where: Vn =

V,-
v 2

=

f« =

forward biased diode voltage *• 0.7V

Zener diode breakdown voltage

positive supply voltage

negative supply voltage

free-running VCO center frequency

When the output excursion at pin 7 need be only a volt or

so, diodes D^, D 2 and D3 may be replaced by short

circuits.

The value of R-| can be selected to give a prescribed output
voltage for a given frequency deviation.

R
R A (R B+R C ) f

1

R B (|V-,|+|V 2|-0.7)Af

where fQ is the center frequency and Af is the desired

frequency deviation per volt of output.

In most instances, R B and RA are chosen to be equal so

that the voltage drop across them is about 200mV. For best

temperature stability, diode D-| should be a base-collector

shorted transistor of the same type as Q-j

.
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EXPANDED LOCK RANGE (565)

When the 565 is connected normally, feedback to the VCO
from the phase detector is internal. That is, an amplifier

makes the pin 8 voltage track the pin 7 (phase detector

output) voltage. Since the capacitor C-| charge current is

determined by the current through resistance Rj, the

frequency is a function of the voltage at pin 8. It is

possible, however, to bypass and swamp the internal loop

amplifier so that the current into pin 8 is no longer a

function of the ptn 8 voltage but only of the pin 7 voltage.

This makes a greater charge-discharge current variation

possible, allowing a greater lock range. Figure 8—38 shows
such a circuit in which the 5741 operational amplifier is set

for a differential gain of 5, feeding current to pin 8 through

the 33K resistor (simulating a current source). Not only is

the tracking range greatly expanded, but the output voltage

as a function of frequency is five times greater than normal.

In setting up such a circuit, the user should keep in mind
that for best frequency stability, the charge-discharge

current should be in the range of 50 to 1500mA which also

specifies the pin 8 input current range, showing that a

ratio of upper to lower lock extremes of about 30 can be

achieved.

EXPANDED LOCK RANGE
CONFIGURATfON FOR 565

Figure 8-38

BREAKING THE INTERNAL FEEDBACK LOOP (565)

Many times it would be advantageous to be able to break

the feedback connection between the output (pin 7) and
the control voltage terminal (Q-|) of the VCO. This can be
easily done once it is seen that it is the current into pin 8

which controls the VCO frequency. If the external resistor

Rt is replaced with a current source, such as in Figure

8-39, we have effectively broken the internal voltage

feedback connection. The current flowing into pin 8 is

now independent of the voltage on pin 8. The output

voltage (on pin 7) can now be amplified or filtered and used

to drive the current source by a scheme such as that shown
in Figure 8—39, This scheme allows the addition of enough
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gain for the loop to stay in lock over a 100:1 frequency

range, or conversely, to stay in lock with a precise phase

difference (between input and VCO signals) which is almost

independent of frequency variation. Adjustment of the

voltage to the non-inverting input of the op amp, together

with a large enough loop gain allows the phase difference to

be set at a constant value between 0° and 180°. In

addition, it is now possible to do special filtering to

improve the performance in certain applications. For

instance, in frequency multiplication applications it may be

desirable to include a notch filter tuned to the sum

frequency component to minimize incidental FM withoul

excessive reduction of capture range.

INCREASED LOOP GAIN AND
LOCK RANGE FOR 565

Figure 8—39

BREAKING THE INTERNAL FEEDBACK LOOP

(560, 561.562)

The internal control voltage feedback loop can also be

easily broken on the 560, 561 and 562. The key in this

case is to bias the range control terminal (pin 7) to +2V

which turns off the controlled current source. Now the

phase comparator output voltage will have no effect on

the charging current which sets the VCO frequency. Now

an external feedback loop can be built with the desired

transfer function. Figure 8-40 shows a practical applica-

tion of this principle. The control voltage is taken from

across the low pass filter terminals, amplified, and used to

add or subtract current into the timing capacitor nodes.

MINIMIZING TONE DECODER RESPONSE TIME (567)

The 567 Tone Decoder is a specialized loop which can be

set up to respond to a given tone (constant frequency)

within its bandwidth. The center frequency is set by a

resistor R} and capacitor C-) which determine the free-

running frequency. The bandwidth is controlled by the

low pass filter capacitor C2 . A third capacitor C 3 integrates

the output of the quadrature phase detector (QPD) so that

the dc lock-indicating component can switch the power

output stage on when lock is present. The 567 is optimized

for stability and predictability of center frequency and

bandwidth.

I

-OvD

Figure 8—40
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Two events must occur before an output is given. First, the

loop portion of the 567 must achieve lock. Second, the

output capacitor C3 must charge sufficiently to activate

the output stage. For minimum response time, these events

must be as brief as possible.

As previously discussed, the lock time of a loop can be

minimized by reducing the response time of the low pass

filter. Thus, C2 must be as small as possible, However, C2
also controls the bandwidth. Therefore, the response time

is an inverse function of bandwidth as shown by Figure

8—41, reprinted from the 567 data sheet. The upper curve

denotes the expected worst-case response time when the

bandwidth is controlled solely by C2 and the input

amplitude is 200mV rms or greater. The response time is

given in cycles of center frequency. For example, a 2%
bandwidth at a center frequency of 1000 cycles can require

as long as 280 cycles (280ms) to lock when the initial

phase relationship is at its worst. Figure 8—42 gives a

GREATEST NUMBER OF CYCLES BEFORE OUTPUT
MM

.BANDWIDTH LIMITED BY Cj .

— BANDWIDTH LIMITED BY-
EXTERNAL RESISTOR

(MINIMUM Cj)

2 3 4 5 10 20 30 40 50 100

BANDWIDTH 1% ol ( )

Figure 8—41

LOCK-UP TIME VS INITIAL PHASE

INITIAL PHASE DIFFERENCE (o, -0 l

Figure 8—42

typical distribution of response time versus input phase.

Note that, assuming random initial input phase, only

30/180 1/6 of the time will the lock-up time be longer

than half the worst case lock-up time. Figure 8-43 shows

some actual measurements of lock-up time for a set-up

having a worst case lock-up time of 27 cycles and a best-

case lock-up time of four input cycles.

LOCK-UPTIME VARIATION DUE
TO RANDOM INITIAL PHASE

9 B9

""

Figure 8—43

The lower curve on the graph shows the worst-case lock-up

time when the loop gain is reduced as a means of reducing

the bandwidth (see data sheet. Alternate Method of

Bandwidth Reduction). The value of C2 required for this

minimum response time is

130
c2 =— 10K + RA

«A J

MF

It is important to note that noise immunity and rejection of

out-band tones suffer somewhat when this minimum value

(C2) of C2 is used so that response time is gained at their

expense. Except at very low input levels, input amplitude

has only a minor effect on the lock-up time—usually

negligible in comparison to the variation caused by input

phase.

Lock-up transients can be displayed on a two-channel scope

with ease. Figure 8—44 shows the display which results.

The top trace shows the square wave which either gates the

input generator signal off and on (or shifts the frequency in

and out of the band if you have a generator which has a

frequency control input only). The lower trace shows the

voltage at pin 2, the low pass filter voltage. The input

frequency is offset slightly from the center frequency so

that the locked and unlocked voltage are different. It is

apparent that, while the C2 decay during unlock is always

the same, the lock transient is different each time. This is

because the turn-on repetition rate is such that a different

initial phase relationship occurs with each appearance of

the in-band signal. It is tempting to adjust the repetition

rate so that a fast, constant lock-up transient is displayed.

However, in doing a favorable initial phase is created that is
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not present in actual operation. On the contrary, it is most

realistic to adjust the repetition rate so that the longest

lock-up time is displayed, such as the fifth lock transient

shows. Once this display is achieved, the effect of various

adjustments in C2 or input amplitude is seen. However,

the repetition rate must be readjusted for worst-case

lock-up after each such change.

TONE DECODER LOCK-UP TRANSIENT

EFFECT OF THRESHOLD VOLTAGE lVt)

ADJUSTMENT ON TONE DECODER

TURN-ON AND TURN-OFF DELAY

Figure 8—45a

LOCK

I

UNLOCK

I

V, r-

1

Figure 8—45b

Once lock is achieved, the quadrature phase detector

output at pin 1 is integrated by C3 to extract the dc

component. As C3 charges from its quiescent value V
q

(see Figure 8-45; to its final value <V
q
- AV), it passes

through the output stage threshold, turning it on. The

total voltage change is a function of input amplitude.

Since the unadjusted V
q

is very close (within 50mV) to Vt,

the output stage turns on very soon after lock. Only a small

fraction of the output stage time constant (t - 47OOC3)

expires before V
t

is crossed so that C3 does not greatly

influence the response time. However, as shown in Figure

8-45a, the turn-off delay time can be quite long when C3

is large. Figure 8—45b shows how desensitizing the output

stage by connecting a high-value resistor between pin 1 and

pin 4 (plus supply) can equalize the turn-on and turn-off

time. If turn-off delay is important in the overall response

time, then desensitizing can reduce the total delay.

But why not make C3 very small so that these delays can

be totally neglected? The problem here is that the QPD

output has a large twice-center-frequency component that

must be filtered out. Also, noise, outband signals and

difference frequencies formed by close out-band fre-

quencies beating with the VCO frequency appear at the

QPD output. All these must be attenuated by C3 or the

output stage will chatter on and off as the threshold is

approached. The more noisy the input signal and the larger

the near-band signals, the greater C3 must be to reject

them. Thus, there is a complicated relationship between

the input spectrum and the size of C3 . What must be done,

then, is to make C3 more than sufficient for proper

operation (no false outputs or missed signals) under actual

operating conditions and then reduce its value in small

steps until either the required response time is obtained or

operation becomes unsatisfactory.

In setting up the tone decoder for maximum speed, it is

best to proceed as follows:

a.) After the center frequency has been set, adjust

C 2 to give the desired bandwidth or, if the

graph of response time in cycles (Figure 8-43)

suggests that worst case lock-up time will be

too long, incorporate the loop gain reduction

scheme as an alternate means of bandwidth

reduction. (See data sheet)

b.) Check lock-up time by observing the waveform

at pin 2 while pulsing the input signal on and

off (or in and out of the band when a FM

generator is used). Adjust repetition rate to

reveal worst lock-up time,

c.) Starting with a large value of C3 (say 10 C2 ),

reduce it as much as possible in steps while

monitoring the output to be certain that no

false outputs or missed signals occur. The full

input spectrum should be used for this test.

Ignore brief transients or chatter during turn-

on and turn-off as they can be eliminated with

the chatter prevention feedback technique

described in the data sheet.
D-d/
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d.) Use the desensitizing technique, also described

in the data sheet, to balance- turn-on and

turn-off delay.

e.) Apply the chatter prevention technique to

clean up the output.

If this procedure results in; a worst-case response time that

is too slow, the following suggestions may be considered:

a.) Relax the bandwidth requirement.

b.) Operate the entire system at higher frequency

when this option is available.

c.) Use two tone decoders operating at slightly

different frequencies and OR the outputs. This

will reduce the statistical occurance of the

worst-case lock-up time so that excessive lock-

up time occurs. For example, if the lock-up

time is marginal 10% of the time with one unit,

it will drop to 1% with two units.

d.) Control the in-band input amplitude to stabilize

the bandwidth, set up two tone decoders for

maximum bandwidth and overlap the detection

bands to make the desired frequency range

equal to the overlap. Since both tone decoders

are on only when a tone appears within the

overlap range, the outputs can be ANDed to

provide the desired selectivity.

ej If the system design permits, send the tone to

be detected continuously at a low level (say

25mV rms) to keep the loop in lock at all

times. The output stage, slightly desensitized,

can then be gated on as required by increasing

The signal amplitude during the on time.

Naturally, the signal phase should be main-

tained as the amplitude is changed. This scheme

is extremely fast, allowing repetition rates as

fast as 1/3 to 1/2 the center frequency when C3
is small. This is equivalent to ASK (amplitude

shift keying).
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FM IF AMPLIFIER/DEMODULATOR WITH MUTING

(561B)

In this application, the loop portion of the 561 B operates

in the usual manner for FM demodulation. To introduce

muting (squelch} the synchronous AM detector portion of

the PLL is used to detect the presence of an input signal

and to open a muting gate. Figure 8-46 shows a typical

circuit incorporating the muting feature.

The input section of the circuit is a broad-band, amplifier-

li miter. The tuned LC network at the AM input, pin 4, is

adjusted to provide a 90° phase shift at the IF frequency.

This network is adjusted for maximum output at pin 1,

demodulated AM output, with a carrier applied at the IF

frequency.

Three transistors at the right of the diagram (Q-|, Q2 and

Q3 ) and the 1N457 diode form the muting gate. Gating is

accomplished by applying the demodulated FM output

through the 1N457 diode and by biasing the diode on and

off as follows: During periods with no input applied, G^ is

shut off and Q2 conducts. Therefore, the diode is

effectively back biased since its anode potential developed

by the two 10K resistors across the power supply is

approximately +13.5V. When an input is applied to the

circuit, Qi is turned on and Q2 shuts off, reducing its

collector potential below 9V. Thus, the diode is forward

biased and the demodulated IF output is gated through to

the circuit output.

Muting threshold adjustment is accomplished using the

2.5K potentiometer. Transistor Q3 is used as a bias

generator for the differential pair, Q-| and Q2. In turn, the

bias of O.3 is obtained from internal PLL bias points at

pins 12 and 13. Thus, the muting gate will track the PLL

over wide temperature variations.

TYPICAL FM IF AMPLIFIER/DEMODULATOR WITH MUTING

T1 ;J0 TURNS Bl FLAH NO. 36 WIRE ON L'3 -WATT RESISTOR BODY (FOR 10.7MM
partofneeida Figure 8—46

FM DEMODULATOR (560B)

When used as a FM demodulator, the 560B phase locked

loop requires selection of external components and/or

circuits to create the desired response. The areas to be

considered are:

a.) Input. Signal Conditioning

b.) Tuning - VCO Frequency

c.} Low Pass Filter Selection/Gain Adjustment

r>.) Output Swing

e.) Tracking Range Adjustment

f.) De-emphasis Network Selection

Figure 8-47 illustrates schematically a typical FM demod-

ulator with IF amplifier and limiter using the 560B PLL.

The amplitude of the input signal has a pronounced effect

on the operation. For the tracking range to be constant,

the input signal level should be greater than 2mV rms. In

addition, AM rejection diminishes at higher signal levels and

drops to less than 20dB for signals greater than 30mV. If

either the tracking range or AM rejection is critical, the

input signal should be conditioned to be in the 2 to lOmV

range, using either a limiter or a combination limiter-

amplifier. This circuit should limit at the smallest input

voltage that is expected.
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TYPICAL FM DEMODULATOR WITH IF AMPLIFIER AND LIMITER USING THE 560B

iput r
JNER I I

a K °
01 T T

•20 TURNS NO. 36 SIFLAH WIRE MOUND ON 1/2-WATT, 1WK RESISTOR BOOY
• PART OF NES14A

DEMODULATED
EM OUTPUT

Ftgur«8-47

The PLL is tuned by adjusting the VCO to the center

frequency of the FM signal. This is accomplished by

connecting a capacitor across pins 2 and 3. The capacitor

value is determined using the equation C 5£ 300/fo ,
pF

where fQ , the free-running VCO frequency, is in MHz. The

exact value is not important as the internal resistors are

only within ±10% of nominal value and fine tuning is

normally required. Fine tuning may be accomplished by

using a trimmer capacitor in parallel with C or by using a

potentiometer connected across the power supply with the

rotor connected to pin 6 through a 200fi current limiting

resistor.

The dc gain of the loop, which sets the lock range and

threshold sensitivity, can be controlled by the placement of

a resistance between pins 14 and 15, the low pass filter

terminals, A low pass filter connected to these terminals

controls the capture range or selectivity of the loop. In

basic terms, it may be said that the low pass filter sets the

bandwidth of the demodulated information which will be

obtained. For most applications, a single capacitor

connected between pins 14 and 15 will provide the required

filtering. The capacitance value required can be approxi-

mated as follows:

1330
tAC «* mfd

where f is the desired bandwidth in Hz. For example, if the

6-40

desired information bandwidth is 15kHz, the required low

pass filter capacitance will be:

13.30 ooc ,

C m 885 pf
15000

The output swing is a function of the frequency deviation

of the incoming signal, and is approximately 0.3V p-p for

±1% deviation. For example, a standard 10.7MHz IF

frequency has a deviation of ±75kHz; therefore, the

±0.75 x 100
percentage deviation equals = ±0.7% and the

10.7

.7%
output voltage will be 0.3V p-p x— = ,21V p-p, or 74mV

1%
rms for 100% modulation.

The de-emphasis network requires an external capacitor

from pin 10 to ground. This capacitor C^ and the 8000Q
internal resistance should produce a time constant of

approximately 75msbc for standard FM broadcast demodu-
lation. The value of the de-emphasis capacitor for this

application is determined by the following formula:

Cd =
75 x 10'6

8000
0.0094 mfd

For most applications, a O.OImfd value would be

satisfactory since the manufacturing tolerance of the

resistor is on the order of 20%.
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PHASE LOCKED AM RECEIVER (561B)

The Signetics 561 B can be used as an AM detector/receiver.

AM detection is accomplished as illustrated in the block

diagram of Figure 8-48a. The phase locked loop is locked

to the signal carrier frequency and its VCO output is used

to provide the local oscillator signal for the product

detector or synchronous demodulator. The PLL locks to its

input signal with a constant 90° phase error. The amplitude

of the signal at the output of the product detector is a

function of the phase relationship of the carrier of the

incoming signal and the local oscillator; it will be a

maximum when the carrier and local oscillator are in phase

or 180° out of phase and a minimum when they are in

quadrature. It is, therefore, necessary to add a 90° phase

shift network in the system to compensate for the normal

PLL phase shift. The 561 is designed 'for this to be

incorporated between the signal input and the input to the

phase comparator input, pin 12 or pin 13.

PHASE LOCKED AM RECEIVER

AM- RF r
INPUT

PRODUCT
D6TECTOR

AUDtO OUTPUT

I

f

%

|

; FILTER

PHASE LOCKED
LOOP

_

Figure 8—48a

Connection as an AM detector/receiver is given in Figure

8—48b. The bypass and coupling capacitors should be

selected for low impedance at the operating frequency.

C is selected to make the VCO oscillate at the frequency

to be received and Cx is selected, in conjunction with the

output resistance (8000^) and the load resistance, to roll

off the audio output for the desired bandwidth. The phase

shift network may be determined from the following

equations:

1.3 x 10"4

C
y

- —| PF
'c

where fc is the carrier frequency of the signal to be received

and R„ = 300012. A receiver for standard AM reception

is easily constructed using the circuit of Figure 8-48b, Its

operating range will be from 550kHz to 1.6MHz. All by-

pass and coupling capacitors are 0.1 mfd. C
y

is selected

using a frequency which is the geometric mean of the

limits of the frequencies which are to be received.

PHASE LOCKED AM RECEIVER

ice |
|

INPUT
FROM

HFAMP o II-

DEMOOULATEO
-±Cx OUTPUT

Cb • BYPASS CAPACITOR

Cc - COUPLING CAPACITOR

Figure B—48b

1.3 x 10"4

Cw -
.94 x 10-

1.6 x 0.55 = .94MHz then:

135pF

The low pass filter for the loop, CL , is not critical for no

information is being derived directly from the loop error

signal and one need only be assured of stable loop

operation. A .01 mfd capacitor was found to be adequate.

Tuning may be accomplished in several ways. The simplest

method uses a variable capacitor as C , It should be

trimmed so that when set for minimum capacitance, the

VCO frequency is approximately 1.6MHz, The capacitance

used may be obtained from the following formula: C *
300pF where f is in MHz.

Application of this formula shows that the minimum

capacitance should be about 180pF and the maximum

capacitance should be 550pF. A second tuning method

utilizes the fine tuning input, pin 6. When current is

inserted or removed from this pin, the VCO frequency will

change, thereby tuning the receiver. Select C , when the

current at pin 6 is zero, to make the VCO operate at the

mean frequency used in the phase shift network calculation

(940kHz). The complete standard AM broadcast band may

now be tuned with one potentiometer. The resistor in

series with the arm of the potentiometer is selected to give

the desired tuning range and will be about 1200H when an

18V power supply is used.

For operation, this receiver requires an antenna and a good

grounding system. Operation may be improved by including

a broadband untuned RF amplifier, but care should be used

to ensure that the phase locked loop is not overdriven, e.g.

input signals should be kept less than 0.5V rms.
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IF STAGE WITH AGC AND AM/FM DETECTION (561 B)

The circuit shown in Figure 8—49 is basically an IF strip at

10.7MHz employing a buffer amplifier, two stages of gain,

two ganged stages of AGC and an AGC summing amplifier.

A single 561 B PLL serves as both the AM and FM detector.

Input sensitivity to insure lockup for either AM or FM
demodulation is approximately 10jiV. The input level to

the 561 B is held level at 305mV p-p during input amplitude

excursion from 10/iV to 120mV p-p. Potentiometer R/\gc
is adjusted at no input for a quiescent dc voltage (pin 6

of amplifier 5741) of -90mV. This presets the 5596

multipliers at a maximum gain condition. The gain is

slowly reduced as the RF input level rises and full AGC
action begins.

The bandwidth of linear demodulation of AM is 1Hz to

4.5kHz and of FM is 1Hz to 36kHz.

IF gain adjustment can be provided with the installation of

a potentiometer between pins 4 and 9 of either {or both)

of the 5733, a zero ohm setting insuring maximum gain.

The addition of a conventional converter front-end and

audio driver stages completes the circuitry for a receiver.

IF GAIN STAGE WITH AGC AND AM/FM DETECTION

fas

1»4*

vptI
myn- MT JIGC ACgtlST

CONTROL. FOR D.Oi VDC
AT tn, OP S*« vth£*

HO INPUT :li GNAL IS

I*

vs*^-»—

r

-wv-

ffl

Figure 8-49
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TRANSLATION LOOP FOR PRECISE FM (561 B, 562B)

A translation loop mixes the output of two oscillators and

produces a signal whose frequency is equal to the sum or

difference of the two. In the most useful application of this

circuit, one oscillator is a precise crystal-controlled

oscillator and the second is a low frequency voltage-

controlled oscillator so that the loop output is a FM signal

whose center frequency is slightly offset from the crystal

oscillator frequency. Since the offset oscillator supplies

only a small percentage of the final output frequency, it

need not be as precise as the crystal oscillator.

Such a loop is shown in Figure 8-50a. The VCO is driven

until the filtered low frequency component of the PD2

output is equal to the offset frequency fm . When this

occurs, lockup is achieved and the VCO output is either

f R + fm or fR
- fm . By adjusting the VCO free-running

slightly above fm , the latter case can be eliminated. If fm
is frequency modulated, then the output will also be

frequency modulated since it has the same absolute

deviation.

TRANSLATION LOOP FOR PRECISION TV INTERMEDIATE-FREQUENCY FM GENERATOR

I

PHASE
DETECTOR

NO. t

«R * *M> - 'B

—Wv-

T
PHASE

OETECTOR
NO. 2

2<M

—wv-

r
<R*<M

Figure 8—50a

Figure 8-50b shows a translation loop made from a 561

B

and 562B. It is designed to produce a 4.5MHz signal with a

deviation of ±25kHz. The 56 IB serves as the VCO and

PD1; the 562B serves as the crystal oscillator and PD2. A

4.400MHz crystal controls the reference frequency f r.

The offset frequency fm is 100kHz frequency modulated

±25kHz at a modulation frequency of 400Hz. The

accuracy of the output frequency is that of the reference

oscillator plus that of the offset oscillator; since fm is a

small percentage (2%) of f R , its stability can be consider-

ably less than that of the crystal oscillator. In this case, fm
can be provided by a 566 VCO modulated, if desired, by a

second 566. (The triangle wave 566 output results in a

constant df/dt.)

TRANSLATION LOOP FOR PRECISION TV INTERMEDIATE - FREQUENCY FM GENERATOR

•IS

4.(00 MH;
CRYSTAL

"

MM

*B U 15 j

_J_ l/ SET VCO
55 ?F l-J6f>F

S *£MtU I (if

L|J _L
J3.3K

Figure 8-50b
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Special layout precautions are required to be sure that no

high frequency coupling occurs via grounds or power

supply lines. The circuit is adjusted by trimming the 562

VCO trimmer capacitor until the beat note present at test

point 1 has the same frequency as fm throughout the

deviation range (fm can be deviated by hand or very slowly,

say, at a 1Hz rate, to observe that the beat note does not

break up during sweep. If the beat note is lost at either

extreme, adjust the VCO trimmer. If the full deviation

cannot be obtained, decrease the 562 low pass filter

capacitor slightly. Connect a counter to the output to be

sure the loop is locked to fp + fm and notfp — fm (unless

the latter is desired).

Naturally, the component values given may be altered for

other applications. Note that as fm is made a smaller and

smaller percentage of the total output frequency, it

becomes difficult to prevent locking in the fp — fm mode

since the 562 lock range wilt likely include both fp — fm
and f p + fm . However, if fm is made too large a portion of

the output frequency, then overall stability suffers unless

fm is also quite precise.

PHASE LOCKED FSK DEMODULATORS (560B, 565)

The system functions by locking-on and tracking the

output frequency of the receiver. The demodulator

frequency shift appears at pin 9 as a direct-current voltage

of about 60mV amplitude and must be amplified and

signal-conditioned to interface with the printer. The input

voltage at pin 12 should be from 30m V to 2V peak-to-peak,

square or sine wave. Pin 10, the de-emphasis terminal, is

used for bandshaping. The capacitor connected between

this terminal and ground bypasses unwanted high

frequency noise to ground. Pin 9 is the output (approxi-

mately 60mV dc) which is amplified, conditioned and fed

to a voltage comparator amplifier (N5710) to provide the

proper voltages for interfacing with the printer. This

specific circuit was designed to match the Bell 103C and

103D Data Phones, When modifying this circuit to

accommodate other systems, maintain the resistance to

ground from pin 9 at approximately 15£2. Pins 3 and 2 are

the connections for the external capacitor that determine

the free-running frequency of the VCO. The Q.33jnF value

indicated provides a VCO frequency, f , of approximately

1060Hz. The value of the timing capacitor can be

C = 300pF
calculated by use of the following equation:

where f„ is in Hertz.

f,

FSK refers to data transmission by means of a carrier

which is shifted between two preset frequencies. This

frequency shift is usually accomplished by driving a VCO
with the binary data signal so that the two resulting

frequencies correspond to the "0" and "1" states

(commonly called space and mark) of the binary data

signal.

The 560B phase locked loop can be used as a receiving

converter to demodulate FSK audio tones and to provide a

shifting dc voltage to initiate mark or space code elements.

The PLL can replace the bulky audio filters and

undependable relay circuits previously used for this

application. Connection of the 560B PLL as a FSK

demodulator is illustrated in Figure 8-51.

FSK DEMODULATOR USING 560B

-1JV OOMbF

Tr*i -If—

1M
INPUT ji

JTZ
Figure 8-51

The output has a swing of 2V peak-to-peak, over a to 600

baud input FSK rate, with less than 10% jitter at the

comparator output. The circuit is operative over a

temperature range of 0° to 75°C with a total drift of

approximately lOOmV over the temperature range.

A simple scheme using the 565 to receive FSK signals of

1070Hz and 1270Hz is shown in Figure 8-52. As the signal

appears at the input, the loop locks to the input frequency

and tracks it between the two frequencies with a

corresponding dc shift at the output.

FSK DECODER USING THE 565

1 1™

O'iv O'-mw

JUT

Figure 8-52

The loop filter capacitor C2 is chosen to set the proper

overshoot on the output and a three-stage RC ladder filter

is used to remove the sum frequency component. The

band edge of the ladder filter is chosen to be approxi-

mately half-way between the maximum keying rate (300
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baud or bits per second, or 150Hz) and twice the input

frequency (about 2200Hz). The free-running frequency

should be adjusted (with R-j) so that the dc voltage level at

the output is the same as that at pin 6 of the loop. The

output signal can now be made logic compatible by

connecting a voltage comparator between the output and

pin 6.

The input connection is typical for cases where a dc voltage

is present at the source and, therefore, a direct connection

is not desirable. Both input terminals are returned to

ground with identical resistors (in this case, the values are

chosen to achieve a 600S1 input impedance.)

FSK DECODER WITH EXPANDED
565 OUTPUT VOLTAGE RANGE

"HO—)|—"

Figure 8—53

A more sophisticated approach primarily useful for narrow

frequency deviations is shown in Figure 8—53. Here, a

constant current is injected into pin 8 by means of

transistor Q^ . This has the effect of decreasing the lock

range and increasing the output voltage sensitivity to the

input frequency shift. The basis for this scheme is the fact

that the output voltage (control voltage for VCO) controls

only the current through R 1( while the current through Qi

remains constant. Thus, if most of the capacitor charging

current is due to Q-|, the current variation due to R-| will

be a small percentage of the total charging current and,

consequently, the total frequency deviation of the VCO

will be limited to a small percentage of the center

frequency. A 0.25mfd loop filter capacitor gives approxi-

mately 30% overshoot on the output pulse, as seen in the

accompanying photographs.

The output is then filtered with a two-stage RC ladder

filter with a band edge chosen to be approximately 800Hz

(approximately half-way between the maximum keying

rate of 150Hz and twice the carrier frequency). The

number of stages on the filter can be more or less

depending on the degree of uncertainty allowable in the

comparator output pulse. Two small capacitors (typically

0.001 mfd) are connected between pins 8 and 7 of the 565

and across the input of the comparator to avoid possible

oscillation problems.

For best operation, the free-running VCO frequency should

be adjusted so that the output voltage (corresponding to

the input frequencies of 1070Hz and 1270Hz swings

equally to both sides of the reference voltage at pin 6. This

can be easily done by adjusting the center frequency of the

VCO so that the output signal of the 5710 comparator has

a 50% duty cycle. It is usually necessary to decouple pin 6

with a large capacitor connected to the positive supply in

order to obtain a stable reference voltage for the 5710

comparator.

Figure 8-54 shows the output of the 5710 comparator and

the output of the 565 phase locked loop after the filter at

rates of 100, 200 and 300 baud, respectively.

100 BAUD FSK DECODING

Figure 8—54a

200 BAUD FSK DECODING

Figure 8—54b

300 BAUD FSK DECODING

Figure 8—54c
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ANALOG LIGHT COUPLED ISOLATORS {565, 567)

The analog isolator shown in Figure 8—55a is basically a

FM transmission system with light as the transmission

medium. Because of the high degree of electrical isolation

achieved, low-level signals may be transmitted without

interference by great potential difference between the

sending and receiving circuits. The transmitter is a 565

used as a VCO with the input applied to the VCO terminal

7, Since the light emitting diode is driven from the 565

VCO output, the LED flashes at a rate proportional to the

input voltage. The receiver is a photo transistor which

drives an amplifier having sufficient gain to apply a 200mV
peak-to-peak signal to the input of the receiving 565,

which then acts as a FM detector with the output appearing

at pin 7. Since the output has a twice carrier frequency

ripple, it is best to keep the carrier frequency as high as

possible (say, 100 times the highest modulation frequency).

Because of the excellent temperature stability of the 565,

drift is minimal even when dc levels are being transmitted.

If operation to dc is not required, the output of the receiver

can be capacitively coupled to the next stage. Also, a 566

can be used as the transmitter.

LIGHT-COUPLED ANALOG ISOLATORS

W
O— 1 565 fl

LQW-PASS
FILTER CAP.

Figure 8-55a

Figure 8—55b shows that the 567 may be used in the same

manner when operation from 5V supplies is required. Here,

the output stage of the 567 is used to drive the LED
directly. When the free-running frequency of the receiving

567 is the same as that of the transmitting 567, the

non-linearity of the two controlled oscillator transfer

functions cancel so that highly linear information transfer

results.

LIGHT-COUPLED ANALOG ISOLATORS

fJ\& Q £"
OUTPUT
DC LEVEL ^R,
ADJUST

/v
LOW-PASS
FILTER CAP.

Figure 8-5 5b
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Figure 8—56 is an oscillogram of the input and output of

the Figure 8—55a circuit. The output can easily be filtered

to remove the sum frequency component.

WAVEFORMS OF LIGHT-COUPLED
ANALOG ISOLATOR (CIRCUIT A)

BfflfflK WMfflB

IrJfl H « 9r

PHASE MODULATION USING THE PLL

WK PHASE
CONTROL on
MOOMLANO*
WM.TAGE

Figure 8—57b

PHASE MODULATORS DUAL TONE DECODERS (567)

If a phase locked loop is locked onto a signal at the center

frequency, the phase of the VCO will be 90° with respect

to the input signal. If a current is injected into the VCO
terminal (the low pass filter output), the phase will shift

sufficiently to develop an opposing average current out of

the phase detector so that the VCO voltage is constant and

lock is maintained. When the input signal amplitude is low

enough so that the loop frequency swing is limited by the

phase detector output rather than the VCO swing, the

phase can be modulated over the full range of to 180°.

If the input signal is a square wave, the phase will be a

linear function of the injected current.

A block diagram of the phase modulator is given in Figure

8—57a. The conversion factor K is a function of which loop

is used, as well as the input square wave amplitude. Figure

8—57b shows an implementation of this circuit using the

567.

PHASE MODULATION USING THE PLL

1

,W1JT |

BETECTOfl
PASS
PtLTEH

1

"""1 '

, PHASE

t
INPUT

VCO I t 1

OtlTFIJT 1

VCO
!

Figure 8—57a

Two integrated tone decoders can be connected (as shown

in Figure 8— 58a} to permit decoding of simultaneous or

sequential tones. Both units must be on before an output is

given. R-|C-| and R^C^ are chosen, respectively, for tones

1 and 2. If sequential tones (1 followed by 2) are to be

decoded, then C3 is made very large to delay turn off of

unit 1 until unit 2 has turned on and the NOR gate is

activated. Note that the wrong sequence (2 followed by 1)

will not provide an output since unit 2 will turn off before

unit 1 comes on. Figure 8—58b shows a circuit variation

which eliminates the NOR gate. The output is taken from

unit 2, but the unit 2 output stage is biased off by R2 and

CR^ until activated by tone 1. A further variation is given

in Figure 8—58c, Here, unit 2 is turned on by the unit 1

output when tone 1 appears, reducing the standby power

to half. Thus, when unit 2 is on, tone 1 is or was present.

If tone 2 is now present, unit 2 comes on also and an

output is given. Since a transient output pulse may appear

during unit 1 turn-on, even if tone 2 is not present, the

load must be slow in response to avoid a false output due

to tone 1 alone.

HIGH SPEED, NARROW BAND TONE DECODER (567)

The circuit of Figure 8—58a may be used to obtain a fast,

narrow band tone decoder. The detection bandwidth is

achieved by overlapping the detection bands of the two

tone decoders. Thus, only a tone within the overlap portion

will result in an output. The input amplitude should be

greater than 70mV rms at all times to prevent detection

band shrinkage and C2 should be between 130/fo and

1300/fo mfd where f is the nominal detection frequency.

The small value of C2 allows operation at the maximum
speed so that worst-case output delay is only about 14

cycles.
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DETECTION OF TWO SIMULTANEOUS
OR SEQUENTIAL TONES

INPUTO Jf—

<

ii

li
, TON61 a

DECODES
5 £ 2 1

1 _<~-2

T ''

z^y^'

pi

3i 3z33

Figure 8—58a

INPUTO
)\

I*II

*1

, TONE 2 6

DECODER
5 6 2 1 Ja

Figure 8—58b

INPUTO J(—

5 8 ? 2 1

TONE 1

3 DECODER a
-T» Cl

XT
IT

Figure 8~58c

TOUCH-TONE*-' DECODER (567)

Touch-Tone® decoding is of great interest since all sorts of

remote control applications are possible if you make use

of the encoder (the push-button dial) that will ultimately

be part of every phone. A low cost decoder can be made as

shown in Figure 8—59. Seven 567 tone decoders, their

LOW-COST TOUCH TONE® DECODER

1

^qpn
n.

r^Tj-

-T_

^T«

I—v^—I i-vA-i

iti

.

x

T^gpi

D^^

=L>^^*

£>^"

VAIU« mmcfctj

Figure 8—59
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inputs connected in common to a phone line or acoustical

coupler, drive three integrated NOR gate packages. Each

tone decoder is tuned, by means of R^ and Cf, to one of

the seven tones. The R2 resistor reduces the bandwidth to

about 8% at 100mV and 5% at 50mV rms. Capacitor C4

decouples the seven units. If you are willing to settle for a

somewhat slower response at low input voltages (50 to

lOOmV rms), the bandwidth can be controlled in the

normal manner by selecting C2 , thereby eliminating the

seven R2 resistors and C4. In this case, C2 would be 4.7mfd

for the three lower frequencies and 2.2mfd for the four

higher frequencies.

The only unusual feature of this circuit is the means of

bandwidth reduction using the R2 resistors. As shown in

the 567 data sheet under Alternate Method of Bandwidth

Reduction, an external resistor R^ can be used to reduce

the loop gain and, therefore, the bandwidth. Resistor R2

serves the same function as R^ except that instead of going

to a voltage divider for dc bias it goes to a common point

with the six other R 2 resistors. In effect, the five 567s

which are not being activated during the decoding process

serve as bias voltage sources for the R2 resistors of the two

567s which are being activated. Capacitor C4 decouples the

ac currents at the common point.

FREQUENCY METER WITH

LOW-COST LAMP READOUT

J (D

3 UNIT 2 B

G 6 2 l"m
1

*T
C2TT

13ft » 1^' 0-13H

(DETECTION^ >< . DE
'UNIT 2,

\

"DETECTION
BAND^SJ -^

( BOTH UNITS "ON"

I
AT OVERLAP

SENSING
FREQUENCY f.

Figure 8-60

FREQUENCY

LOW COST FREQUENCY INDICATOR (567)

Figure 8-60 shows how two tone decoders set up with

overlapping detection bands can be used for a go/no-go

frequency meter. Unit 1 is set 6% above the desired sensing

frequency and unit 2 is set 6% below the desired frequency.

Now, if the incoming frequency is within 13% of the

desired frequency, either unit 1 or unit 2 will give an

output. If both units are on, it means that the incoming

frequency is within 1% of the desired frequency. Three

light bulbs and a transistor allow low cost read-out.

CRYSTAL-STABILIZED PHASE LOCKED LOOP (560B)

Figure 8—61a shows the 560B connected as a tracking

filter for signals near 10MHz. The crystal keeps the free-

running frequency at the desired value. Figure 8-6 1b gives

the lock and capture range as a function of input amplitude.

An emitter follower has been added to the normal VCO

output to prevent pulling the loop off frequency.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

l-lBOmVpn 0.01

INPUT O t )[—

" o.ST o.aT

Figure 8—61a
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Figure 8-61 b
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RAMP GENERATORS (566) SAWTOOTH AMD PULSE GENERATOR (566)

Figure 8-62 shows how the 566 can be wired as a positive

or negative ramp generator. In the positive ramp generator,

the external transistor driven by the pin 3 output rapidly

discharges Cj at the end of the charging period so that

charging can resume instantaneously. The pnp transistor

likewise rapidly charges the timing capacitor C-| at the end

of the discharge period. Because the circuits are reset so

quickly, the temperature stability of the ramp generator is

excellent. The period x is 1/2f where fQ is the 566 free-

running frequency in normal operation. Therefore,

1 RyC^*
7

~ 2f~
" 5(V+ -VC )

where Vc is the bias voltage t pin 5 and Rj is the total

resistance between pin 6 and V+ . Note that a short pulse is

available at pin 3. (Placing collector resistance in series

with the external transistor collector will lengthen the

pulse.)

NEGATIVE RAMP GENERATOR

w
IOK

I
i r i

"rnnr

Figure 8-62a

POSITIVE RAMP GENERATOR

fin

XJULIL

Figure 8—62b

Figure 8—63 shows how pin 3 output can be used to

provide different charge and discharge currents for Ci so

that a sawtooth output is available at pin 4 and a pulse at

pin 3. The pnp transistor should be well saturated to

preserve good temperature stability. The charge and

discharge times may be estimated by using the formula

RTC-|V
+

5(V+ -VC )

where Ry is the combined resistance between pin 6 and

V+ for the interval considered.

POSITIVE SAWTOOTH AND
PULSE GENERATOR

/W-

Figure 8—63a

NEGATIVE SAWTOOTH AND
PULSE GENERATOR

* $ 2ZK

< 10K
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|6 8
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O

1
1
:
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Figure 8—63b
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TRIANGLE-TO-SINE CONVERTERS 1566)

Conversion of triangular wave shapes to sinusoids is

usually accomplished by diode-resistor shaping networks,

which accurately reconstruct the sine wave segment by

segment. Two simpler and less costly methods may be used

to shape the triangle waveform of the 566 into a sinusoid

with less than 2% distortion.

The first scheme (Figure 8-64a) uses the non-linear

l os
_ Vpg transfer characteristic of a p-channel junction

FET to shape the triangle waveform. The second scheme

(Figure 8-64b) uses the non-linear emitter base junction

characteristic of the 51 1 B for shaping.

In both cases, the amplitude of the triangle waveform is

critical and must be carefully adjusted to achieve a low

distortion sinusoidal output. Naturally, where additional

waveform accuracy is needed, the diode-resistor shaping

scheme can be applied to the 566 with excellent results

since it has very good output amplitude stability when

operated from a regulated supply.

FET TRIANGLE-TO-SINE CONVERTER

AMPLITUDE
ADJUST

Figure 8—64a

TRIANGLE-TO-SINE CONVERTER

10K ^lOK S1NE
OUTPUTS

O

*• ^k i

PU
1 SV P-P MAX.

R, R 2 AND INPUT LEVEL MAYBEADJUSTED TO GIVE

LESS THAN 2* T M.D AT OUTPUT USING HEWLETT-

PACKARD 333A DIST. ANALYZER.

Figure 8—64b
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Figure 8—65 is a tone burst generator which supplies a tone

for one-half second after the power supply is activated; its

intended use is as a communications network alert signal.

Cessation of the tone is accomplished by the SCR, which

shunts the timing capacitor Cj charge current when
activated. The SCR is gated on when C2 charges up to the

gate voltage, which occurs in 0.5 seconds. Since only 70juA

are available for triggering, the SCR must be sensitive

enough to trigger at this level. The triggering current can be

increased, of course, by reducing R 2 {and increasing C2 to

keep the same time constant). If the tone duration must be

constant under widely varying supply voltage conditions,

the optional Zener diode regulator circuit can be added,

along with the new value for R 2 , R2 = 82K.

If the SCR is replaced by a npn transistor, the tone can be

switched on and off at will at the transistor base terminal.

SINGLE BURST TONE GENERATOR

QFTiWtAL
R EMULATED
CAPACITOR
CHAR3JNG CIRCUIT

'"LTLTL^
1

1 '

O.S SEC TONE

FigureS—65

LOW FREQUENCY FM GENERATORS (566)

Figures 8—66 and 8—67 show FM generators for low

frequency (less than 0.5MHz center frequency) applica-

tions. Each uses a 566 function generator as a modulation

generator and a second 566 as the carrier generator.

Capacitor C-| selects the modulation frequency adjustment

range and Cj selects the center frequency. Capacitor C2
is a coupling capacitor which only needs to be large enough

to avoid distorting the modulating waveform.

If a frequency sweep in only one direction is required, the

566 ramp generators given in this section may be used to

drive the carrier generator.
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Figure 8-66

FREQUENCY MODULATED GENERATOR
FOR LARGE DEVIATIONS (TO ±100%)

i -± -±z DEVIATION \ — =
ADJUST \

•V

MODULATION IS REQUIRED

Figure 8—67

RADIO FREQUENCY FM GENERATORS (566, 560B)

Figure 8-68 shows how a 560B may be used as a FM
generator with modulation supplied by a 566 function

generator. Capacitor C-j is chosen to give the desired

modulation range, C2 is large enough for undistorted

coupling and C3 with its trimmer specifies the center

frequency. The VCO output may be taken differentially

or single ended.

A 561 B or 662B with appropriate pin numbering changes

may also be used in this application. If a sweep generator

is desired, the 566 may be connected as a ramp generator

(described elsewhere in this chapter).
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Figure 8-68

PRECISION POWER INVERTER (566, 540)

Figure 8-69 shows a precision 12 VDC to 115 VAC 100W

inverter. Its triangular output is derived from the 566

function generator, providing a high degree of frequency

stability (±.02%/°C). The 540 power driver is used to

drive the power output stage. Because of third harmonic

attenuation in the transformer, the output is very close to

a pure 60Hz sine wave.

PHASE LOCKED LOOP APPLICATIONS

DESiulM lutAb run
LOOPS

PHASE LOCKED

The following design ideas were drawn mainly from the

Signetics-EDN Phase Locked Loop Contest. These circuits

should be viewed as design suggestions only since Signetics

has not verified their operating characteristics. In all cases,

however, the principle of operation appears to be sound.

Quotation marks indicate quotes taken directly from the

contest entry.

AIRCRAFT VHF OMNIDIRECTIONAL RANGE (VOR)

RECEIVER

Herbert F. Kraemer of Minneapolis, Minnesota, submitted

the winning contest entry which uses one phase locked

loop (562) as an AM detector, a second loop (565) as an

FM detector and a third loop (565) as a self-biased phase

detector.

"The circuit is a new type of VOR (VHF omnidirectional

range) receiver used in air navigation to determine an

airplane's angular bearing with respect to a VOR trans-

mitter located on the ground. The principles of the circuit

allow any desired increase in accuracy, as compared to

current units, with potential cost savings.

~1

PRECISION 100 WATT POWER INVERTER

4-io yi.i

T T

Figure 8-69
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A VOR station transmits in the VHF band (108-

117.9MHz). Two signals are transmitted on the same

carrier, i.e.,

1) A 30Hz reference signal which frequency

modulates an audio frequency subcarrier of

9960Hz. This subcarrier then amplitude modu-

lates the VHF carrier.

2) A 30Hz directional signal which amplitude

modulates the VHF carrier.

The latter signal varies in phase with respect to the

reference, depending on the bearing of the VOR station

and the receiver. Both signals are in phase when the receiver

is north of the transmitter and 180 degrees out of phase

when the receiver is south.

Current VOR receivers are specified to be accurate within

a 1—2 degree bearing, but many pilots accept 4 degree

errors. The major design problem is to produce a receiver

which will measure phase differences to an accuracy of

about 1 degree, throughout the entire 360 degree range."

Although analog quarter-square multipliers can be built to

an accuracy of 0.01%, the simpler analoq phase detectors

are only accurate to 3—4°. This circuit uses the NE562

PLL to frequency multiply the two 30Hz signals, producing

60 and 120Hz signals. A digital method combines these

signals, thereby dividing the entire range of bearings into

eight 45° sectors. One of eight lights on the display will

light, showing the pilot his approximate bearing. An analog

method is then used to further determine the phase

difference and the bearing within the given 45° sector.

Extending the principle further, sectors of 22V2° could be

used for improved accuracy.

This VOR receiver does not have the conventional to-from

switch since it indicates directly throughout the entire

360° range. Confusion of 180° in bearing (going the wrong

way) is impossible with this receiver.

System Description (References to

Figure 8-70)

Block Number —

Block 1.

Block 2.

Block 3.

Block 4.

Block 5.

Block 6.

Block 7.

Block 8.

Block 9.

This is a standard VHF tuner.

The NE561 is used for IF and AM detection.

A low pass filter removes the 9960Hz sub-

carrier. It appears that a zero crossing detector

is not needed to shape the input signal to the

NE562.

Frequency multiplier.

High pass filter,

FM detection of 30Hz signal.

A calibration adjustment to compensate for

any phase shifts throughout the circuit. A gain

may be needed since the FM detector output is

low.

Another frequency multiplier.

Standard ripple flip-flops for divide-by-two,

Block 10. A null principle is normally used in a VOR
receiver so that the pilot can fly along a

predetermined course, nulling the needle by

turning his plane, To insure that the needle

always reacts in the same direction for a given

direction of error, even sectors are treated

differently than odd sectors." The phase com-

parison is made with respect to C for odd

sectors, and with respect to C for even sectors.

Block 11. "At the desired null, the two signals must be

90 degrees out of phase to obtain a zero output

from the phase detector. Some gain may be

needed to compensate for the losses in Block

10.

Block 12. The phase detector portion of the NE565 only

is used. The VCO part is unused but may be

valuable in certain types of special displays.

An alternate form of analog phase detector

might be an AND gate followed by a standard

duty cycle integrator, such as used on dwell

meters.

Block 13. The digital signals from the flip-flops are

decoded with AND gates to indicate the sector

corresponding to the phase tag between the

two 30Hz signals."

SPEECH PRIVACY CIRCUIT (SPEECH SCRAMBLER)

The second place entry was that of David M. Alexander of

Austin, Texas. His application for the loop was a voice

scrambler-unscrarnbler for private communications.

"This circuit utilizes the principles of frequency inversion

and masking to render speech unintelligible to listeners not

possessing a similar unit. A synchronization signal is

generated as part of the scrambled signal which phase locks

the decoding carrier oscillator to the coding oscillator and

thus guarantees minimum distortion in the unscrambled

speech. This synch signal also increases the security close to

the inversion point where they are displaced only slightly

from their original values.

In operation, a single circuit serves as both scrambler and

unscrambter at one end of a two-way communications link.

It is switched from the receive mode to the transmit mode
by a multipole relay controlled by the push-to-talk switch

on the system microphone or handset.

As can be seen by the diagram (Figure 8 —71), the major

components of the system are the synch oscillator

PLL-1 (NE560B), the carrier oscillator-modulator PLL-2

(NE561 B) and the mixer-gain stage OA-1 (5709).
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In the transmit mode, PLL-1 is adjusted to free-run at the

inversion frequency (1.5kHz), or Vz the desired carrier

frequency. PLL-2 is phase locked to this oscillator and

operates on its second harmonic frequency (3kHz). The

audio to be scrambled is applied to the input of the

multiplier of PLL-2. This produces the sum and difference

products of the input audio and the encoding carrier. The
sum product is filtered out by the low pass filter (Lx-Cx),

leaving only the difference product. This product consists

of the original audio signal with the frequency components

inverted about Va the carrier frequency, or 1.5kHz. The

square wave output of the oscillator of PLL-1 is low pass

filtered by network Ly-Cy to produce a sine wave sync

signal which is mixed with the inverted speech by OA-1

to produce the final scrambled signal.

In the receive mode, PLL-1 is phase locked to the 1.5kHz

synch and masking signal and acts as a signal conditioner

for this signal. PLL-2 doubles this frequency to produce

the decoding carrier. The scrambled signal is notch-filtered

by network Lz-Cz to remove the 1.5kHz sync and masking

signal and the resultant inverted audio applied to the

multiplier of PLL-2. Here it is re-inverted in a manner

similar to that of the transmit mode. The resultant

unscrambled audio is amplified in OA-1 for output to

further system audio stages."

The other side of the NAND gate B receives a signal which

occurs at the rate of f
r
/M where M is set by the binary-

output switch. The output of the NAND gate begins to

drive the N8291 A binary ripple counter which is connected

to the divide-by-N circuit in the loop feedback path. When

10 counts have been registered, the divide-by-N counter is

putting out fo/10 or (in the assumed case) 1.05MHz.

Since the phase comparator now sees two frequencies very

close together, the loop locks up and f = 10 f
r

. Since f
r

is

1MHz, the VCO operates at 10MHz rf which the band pass

filter passes to the output. This rf is detected and used to

reset the input flip-flop and the counter in preparation for

the next input pulse. The duration of the rf output is

determined mainly by the detector time constant. The

duration of the output pulse, which begins when the rf

detector actuates the one-shot, is determined by the

one-shot time constant.

The delay time is

NM

'r

where M is settable between 1 and 10 using the digital

switch.

[Note: It is suggested that the 1.5kHz " sync and masking"

signal be changed to 1.0kHz, since PLL-2 (free-running at

3kHz) will lock to the third harmonic of the 1kHz square

wave from PLL-1 more readily than to the small second

harmonic of the 1.5kHz signal. It may then be desirable

to disconnect the notch filter during transmission. Of

course, the filters may be implemented using active filter

techniques.]

METAL DETECTOR USING PLL AS A FREQUENCY
METER (565)

The metal detector shown in Figure 8—73 was submitted

to the Signetics-EDN Phase Locked Loop Contest by

Jim Blecksmith of Irvine, California. It incorporates a 565

as a frequency meter which indicates the frequency change

in a Colpitts oscillator whose tank coil approaches a metal

object. The loop output voltage at pin 7 is compared with

the reference voltage at pin 6 and the difference amplified

by meter amplifier Q4, Q§.

PRECISION PROGRAMMABLE TIME DELAY
GENERATOR

Sam Butt of Gaithersburg, Maryland, submitted the third

place entry. This circuit provides both a pulse and a high

frequency output at some time tj after an input pulse is

received. The interval t^ is programmable in 10 steps by

means of a digital output switch.

Figure 8—72 shows the circuit in simplified form. It works

as follows:

To increase the loop output (pin 7) to about 0.5V per

percent of frequency deviation, a current source (Q2, Q3) is

used to supply most of the capacitor (2,5mA) charge and

discharge current at pin 8. The 20K resistor connected to

0.5V
pin 8 changes the charge and discharge current by

ZUK46

.025mA or about 1% per 0.5V. Since the voltage at pins 8

and 7 track, the loop output voltage is also 0,5V per

percent deviation. (This technique of increasing loop

output swing for small frequency deviations is discussed

in the Expanding Loop Capability section of this chapter.)

The 562 VCO is set so that its center frequency is at a point

slightly above (say 10.5MHz) the window of the 10MHz

band pass filter (BPF). Thus, no rf appears at the output.

When a pulse is received at the input, the flip-flop is set so

as to actuate one input A of the N8880A NAND gate.

Increasing oscillator frequency, as indicated by a rising

meter indication, results when the search coil is brought

near a non-ferrous metal object. Reduced oscillator

frequency, as indicated by a dropping meter reading, results

from the search coil being brought near a ferrous object.
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PRECISION PROGRAMMABLE TIME DELAY GENERATOR

Figure B-72

O.SmH SEARCH COIL

30T +8V O-
NO.26

PHASE LOCKED LOOP METAL DETECTOR

T
n

Fo=10Q kHZ

-6V O-

t 100 MICRO AMP

Figure 8—73
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PROGRAMMED PHASE OR FREQUENCY SHIFT

Howard E, Clupper of Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania, sub-

mitted the following circuit in which "3 digital phase

shifter is inserted in the loop between the VCO and the

phase comparator. The phase shift is programmed by

sequentially selecting the ring counter outputs by means of

the multiplexer and up-down counter.

"As shown in Figure 8-74, the eight ring counter outputs

are separated by 45°, which is within the lock-in range of

the loop. Output 1 is constrained to follow the phase

shift introduced and may be used, for example, to drive a

synchronous motor above or below its normal speed, while

still maintaining reference with the input. This is accom-

plished by monitoring the contents of the up-down

counter (which may be any length). As long as the counter

does not overflow, the motor may be advanced or retarded

in any manner and then returned to the original relation-

ship with respect to the 60Hz reference input by running

the U/D counter to the initial value.

For higher frequency outputs, a divide-by-N counter may
be added in the normal manner and the output taken

directly from the VCO at output 2. Operation in this

mode would provide means to generate a precisely

controlled FM signal of any arbitrary center frequency

depending upon the frequency of the reference input and

the value of N,"

The 565 may be used in this circuit in place of the 562 for

lower frequency applications (less than 500kHz).

PROGRAMMED PHASE OR FREQUENCY SHIFTER
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FSK DATA CONVERTER FOR CASSETTE RECORDER

A circuit scheme which allows an ordinary reel or cassette

tape recorder to be used as a digital data recorder was

submitted by Daniel Chin of Burlington, Massachusetts.

"The circuit design allows any single-track audio tape

recorder with frequency response to 7kHz to be used as a

digital recorder for many non-critical applications. This

application provides a complete data recording system

using two recorded frequencies on a single track. The

two frequencies are obtained from two synchronized

NE565s. Detection of the recorded frequencies requires a

third NE565. A fourth circuit is used to generate and

synchronize the system clock. The advantages obtained by

using these techniques are elimination of the need for:

1

.

A timing channel to strobe off the data, or

2. A third frequency for null, while using the

other two frequencies for 1 and 0.

This implementation, therefore, is one of the simplest ways

to get a digital recording system on an audio recorder. It is

shown in block diagram form in Figure 8-75.

The parameters chosen for the circuit design allow a digital

recording bit rate of 800Hz or 100 8-bit characters per

second. Though 100 characters per second is less than the

300-character-per-second speed of a high-speed paper tape

reader, the low cost of this circuitry combined with the

audio tape recorder should make this system very attractive

from a cost performance viewpoint. This is especially true

when compared with the normal Teletype speed of 10

characters per second.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF

PLL CASSETTE RECORDER

£

Figure 8—75

The circuits will also work with the readily available low

cost cassette recorders now available, which make compact

as well as low cost information storage. A FSK system of

recording is used, which allows the voice recording and

reproduction electronics of the recorder to be unmodified

for use in recording digital information. The retained

electronics may also be used to record voice message

identification of the various sections of the tape.

The intended use of this circuit is to convert an audio

recorder for minicomputer programs written for engi-

neering design applications. Such an application requires

good information storage and retrieval over a wide range of

storage time. Redundancy may be incorporated by using a

two-channel recorder (stereo) and a FSK detector per

channel. The outputs of the two detectors could then be

ORed digitally to recovered recorded 1s and, thus, give

a safeguard against dropouts.

Circuit Description

Four NE565s are used in three circuits to achieve the

design. These are:

The FSK detector {Figure 8-76a) is used to detect 6.4kHz

for a 1 and 4.8kHz for a 0. The data output is taken from a

5711 connected to pins 7 and 6 of the NE565. The

recording method used is RZ FSK, which means that a zero

is recorded as 4.8kHz for the entire bit period and one is

recorded as 6.4kHz for about 60 percent of the period and

4.8kHz for the remaining 40 percent of the period. This

60 percent bit duty cycle insures that the clock will

synchronize with a negative transition during the time that

a 1 should be detected.

CASSETTE RECORDER FSK DETECTOR,

CLOCK GENERATOR AND FSK GENERATOR

"\y
(COBBED F5K

L- outfotonmn

Figure 8-7Ga
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The clock generator (Figure 8-76b) is used to derive the

800Hz with no input. When the data pulses are extracted

from the recorded data, the clock is synchronized to the

data. The design allows up to 7 zeros in succession without

causing the clock to go out of synchronization. This

condition is easily met if odd parity is used to record the

8-bit characters. (One of the 8 bits is a parity bit and, thus,

one bit out of 8 is always a one.)

The FSK generator (Figure 8—76c) provides the FSK signal

for recording on tape. It consists of 2 oscillators locked to

the basic 800Hz system clock but oscillating at 6.4kHz and

4.8kHz. The incoming data to be recorded selects either

oscillator as the frequency to be recorded. Harmonic

suppression of the square wave output is taken care of

automatically by the high frequency roll off characteristic

of the tape recorder."

CLOCK GENERATOR

SET FOR

WITH HO II

_r~i_n
' KWHr CLOCK

Figure 8—76b

FSK GENERATOR
+5V Q

FROM

CLOCK o*_
GENERATOR

S6TFCH<SKHz

Figure 8-76c

SELF RESETTING DIGITAL CLOCK

The following application, submitted by Don Lancaster of

Goodyear, Arizona, makes use of the 561 B as a 60kHz AM
detector.

"The 561 B Phase Lock Loop may be combined with TTL
integrated circuits to form an always-accurate digital clock

based upon the monitoring and direct display of the time

code provided by NBS radio station WWVB operating at a

60kHz carrier frequency. Unlike the other time services,

WWVB presents a time code directly in BCD digital form,

coded as a 10 decibel AM reduction of the carrier. A dock
based on this time code information would always be

accurate as no counters would be involved and the digital

display would always correct itself after a power failure,

unlike regular electric clocks which must be manually reset.

Until recently, this type of clock circuitry would have been

prohibitively expensive, but now the PLL makes the

receiver portion of the clock extremely simple, while recent

drastic price reductions in TTL MSI make the display and

readout also a simple and relatively economical proposition.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SELF

RESETTING DIGITAL CLOCK

T~*
PREAMP

AMfLlfjEfl
I'LL Ml

DETECTOR

COMPARATOR
SYNC &

TIMING

SHIFT

REGISTER

SECONDS
AND DAYS
QISPI..AVS

i±± lXln
mLinr mlmi

A A A~

Figure 8—77

Figure 8—71 shows a block diagram of the system. A high

Q antenna and a suitable tow noise preamplifier are used for

a front end, followed by an additional gain stage and the

561 set up as a synchronous AM detector. The output of

the 561 consists directly of the demodulated time code.
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The code is then translated with a comparator and routed

to a two-mo nostable synchronizer that seeks the double

once-each-minute sync pulse that identifies that the

tens of hours code will follow (Figure 8-78). After

synchronization, the code is
"1"-"0" detected and routed

to a five stage shift register. On every fifth count (consisting

PHASE LOCKED LOOP APPLICATIONS

of a BCD word and a marker) one of four quad latches are

strobed. The latches then store the appropriate minutes,

tens of minutes, hours and tens of hours. Each quad latch

then drives a BCD/Decimal Decoder/Driver, which in turn

drives a NIXIE® or other suitable display tube.
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Figure 8-78
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The display gives the time to the nearest minute and is

updated every minute. Seconds are added simply by a

blinker, or else a divide-by-60 counter and decoder driver

may be used. This counter may be reset every minute by

the sync pulse; thus, after a power failure, the clock would

correct its seconds reading within a minute of the power

being reapplied. If desired, the day of the year may be

similarly displayed and if local time is preferred to GMT, a

suitable BCD adder or subtracter may be placed between

the shift register and the latches.

Figure 8-79 shows the PLL detector circuit. It was found

that either a rooftop hula hoop or a ferrite rod and a local

lOdB gain amplifier was sufficient to drive the PLL if a

single transistor gain stage was added between the two. The

amplified 60kHz signal is applied directly to the RF input

and applied to the AM Multiplier input via a 90° phase

shift network. The output of the multiplier is triply RC
filtered to give a good rejection of 60Hz hum, while still

allowing the 0.2 second minimum-width pulses to pass

with good fidelity."

PLL PORTION OF SELF-RESETTING DIGITAL CLOCK
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Figure 8—79

TAPE RECORDER FLUTTER METER

Using the 561 as a flutter meter for tape recorders was
suggested by Ronald Bfair of Houston, Texas. His circuit is

given in Figure 8—80.

"The Signetics PLL 561 B is used to detect the frequency

variations of the playback 3kHz tone. The VCO frequency

is set to a nominal 3kHz by CQ and fine tuning trimmer.

The demodulated output is ac coupled to a high input

impedance amplifier. An oscilloscope can be used to

measure peak deviations and a true RMS voltmeter is used

to make RMS flutter readings. Note: Waveform is complex
and averaging or peak reading meters will not give true

readings.

The output may be calibrated by feeding in a 3kHz tone

from an oscillator and offsetting the frequency by 1% and

measuring the output level shift. Good recorders have RMS

6-62

flutter of less than 0,1%. The output can be filtered to

study selected frequency bands.

Speed variations in the movement of tape across the

heads in a 4 tape recorder cause the playback frequency to

vary from the original signal being recorded. These speed

variations are caused by mechanical problems associated

with the tape drive and tape guidance mechanisms. The

variation in frequency of the playback signal is called

flutter and is generally measured over a frequency range of

0.5Hz + 0.200Hz.

Test tapes with low recorded flutter variations are

available to test playback mechanisms. These tapes are

standardized at 3kHz. With systems equipped with record

heads, a 3kHz tone can be recorded for analysis."

{Note: A 565 may be used in place of the 561 B since the

frequency is quite low.]
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FLUTTER METER USING 561B
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Figure 8—80

PHASE LOCKED LOOP FLUID FLOWMETER

Whenever a phase locked loop is locked, its VCO signal is

90° out of phase with the input signal (unless the input

signal is off frequency and very weak). It has been found

that the loop can lock to itself if its VCO signal is phase

shifted 90° and then applied to the input. The loop will

then run at whatever frequency develops a 90° phase shift

in the phase shift network. An interesting application of

this technique was submitted by Richard E. Halbach of

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Mr. Halbach used the time delay of

a mass (bolus) of fluid moving through a length of tubing

as a phase shift mechanism so that the PLL frequency

became a function of the flow rate. Figure 8-81 shows

this technique in block diagram form (a) and implemented

using a 560B (b).

"Simply stated, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is

that precession of nuclei, in this case hydrogen, in the

presence of a magnetic field. Its precession can be detected

by an appropriate receiver coil assembly. A coil up-stream

PHASE LOCKED LOOP FLU
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Fl
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H

igure
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from the receiver coil when activated changes the nuclear

magnetization of a bolus (or mass) of fluid in such a way

that this change can be detected in the receiver as the bolus

subsequently passes through it...transport delay from the

tag coil to the receiver, an inverse function of flow velocity,

can be used to introduce a 90° phase lag into the external

feed back loop of the PLL, which when matched with the

90° internal lag of the PLL, allows the loop to lock. The

VCO frequency is then a direct function of velocity of

flow."

[Note: A 565 can be used as well as the 560 at this low

frequency. Frequency can be read out at the low pass filter

(using a low frequency integrating voltmeter) or by

measuring the period of the output waveform (flow is then

inversely related to the period). If the VCO is run at a

carefully chosen higher frequency and then divided down

prior to the phase detector and tag coil, the frequency of

the VCO as read by a counter can be adjusted to indicate

in flow units directly.]

PHASE LOCKED LOOP FLUID FLOW METER

_TLT
TAG CIRCUITRY

Ci WAS CHOSEN FORSTABLS LOOP OPERATION

REDETERMINES OPERATING FREQUENCY RANGE OF 1-3Ht

Oi Q2 Qj FORM DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT AND OR1VE FOR TAG CIRCUITRY

Figure 8—81b
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signotics APPLICATIONS MEMO

LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

HIGH SPEED DUAL DIFFERENTIAL COMPARATOR/SENSE AMP

521

522

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, designers of analog voltage comparators have

been confronted with a speed versus input parameters

performance tradeoff. High speed in a comparator is

attained primarily through smaller base geometry and low

resistivity substrate. This has an adverse effect on

breakdown voltage with a corresponding decrease in the

common mode voltage range of the comparator. In

addition, high speed comparators also employ gold doping

to reduce storage time and thus decrease propagation delay.

This causes unfavorable offset and bias currents in voltage

comparators.

The development of the NE521/NE522 dual comparators

has virtually eliminated this design tradeoff. The key

element in this has been the use of Schottky diodes to

clamp the switching transistors at a level above VcE sat- By

inhibiting saturation, and the corresponding storage time,

transistor switching speed is increased significantly. The

forward voltage of the Schottky diode is less than that of

the base collector junction of the transistor. With the

transistor in the active region, therefore the Schottky diode

is reverse biased and has no effect on the transistor. As the

transistor is driven towards saturation, the Schottky diode

diverts excess base current from the collector-base junction,

thus preventing the transistor from reaching classic

saturation. Since there is no minority carrier storage

associated with the barrier diode, the switching times will

be very fast.

FEATURES

• GUARANTEED LARGE SIGNAL PROPAGATION

DELAY OF 12ns MAX.

• TWO COMPARATORS PER PACKAGE

• ±5 VOLT SUPPLIES

• OUTPUT STROBE CAPABILITY

• INPUT BIAS CURRENT OF 20 uA MAX. OVERALL

• VOLTAGE GAIN OF 5000V/V

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The SE/NE521 and SE/NE522 are state-of-the-art ultra

high speed dual voltage comparators.

Overall system simplicity is achieved through the use of

common and individual strobe controls. These inputs

provide on-chip strobing and chip enable functions with no

additional system propagation delay.

An additional feature of the 522 is its open collector

output topology. Open collector allows the use of wired

-OR output configurations, for overall system simplicity in

memory designs.

Applying the 521/522 comparators is relatively

straightforward. However, since the devices are capable of

extremely wide bandwidths at very low signal levels, the

following precautions should be taken.

The 521/522 is capable of resolving sub-millivolt signals. To

prevent unwanted signals from appearing at signal ports,

good physical layout is required. For any high speed design,

ground planes should be used to guard against ground loops

and other sources of spurious signals. During design of a

system, attention should also be paid to the power supply

lines. Good power supply bypassing should be provided

close to the comparator. A tantalum capacitor of 1 to

10uid in parallel with 500 to 1000pf will prove effective in

most cases. Short lead length must be used if high

frequency bypassing is to be achieved.

When using only one comparator of a package, the unused

inputs should be biased in a known condition. The high

gain bandwidth may otherwise cause oscillations in the

unused comparator section. A low impedance should be

provided from both unused inputs to ground. A resistor of

relatively high impedance may then be used to supply a

differential input on the order of 100mV to insure the

comparator assumes a known output state. If the inverting

input is tied to the positive differential voltage the gate

output will be low. The strobe inputs then provide a means

of utilizing the Schottky gate for other system logic

functions.

APPLICATIONS OF THE NE521/NE522 DUAL
COMPARATORS

LEVEL DETECTOR

One of the primary applications of voltage comparators is

to accomplish level detection of an input signal with a

known reference levels. When the input signal exceeds the

established reference limit, the comparator output changes

states.

The 521/522 comparators are particularly well suited for

voltage level detection. The overall voltage gain of the

amplifier is 5000V/V, thus allowing level detector

resolution in the millivolt level. Input bias current is

typically 7.5 jaAf
thereby allowing the use of large source

resistors for the level detector. Finally, Schottky clamping

the 521/522 provides level detection in 20ns max for a

5mV overdrive.
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The range of input signals acceptable to the comparator is

bounded by two factors. First, the comparator must possess

good small signal resolution. The major factors affecting

sensitivity are gain and offset voltage. During the design,

sufficient gain is provided to effectively eliminate its

influence on resolution. In most IC comparators the DC
input parameters of offset current and offset voltage

determine the smallest voltage which may be compared.

Second, large signal restrictions arise from the common
mode range and differential input ranges of the comparator.

The differential input range is usually larger than the

common mode range and poses less of a problem. In the

case of the 521/522 the common mode voltage is ±3 volts

minimum.

If common mode signals larger than ±3 volts is anticipated

the input and threshold voltages should be attenuated.

Large voltages can be easily accommodated by including

simple resistor dividers at the inputs.

LEVEL DETECTION WITH HYSTERESIS

The amplifiers used in voltage comparators are seldom in

the linear region; they are saturated high or low. To obtain

maximum speed, the amplifiers in comparators are operated

open loop and without frequency compensation.

If, however, the comparators are operated in the linear

region, without frequency compensation, the outputs tend

to oscillate. This is a common problem in successive

approximations D/A converters, test equipment limit

detectors, etc.

To avoid this oscillation in the linear range, hysteresis can

be employed from output to input of the 521/522.

LEVEL DETECTOR WITH HYSTERESIS

"in »f
vinO VvV 1 \W-

-wv—°^Ti

—

FIGURE 1

Figure 1A shows the configuration for a level detector

employing a 10mV positive and negative hysteresis loop.

Since only one TTL output is available from the 521, an

additional inverting gate is necessary to provide hysteresis

below the threshold level.

VOLT LEVEL DETECTOR WITH
i TOmV HYSTERESIS

—
<i

)

OUTPUT j^

/
.*

INPUT 110 mV/cml

b.

FIGURE 1

Hysteresis occurs because a small portion of the "one" level

output voltage is fed back in phase and added to the input

signal. This feedback aids the signal in crossing the

threshold. When the signal returns to threshold the positive

feedback must be overcome by the signal before switching

can occur. The switching process is then assured and

oscillations cannot occur. The threshold "dead zone"

created by this method, illustrated in Figure 1B, prevents

output chatter with signals having slow and erratic zero

crossings.

As is shown in Figure 1 A the voltage feedback iscalculateo

from the expression:

VHYST =
EqUT • R IN

R|N + Rf

where EoUT is the 9ate output voltage. The hysteresis

voltage is bounded by the common mode range {±3 volts)

and the ability of the gate to source the current required by
the feedback network.

LINE RECEIVER

Retrieving signals which have been transmitted over long

cables in the presence of high electrical noise is a perfect

application for differential comparators. Such systems as

automated production lines and large computer systems

must transmit high frequency digital signals over long

distances.

If the twisted pair of the system is driven differentially

from ground, the signals can be reclaimed easily via a

differential line receiver.
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Since the electrical noise imposed upon a pair of wires takes

the form of a common mode signal, the very high common

mode rejection of the 521/522 makes the unit ideal for

differential line receivers. Figure 2A depicts the simple

schematic arrangement. The 521 is used as a differential

amplifier having a logic level output. Because common

mode signals are rejected, noise on the cable disappears and

only the desired differential signal remains. Figure 2B

illustrates the 521 response to a 200mV peak to peak

10MHz differential signal. In Figure 2C the same signal has

been buried in 5 votts peak to peak of 1MHz common

mode "noise". As shown the circuit suffers no degradation

of signal. If desired several 522 comparators may be "wire

-OR'D", or a latch output can be accomplished as shown.

LINE RECEIVER
STROBE

LINE RECEIVER RESPONSE

HORIZ. 100 ra/DIV

RESPONSE DURING COMMON MODE NOISE

INPUT
2V/DIV
1 MHl

COMMON MODE

HOBII. lOOns/DIV

FIGURE 1

SENSE AMPLIFIER

Current outputs of the 1103 MOS Memory, require sense

amplifiers for conversion to standard DTll/TTL logic. The

521/522 comparators are ideal in this application because

of the low offset voltage, low offset current, and high

speed. Use of the Schottky clamped comparators

significantly increase total access time of the semiconductor

memory. In large memory systems, the NE522 can be used

for the "wire -or'd" memory data lines.

Figure 3A shows a typical memory configuration with a

photograph of the 521 response appearing in Figure 3B.

1103 MEMORY SENSE AMPLIFIER

IMS
MOS

MEMORV

1103 SENSE AMPLIFIER RESPONSE

HOREZ. IMni/cm
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PEAK DETECTOR

Peak detection of a signal may be quickly obtained by

connecting a voltage comparator as shown in Figure 4A.

When a signal is applied to the positive input the negative

input is charged to the peak value of that signal through the

diode. Some stored charge then provides input bias current,

discharging the inverting input to slightly below the peak

signal. At the peak of the following cycle the input exceeds

the stored charge causing the output to go high. With the

output high the diode furnishes an additional charge to the

inverting input which causes the output to go low again.

Thus the output is a pulse beginning at the peak of the

input waveform and having the duration equal to the

inverting input.

PULSE PEAK DETECTOR

FIGURE 4

Figures 4A and 4B show the diagram and the response of

such a circuit to a 20MHz, 1 volt peak-to-peak sine wave.

The 1N457 diode was selected for its relatively slow turn

on time to increase the feedback delay time. If desired a

resistor may be added in series with the diode to provide an

additional RC time constant to increase the pulse width

even further.

PULSE PEAK DETECTOR OPERATION

FIGURE 4

DOUBLE ENDED LIMIT DETECTOR

Many systems designs require that it be known when a

signal level lies between two limits. This function is easily

accomplished with a single 522 package. The schematic and

transfer curve of the circuit is shown in Figure 5.

DOUBLE ENDED LIMIT DETECTOR

-*^r l a szz^o ^H )o * <

TRANSFER CURVE

*OUT
VOLTS

FIGURES

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER

There are many types of A to D converter designs. Each has

its own merits. However, where speed of conversion is of

prime interest the multi-threshold parallel conversion type

is used exclusively. It is apparent from Figure 6B that the

conversion speed of this design is the sum of the delay

through the comparator and the decoding gates.

The sacrifices which must be made to obtain speed are the

number of components, bit accuracy and cost. The number

of comparators needed for an N-bit converter is 2n
" 1

.

Although the 521 provides two comparators per package,

the length of parallel converters is usually limited to less

than 4 bits. Accuracy of multi-threshold AD converters

also suffers since the integrity of each bit is dependent

upon comparator threshold accuracy.

The implementation of a 3 bit parallel A-D converter is

shown in Figure 6A with a 3 bit digital equivalent of an

analog input shown in 6B.

Reference voltages for each bit are developed from a

precision resistor ladder network. Values of R and 2R are

chosen so that the threshold is one half of the least

significant bit. This assures maximum accuracy of ±V» bit.
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3-BIT PARALLEL A-D CONVERTER

|£>-=L>

fer-o^

^r imsb'i

FIGURES

It is apparent from the schematic that the individual strobe

line and duality features of the 521 has greatly reduced the

cost and complexity of the design. The speed of the

converter is graphically illustrated by the photo of Figure

6B. All 3 bit outputs have settled and are true a mere 15ns

after the input step of 3 volts has arrived. The output is,

therefore, usually strobed into a register only after a certain

time has elapsed to insure that all data has arrived.

PARALLEL A-D RESPONSE

f

/
.'

\\
'

i f

,

/>
-*« "1

f

\ [ K
HOSIZ Smfan

b.

FIGURES

OSCILLATORS

Any device with a resonable gain can be made to oscillate

by applying positive feedback in controlled amounts. The

521 will lend itself to crystal control easily, provided the

crystal is used in its fundamental mode. Figure 7 shows a

typical oscillator circuit.

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

CRYSTAL
1FUNDAMENTAL

MODE)

FIGURE 7

The crystal is operated in its series resonant mode,

providing the necessary feedback through the capacitor to

the input of the 521. The resistor R ad j
is used to control

the amount of feedback for symmetry. Oscillations will

start whenever a circuit disturbance such as turning on the

power supplies occurs.

The 521 will oscillate up to 70MHz, However, crystals with

frequencies higher than about 20MHz are usually operated

in one of their overtones. To build an oscillator for a

specific overtone requires tuned circuits in addition to the

crystal to provide the necessary mode suppression. If the

spurious modes are not tuned out the crystal will tend to

oscillate at the fundamental frequency.

CONCLUSION

The NE521/NE522 dual Schottky clamped devices

represent a new concept in comparators; super-speed with

precision input characteristics. As such, the applications for

the devices are abundant. The penalties of high speed

comparators has been over come with the advent of the

NE521/NE522, so, in this note, we have tried to key on a

few of the more important applications that take advantage

of the features of the device. In general, the NE521/NE522

represents a significant breakthrough in comparator

technology and will interface well with the new generation

digital and linear systems in design today.
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FAST SLEWING OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

SE531

NE531

INTRODUCTION

Monolithic operational amplifiers have become some of the

most widely used components in linear system design.

These devices have achieved success, in spite of poor AC
response, primarily due to low cost and excellent DC
characteristics. A fast slewing monolithic operational ampli-

fier, the SE/NE 531, offers vastly improved AC perform-

ance while retaining DC characteristics equal to the best

general purpose types.

A circuit diagram of the monolithic chip is shown in fig. 1.

A unique aspect of the circuit is the input state, which

achieves a wide dynamic range by means of its class B op-

eration. The differential input signal is developed at the

bases of Q7 and Q8. Q13, Q15, and Q16 form a unity gain

current inverter which causes the input signal to appear

single ended at the base of Q14. Q14 is an emitter follower

which buffers the signal to Q33. It will be seen that Q33
drives the cascade connected output stage which includes

the double cross coupled emitter follower, Q27, Q28, Q29,

and Q20. The entire circuit arrangement has been found to

be quite satisfactory, offering fast slewing and excellent

stability at virtually no degradation in DC characteristics

over previously available unite.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

I—

r

The principal advantage of the 531 over older devices is

apparent from an examination of the large signal and small

signal frequency response curves, shown in Fig. 2a and Fig.

2b. The large signal response indicates that, in the Voltage

6-70

Follower (Ay = +1} configuration, the 531 can deliver undis-

torted large amplitude sine waves at much higher frequencies

than any of the other circuits. The small signal plots show a

similar advantage in the Ay = -100 amplifier configuration.
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LARGE SIGNAL FREQUENCY
RESPONSE Av=+1
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\
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\ 63 1

\
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE

r
350mV
INTO 2K
Ay- -100

V Ml

IDSllj

7*1—\

sai-H

10 tOO IK 10K 1n0K 1M

FREQUENCY - Hi

Superior ac response allows the use of the new general pur-

pose device in many applications where it would previously

have been difficult or impossible to use an operational amp-

lifier. An excellent example is the fast setting voltage fol-

lower of Fig. 3. This is the simplest circuit possible utilizing

an op amp, but because of the slew limited response of

older devices, its use has been limited. A 531 connected as a

voltage follower can give performance superior to special-

ized voltage follower integrated circuits, providing a .01%

settling time of 2.5/isec on 20 volt input pulses.

An application which makes good use of the fast settling

characteristics of the 531 is the sample and hold circuit of

Ftg. 4. In this circuit, the instantaneous value of an input

signal is sampled at the time of the strobe pulse and held at

the output until the occurrence of the next strobe pulse.

The sample and hold is useful in a variety of applications,

including multiplex demodulation.

FAST SETTLING
VOLTAGE FOLLOWER

*OUT

\^4
V -

FIGURE 3
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SAMPLE AND HOLD
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FIGURE 4

- o
-16

The operation of the circuit is quite simple: A strobe pulse

developed from a logic input at IC2 turns on Junction FET
Q.. This completes the feedback loop, IC,, Q, and Q^, and

forces the capacitor C« to charge to a voltage equal to the

input voltage plus the gate to source offset voltage of the

MOS transistor Q~. At the end of the strobe time, the loop

is broken, and this voltage is held by capacitor C| until the

time of the next strobe pulse. Using the MOS FET in this

way, of course, minimizes greatly any drift or offset, and

results in a tracking accuracy of better than .01%.

With the components shown, a 15 microsecond strobe pulse

was used and the decay of the output voltage between sam-

plings was measured at less than 1 millivolt per second. It

should be noted, however, that to achieve this performance

the circuit board should be clean and free from moisture.

The use of operational amplifiers in active filters has re-

ceived a great deal of attention, but one particular con-

figuration has been largely neglected. This configuration,

which uses cascaded op amps, each contributing one com-

plex pole-zero pair, may be used to synthesize many dif-

ferent kinds of high-pass and low-pass filters. With the 531,

this configuration is particularly useful, yielding filters

which work to above 100k Hz and which will handle large

input and output voltage swings. Figure 5a is a plot of the

measured frequency response of a 4 pole Butterworth filter

of this type, showing the 80 dB/decade rolloff and maxi-

mally flat amplitude characteristic, Figure 5b is a plot of a

filter identical in form, but with R and C values adjusted

for the Bessel, or maximally flat delay, characteristic. The

deviation of these measured curves from the theoretical

filter characteristic is virtually unmeasurable,
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ACTIVE FILTERS (2, 3, AND 4 POLE)

2-POLE

1kHt FILTER

none
BUTTER-
WORTH

BESSEL

Cl .01*1 .00667

=2 .00707 DOB
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*3 14.1k 20k
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Ce .0400 oc*«
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0O5O0 0O28S
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R,2 26.1k 31.6k

«t« 93*k 21.0k

RU 10.8k $4.6k

FIGURE6
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Figure 6 is a tabulation of the R and C values for 2, 3 and 4

pole Butterworth and Bassel filters. For frequencies other

than 1k Hz, the capacitor values should be scaled inversely

with the frequency ratio; thus, for 2k Hz filters, halve the

capacitor sizes. For 500Hz, double the values shown etc.

Butterworth and Bessel fitters are only two of the filters

which may be synthesized using this technique. For a com-
plete discussion of this circuit, see Reference 1.

PRECISION RECTIFIERS

HALF WAVE

lOOpi

-t Wv

I
I ^1 "

0UT

4—OH——

o

j—

,

?>

1QK 1%

—I—VA—

n

4—kj—I

b.

FULL WAVE

FIGURE 7

Two useful circuits are the precision rectifiers of Figure 7.

These circuits use diodes in the feedback loop to obtain

highly accurate half and full wave rectification with neg-

ligible dead zone and independent of the diode character-

istics. It is found, however, that when these circuits are

impiemen ted with the most commonly used general pur-

pose operational amplifiers serious distortion appears in the

output at frequencies above a few hundred Hz. This is

caused by the transients generated when the amplifiers

switch through the dead zone in the circuit feedback loop.

With ordinary operational amplifiers, the designer must

either live with this problem or resort to far more elaborate

and less accurate circuits. When the 531 is used in the

arrangement shown, however, the circuits have negligible

distortion and are usable to at least 10k Hz.
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VOLTAGE CONTROLLED AMPLIFIER

FIGURES

In some applications, an amplifier is required in which the

gain may be remotely adjusted by a control voltage, and in

which the control voltage does not appear in the output (2

quadrant multiplier). Such a design is shown in Figure 8.

This circuit accepts a to 5V control voltage and has an

input signal range of ±2.5V for low distortion, Q, is a low

noise dual transistor with a 2 millivolt or better V
be

match

and functions as a current controlled amplifier. Q« is a

similar transistor which, in combination with ICj generates

the control current for Q.|. IC^ servies as a buffer and level

shift amplifier. The amplifier has full large signal and small

signal output from DC to about 300k Hz, and a noise level

60-70 dB below full output.

HIGH SPEED INVERTER

10K

O

—

VvV

FIGURE 9

Because of the low excess phase of the 531 output stage, it

is possible to utilize feed-forward compensation techniques

to achieve improved small signal bandwidth and slew rate.
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Figure 9 is a high speed inverter realized by feed forward

compensation. The bandwidth of this circuit is about 10m
Hz and the slew rate better than 60V//isec. In addition,

frequency peaking with the attendant overshoot is nearly

absent.

There are few special precautions to be observed when

using 531. Observing the normal design practices for any

general purpose monolithic op amp will give excellent re-

sults. Some simple rules are:

1. Power Supply bypassing with small .01uf ceramic capaci-

tors is required for stability.

2.When using the 531 at less than ±15 volt supplies, the

usable negative common mode range decreases. The neg-

ative common mode input range is -10 volts at VS = ±15V.

At VS ±9 volts, it is -4 volts.

Thus the negative common mode range decreases by 1 volt

for every 1 volt decrease in the negative supply.

COMPENSATION CAPACITOR VERSUS
CLOSED LOOP GAIN

8

I

1
"

i

l

NON-INVERTING

v r

INVERT1N
ammjwh fl

1 <o 100

CLOSED LOOT GAIN

FIGURE 10

3.Compensation of the 531; Fig. 10 shows the value of the

required compensation capacitor as a function of the closed

loop gain. The upper curve is for noninverting amplifiers

and the lower curve is for inverting amplifiers.

REFERENCES:

1. "RC Filter Design By The Numbers," Russel Kincaid,

The Electronic Engineer, October 1968, PP. 57-64.

The circuits which have been described here, when im-

plemented with the 531, offer better performance than

those previously obtainable with general purpose opera-

tional amplifiers such as the 709, 741, 748, 101, etc. The

advantages of this unit should justify its increasingly wide

use as a general purpose operational amplifier wherever

good AC response is required.
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LINEAR DEVICES

TOUCH TONE
R

TELEPHONE ENCODER

566

INTRODUCTION
The Signetics SE/NE 566 is a voltage controlled oscillator

which lends itself easily to frequency shift or swept fre-

quency signal generation. The purpose of this memo is to

familiarize the reader with the Touch Tone" telephone sys-

tem and offer a solution for the generation of necessary

tones.

The Touch Tone" system represents each of the digits from

thru 9 with two tones of different frequencies. A four by

four matrix is set up for this purpose, yielding sixteen pos-

sible combinations of the eight tones. Refer to Figure 1 for

the frequencies and tone allocations.

1209 1336 1477 1633

697 1 2 3 Spare

770 4 5 6 Spare

852 7 8 9 Spare

941 Spare Spare Spare

FIGURE 1

Ten of these combinations are used for the digits thru 9.

The remaining six combinations are used by the telephone

company for special signaling purposes.

Common user telephones utilize only a 3 X 4 matrix. This

arrangement covers the digits thru 9 with 2 matrix po-

sitions not being used.

Since a 3 X 4 matrix arrangement is the most common, the

circuit design described here will deal only in these seven

frequencies. It is a simple matter, however, to expand the

system to a 4 X 4 or even larger matrix if desired. One need

only to add the additional timing resistors.

The frequency of the 566 may be changed by any one of

three methods; by changing the capacitor C 1 , by controlling

the voltage at pin 5 or by changing the charging current by

changing the value of R
t

. Since the generation of tones in

this case is a switching function from one tone to another,

the latter frequency control method is used. Two SE/NE

566 VCO's are used to produce the two simultaneous fre-

quencies required.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

FIGURE 2
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The VCO operating frequency is determined by:

~v 8 -v;k
2

RiC,

Where V8 , V 5 and Vi are voltages at pins 8, 5 and 1 re-

spectively.

Ci is selected at .022 jufd for both oscillators and R] is sel-

ected at 12.1K and 6.8K, These values set up the highest

frequency to be generated. Due to the high linearity of the

VCO, additional resistors may now be calculated to pro-

gram the remaining frequencies. (See Figure 2). Ratios may
be easily used to determine the values:

H v ——— — R *

Where F, is the next higher frequency, Ri is the known re-

sistor and F 2 is the new frequency desired. The resistor

Rx is then placed in series with R|. R v is now determined

by ratio:

R = FafRx + Rfl _ (R>< + Ri)

It should be noted here that total resistances between 2K
and 20K ohm should be used for R t to insure temperature

stability and linear operation.

Calibration of only one of the frequencies is needed since

all the frequencies are set by resistor's ratios. A dc control

voltage at pin 5 is required for circuit operation. A trimmer

at this point is all that is required for calibration. The

trimmer should be adjusted to obtain the proper frequency

at the output of the 566 depending upon which keyboard

switch is closed.
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APPLICATIONS INFORMATION
MONOSTABLE OPERATION

In this mode of operation, the timer functions as a one-

shot. Referring to Figure 1a the external capacitor is

initially held discharged by a transistor inside the timer.

Wcc IS To 15VI

> Ra

RESET O

4 14

1/2 NE/SE GSE sc

.4r

OUTPUT
E 3

7

1 CONTROL
VOLTAGE

i I""

-fVcc IE To 1SVI

_

• "a

BESET Q

2 7

NE/SE SEE
6

' —^
:c

OUTPUT
3 S

1

1 CONTROL
VOLTAGE

I
i .01 uf

FIGURE 1a.

Upon application of a negative trigger pulse to pin 2, the

flip-flop is set which releases the short circuit across the

external capacitor and drives the output high. The voltage

across the capacitor, now, increases exponentially with the

time constant r = RaC- When the voltage across the capaci-

tor equals 2/3 Vrx* the comparator resets the flip-flop

which in turn discharges the capacitor rapidly and drives

the output to its low state. Figure lb shows the actual

waveforms generated in this mode of operation.

The circuit triggers on a negative going input signal when

the level reaches 1/3 Vcc- 0nce triggered, the circuit will

remain in this state until the set time is elapsed, even if it

is triggered again during this interval. The time that the

output is in the high state is given by t = 1. 1 R^c atld can

easily be determined by Figure 1c. Notice that since the

charge rate, and the threshold ievel of the comparator are

both directly proportional to supply voltage, the timing
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t - 0.1 MS/CM

INPUT - 2V7CM

OUTPUT VO -TAGE - 5V/CM

I J

/
JA j

y
/ f (

CAPACITOR VOLTAGE - 2V/CM

RA » 9.1 K£l, C - .01 mF, Rl 1 Kfi

FIGURE 1b.

interval is independent of supply. Applying a negative pulse

simultaneously to the reset terminal (pin 4) and the trigger

terminal (pin 2) during the timing cycle discharges the exter-

nal capacitor and causes the cycle to start over again. The

timing cycle will now commence on the positive edge of the

reset pulse. During the time the reset pulse is applied, the

output is driven to its low state.

When the reset function is not in use, it is recommended

that it be connected to Vcc to avoid any possibility of false

triggering.

("A

\
9 V V ^/ V

FIGURE 1c.

ASTABLE OPERATION

If the circuit is connected as shown in Figure 2a (pins 2 and

6 connected) it will trigger itself and free run as a multi-

vibrator. The external capacitor charges through Ra and

RB and discharges through Rb only. Thus the duty cycle

may be precisely set by the ratio of these two resistors.
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+VCC = |5 u> 16 VI

o

OUTPUT

o-

I
~

+VQC = (5 to 15 V)

FIGURE 2a.
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NE/SE 565
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CONTROL -L
VOLTAGE .OIbF -p

1 2
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1

In this mode of operation, the capacitor charges and dis-

charges between 1/3 Vqc and 2/3 V CC- As in tne triggered

mode, the charge and discharge times, and therefore the

frequency are independent of the supply voltage.

Figure 2b shows actual waveforms generated in this mode of

operation.

SIGNETICS TIMERS 555/556

t 0.5 MS CM
"

OUTPUT VOLTAGE SV/CM

I
r

CAPACITOR VOLTAGE 1V7CM

The charge time (output high) is given by:

ti = 0.693 <Ra + RB>C

and the discharge time (output low) by:

t2 = 0.693 (Rb) C

Thus the total period is given by;

T = ti + 12 = 0.693 (Ra + 2Rb> C

The frequency of oscillation is then:

1.44

T (RA + 2Rb>C

and may be easily found by Figure 2c.

The duty cycle is given by:

Rb
D -

Ra + 2Rb

Ns \* V \;
\v

i

SB*- ate)

FREE RUNKIIHC IISOUEKV

FIGURE 2c.
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HERE ARE SOME ADDITIONAL INGENIOUS
APPLICATIONS DEVISED BY SIGNETICS EN-

GINEERS AND SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS.

MISSING PULSE DETECTOR

Using the circuit of Figure 3a, the timing cycle is

continuously reset by the input pulse train. A change in

frequency, or a missing puise, allows completion of the

timing cycle which causes a change in the output level.

For this application, the time delay should be set to be

slightly longer than the normal time between pulses. Figure

3b shows the actual waveforms seen in this mode of

operation.

FREQUENCY DIVIDER

If the input frequency is known, the timer can easily be

used as a frequency divider by adjusting the length of the

timing cycle. Figure 4 shows the waveforms of the timer

in Figure 1a when used as a divide by three circuit. This

application makes use of the fact that this circuit cannot

be retriggered during the timing cycle.

vcc (5 U 16VI
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4 8

3 7

OUTPUT
- c
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FIGURE 3a.
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FIGURE 4.

In this application, the timer is connected in the mono-

stable mode as shown in Figure 5a. The circuit is triggered

with a continuous pulse train and the threshold voltage is

1
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SIGNETICS TIMERS 555/556

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION (Cont'd)

modulated by the signal applied to the control voltage

terminal (pin 5). This has the effect of modulating the

pulse width as the control voltage varies. Figure 5b shows

the actual waveforms generated with this circuit.

t = O.SMS/CM

MODULATION INPUT - 2V/CM

CLOC K INP JT - 5 v a.-

OUTF UT VOLTAGE - 5V CM
—— -

asu.^AAA/WA1/Ly
OUTPUT VOLTAGE 5V/CM

FIGURE 5b.

PULSE POSITION MODULATION (PPM)

This application uses the timer connected for astabte (free-

running) operation, Figure 6a, with a modulating signal

again applied to the control voltage terminal. Now the pulse

position varies with the modulating signal, since the thres-

hold voltage and hence the time delay is varied. Figure 6b

shows the waveforms generated for triangle wave modula-

tion signal.
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MODULATION
INPUT

FIGURE 6a.
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CAPACITOR VOLTAGE - 2V/CM
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FIGURE 6b.

TEST SEQUENCER

Figure 7 shows several timers connected sequentially. The
first timer is started by momentarily connecting pin 2 to

ground, and runs for 10 msec. At the end of its timing

cycle, it triggers the second circuit which runs for 50 msec.

After this time, the third circuit is triggered. Note that the

timing resistors and capacitors can be programmed digitally

and that each circuit could easily trigger several other timers

to start concurrent sequences.

, ^Hh. 6.7 7±T

SE.NE S5S 3 7. SE/NE 555 3 2 SE.'NE 555 3

0.001 *F

Q.OSuF :

0.001 „F

o.oi bF :

-1

1 u II 1 r~M

FIGURE7.
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APPLICATIONS INFORMATION

Each half of the 556 behaves like a separate 555 timer and

as such all of the applications indicated in the Data Sheet

for the 555 also are applicable to the 556.

LONGTIME DELAYS

In the 556 timer the timing is a function of the charging

rate of the external capacitor. For long time delays ex-

pensive capacitors with extremely low leakage are required.

The practicality of the components involved limits the

time between pulses to something in the neighborhood of

ten minutes.

To achieve longer time periods both halves may be con-

nected in tandem with a "Divide-by" network in between

the first timer section operates in an oscillatory mode with

a period of 1/fr>

This signal is then applied to a "Divide-by-N" network to

give an output with the period of N/f . This can then be

used to trigger the second half of the 556. The total time
delay is now a function of N and ffj.

T
X

J 4 1Q 11 13 U

H
COI

DC

Hr

r~

iz I? » }

T

TOTAL PERIOD • .693 [RA • ZRB 1 C.

IEXAMPLE VALUES SET FOR APPROX. IB MINI

OUTPUT PULSE WIDTH, T- 1-1 RC

TONE BURST GENERATOR

The 556 Dual Timer makes an excellent Tone Burst Genera-

tor. The first half is connected as a one shot and the second

half as an oscillator.

necting the output of the first half to the input of the

second half via a .OQlMfd coupling capacitor sequential

timing may be obtained. Delay t-| is determined by the

first half and t2 by the second half delay.

Q'-c 9 vcc

I I I

SE6 12

TTT
I I

*2$

\l*

TONE BURST GENERATOR

The pulse established by the one shot turns on the

oscillator allowing a burst of pulses to be generated.

SEQUENTIAL TIMING

One feature of the Dual Timer is that by utilizing both

halves it is possible to obtain sequential timing. By con-
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r

SEQUENTIAL TIMING

The first half of the timer is started by momentarily con-

necting pin 6 to ground. When it is timed out (determined

by 1.1 RiC-]) the second half begins. Its time duration is

determined by I.IF^C^.
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APPLICATIONS

SIMPLE TIME DELAY
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APPLICATIONS (Cont'd)
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(Cont'd)
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APPLICATIONS (Cont'd)

PHOTOGRAPHIC TIMER
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(Cont'd)
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REMOTE CONTROLLED DC SWITCHING REGULATOR
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APPLICATIONS (Cont'd)

WASHER TIMER

LENGTH OF CYCLE IS SWITCH PROGRAMMABLE
WITH THIS SOLID STATE CONFIGURATION
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APPLICATIONS ICont'd)

SWITCHING STEP-DOWN REGULATOR
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SIGNETICS MOS USERS' GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

Each family of digital products that appears on the market

brings with it a new set of system design rules and interface

requirements. The different implementing technologies

have individual combinations of features and characteristics

that systems designers must take into account if they are to

optimize their product designs. TTL, for example, is

generally oriented for speed and drive capability. On the

other hand, MOS offers high density and low power. Each

has its appropriate place in a system logic design. A user

who familiarizes himself with the dominant available

technologies will be able to take advantage of the key

features of each, and will be able to partition his system in

the most economical manner.

This MOS User's Guide explores N-Channel and P-Channel

silicon gate MOS technologies from several points of view.

It is intended to acquaint the user with the basic MOS
processing, with the trade-offs involved in the design of

MOS integrated circuits, and with the resulting product

characteristics. This helps to pin-point the areas of system

circuitry where MOS can be used most effectively.

The Guide discusses the basic characteristics of internal

MOS logic and circuit implementation. This knowledge

enables the user to better understand many of the timing

and control requirements necessary for proper operation of

MOS products.

Knowing why it was made and how it operates, an

additional requirement is to understand how the MOS

device interfaces to the circuits that may surround it. Input

and output circuitry is explained in detail and specific

interface designs are discussed for each of several logic

families.

The goal of the Guide is to provide the information

necessary for a user to be able to fully optimize his use of

MOS. This knowledge will allow the designer to make

better trade-offs at the systems levels so that he can

implement the best mix of technologies to accomplish his

functions.

MOS PROCESS AND PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

MOS TECHNOLOGIES

There is a class of semiconductor devices known as Field

Effect Transistors. The FET uses an electric field to control

the flow of current through the transistor. FETs are divided

into categories based on various methods of implementa-

tion. When FETs are formed using layers of Metal Oxide

and Semiconductor material, the resulting transistors are

called MOSFETs or MOS devices. Within the MOS category

there are further differences of construction, and each

provides a particular set of characteristics for the resulting

circuits.

Figure 1 is a simplified diagram of the cross-section of a

MOSFET. The source and drain regions are diffused into

the substrate. The gate dielectric isolates the gate from the

substrate, but is thin enough to allow the field of the gate

to influence the current flow between the source and drain.

SUBSTRATE

GATE

SOURCE DIFFUSION

GATE DIELECTRIC

DRAIN DIFFUSION

FIGURE 1

Early MOS products used "metal gate" techniques where

the gate is made of aluminum. Many metal gate products

are still being manufactured. One variation that has been

used with metal gate is a different crystal orientation to

provide better TTL compatibility. Ion implanted or nitride

variations offer other combinations of characteristics.

Silicon gate technology uses a conducting form of silicon as

the gate material instead of metal. It also allows the gate to

be formed before the source and drain are diffused so that

the structure can be "self-aligned." Silicon gate processing

offers several important advantages over other techniques:

1. Lower threshold voltage, due to the physics of the gate

material. This allows 1-1-1 crystal to be used , yet sti 1

1

retains TTL compatibility.

2. Higher gain, due to the greater current carrier mobility

in the 1-1-1 crystal,

3. Lower power, due to the lower gate capacitance of the

self-aligned structure and the lower supply voltages

allowed by the lower threshold.

4. Higher speed, due to the lower threshold, higher gain

and lower gate capacitance.

5. Higher density, due to lack of alignment tolerance

needed with the self-alignment and the use of the gate

material as an extra partial layer of interconnect.

6. Reliable plastic packaging, due to the several protective

layers between the gate and the packaging material.

All new MOS designs at Signetics have used silicon gate

since 1970.

Figure 2 shows a cross-section of a typical silicon gate

device.

I

SILICON GATE CROSS-SECTION

FIGURE 2
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Another technology variation concerns the polarity of the
conducting path ("channel") between the source and drain
in the MOS transistor. P-Channel used P-type silicon for the
source and drain diffusions and requires negative voltages

with respect to the substrate to control the current through
the positive polarity channel, N-Channel uses n-type silicon

and positive voltages. P-channel has historically dominated
product designs because the cleanliness constraints are less

demanding than for N-channel, thus making the processing

somewhat easier, As the manufacturing problems have been
solved, N-channel has become an increasingly important
factor in new MOS product designs. Because of the physics

of the devices, N-channel offers several key advantages. The
current carriers in N-channel are electrons instead of holes

as in P-channel. The greater mobility of electrons means
that the same size transistor is faster or the same speed
transistor is smaller in N-channel. Lower thresholds and
lower supply voltages are also possible with N-channel. It is

even practical to use a single standard +5 volt supply on
some products for the ultimate in TTL compatibility.

Signetics has been building standard N-channel silicon gate

products since mid- 1972.

CMOS (complementary MOS) is a technology that com-
bines both P-channel and N-channe! devices on the same
chip. Its key advantage is extremely low power, but it gives

up quite a bit of density in exchange. The product

philosophy and design trade-offs for CMOS are substantial-

ly different than for other technologies, and will not be
discussed in this guide.

Figure 3 shows some relative comparisons of several MOS
technologies for several characteristics. The cumulative

figures serve only as a rough guide since they do not take

into account quantitative differences.

MOS PROCESS COMPARISON

The technologies that will dominate the future of MOS will

be those that strengthen as much as possible those key
characteristics that make MOS attractive.

MOS MEMORIES

To form a complete MOS integrated circuit, many of the

individual MOS transistors are interconnected on a small

rectangle ("chip") of silicon. Since MOS transistors are very

small compared to transistors in other technologies, and
since they can be designed to consume very little power,
the two key advantages of the resulting MOS circuits are

high density and tow power. These key characteristics work
hand-in-hand and they form the primary motivation behind

the choices of products most suitable for implementation in

MOS. Good density and power relationships are achieved

not only because of the nature of the basic MOS transistor

itself, but also because of the circuit configurations that are

possible with MOS. The trade-off on the negative side is

that in order to gain the density and power advantages, it is

generally necessary to give up speed and drive capability.

The most effective MOS products are those that take the

greatest advantage of the high density and lower power
possible with MOS technology. This, in turn, implies that

functions with regularly patterned circuitry will be the

most successful. Randomly oriented circuits, with much of

the chip area devoted to metal interconnect, tend to

counteract instead of augment the basic density advantages

of MOS. Patterned circuits can devote a much larger

percentage of this area to active devices.

The reason that MOS memory products are so popular is

that they can take full advantage of the dense circuit

potential offered by MOS. The vast majority of .the area of

..

TTL
LOGIC

EASE
OF

MOS TECHNOLOGY SPEED AREA POWER LEVELS PROCESSING TOTAL

P-Channel Metal Gate

(1,1,1) Crystal 7 3 5 3 1 19
(1,0,0) Crystal 8 3 3 2 1 17
Ion Implanted 5 4 4 3 3 19
MNOS (Nitride Process) 6 4 3 2 4 19

P-Channel Silicon Gate 4 2 3 1 4 14
N-Channel Metal Gate 3 3 3 2 3 14
N-Channel Silicon Gate 2 1 2 1 4 10
CMOS Metal Gate 1 5 1 1 4 12

FIGURE 3

a memory chip can be allotted to the matrix of circuits that

store the individual bits of information. This storage array

is highly regular and can be designed to be extremely

compact. A very high level of complexity can be obtained

without a proportional increase in interface pins required

for access to the memory. Shift registers are particularly

attractive from the point of view of the circuit-to-pins ratio,

7-2

since there can be simply one data input, one data output,

and a clock. Further, shift registers do not usually require

complex on-chip supporting logic for their operation.

Read-only and read/write random access memories trade a

slightly increased complexity of support logic (decoders,

etc.) for their random access capability, with a resulting

increase in system performance for many applications.
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In order to make the most advantageous use of the

characteristics of MOS technology, the Signetics line of

MOS products is oriented toward memories in all their

variations. Present day memory products may be divided

into two general functional classes based on their methods

of data retrieval: serial access or random access. Other

methods are possibte-such .as orthogonally addressable or

content addressable modes-but the primary thrust of

general purpose semiconductor memories has been and will

continue to be in serial and random access devices.

Serial access memories are shift registers that write data

sequentially into a string of serially connected storage cells.

As each new bit of information is inserted into the string,

the previously entered data are all shifted forward into the

next adjacent cells. The last cell in the string is the output

and the data leave the shift register in the same sequence

they were entered. Individual bits of Information are not

associated with particular storage locations. The data

format is implicit in the nature of the part: the output data

sequence is the same as the input data sequence. Random

access memories, on the other hand, allow the user to

explicitly address any particular physical storage location

within the memory, and to do so in any desired order or

sequence, A particular information bit is always associated

with a particular physical location in the memory, and any

location may be directly addressed.

Both types of memories make excellent use of the density

of MOS. The trade-offs between the two depend on the

system problems to be solved. Serial memories require very

few interface signals and very little support circuitry on the

chip. In system situations where serial data is stored, or in

low speed cases where the relatively long average time to

access any random bit is unimportant, shift registers can

provide excellent system economy. Random access mem-

ories require a few more interface signals—primarily to

handle the address inputs—and somewhat more on-chip

support circuits to decode the addresses and make any

addressed cell available. In system situations where fast,

non-serial storage is required, MOS random access memories

can provide excellent system economy.

Within the serial memory classification there are two

further categories that define the type of storage cell used

to implement the shift register: dynamic and static.

Signetics' dynamic registers use fewer devices for data

storage and offer higher speed, but they require two-phase,

higher voltage clocks and must always be shifted at some

minimum rate in order to maintain the validity of the

stored data, Signetics' static registers use one more device

per cell and run at lower maximum speeds, but they need

only a single phase TTL-level clock and have no restriction

on minimum operating frequency. As usual, the choice of

which register to use is indicated by the nature of the

system requirements.

Random access memories can be divided into read/write

and read-only categories. Read-only random access mem-

ories have a non-volatile, predetermined data pattern stored

in the cell array that cannot normally be changed. They can

have a greatly simplified cell and support structure so -mat

their bit density is often as much as 8 times that of a

comparable read/write random access chip. There are

several variations on the basic read-only concept. Generally,

the mask programmed versions offer the lowest potential

cost per bit. There are also read- mostly types that may be

electrically modified, erasable types that may be repro-

grammed, and write-once types that are field programmed

only once. Signetics' MOS read-only random access mem-

ories are all of the mask programmed variety. This provides

the greatest density optimization and keeps the per bit

costs very low for moderate and high volume applications.

Read/Write random access memories are further subdivided

into dynamic and static categories. The original semicon-

ductor R/W RAMs were static and consisted simply of

several standard flip-flop circuits tied together. Dynamic

cells were then used to improve the storage density. The

dynamic versions usually require clock drivers and sense

amplifiers and must be periodically refreshed. The new

static memories are fully TTL compatible and have no

clock or refreshing requirements, but they are less dense

than their dynamic counterparts.

MOS LOGIC CHARACTERISTICS

MOS DEVICES

The basic silicon gate MOS transistor is shown in cross-

section in Figure 4 along with the circuit symbols common-

ly used. There are two modes of operation for field effect

devices: enhancement and depletion. The devices shown in

the figure are enhancement mode devices that are non-

conducting with zero volts applied to the gate, A con-

ducting channel is created-en haneed-by the electrostatic

field associated with the voltage applied between the gate

and source terminals. For the P-channel enhancement mode

device in Figure 4a, negative voltages applied to the gate

with respect to the source are used to establish a con-

ducting channel between the source and drain at the

interface between the gate dielectric and the substrate.

Conversely, N-channel enhancement mode devices (Figure

4b) require a positive gate-to-source voltage for conduction

between the drain and source. Depletion mode devices are

normally conducting with zero volts applied to the gate and

require the application of an appropriate gate-to-source

voltage to "deplete" the conducting channel in order to

turn them off. The majority of present MOS circuit designs

use enhancement mode devices.

The operation of MOS transistors differs substantially from

that of bipolar devices. The term "bipolar" refers to the

two polarities of carriers that exist in these transistors. Both

holes and electrons are essential to their operation. Con-

versely, MOS devices are "unipolar" since only one type of

carrier is used in the operation of a particular transistor.

For P-channel MOS, the carriers are holes while electrons

are the carriers for N-channel MOS. Another distinction

arises from the differing locations for the active regions for

the two types of transistors. Bipolar devices are "bulk"

devices. The active region is located several microns beneath

7-3
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BASIC MOSFET TRANSISTOR STRUCTURE (Enhancement Mode)

GATE IPOLYCRVSTALLINE fflj -, GATE DIELECTRIC ISIOjl

SOURCE i DRAIN SOURCE

\^[\

B' (SUBSTRATE I

a, Simplified Cross Section and Circuit Symbol of

P-Channel Enhancement Mode MOSFET

J'

GATE (P0LYCRV5TALLINE Sil r- GATE DIELECTRIC (Si02 )

DRAIN

b. Simplified Cross Section and Circuit Symbol of
N-Channel Enhancement Mode MOSFET

c. Simplified Circuit Symbol for

N- and P- Channel Devices

FIGURE 4

the surface in the base region between the emitter and

collector. MOS transistors, on the other hand, are surface

effect devices. Their active region consists of an induced

channel {for enhancement mode operation) located at the

silicon-silicon dioxide interface.

Since the MOS transistor is a field effect device, the gate is

isolated electrically from any other part of the transistor.

As a result, the input dc impedance, using the gate as the

input, is extremely high-on the order of 10 14 ohms. This

high dc impedance characteristic to a large extent deter-

mines the nature of the MOS input interface.

Figure 5 shows the characteristic V-l behavior of MOS
enhancement mode transistors. The output characteristic

curves (Figure 5a) depict the drain current as a function of

drain-to-source voltage with the gate-to-source voltage as a

running parameter. The two areas of interest are separated

by the dotted line. When the device operates in the region

labelled non-saturated, its V-l characteristic is approxi-

mately resistive. The term "non-saturated" means that the

device is not conducting as much drain current as possible

for a given gate-to-source voltage. The device behaves like a

current source or sink when operated in the saturated

region of the curves. In this area the drain current is no

longer a function of the drain-to-source voltage. Note that

the larger the gate-to-source voltage, the larger the satura-

tion current becomes.

The input transfer curve (Figure 5b) shows the drain

current as a function of gate-to-source voltage with drain-

to-source voltage as a running parameter. Notice that the

device is "off" (I d = 0> until Vgs^Vj. Low threshold

MOS processes such as silicon gate allow MOS logic to be

compatible with standard TTL and other common bipolar

logic families whose switching thresholds are about 1.5

7-4
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volts. For p-channel silicon gate devices Vj is nominally 2

volts while for n-channel silicon gate devices Vy is 1 volt.

The variation of threshold voltage with junction tempera-

ture is shown in Figure 6. Clearly, the threshold voltage is

not very sensitive to temperature variations.

THRESHOLD VOLTAGE VARIATION
WITH TEMPERATURE

<

i

'• "" - j™ c

.W Z5 10 »3B

JUNCTION T£JMf€flATun£. Tj CCi

FIGURES

The slope of the input transfer curves is the transcon-

ductance, gm- This parameter can be used as a gain figure or

transfer function for the MOS transistor since it governs the

output current a device can conduct for a given input

voltage. Transconductance varies with junction temperature

in the manner shown in Figure 7. Notice that gm decreases

with rising junction temperature while current gain (fj or

hp£) in bipolar devices increases with rising temperature.

Some of the implications of this phenomenon, such as the

worst-case temperature condition for power dissipation,

speed, and output drive capability, are discussed in later

sections.

TRANSCONDUCTANCE VARIATION WITH
JUNCTION TEMPERATURE

1

<

a ^^^"---
JUNCT 1 Ofw T EMPE flATU R £ , T

j

FIGURE?

MOS LOGIC IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 8 illustrates how p-channel MOS transistors are used

to implement the NOT logic function. The upper transistor

in each inverter is used solely as a toad resistor, taking

advantage of the device's transconductance to construct a

large value resistor in a relatively small area. On the chip,

resistors are made of relatively low resistivity materials and

tend to take up considerable space. This tendency is

especially crippling in MOS designs since large value

resistors are needed to keep the power consumed in

complex functions at a minimum. By choosing an appro-

priate gate voltage for an MOS device, the designer can

make a high value load resistor in a small space since the

channel resistivity is governed by the gate voltage.

The difference between the structures shown in Figures 8a

and 8b lies in the mode of operation of the load devices.

Because JVqsI < '
VDS + VT'< the ,oad resistor in Figure 8a

is saturated and behaves like a current source. The voltage

across a load capacitance attached to the output of an

inverter that is switching varies with time and has a slope

of:

= iSAT/CLOAD (1)

where isAT is the saturation current of the load resistor for

a given gate-to-source voltage. Note that as the voltage at

MOS INVERTER SCHEMATIC AND
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS

5'.
VGQ VDD

iQ |L°' BO 1

"J
a. Saturating Design b. Non-Saturating Design

^X
- NON-SAT Jfl^T INS

c. V-,! ii- vs. V.», Transfer CurvesOUT IN

FIGURES

I
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the inverter output swings toward Vgg< the gate-to-source

voltage of the load resistor is decreasing. Thus, the internal

resistance of the load resistor is increasing with time.

The load resistor for the inverter in Figure 8b is non-

saturated and behaves like a resistor. The value of this

resistor increases as the inverter output voltage swings

toward VqD- Tn 's "ON" resistance does not vary as much
with changing source terminal voltage as it does for the

saturated inverter. As a result, the time delay through the

non-saturating inverter is shorter than through a saturating

inverter of similar size. The primary advantage of the

saturating design lies in the saving of a power supply since

the non-saturating design requires three voltages. The

VOUT vs. V|N transfer curves for an MOS inverter are

shown in Figure 8c. The level that the output reaches when
the input is at volts is determined by the ratio of the

"ON" resistances of Q-\ and Q2 as indicated by equation

(2) for saturating inverters.

RON(Q2 )

vout(hi> = vGg + <vCc- vgg> ( r™, („ 1 + r„m ,„, >
"ON(Q-|) + RON(Q2) (2i

The same resistance ratio affects the non-saturating inverter

output "HI" level. In that case, however, VpD is substi-

tuted for Vqg ' n equation (2).

The Boolean NOR function whose truth table is shown in

Figure 9a is implemented in MOS circuitry as shown in

Figure 9b and 9c. The polarity of the threshold voltage

BOOLEAN NOR FUNCTION TRUTH TABLE

A B F

1

1

1

1 1

MOST POSITIVE VOLTAGE
MOST NEGATIVE VOLTAGE

*0—

I

b. p-Channol MOS
Implementation

C. n-Channel MOS
Implementation

determines whether a series or a parallel structure is used.

For p-channel MOS, which lends itself to negative logic

conventions, the positive logic NOR gate circuitry utilizes a

cascode or series structure.

The MOS circuitry used to perform the NAND function is

shown in Figures 10b and 10c. Again, the device's threshold

voltage polarity determines whether a parallel structure or a

series structure is used to perform the function. The parallel

structure used in p-channel MOS logic circuits also performs

the NOR function in negative logic.

BOOLEAN NAND FUNCTION TRUTH TABLE

A B* F

1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1" - MOST POSITIVE VOLTAGE
*0" - MOST NEGATIVE VOLTAGE

MOS NAND IMPLEMENTATION

OH

b. p-ChannalMOS

Implementation

C. "-Channel MOS
Implementation

The same logic functions can be accomplished with

dynamic circuit structures like those shown in Figures 11a

and 1 1 b. This technique involves precharging load capacitor

Cl during the clock, 0, pulse duration. Then C|_ is either

left charged or is discharged, depending on the input states,

after the clock turns off and isolates C|_ from the power

supply. This circuit is very useful because it dissipates less

power than corresponding static logic g3tes. Address de-

coders for random access memories often use this tech-

nique.

Implementing combinational logic on LSI chips using MOS
circuit technology offers space-saving advantages over bi-

polar approaches. These advantages arise from several

factors. For example, the high dc input impedance of MOS
circuits allows simpler connection of logic gates. Also, MOS

7-6
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MOS DYNAMIC LOGIC

6 6
A

i
A
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I
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H
a. Dynamic NOR Gate Decoder in n-Channel MOS Logic

Vcc

A A -?^- A A

•. ROM BSLECT

p -5- 6 p

b. Dynamic NAND Gate Decoder in p-Channel MOS Logic

processing permits highly dense packing of devices since an

isolation diffusion is not required between adjacent transis-

tors. In addition, the MOS devices themselves are inherently

smaller than their bipolar counterparts, since they do not

require diffusions within diffusions.

Standard TTL is very efficient in performing NAND logic

since extra logic inputs slightly increase the input transis-

tor's size but do not add to the device count. In p-channel

MOS, the NAND function requires the addition of one

relatively small device for each added logic input. In

performing the NOR function, TTL circuits require the

addition of two devices per added logic input: an input

structure and a phase-splitter. P-channel MOS, on the other

hand, requires only one added device for each additional

input. Of course, there are constraints placed on the

number of MOS devices that can be connected in cascode

or "stacked up." These constraints arise from the resistance

ratio required to drive the next logic stage. The same

characteristics apply to n channel MOS logic except that

the functions are reversed.

Memory is another essential logic function. A straight-

forward way to implement the memory function is to use

the bistable multivibrator or "flip-flop." The MOS version

of a simple R-S flip-flop is shown in Figure 12. This

particular circuit uses p-channel MOS devices and consists

of two cross-coupled inverters. Outside access to this

memory "cell" is accomplished through Q-j and O4. The

logic "1" (most positive voltage) level is determined by the

"ON" resistance ratio of Q-| and either Q2 or Q3 depending

on the state of the cell. The logic "0" level is -V + |Vj|.

This circuit is used in static MOS read/write random access

STATIC RAM CELL (4-1/2 Interconnects)

? ?
9

n>

^di-r-^-r-iu'*

ir

T 1 T '

-I—,

ROW SELECT

FIGURE 12

memories. A static memory will hold data as long as power

is applied so that refreshing data is not necessary. The

n-channel circuit is the same except that the power supply

polarity is positive rather than negative. To make a memory

matrix from these cells, the designer arranges them into an

array such that an addressed cell is connected to a pair of

lines called "sense" lines. Then, assuming a read cycle Is

required, the information stored in the selected cell is

placed on the DATA and DATA lines and sensed by the

output circuitry. If a write cycle is required the DATA and

DATA lines are forced to the appropriate states, and the

selected cell is set accordingly. This cell design requires 6

devices and 4 1A interconnections.

The high impedance input that MOS inverters provide

permits the use of dynamic memory cell designs. Figure 13

shows the evolution of dynamic MOS read/write RAM cells.

The dynamic cell differs from the static cell in that charge

is stored on a parasitic capacitance and periodically

refreshed to compensate for the small but non-zero leakage

current at the storage nodes, rather than continuously

refreshed through load resistors.

Two factors affect the cell size of the memory circuit. One

is the number of transistors used to implement the memory

function, and the other is the number of interconnect lines

needed to connect the cells to the rest of the circuitry. The

cell in Figure 13a is identical to the static cell described

earlier^ except that the dc load devices have been removed.

As a result, the cell has two less transistors and one less

interconnect and is correspondingly smaller. The substrate

connection is counted as one-half interconnect This dy-

namic cell maintains the differential data sense feature

offered by the static cell.

A simpler dynamic cell (Figure 13b) has one less transistor

and one more interconnect. This is the cell used for the

1 103 type of 1024-bit dynamic RAM that appeared on the

market in 1970. One interconnect can be eliminated by

making the READ DATA and WRITE DATA lines common
as in Figure 13c. In this configuration, each access of a cell

inverts the polarity of the data on that cell's entire column

7-7
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DYNAMIC RAM CELL EVOLUTION

DATA

o
HOW SELECT

DATA

?

^pi^f-^^-T-lC ;
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a. 4-Transistor Dynamic Cell With 3-1/2 1 nierconnects

T T

T<4

o * o

o o

READ SELECT

-O WRITE SELECT

O
WRITE DATA HEAD DATA

b, 3-Transistor Dynamic Cell With 4-1/2 Interconnect*

id* oh

c-LT

-O DATA/SENSE

I I 6
WRITE CLOCK READ CLOCK

c. 3-Transistor Dynamic Cell With 3-1/2 Interconnects

T
-O ROW SELECT

I

DATA^SENSE NOTE: I - SUBSTRATE

d, 1 -Transistor Dynamic Cell

necessitating some method for keeping track of the data

polarity tor that column. This cell approach allows higher

levels of density since it uses one less interconnect line.

Larger MOS read/write memories are being designed de-

manding still greater levels of cell density. One approach is

the single-transistor cell shown in Figure 13d. This cell uses

a storage capacitor that is isolated from the data/sense line

by a series transfer device which is controlled by the ROW
SELECT line. This dynamic cell has only 2Vi interconnects.

The previous section has shown how MOS circuits can be

used to perform the memory or data storage function for

random access read/write memories. MOS devices can also

be used for serial access memory or shift register functions.

The basic dynamic shift register cell of Figure 14 uses two

MOS inverters coupled together with transfer devices to

isolate one cell half from the other during shifting so that

data entering the cell will not interfere with data leaving the

cell. The clock waveforms are also shown in Figure 14. The

high-voltage clocks are necessary to minimize the size of the

transfer and clocked load devices because the larger the

clock swing is, the smaller the geometry needed to obtain a

given "ON" resistance. The maximum voltage that C] or C2

can be charged to is either VqlOCK _2Vj or Vqq,
whichever is least. Thus, by operating the load and transfer

devices in a non-saturated mode (IVcLOCKl > IVdd +

2Vj|), the voltage on C} or C2 can be maximized without

dissipating excessive power. During the time 0||\j is low,

data stored on capacitor Ci is transferred to capacitor C2

through Q3. During the time OUT is 'ow - data is

transferred to the output structure through Qq. Thus, data

is shifted from one cell to the next with each pair of clock

pulses, i.e., a 0|[\j pulse followed by at) OUT pulse. Since

the load devices Q2 and Q5 are turned on and off by the

clocks, dc current does not flow between VqD anc' tne

substrate except when a clock is low. Consequently, the

power consumed varies with the duty cycle of the clocks.

DYNAMIC SHIFT REGISTER CELL
AND CLOCK WAVEFORMS

VDD iN DD ^OUT

g

-MR
4 'T

*

W|P,

0QUT

-1M

+5V-

u
\I

FIGURE 14
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The use of dynamic logic for serial memory applications

necessitates refreshing to prevent loss of data from Ci or

C2 just as in dynamic random access memories. Here,

refreshing is accomplished by shifting, and a minimum

clock frequency constraint is placed on the use of the

device. If the dynamic shift register cell is not shifted at

some minimum clock rate, the charge stored on C] or C2

will leak away, and the cell wii! "forget" the data it was

storing.

A more complex cell is required to perform the static shift

register function. The circuit diagram and clock waveforms

are shown in Figure 1 5. The cell consists of two inverters in

cascade with feedback to accomplish the latching function.

The feedback path is gated with serial transfer device Q5
and the feed-forward path is gated by Q3, These gates

isolate each half cell from the other. Placing the level

shifting and clock generating circuitry on the chip elimi-

nates the need for external multi-phase high-voltage clocks.

The single TTL-level clock then becomes a logic signal

input. When the clock input is in the active state (either

high or low, depending on the particular device), 01 is LO
(ss -12V), and data is transferred through Q] to C1 either

from the output of the previous cell or the data input

buffers. During this time 2 and 3 are HI (*= +5V), and

C2. is isolated from the input of the cell. When the clock

input returns to the inactive state, 1 goes HI, 02 goes LO

immediately, and 03 begins to fall. C1 is now isolated from

STATIC SHIFT REGISTER CELL
AND CLOCK WAVEFORMS

m cevl

EXTERNAL
INPUT
CLOCK

^ r
J L

r—i_r
INTERNALLY
GENERATED

CLOCKS

J., i-r-u, r\
-H J~

I- • - 4» ——

)

FIGURE 15

the cell input, and the data is transferred to C2. At this

point, the cell has gone through a full clock cycle and data

has successfully been shifted from the cell input to the cell

output. Note that so far the cell has behaved in the same

manner as a dynamic shift register cell except that the load

devices, labeled Ql, are not clocked but rather are always

conducting.

The static feedback path through Q5 gated by 03 is

enabled only at relatively low frequencies since about a

5,usec interval is needed to drive 03 LO. If 03 went LO as

quickly as 02, the cell would not have time to "flip" and

would be bypassed through Q5. Since O3 is on only during

the inactive clock state, it follows that the device will not

retain data in the static state if the input clock signal is

stopped in the active state. This operational feature is

reflected in the constraint placed on the maximum clock

pulse width. Conversely, when ©3 does latch up the cell,

data is retained without refreshing (clocking) as long as

power is applied.

MOS integrated circuits are also very useful in implement-

ing the read-only memory (ROM) function. Atypical MOS
ROM cell is shown in Figure 16. if a positive logic "1"

is to

be stored in a particular cell, holes are cut in the

source-drain diffusion mask for transistor Qi at the

location of that cell. Conversely, if a logic "0"
is desired, no

holes are cut for Q1 in that cell. Then, to gain access to a

given cell, the appropriate row and column are selected

through the address decoders, and the bit line is pulled up

to the substrate voltage through Qi if a gate is mask

programmed to be present for Qi. If not, the bit line

voltage is pulled down to Vqq through the load device Q3.

The resulting level is sensed, buffered, and presented to the

appropriate output.

Although the data in a ROM cell matrix is non-volatile—the

presence or absence of a device is independent of supply

voltages-some of the peripheral logic on a ROM chip can

be dynamic. For example, to save power in large ROMs, the

designer might use dynamic address decoders and require

READ-ONLY MEMORY CIRCUIT STRUCTURE

Vgg

4
COLUMN SELECT

•TO SENSE AMP AND OUTPUT BUFFERS

~K

ROW SELECTO r l±

"1 ROM CELL

I I

BIT LINE

FIGURE 16
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DYNAMIC ROM BLOCK DIAGRAM AND CLOCK WAVEFORMS
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FIGURE 17

the user to supply a logic signal that is used as a clock. In

such cases, the product is called a dynamic ROM, even

though the stored data is not dynamic. The levels on the

address lines are clocked into the decoders, and data is

clocked into an output latch. The block diagram and timing

requirements for such a ROM are shown in Figure 17.

Uuring CLOCK time, the decoder lines {ROW and COL-
UMN SELECT) are precharged to a negative level. When
CLOCK goes high, the address lines are decoded, and data is

presented to the output latch. On the trailing edge of

CLOCK, the data is strobed into the output latch and

presented to the output after an interval tA has elapsed.

The output remains present as long as the chip is enabled or

until the next clock cycle. The block diagram shown in the

figure is also applicable to static ROMs with the exception

of the clock generator circuitry. The static ROM presents

outputs one access time after all the address lines become

stable in each data cycle.

SHIFT REGISTER POWER vs. FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS

log i rsommcv

100k Hi 1MHz

LOG FREQUENCY

a. Static Shift Register Power vs. Frequency b. Dynamic Shift Register Power vs. Frequency

FIGURE 18
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Due to the nature of dynamic logic, some special system

considerations arise from designing memories with dynamic

MOS circuits. Two of these, variation of power with

frequency and the need to periodically refresh data, have

already been mentioned. Figure 18 shows a comparison of

the average power vs. frequency characteristics for static

and dynamic shift registers. Notice that above about

lOOKHz the two curves have similar shapes. This behavior is

consistent with the similarity of operation between the

dynamic shift register cell and the static shift register cell at

frequencies above where the slower feedback path can

function. The steepest slope occurs between tOOKHz and

1MHz. In this range, capacitor charging, current is the

predominant power component. The inflection point that

occurs within this range on both curves is due to the

decrease in g^ as junction temperatures rise with increased

power dissipation. The resulting higher on-chip resistances

tend to reduce the slope of the power vs. frequency curves

for both static and dynamic shift registers. Below this

range, the primary power factor for static shift registers is

the dc power drawn by the memory cells. For dynamic

shift registers, the dominant factor is leakage current.

Although the circuits are configured differentially, the same

mechanisms affect other static and dynamic memory
circuits. In general, dynamic memories draw large currents

during short intervals at some point in their cycle. The

resulting current spikes create system noise problems which

must be considered in the system design. Some typical

current waveforms are shown in Figure 19 for a 2048x1

MOS RAM. Note the large Iqd current drawn at the

leading edge of Clocki. This current spike corresponds to

the precharging of address decoder lines which represent a

large capacitive load that is effectively switched onto the

Vqd '' ne by the leading edge of Clocki. Static logic

circuits, on the other hand, do not require large transient

currents. They dissipate a more constant power although

they tend to consume more average power per function at

low speeds.

MOS I/O CHARACTERISTICS

As MOS integrated circuits become widely used to imple-

ment complex logic functions, designers will pay more

attention to the unique characteristics of this relatively new

technology. One area of concern is the interface between

MOS devices and other technologies.

Pioneer MOS complex logic products were high threshold

voltage devices. Their switching threshold voltage was

incompatible with the more common logic elements such as

Diode-Transistor Logic (DTL) or Transistor-Transistor

Logic (TTL). This voltage discrepancy hindered the practi-

cal use of these original MOS parts because of the need for

intervening voltage level translating devices. The advent of

low threshold MOS technologies drastically simplified the

use of MOS devices in implementing LSI (large-scale

integration) functions. This section describes the input,

output, and power characteristics of silicon gate MOS
integrated circuits and will aid the user in defining the

interface needed to operate these devices in systems with

other logic families.

INPUTS

The input structure presented in Figure 20 is a typical

p-channel input inverter/ buffer. It is representative of data,

clock, and control line inputs for both static and dynamic

logic. As shown by the figure, it consists of a series diffused

resistor whose nominal value is 2K ohms (for clocks, this

resistor is around 100 to 200 ohms), the associated
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substrate diode, a distributed junction and gate-to-source

overlap capacitance, a high threshold field-turn-on MOS
transistor (modelled here as a zener diode}, and the gate of

the input inverter transistor.

Due to their high dc input impedance, MOS integrated

circuit inputs are susceptible to damage caused by static

charge accumulation. Early MOS metal-gate devices were

very easily damaged since their designs made littie or no

provision for dissipating this excess static charge. As a

result, charge accumulated until the gate-to-source break-

down potential (~1 20 volts) was reached, and the gate

oxide catastrophically broke down. The requisite amount

of static charge could be obtained from simple free-air

contact with an open input. Thus, a device could be

permanently damaged by merely leaving it on a workbench.

A good deal of effort has been devoted to making present

silicon gate MOS devices immune to static damage. Reason-

able care must still be exercised in handling these circuits,

but the problem has been drastically reduced.

The purpose of the resistor, capacitor, substrate diode, and

field-turn-on transistor shown in Figure 20a is to protect

the gate of the input transistor from damage due to static

charge accumulation. The field-turn-on device is activated if

the input voltage exceeds Vss~^4 volts where Vss is the

substrate voltage. Thus, the accumulated charge is drained

off to the substrate long before the gate can be damaged.

The 2K ohm resistor and the distributed capacitor (about

5pF> are used to slow down fast rising transient voltage

spikes so that the high threshold device has sufficient time

to turn on and dissipate the associated excess charge. The

substrate diode clamps the input to prevent any positive-

going static voltage excursions in excess of VgS + 0.7 volts.

Possible problem areas in handling silicon-gate circuits

include;

"soldering pins with an unisolated soldering iron;

"wearing silk smocks when handling MOS devices;

"leaving MOS input pins unterminated on a printed

circuit board.

Avoiding these problem areas helps insure that devices will

not be damaged from static charge build-up. Soldering

should be done in a properly grounded wave-soldering

machine or with an isolated soldering iron.

Workers handling MOS devices or PC boards with unter-

minated MOS inputs should not wear silk smocks or work

in a static-charge producing environment. Silk and other

materials tend to pick up large amounts of static charge as

the wearer moves around.

All MOS input pins should be terminated before traces

connected to them leave the printed circuit board since an

unterminated trace is equivalent to leaving the MOS input

pin open, even though the MOS device is soldered to the

board. Termination can be accomplished with a TTL
buffer, a pull-up resistor to Vcc. o r *he output of another

MOS device. Shipping PC boards with MOS inputs unter-

minated should be done with the same care exercised in

shipping individual devices; that is, the traces at the edge

connector of the PC board should alt be shorted together.

Unless these precautions are taken, plastic shipping con-
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tainers should not be used for shipping parts or boards.

MOS devices are shipped from the manufacturer in a low

impedance environment such as conducting foam, shunts,

or conducting tubes and should be stored by the user the

same way.

A non-catastrophic failure mode that often occurs because

pins are left open arises from the fact that input pins (eft

floating on MOS devices are not at a logic "l" level as are

open inputs for TTL circuits. Instead, floating MOS inputs

are logically ambiguous. For example, control inputs such

as RECIRCULATE for a shift register that are left open

might cause a device to be in the wrong operating mode if

sufficient charge is accumulated to reach the input switch-

ing threshold voltage. In this case, the device would not

necessarily be damaged but would appear to malfunction.

An input resistor is not required when terminating unused

inputs.

Since the dc gate input impedance for MOS integrated

circuits is characteristically very high, the input equivalent

circuit can be derived from the behavior of the input

protection network. This derivation assumes that the input

voltage swing is restricted to the normal operating range of

VCC +0.3 volts to Vcc ~
1 8 volts. In this range, the

substrate diode is reverse biased and the high threshold field

turn-on device is inactive. Since these components consist

of very clean p-n junctions, the leakage current each of

them exhibits is very small. If these junctions are modelled

as a large-value lumped resistance in parallel with the input

capacitor, the equivalent circuit in Figure 20b results. Since

R|_EAK is very large, it can be ignored in most input circuit

analyses. The input, then, behaves like a series R-C network

returned to the substrate. As a result, the output fanout

(the number of MOS inputs that can be driven from one

driver) is limited only by the rise and fall time constraints

in the system because the resulting load impedance pre-

sented to a data or clock driver by multiple MOS chips is

the parallel combination of series R-C networks which

exhibit no dc component. The voltage requirements at the

MOS inputs are of primary concern, since the device is

voltage controlled. Figure 21 is a bar chart showing the

input voltage requirements for both P- and IM-channel

integrated devices. The levels shown for P-channel devices

assumes a Vcc of 5.00 volts. Since Vqc 's tne substrate

reference voltage for P-channel devices, the input voltage

requirements track variations in Vcc< e -9-. ^IL(MAX) =

0.80 volts for Vcc = 4 -75 volts, and V||_(MAX) = '*3 vo 'ts

for Vcc = 5.25 volts. If the specification limits were

restated with respect to Vcc. th eY would be V|H(MIN) =

VcC ~1-8 volts and V
| L(MAX) = VcC -3.95 volts. Because

the ground pin for N-channel devices is the substrate

reference, the input voltage values specified include the

Vcc variations, and the switching threshold is relatively

unaffected by VqC variations.

Several factors contribute to what could be called the

"dynamic dilemma" which could be defined as the quandry

that arises when, in order to take advantage of dynamic

logic speed and low standby power, the designer must

contend with the problems inherent in using dynamic logic.

These factors include the need for high voltage clock
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swings, large capacitive loads on the clock drivers, clock

ringing problems, and inter-clock coupling problems. The

first two factors imply that the clock driving circuitry,

whether discrete or monolithic, must supply large amounts

of power. The high voltage clock swings-typical swings are

around t5 to 17 volts for p-channel silicon gate devices-

contribute to the high power required due to the voltage-

current product and due to the fact that the power required

to charge and discharge a capacitive load varies with the

square of the voltage swing. This charge/discharge power

also varies directly with the capacitance of the load and the

operating frequency.

Since the load presented by the clock inputs in an MOS
dynamic system is reactive in nature with no dc load

component, any parasitic series or parallel inductance tends

to cause ringing on the clock edges. Because the P-channel

MOS substrate is tied to VfjC. ringing during the clock

transition from low to high can adversely affect the device.

An example of this clock overshoot in dynamic shift

registers is shown by the waveforms in Figure 22a. In

general the isolation diodes on P-channel dynamic logic

chips which are used to electrically isolate individual

transistors wilt be forward- biased if any input, including the

clocks, is more than 0.3 volts more positive than the

substrate potential—in this case VcC- ' n memory devices

forward-biasing the substrate diode may cause sporadic loss

of data. Since for N-channel devices the substrate is tied to

ground, input undershoot rather than overshoot is critical.

Another noise problem becomes apparent when using

multiple phase clocks in a dynamic logic system. Figure 22b

shows an example of crosstalk or interclock coupling in a

two- phase dynamic device. There are two factors that

principally affect the crosstalk problem. The first involves

the parasitic coupling capacitors that are distributed

through-out the system on the monolithic clock driver

circuit, on the printed circuit boards, in backplane wiring,

and on the MOS integrated circuit itself due to the

proximity of the two clock phases. This distributed

capacitance couples the two clocks together whenever

either of them changes levels. Careful system design and

layout can significantly reduce crosstalk. Some practical

design guidelines include:

1. Drive only one phase of a multiphase clock with any

given monolithic clock driver package.

EXAMPLE CLOCK NOISE PROBLEMS
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b. Clock Crosstalk Example

FIGURE 22

2. Do not run clock lines for different phases in close

proximity.

3. Minimize the cross-over capacitance on the MOS inte-

grated circuits.

Observing Rule 1 eliminates the clock coupling on the clock

driver circuit because both ends of the coupling capacitor

on the clock driver chip are driven by the same signal. Rule

2 helps minimize the stray capacitance coupling the clocks

on the printed circuit. Of course, Rule 3 is observed by the

MOS manufacturer and is not under the control of the

system designer.

The second factor of interest is the impedance looking back

into most monolithic clock drivers. When these drivers

finish switching from low to high, the edge current source

shuts off and exhibits high impedance behavior. As a result,

the phase that is in the logic "1" state is noise-sensitive

when the other phase switches. The differentiated wave-

form is superimposed on the quiescent (HI level) clock. If

the negative-going spike is large enough, it becomes a

"phantom" clock. If the positive-going portion of the spike

is large enough, it can cause the isolation substrate diodes

to be forward-biased, just as with rising clock edge

overshoot.

Device manufacturers have made significant strides recently

in desensitizing dynamic logic devices to positive-going

clock noise. For example, the dynamic shift registers have
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been redesigned so that clock overshoot cannot forward-

bias the substrate diodes. Negative-going clock noise while

the clock is high, however, is still a prevalent dynamic logic

system problem. Experience shows that most user problems

with typical dynamic shift registers can be traced to clock

overshoot and crosstalk problems. A good, reliable serial

memory system cannot be achieved without clean clock

signals.

Memory devices utilizing static logic are generally less noise

sensitive on the inputs than dynamic memories since all

inputs are buffered before being used on the chip. As a

result, the memory cells themselves are isolated from noise

on input lines. In addition, the cells in static memories are

latches and do not depend solely on stored charge for

memory. Thus, a relatively large input noise spike is

required to change the state of the cell. In addition, it is

simpler to generate the low voltage signals required for

static devices with acceptable noise levels than to generate

the higher voltage signals needed for dynamic logic. These

features of static logic memories make them easier to use in

systems compared to dynamic memories, but at the

expense of increased chip size and manufacturing cost.

POWER STRUCTURES

Since MOS logic contributes most to applications where

high density and low power are required, the power

consumption behavior of MOS devices is an important

consideration. Power consumption variations with tempera-

ture, circuit techniques for reducing power on the chip,

power-saving techniques that the user can implement, and a

discussion of power-up sequences are included in this

section.

One of the differences already mentioned between bipolar

and MOS circuit characteristics is the relationship between

the on-chip gain figure and junction temperature. Since

on-chip gain for MOS circuits decreases with increasing

junction temperature, the worst-case power dissipation

occurs at low ambient temperatures. This power consump-

tion decreases as junctions heat up so that a power surge

can occur at low ambient temperatures.

Figure 23 shows a circuit design technique used to reduce

the power consumed by complex logic functions while

minimizing the chip size. Shown here is a comparison of a

standard static shift register (SSR) cell and an SSR cell

using an intermediate voltage generator (IVG). The Vqq
power for the cell in Figure 23a is brought directly in from

the Vqq pin. The load devices are shown with geometry

ratios W/L. The length L is large in order to achieve a

sufficiently large value of resistance. The same large

resistance could be obtained by using a smaller gate voltage

and a shorter length as in Figure 23b where the IVG is used

to derive the smaller voltage. By utilizing this technique, a

smaller geometry can be used for the load device, thus

effecting a smaller chip size. Alternatively, a larger resis-

tance can be constructed with the same geometry, thus

effecting a saving of power consumed.
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POWER SAVING TECHNIQUE
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b. SSR Cell With Intermediate Voltage Generator

FIGURE 23

Another technique for conserving power uses a non-

saturating load device design. In this case, the main dc

power path is between Vqc (
+5V) and VqD (either ground

or -5 volts). The higher voltage Vqq supply provides

power for load device gates and some peripheral logic and

requires only a small amount of current, As a result, the

major current component is multiplied by five volts (or 10

volts if Vqd = -5V) instead of 17 volts as it is for saturated

load device designs. The trade-off is the extra pin required

for the additional power supply.

Several methods for minimizing system power dissipation

are available to the user of MOS circuits. In general,

dynamic logic devices dissipate more power at higher

frequencies than at lower frequencies. The power versus

frequency characteristic for dynamic shift registers, for

example, shows that operation around IQOKHz in the

standby mode substantially reduces power over operation

in the megahertz range (see Figure 18b}. Note that further

reduction in frequency, however, saves relatively less

power. Since bit droppage problems can occur when the

frequency is switched over an excessively large range, the

designer should restrict the lower frequency of operation
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to a value within two orders of magnitude of the upper

frequency. A reduction in operating frequency from the

megahertz range to less than lOOKHz realizes most of the

power savings available from this characteristic of dynamic

shift registers. Below this range, power is relatively insensi-

tive to frequency variations. In addition to lowering the

frequency of operation, the designer can minimize the

clock pulse width, thereby reducing the amount of time

that load resistors are on during a given clock cycle. This

technique does not reduce the power consumed in some

dynamic RAMs where power is a stronger function of the

number of clock edges occurring per unit time than of the

clock duty cycle. Since information is stored on substrate

capacitors in dynamic RAMs the other power supply

(usually called Vpo) can be shut off when the RAM is not

cycling. This technique saves power in large memory

systems, but only saves a small amount of power on

individual parts since when the clocks are not cycling, the

major power component is proportional to leakage current.

Static logic device power consumption is less sensitive to

frequency variation. Some power savings can be realized,

however, since for example, the static shift register power

versus frequency characteristic (Figure 18a) shows that the

dissipated power at frequencies less than about 100KHz is

about half of what it is at maximum frequency. This fact

allows the system designer to save power by shutting off

the clocks in the standby mode. Care must be taken,

however, to ensure static operation by stopping in the

proper clock state.

Some savings in power dissipation can be realized in static

RAMs by reducing the power supply voltage. As with

dynamic RAMs, power can be reduced in static RAMs by

pulsing the Vdd supply voltage if the RAM is designed

with enhancement mode toad devices. Data will be lost if

the design uses depletion mode load devices, however.

For MOS products that do not have separate substrate bias

inputs, the sequence in which power supplies are turned on

is not critical as long as the isolation diodes on the chip

remain reverse biased. The crucial factor is that no device

pin may go more positive than the Vqc P*n f° r P-channel

devices or more negative than the ground pin for N -channel

devices. Those P-channel devices that do have separate

substrate bias inputs require the substrate bias supply to be

turned on before Vqc. and to De turned off after VqC-

OUTPUT STRUCTURE

There are several output structures commonly used in MOS
circuit designs. Figure 24 presents the major configurations.

These are the current sourcing output (bare drain) of Figure

24a, the totem-pole or push-pull outputs of Figures 24b

and c, and the tri-state output structure of Figure 24d.

The current source output is most commonly used in MOS
dynamic memory devices where optimum speed is a major

design goal. The propagation delay through this bare drain

structure is relatively short compared to the other outputs.

High speed dynamic read/write RAM designs rely on

current-sensing bipolar sense amplifiers to interface this

type of output to standard logic voltage swings. The

outputs of simpler dynamic shift registers are designed with

a sufficiently large value of (OUT to allow easy interfacing

with TTL logic circuits by merely adding on external

pull-down resistor, RqUT- The minimum value of ROUT * s

determined from dc considerations as shown by the

following equation:

VflLI /MtMl + V r

R0UT =

r OH<MIN) T VDD

'OUT "I LOAD
(31

where Voh(MIN) ' s the desired minimum output voltage

with respect to ground in the logic "1" state, Vqd is the

negative supply voltage to which RQUT is returned, IQUT

MOS OUTPUT STRUCTURES

-vdd

a. Bar* Drain Output Structure

'r-i f 'sink

vdd

b. Push-pull Output Structure (Non-Saturating)

vcc

HL f

DATA FROM
SH CELLS O *

;^ch|

Vqg

c. Push-pull Output Structure (Saturating)

OUTPUT ENABLE VDD OR VGG

d. Signet ics Patented MOS Tri-state Output Structure

FIGURE 24
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is the minimum current that the MOS output will supply

for a given VqH(MIN). and I LOAD is the current required

by the output load when the output voltage equals

vOH(MIN)- This structure allows the outputs to be

wire-OR'ed for simpler system configurations. One dis-

advantage of using this type of output is that an external

component is required to interface it to another device.

Another disadvantage is that the device supplies drive

current only during a transistion from LO to HI. In

addition, this drive current is shared between the external

resistor and the output load impedance since the external

resistor cannot be switched off.

Figures 24b and c present the totem-pole or push-pul!

output. They are the most commonly used output struc-

tures for present silicon-gate MOS designs. The two versions

indicated differ in the operating mode of the circuitry that

drives them. The totem-pole output of a Figure 24b is

driven by non-saturating logic. The resulting output voltage

swings from Vcc to VqD- Since VpD is smaller in

magnitude than Vqq, the non-saturating totem-pole output

dissipates less power for a given output current than the

saturating structure of Figure 24c whose output voltage

swings between Vcc and Vqq +2 |Vj|. Both push-pull

structures actively supply edge current in both directions

for enhanced driving of capacitive loads. While the output is

being pulled toward Vqd or Vqg bV the lower device, the

upper device is turned off. Conversely, as the output is

being pulled toward Vcc ^Y the upper device, the lower

device is turned off. Consequently, the entire drive current

capability of the output is supplied to the load rather than

being shared with an inactive pull-down or pull-up resistor.

Note that when interfacing this type of output circuit with

other logic families, the MOS output voltage range may be

greater than the normal input voltage range of the driven

logic circuit, and damage to the input structure of the logic

circuit is sometimes possible. Concern about the output

voltage swing of MOS devices generally focuses on the logic

"0" level voltage and the associated sink current character-

istics of saturating structures and those non-saturing out-

puts where VpD is more negative than the most negative

supply voltage of the driven device. Typical sink current

characteristics of push-pull outputs are shown in Figures

25a and b with respect to ambient temperature and Vqg
power supply voltage variations. Since chip size constraints

preclude building overly large output buffers on MOS
circuits, the current sinking capability of MOS outputs is

never large enough to damage a driven device's input clamp

diode. For this reason the input network of MOS driven

logic gates can be adequately protected by a modest-size

clamp diode capable of continuously conducting 3 to 5ma

of current. Most bipolar logic families have sufficient

clamps already on the chip. These that have none require an

external clamp diode from the MOS output to the most

negative supply voltage (usually ground) of the MOS-driven

logic gate.

The sink current curves show that the worst-case drive

capability occurs at the high ambient temperatures and at

the minimum supply voltages. This result is to be expected

since gm , which decreases with rising temperature, and the
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FIGURE 25

gate supply voltage directly affect the current capability of

the output transistors. Note that maximum drive capability

is required when interfacing MOS to TTL at room

temperature rather than at TA 70°C, Figure 25b shows

that a reduction in Vqg drastically decreases the drive

current capability of the output for both saturating and

non-saturating designs. One advantage of the non-saturating

design over the saturating approach is indicated by the

slopes of the I sink versus temperature and IsiNK versus

Vqg curves: the non-saturating design drive capability is

less sensitive to temperature and voltage variations.

A variation of the totem-pole output is shown in Figure

24d. This circuit allows the push-pull structure to be

disconnected from the load by turning off both the upper

and lower drive transistors. The resulting output impedance

is very high. This tri-state output structure allows several
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outputs to be tied together on a single bus. The number of

tri-state outputs that can be wired together is determined

by the combined leakage current of the disabled devices

that a single enabled output must drive, the load current

required to drive the next logic gate, and the rise and fall

time constraints in the system. The example in Figure 26

illustrates how the number of devices whose outputs can be

tied together is determined. Equation (4) summarizes the

results of this derivation:

lo(MOS) - llN(TTL) " <C1N + CpiST) dVQUT + 'LK(MOS)

ft

ILK(MOS) + C0UTdVQUT
14)

dt

where lo(MOS) 's tne MOS output current available;

1
1 N(TTL) 's tne input current required by the TTL gate;

C||\j and CqiST are tne TTL input capacitance and the

distributed stray wiring capacitance respectively; lLK{MOS)

is the leakage current of one disabled MOS output; CrjUT is

the output capacitance of one MOS output; and dVouT'dt

is the desired output voltage slew rate. An example

calculation using equation {4} is shown below.

Assume:

C|N + COUT^ 15pf

dVoUTAK " 1 volt/20 nsec = 0.05 v/nsec

COUT =M
lo(MOS) = ''-6mA

TRI-STATE BUS INTERFACE CALCULATIONS

OUTPUT BUS

|

CL=P,V0UT

o— ^>-^

r M05TRI-5TATS
OUTPUT BUFFERS

I'vou-"^

ONE TTL GATE

''OUT
'O (MOS) " "lK (MOS) ,(n-11+

'lN (TTLI
+ CL

Wlww:

C L e,i-1
,-OUT' i * C IN

+ C DIST

0«or»OUT SI.B VOLTS
'lN (TTLI

=

1 -I.SniA tor v0UT < 1.8 VOLTS

OUT = Desirad Voltage Slav* Rate

m
'O IMPS) - '|H ITTLI - 1C IN * cDIST'—4^-* [LK IMPS)

'lk (MOS)*COUT—

—

FIGURE 26

'lN(TTL) "^ until TTL switching threshold

lLK(MOS}= MA
Then:

1.6mA ~(15pf) (.05v/nsec> + .001mA

.001 mA + (.05v/nsec) (5pf}

1.6mA- .75mA .001mA ,851

.001 mA + .25mA .251

= 3.4

With the modest slew rate requirement used in this

example, one tri-state MOS output will drive one TTL load

and three other MOS outputs. To increase the fanout with

this load would require a larger value for l (MOS)- O ne wav

to increase this value is to use nominal supply voltages

rather than minimums and to restrict the upper tempera-

ture limit to less than 70°C since the lo(MOS) specification

assumes worst-case voltages and temperatures.

The circuit techniques used to construct MOS output

structures have evolved in roughly the same order as

presented in this discussion. The earliest designs utilized the

bare drain approach. The totem-pole output was the next

development with saturating and non-saturating versions

appearing at about the same time. A modified non-

saturating output where Vqd equals zero volts was then

developed to eliminate the need for any external clamping

diodes by restricting the minimum logic "0" voltage to

ground. This technique is used wherever the extra pin

required for the Vqd power line can be spared. The

ultimate in TTL compatibility can now be attained by using

an N-Channel silicon gate process which allows operation

with only a five-volt power supply. This approach offers the

designer the option of directly mingling the highly dense

MOS technology, with all its power savings and complex

logic function advantages, with high speed, low cost TTL
technology in order to obtain the most optimum system

design.

MOS INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS

This section provides suggested techniques for interfacing

MOS devices with other specific logic families. There is a

separate entry for each logic type. The interface circuits

presented represent suggested methods-other approaches

are possible and will be more appropriate in some contexts.

The previous sections of the User's Guide were designed to

acquaint the user with the characteristics of Silicon Gate

MOS devices. Given this background information, the user

can derive any required interface where silicon gate MOS
circuits are used in conjunction with other logic families.

The following sections cover suggested MOS interfaces to

the more common logic families, and each contains separate

subsections cover the MOS input interface and the MOS
output interface.

TRANSISTOR-TRANSISTOR LOGIC

This logic family is the most commonly used in existence

today. The need for TTL-compatible MOS circuits was one

of the major motivations for developing the silicon gate

process.
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Figure 27a shows the output structure of a standard 7400
series logic gate. The accompanying charts in Figures 27b,

c, d, and e graphically illustrate one of the common
misconceptions of using MOS devices with standard TTL
circuits. The TTL specifications {Figure 27e) appear to

indicate the normal output logic "1" levels from TTL
devices are insufficient to drive silicon gate MOS devices

directly. Further examination of the TTL specifications and

the output structure of the* TTL devices themselves will

show that this conclusion is not valid. The following

equation, referring to Figure 27a, gives the output logic
"1"

level, VqH-

voh = vcc- IejRb- vbe(qi>
||0ut

-vd1
j |QUT

,5'

The fact that VfjC is tr|e substrate reference voltage for

P-channel silicon-gate is an important point. For this

reason, the Voh equation need not take Vcc variations

into account since the MOS threshold is really Vcc ~ VT-

As a result, the MOS input voltage requirements directly

track Vcc variations such that if Vcc " 4.75 volts, the

MOS VjH(MIN) " 2.95 volts, and V||_(MAX) = 0.8 volts.

Thus, the input noise margins shown in Figures 27c and d

are independent of Vcc variations as long as the TTL
circuits and the MOS circuits utilize the same Vcc power

supply. The term IgRg in the equation (5} is negligibly,

small. The other two terms are the voltage drops across the

two diodes in the TTL output structure at a forward

current equal to I OUT- ' n tne case of loading the TTL
device with an MOS device, IOUT 's extremely low (at most

500nA). At this current level, Vrjl and VbEIQI) are about

480mV each at TA = 25°C. The resulting Vqh is

Vqh = 5.00 - iflfle- 0.48 = 4.04 volts (6)

Substrating a correction for each diode of 2mV/°C, VoH at

TA = C, worst case with respect to ambient temperature,

is

VOH
|jA = 0°C

= VOH|TA = 25°C ~ (002) <25 > < 2 >

(7)

4.04 -0.010 = 3.94 volts

Measurements of Voh without load current verify this

result. Therefore, the noise margin for a logic "1" level at

TA = 0° C is approximately 800mV. When the TTL gate is

loaded with a fanout of ten and an MOS input, VqH is

Vqh = 5.00 - 0.63 - 0.63 - 3.74 volts (8)

Again, subtracting a temperature correction for each diode

atTA =0
o
C, V H is

voh|ta = o°c
= voh|ta = 25 c- 1OOmV

(9)

= 3.74 -0.1 = 3.64 volts

For this situation, then, the noise margin at TA 0°C is

about 400mV. The original TTL specifications, now taken

as industry standards, evolved from the TTL input voltage

requirements. Specifying TTL V|H(MIN) a* 2.0 volts and

allowing for 400mV of noise margin implies Voh(MIN) =

2.4 volts even though, physically, the devices' VoH is

considerably higher. The conclusion derived from this

treatment is that input pull-up resistors are not required on

Signetics P-Channel silicon gate MOS devices in order to

construct the proper TTL to MOS interface.

The MOS to TTL interface is equally straightforward with

the exception of the MOS bare drain output which requires

VOLTAGE RANGE COMPARISON FOR AN INTERFACE EXAMPLE

a. Standard TTL Output Structure

iSSiL.

7*00 SERIES TTL

b. c. d. a.

•NOTE: The Voltage Values Given Are For Vcc
= 5.00V.

FIGURE 27
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an external pull-down resistor. Refer to the Output

Structure section of the handbook for the method used to

calculate the value of this resistor. Subfamilies of the

standard 7400 series TTL group such as 74L, 74S, 74H, and

74LS have different interface requirements for the MOS to

TTL interface, but not for the TTL to MOS interface. The

MOS output structure is designed to handle one standard

TTL load over the full commercial temperature and voltage

tolerance range. The 74H and 74S families require the MOS
output to handle 1.25 standard TTL loads. This stricter

load requirement constrains either the voltage range (es-

pecially Vqq) or the temperature range over which the

MOS devices can be operated. The 74 L and 74 LS devices

place less stringent demands on the MOS outputs than

standard 7400 series. Their logic "0" input current require-

ments are about 200juA and 400/iA respectively, or 0.125

and 0.25 standard TTL loads. As a result, these TTL
families can be used to increase the fanout of the MOS
outputs.

The 82S series, another subfamily of Transistor-Transistor

Logic, uses the Schottky process and a pnp input structure

to reduce the input logic "0" current requirement to 0.25

to 0.5 standard TTL loads.

Figure 28 is a table that contains a summary of the various

TTL family gates and their input current requirements with

respect to a standard TTL load (1.6mA with VI L = 0.4

volts). Care must be taken when tying TTL inputs together

to perform an inverter function because NOR gates

represent two TTL loads when two inputs are tied together.

TTL INPUT LOAD REQUIREMENTS

STRUCTURE

NO. OF STANDARD TTL
LOADS PRESENTED TO

MOS OUTPUTS

74KX . 1 ^^O— u

74K ^^° TJS

»* ^^°~ 0.1U

74s

-D>°-
1.15

74LS J ^^O— OS

KS
J
^^O- us < 0.50

MXXKOBUSED ft ^.
iSlKVEKTSR T^J S" 10

?MX NSND USED r~i "V,
AS 1HVEBT1W T—| /" 1.0

FIGURE 28

COMPLEMENTARY MOS LOGIC

Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor logic is rapidly

becoming the most popular technology for high speed, low

power applications where the relatively large current drain

of the TTL family proves prohibitive. Although CMOS
devices are fabricated with the MOS processing technology,

there are significant differences in the input structure of

CMOS gates. The input voltage is restricted to range from

Vdd t0 VSS because input protection devices are returned

to both power supplies. The resulting diodes are large

enough, however, to handle the output sink current drawn

by the driving MOS device in the MOS to CMOS interface.

The diagrams presented in this section suggest an interface

based on the type of MOS output structure that is used.

The CMOS to silicon gate MOS interface is very direct. The

output voltage swing of CMOS devices is from Vdd ~0-05
volts to Vgs +0.05 volts with zero load current. Conse-

quently, CMOS gates will directly drive silicon gate MOS
devices as long as the CMOS power supply voltages are

correctly chosen. The restriction on the power supplies

results from the ability of CMOS to operate on as little as

three volts differential between Vr>D and Vgg. As a result,

to drive silicon gate MOS directly, Vqq must be greater

than VI H (Min) for the silicon gate MOS device, and V§S
must be less than VI L (Max). These values are typically 3.2

volts and 0.8 volts, respectively. (See pages 7-28 and 7-29)

DIODE-TRANSISTOR LOGIC

Diode-Transistor Logic circuits, at one time the most

popular logic family, are still in widespread use today. The

input and output characteristics of these devices are very

similar to those of TTL circuits. For this reason, the DTL
to MOS and MOS to DTL interfaces are the same as those

used for the TTL family. For ease of reference, the

interfaces are repeated in this section. (See pages 7-30 and

7-31}

EMITTER-COUPLED LOGIC

The increased need for high speed logic gates in memory
system applications where MOS memories are used has

created a need for simple conversion from MOS logic levels

to Emitter-Coupled Logic levels. The conversion from TTL
levels to ECL levels can be accomplished with already-

existing monolithic translators such as the 10124 (TTL-

to-ECL) and the 10125 {ECL-to-TTD. Taking advantage of

the TTL-compatibility of silicon gate MOS, the MOS-to-

ECL and ECL-to-MOS interfaces are very easily constructed

with these- two products as shown in the accompanying

diagrams. The current loading factor of the TTL-to-ECL

translator must be taken into account since silicon gate

MOS outputs are only designed to handle one TTL load. If

the input load current for the translator is greater than

1.6mA, a standard TTL buffer can be inserted between the

translator and the MOS device. (See pages 7-32 and 7-33)
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TTL OUTPUT CIRCUITRY

74XX ~ 74LXX

INTERFACE CIRCUITRY I "I

I

1

I'

Vcc 5V : 5*
1

kT 1

H>^
1

%L
1

74XX J4LXX
I

74HXX 74L5XX

74SXX 82SXX 1

1

TTL WITH PUSH-PULL l

OUTPUT STRUCTURE

I

MOS INPUT CIRCUITRY

<4
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MOS OUTPUT CIRCUITRY

oH

vcc

oH
I

o—\\

vcc

I
i

—

vGG - -nv 1 6*

vcc

Vnn = -SVtW

vcc

oH

HC
Vrui-GNO

INTERFACE CIRCUITRY

TO 1 74XX GATE

TO 1 74XX GATE

TO 1 74XX GATE

SIGNETICS MOS USERS' GUIDE

74XX SERIES TTL OUTPUT

I

c-DfC-"

c-^>c-^

o-H^>c-"
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MOS OUTPUT CIRCUITRY

oH

vcc

Vqq - -12V * GK

Vnn = -5V - 6%

INTERFACE CIRCUITRY

1
-O TO 1 74XX

GATE

A iwi

TO 1 7«XX GATE
O • O

74XX SERIES TTL INPUT
(NO CLAMP DIODE)

vcc

Vcc

vcc
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T.iidl'C —

oH

oH|

-IZV < VGG < -13V

-5V < Vnn < -S.6V

SV<VCC <S.BV

Voo - GND

TO 1 74HXX GATE
o o

TO 1 74HXX GATE

o o

TO 1 74HXX GATE

MOS OUTPUT CIRCUITRY I INTERFACE CIRCUITRY 74HXX SERIES TTL INPUT
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signDtics APPLICATIONS MEMO

MOS DEVICES

READ-ONLY MEMORY

2526

INTRODUCTION

The 2526 is a high speed 5,184-bit Static Read-Only

Memory. It may be organized as 64 x 9 x 9 for use as a

character generator in dot matrix displays, or as a 512 x 9

ROM for general purpose use. It features TTL compatible

inputs, three-state TTL compatible outputs, two standard

supply voltages {+5, —1 2), output data latches, and less than

700ns access time. The 2526 is fabricated using Signetics

P-MOS silicon gate process and is packaged in a 24-pin

silicone dual in-line package.

INPUT CIRCUITS

The inputs to the 2526 use a configuration similar to that

used in most of the other 2500 series products. Interface

requirements with TTL circuitry are described in detail in

the Signetics MOS Users Guide. In general, a standard TTL
gate driving only the 2526 does not require any interfacing

resistors. See Figure 1. If another TTL gate is driven in

addition to the 2526, a 10k ohm pull-up resistor will im-

prove the input noise margins.

INPUT INTERFACE

o *o
1

•o

+

+

o
FIGURE 1

OUTPUT CIRCUITS

The outputs from the 2526 use a three-state push-pull con-

figuration that allows wired-OR connection of several cir-

cuits for expanded capacity. The push-pull circuitry provides

low impedance outputs for both high and low output volt-

ages. See Figure 2. For a low output voltage Q2 is turned

ON and Q-| is turned OFF with Q3 and Q4 kept OFF by a

high Output Enable voltage. For a high output voltage Q-| is

turned ON and Q2 is turned OFF while Q3 and Q4 are

OFF. When the Output Enable voltage goes low, however,

both Q3 and Q4 are turned ON, keeping Q-j and Q2 both

OFF for any condition the output latch assumes. In this

state the output of the 2526 is essentially floating.allowing

other circuits to dominate the output line.

Figure 3 shows one way to make use of this three-state

output. Two 2526 Character Generators are tied together at

their outputs and fed to the receiving logic circuitry, e.g., a

parallel to serial converter. One 2526 can contain the dot

matrix information for upper case characters and the other

can contain the lower case information, thus providing a

full 1 28 character set. A I I inputs for the two generators are

tied in parallel except the Output Enables which serve as

A1 1 address inputs. One 2526 receives the All signal and

the other receives A1 1. In this way only one set of outputs

at a time will activate the output lines. If the system con-

figuration requires periods where neither output is active,

that fact can be gated with A1 1 to turn off both Output

Enable signals. To reduce power dissipation, the A1 1 infor-

mation can be gated with the READ signals to avoid turning

on the unused 2526.

OUTPUT CIRCUITRY

OUTPUT
ENABLE
o

OOTPUT
DATA
FROM
LATCH

J
1
—

fHQ3

4°

FIGURE 2
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CAPACITY EXPANSION
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ADDRESS DECODING

The Signetics 2526 Character Generator is organized to

provide 64 character locations with each location described

by a 9 x 9 matrix of bits. The block diagram in Figure 4

shows the address assignments for the character and scan

functions, The six address inputs A5 through A10 are de-

coded directly to provide a 1-of-64 character selection. The

four address inputs A1 through A4 are decoded to provide

a t-of-9 selection of scans within each character, Since four

address lines can generate 16 scan selections instead of only

9, there are seven excess codes. See Figure 5. The 1-of-9

scan decoder forces the excess input codes to generate all

logic "O's" at the output latches. The address deciding cir-

cuits are only activated during a READ operation in order

to save power when the memory is not being used.

SCAN DECODING

NPUT CODES
A4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

A3 c 1 1 1

•

1 1 1 1

A2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1
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EXCESS
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LOGIC 0< 0.8 VOLTS

LOGIC 1 > 3.2 VOLTS

9X9 MATRIX

TIMING

The timing diagram in Figure 6 shows how the READ signal

controls the operation of the memory. The address inputs

propagate through the decoders and the bit matrix when

READ goes low. The output data are strobed into the

latches when READ goes high. The state of the OUTPUT
ENABLE signal determines whether or not the latched data

are transferred to the outputs. With OUTPUT ENABLE
high, the worst case access time from stable addresses to

valid output data is 700ns. Notice that addresses must be

stable for only a short period of time so that address

changes may be made in parallel with the access operations.

Once the data are set into the latches, they remain stable

for a full READ cycle until the next cycle's data are

available.
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MEMORY ORGANIZATION

The 2526 is intended primarily for use as a 7 x 9 dot matrix

character generator, and the address decoding scheme re-

flects this purpose. Address lines Al through A4 (see

Figure 5} generate the required nine scan selects plus seven

excess codes. Thus, an attempt to use the 2526 with all ten

address lines in a 1024 x 9 configuration would fail because

there are only 5,184 bits in the memory and the excess in-

put address codes would not be able to generate relevant

output data. However, if address input A4 is tied to a logic

"0", the excess codes are eliminated. The remaining nine

address lines may then be used to address a 512 x 9 ROM.

The ninth scan in each character is ignored along with the

excess codes and a subset of 4,608 bits is used to provide

the 51 2 x 9 capacity.

Other organizations are possible, of course, as long as the

total memory capacity is not exceeded. 576 x 9 is the real

capacity of the memory (576 x 9 = 5,1 84). The extra 64 x 9

(576 x 9 - 512 x 9 = 64 x 9) can be accessed by careful use

of address A4. See Figure 7, The critical condition is stated

in the figure: when A4 is logical "1", A0, A2, and A1 should

be logical "0's". When A4 is logical "0", any code is allowed

in the remaining nine bits. When some form of counter is

used to generate the address inputs, it will often be con-

venient to assign the most significant bit (MSB) to A4 and

the six least significant bits to A5 through A10. In this way,

the highest allowed bit configuration wifl correspond to a

binary count of 575 and the forced zero states 'of A3, A2,

and A1 will be easier to implement.

576 x 9 ROM ADDRESSING

z^°j 2^ |
aa

|
g7 1 2e

|
2&

|
g»

| a3 1 aa
J
zi

INPUT ADDRESS BITS

WHEN A4 - 1. A3 AND A2 AND Al
SHOULD BE 0.

FIGURE 7

CHARACTER ORGANIZATION

When used as a 7 x 9 dot matrix character generator, the

9x9 dot configuration of each character allows the 2526 to

be used with either vertical or horizontal scanning tech-

niques. Figure 5 shows a 7 x 9 configuration for the letter K

that is oriented for use with a horizontal scan. As each hori-

zontal slice through the character is extracted from the

ROM, the two extra bits may be ignored and the seven re-

maining bits serially shifted to control the dot formation.

Figure 8 shows the letter K oriented within the 9 x 9 matrix

for use with a vertical scan. Each vertical slice through the

character is extracted from the ROM and then serially

shifted to control the dot formation. Two complete scans

are not used for dots and may supply blank spaces between

characters or may be ignored. Alternatively, those extra

scan positions may be put to good use for translating char-

acter codes. When a code translation is desired, the column

address (A1 through A4) is set to the appropriate translate

scan instead of one of the dot matrix scans, and the code to

be translated forms the row address (AS through A10). The

dot matrix contents of that character location are not re-

lated to the input code, but the output from the translate

scan provides the desired new code.

Assume that the dot matrix letter K in Figure 8 is placed in

the character array at an address corresponding to the

ASCI 1-6 code for K (001 01 1 ). Then the dots for K can only

be retrieved by using the proper ASCII code as an address.

The same code pattern in EBCDIC, however, stands for the

period. To perform an EBCDIC to ASCII translation it is

only necessary to insert the ASCII code for the period

(101110) in the translate scan of the K character position.

This code can then be used directly for any purpose or it

can, in turn, be applied as an input to select the dot matrix

for the period.

The spare bits in the 9x9 matrix of each character are

most convenient to use for translations when the matrix is

arranged for vertical scans. In that way a single read oper-

ation can perform the translation. A 7 x 9 vertical matrix

leaves two spare scans for translations so that a two-way

translation between two codes is possible, or two source

codes can be translated into a single target code. The spare

bits in the horizontal scan case are only available two at a

time, so are more awkward to use for translations. In either

case, the spare bits can be used to expand the character dot

matrix from 7 x 9 to 9 x 9. Several special characters can be

constructed (e.g., arrows) and some augmented standard

characters (e.g., %) can be more legible.
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VERTICAL SCAN MATRIX
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APPLICATION AREAS

There are many places where a nine bit wide ROM can be

useful. A nine bit output from a function look-up table can

provide an extra degree of accuracy. A sine function table,

for example, could supply an added bit of resolution in the

result. For arithmetic tables with 8-bit operands, the ninth

output bit can be used as a sign bit or a carry bit for in-

creased flexibility. Many byte-plus-parity systems are organ-

ized around 9-bit data paths and some of their memory

requirements can only be satisfied with a 9-bit ROM. 9-bit

or 1 8-bit minicomputers often need Read Only instruction

storage for bootstrap loaders and other non-volatile routines.

The added sophistication of new CRT terminal designs is

making 7x9 characters more and more popular. Increased

legibility, decreased errors and better lower case characters

are the immediate advantages. The 2526 provides an eco-

nomical, easy-to-use approach for implementing 7x9
character graphics.
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SfpOtiCS APPLICATIONS MEMO

MOS DEVICES

1024-BIT STATIC MEMORY

2602

INTRODUCTION

The Signetics 2602 is 3 1024-bit Random Access Read/

Write Memory. It is fabricated with Signetics N-Channel

Silicon Gate technology.

FEATURES

• 1024 x 1 ORGANIZATION
• COMPLETELY STATIC OPERATION
• +5 VOLT POWER SUPPLY ONLY
• TTL COMPATIBLE INPUTS
• THREE-STATE TTL OUTPUT
• 16-PIN DIP PACKAGE
• 200mW DISSIPATION TYPICAL
• N-CHANNEL SILICON GATE TECHNOLOGY
• 1 fis ACCESS AND CYCLE TIMES

In addition to the refresh hardware costs imposed by

dynamic memories, there is also a performance price to pay.

Each refresh cycle ties up the memory and makes it un-

available for normal data operations. There are several

interesting approaches to minimizing the performance im-

pact of the refresh cycles, but each involves an even greater

investment in support logic. Both the hardware and per-

formance penalties of dynamic memory refreshing are

eliminated by the 2602 since no refreshing of any kind is

required by the device.

In the 2602 the on-chip support circuits, as well as the

memory cells, are static. Thus no clocks are required for

any part of the memory operation. Memory clocks for

dynamic memories have proven to be very difficult to drive,

distribute, and time properly so that their complete elimi-

nation saves design and debug expenses, and reduces sup-

port logic, clock driver and distribution circuitry costs.

SUPPORT CIRCUITRY

The dominant system design characteristic for the 2602 is

ease of use. This is a result of several unusual features, with

fully static operation as perhaps the most important. Since

the static memory cell does not depend on stored charge

for its data retention, it does not need periodic refreshing.

Thus, the memory does not require external circuitry to

generate and control refresh cycling and refresh addresses.

The on-chip support logic can also be simplified. See the

block diagram in Figure 1

.

The output of the 2602 is a three-state, push-pull circuit

that can drive a TTL data bus. For increased capacity

several chips may be directly wire-ORed, taking advantage

of the three-state output. No sense amplifiers or chip buffers

are required. The problems associated with the distribution

of low level sense tines and with coupled sense noise are

eliminated. Figure 2 shows the output buffer circuit.

BLOCK DIAGRAM
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FIGURE 1

With 5 pF of typical input capacitance on any signal input

and no pull-up resistors required to achieve a reliable high-

level input voltage, any simple TTL logic can be used to

drive arrays of the 2602 memory devices. With no high

voltage, high current, or low level interface signals, noise

and crosstalk problems are practically non-existent.

The net result of alt these features is a dramatic decrease in

the external support electronics required to implement a

memory system. With greatly simplified driving, no clocks,

no refreshing, and no sensing, the 2602 has eliminated all

the major headaches associated with semiconductor memory

system design. The cost of support electronics is also

dramatically decreased. The result is that memory system

costs per bit relative to dynamic memories are very attrac-

tive for 2602 memory systems of small and moderate

capacity.
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OUTPUT CIRCUITRY
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POWER

The 2602 contributes in other ways to decreased memory

system costs. Only one standard supply voltage, +5V ±5%,

is required. Not only are multiple supply costs eliminated,

but power distribution and decoupling problems are mini-

mized.

The low average power of less than 200mW typical and the

important absence of peak currents both contribute to ease

of use and lower costs. The power dissipated by the support

circuits in a dynamic memory system - even a small one -

can be a large percentage of the system power demands.

With the 2602 static memory, the support dissipation is

practically eliminated and the memory cell dissipation is

very low. Power and cooling costs are, therefore, much less

of a factor in the total memory system economics.

CHIP ENABLE

The Chip Enable signal on the 2602 performs three inter-

related functions. It controls the status of the three-state

output signal, it acts as the decimal address input for

memories of more than 1024 words, and it enables and

disables the write circuitry.

For a 1 K word memory where the outputs share a data bus

with other logic subsystems, the Chip Enable signals can be

tied together and used simply to connect or disconnect the

output data from the data bus. A 2K word version of such a

memory (see Figure 3) could then gate the bus connect

information with the 11* address bit to form two Chip

Enable signals. The output data lines from the first 1 K

words are wire-ORed with the output data lines from the

second 1 K words. The two Chip Enable signals will then

connect the first 1K or connect the second 1K or discon-

nect both from the output data bus. Notice that the Read/

Write lines need not be gated with the 11th address bit

since an unselected chip automatically has the write circuit

disabled.

The Read Cycle for the 2602 is very easy to execute. See

the timing diagram in Figure 4. With the chip enabled and

in the read state, simply input an address. The data will be

valid at the output after the access time has elapsed. Be-

cause there are no clocks to define the Read Cycle, it is

measured as the time addresses are required to be stable.

This interval is from the latest arriving address to the

earliest departing address. For the same reason the access

time should be measured from the latest address input.

Care should be taken to make sure that the Read/Write line

is fully in the Read state before any cycle starts. Notice

that one of the memory cells is being addressed at all times;

CHIP SELECT GATING

TO^

CHIP
LNAill E

o- CHIP ENABLE

FIGURE 3
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TIMING DIAGRAM
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there is no quiescent state for the memory array. Thus, any

time the Chip Enable and Read/Write lines are both low,

something will be written somewhere. The Read/Write line

should be considered normally high with a negative-going

write pulse allowed only under strict conditions.

plus tyyR adds up to a full 1000ns. A longer write cycle

would allow more flexibility in the write pulse timing, and

would allow the write pulse window to be adjusted within

the cycle.

The Chip Enable signal may arrive sometime after the start

of a cycle without impacting the access time. This will

often come in handy when there a re extra leve ls of address

gating involved with generating the Chip Enable signal.

WRITE OPERATIONS

The write cycle is also measured by the required stable

address time. Since the Chip Enable signal gates the write

circuitry, it must arrive earlier than in a read cycle so that

the write pulse can propagate properly into the cell array.

Notice that the stable addresses must overlap both the start

and finish of the write pulse. It is important that the de-

sired cell, and only the desired cell, be fully selected before

the write pulse arrives and that the write pulse is fully gone

before the addresses begin to change at the cell. The propa-

gation path for the write pulse into the cell is shorter than

the address path through the decoders.

For a minimum write cycle the timing of the write pulse is

important. Notice in the timing diagram that tAw plus tyyp

7-40

WAVEFORMS

The waveform picture in Figure 5 shows the 2602 in action.

The test pattern being run is a simple one designed to check

the general operation of every cell. The memory had pre-

viously had zeroes stored in all 1024 cells, Then a pattern of

Read-Write-Read is executed at every cell location. The

first Read at each cell is used to check for the previously

written zero. The Write cycle then writes a one in the

addressed cell and the second Read confirms that a one was

in fact stored. The address then changes and the three

operations are repeated on the next sequential cell.

Notice that in situations like the one pictured in Figure 5

where multiple cycles are executed at orte address, there is no

obvious, well-defined start of each cycle. Simple external

time delays (not shown in the picture) serve to mark the

transit ons from cycle to cycle. The first change in the Data

Out signal following the Aq address change reflects the zero

being read at the newly addressed location. During the suc-

ceeding Write cycle, the Data Out line indicates the polarity

of the data being written in the cell. At the end of the

Write cycle, the same cell is read again and the Data Out

signal shows that a one was successfully stored. When the

addresses change again, this sequence is repeated.
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STORAGE CELL

Figure 6 is a schematic of the memory bit cell in the 2602. It

is a standard six device cell configuration, using two cross-

coupled devices (GT, Q2j with active pull-ups (Q3, Q4). Q5
and Q6 are used to connect the cell to the bit lines.

The cells are arranged in a two-dimensional array of 32 by

32 for a total of 1024 cells. Address lines through 4 are

decoded to select 1-of-32 word lines. Each word line drives

32 cells, connecting them to 32 pairs of bit lines. Addresses

5 through 9 are decoded to select l-of-32 bit line pairs.

Thus, the 10 address lines select one cell out of 1024 for

reading or writing. The bit lines are OFted together and the

selected pair drive the output data amplifier. When writing,

the bit lines are driven by the write amplifiers to force the

selected cell in one direction or the other.

MEMORY SYSTEMS

For those designers who have worked with dynamic memory
systems, the dominant theme with the 2602 is the things

that do not have to be done. With no clocks, no refreshing

and no sensing, the designer can center his work on opti-

mizing the TTL/MOS interfaces and the system packaging.

Because of the lack of support circuitry around the 2602,

MEMORY CELL

e 5

T OUTPUT

FIGURES

the propagation paths to and from the memory chip are

much shorter than is the case with dynamic memories. This

fact will help to compensate for the somewhat longer access

times of the 2602, although there are targe numbers of

applications where the 2602 offers more than sufficient

speed. The lack of support circuits makes it easy to gain

performance from the static memory by interleaving. The

expensive dynamic support circuitry does not have to be

duplicated for a two-way interleave.

The lack of power surge currents, high voltage transitions,

low level sense currents, and multiple power supplies

simplifies memory system designs in several ways. One

significant result is that many systems will work very well

on two-sided printed circuit boards, with consequent savings

in design and production costs. With less board area devoted

to supporting the memory chips, the board bit density can

be increased.

»
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